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AUTHOR'S NOTE
Being as I am Jewish, American, Irish, and British, I am qualified
to represent these groups with some degree of inside knowlege.
However, I have found that it is impossible for a person who is not
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, Person of Color) to appreciate and do justice
to characters who are such, despite extensive research and detailed,
helpful feedback from four sensitivity readers. Please forgive me for
harmful misrepresentation and feel free to leave a message on my
website harvalan.com about specific problems and I will, if possible,
change the text.
I received outstanding feedback from Raquel Brown and Bill
Hazelrig, but due to health difficulties, have been unable to as of yet
incorporate most of their valuable suggestions. Hashem willing, I hope
to do so in the future.
Sexual relations between teenagers and far older adults is a serious
issue regardless of one's sexual identity, even when not strictly violating
the laws of consent, which vary by country to country and by time
period (currently as low as thirteen in Japan). Although I find such
behaviors problematic for a number of reasons, historically, it was not
problematic for the two leads in this novel, both of whom were sexually
active themselves as adolescents, and in the interests of accuracy, this
has been represented here. This representation is thus in no ways an
endorsement of this practice, anymore than it is an endorsement of any
arguably objectionable behavior by any of the novel's characters.
This novel was a complete draft long before the delightful The
Good Place aired. That we both independently chose to call famous
historical person Patty is one of life's lesser mysteries, or perhaps it's just
a good nickname.

TRANSLATION NOTE

This work was written by an alien robotic collective and rendered
into this form by kidnapping a human and putting them in a zoo where
they were well-fed but had to watch us visit them. The human enjoyed
being away from earth and eagerly learned how to translate beams of
light into this form.
They did make a number of mistakes, but nothing is perfect except
certain numbers. The human, who has returned to earth, lost any
memory of their time with us and is prone to dizzying spells. Indeed
their life is so disordered by the trans-universal travel, as a bullied
pilgrim of regress, they have been given a robotic brain, the Shlumby
500.™
As such they are no longer human and as a cyborg, lack any civil
rights and cannot be sued in court for such things as say song lyrics
obtained without going through a process nearly as difficult as obtaining
disability benefits, and potentially beyond the translator's limited means.
Nonetheless, these have been kept to an absolute minimum.

GRACE
As we gather in the chapel here in old Kilmainham Gaol
I think about these past few weeks, oh will they say we've failed?
From our school days they have told us we must yearn for liberty
Yet all I want in this dark place is to have you here with me
Oh Grace just hold me in your arms and let this moment linger
They’ll take me out at dawn and I will die
With all my love I place this wedding ring upon your finger
There won’t be time to share our love for we must say goodbye
Now I know it’s hard for you, my love, to ever understand
The love I bear for these brave men, my love for this dear land
But when Pádhraic called me to his side down in the GPO
I had to leave my own sick bed, to him I had to go
Oh, Grace just hold me in your arms and let this moment linger
They'll take me out at dawn and I will die
With all my love I place this wedding ring upon your finger
There won't be time to share our love for we must say goodbye
Now as the dawn is breaking, my heart is breaking too
On this May morn as I walk out, my thoughts will be of you
And I’ll write some words upon the wall so everyone will know
I love so much that I could see his blood upon the rose
Oh, Grace just hold me in your arms and let this moment linger
They’ll take me out at dawn and I will die
With all my love I place this wedding ring upon your finger
There won’t be time to share our love for we must say goodbye
No there won't be time to share our love for we must say goodbye
― Frank and Seán O'Meara

1
I WOULD NOT GIVE YOU FALSE SOAP

Ever hear the one about the mathematician who
defended his island home against an enemy navy with
ingenious war machines?
It’s the stuff of legends. Terror-struck sailors
escaping the timbers, boulders, and iron darts flung by
his catapults met their end either with the Claw, which
scooped up vessels like field mice and hurled them back
with a vengeance, or when his Death Ray turned their
ships to smoking carcasses with nothing but sunlight
and mirrors.
If not for a traitor on the inside, after which the
people of Syracuse, Sicily starved during a two-year
siege, Archimedes might have done what Hannibal
couldn’t, and brought the Romans to their knees. Even
those schmucks had enough brains to appreciate his
value and were hopping mad when one of theirs killed
him against strict orders.
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“Give me a place to stand, and with a lever I will
move the world,” the old books claim Archimedes said,
but it was his adorable successor who shifted the planet
and overturned my world. For the love of an obstinate
angel with eyes as blue as the sea, I cried tears unshed
for forty-eight years, cast aside outmoded roles and
attitudes adhering like barnacles, and emerged, wet
behind my ears, a more effective nudge for truth,
justice, freedom, compassion, and joy.
I’m Harvey Milk, Gay rights provocateur at your
service, whose eleven-months as an elected official
serving the great city of San Francisco ended in the
same split-second as my life. At the time, I hadn’t the
foggiest idea there was an Afterlife, let alone a man in it
with a capacity for love greater or equal to the power of
his mind.
Late Monday morning, November 27, 1978, I
squinted at a tall guy in a suit lying flat on his stomach,
stiff as a board, as he faced the War Memorial Opera
House across the street. I say squinted for a lack of a
better word, because I sensed neither eyes nor any other
body part. I came (floated?) closer. Poor fellow had big
ears and feet, bulging hazel eyes, bouncy hair, and a
drum-tight gray face adorned with bits of his flesh,
blood, and bone.
Holy mackerel, it was either my corpse or a
Madame Tussaud likeness done up creepy. Folks,
Halloween was last month! Also freaky was a blob with
a dark-brown head standing close behind the figure on
the floor.
I gasped as a throat, hands, arms, feet, legs,
torso, shoulders and the rest buzzed themselves into
existence. Vibrating back and forth like when trying on
a shoe, I settled into the body with a mix of itch and
vertigo. I looked like me, wore the same clothes, but
with holes in my wrist, stomach, neck and back of my
head. How could there be two of me? Had someone
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slipped acid into my coffee beans at home?
The stink of poop intermingled with notes of
acrid, sour, and smoky jolted back the memory of a.38
caliber Smith & Wesson pressed against the back of my
skull. The blob resolved into former Supervisor Dan
White, his pupils frozen in the center of his eyeballs as
before. Still in shooting position, he clenched his
revolver with wrists and forearms as tense as a tightrope walker, gunpowder dust fresh on his hands and
sleeves, but the grimace on his face, part Joker from
Batman, part attack dog awaiting a pat for a job well
done, made it clear no more shots were necessary.
I’d die before fifty, I told my friends. Forget
about retirement money. Harvey Milk will never
stumble in the streets, frail, with a cane, toupee, bad dye
job, and a mouthful of past shenanigans no one wanted
to hear, as his active gay life faded like snowflakes on
the pavement.
The mark on my back burned into my skin as the
death threats poured in, each a pointed poem of the
writer’s tender desire to kill and maim me. Smelling my
death in the chilling November air, I’d written farewell
letters to relatives. In my visions, I’d be shot giving a
speech, leading a parade, or butchered by a Peoples
Temple nut. Giving up the ghost in a drab room with
someone who’d been a colleague and friend was
anticlimactic. Would I haunt his fucking office forever?
As I struggled to move or look away, unseen arms
caught me, held me close to a fast-beating heart. A soft
hand closed my eyelids and tapped my ears. A purplemagenta glow and a Mahler melody replaced the
murder scene as another hand stroked my head.
“Harvey, I’ve got you. You’re safe.” The voice was
familiar yet unrecognizable.
“Who are you?”
“I’m your … Death Greeter.”
“I’ve kicked the bucket at last.”
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“To the world’s sorrow, Harvey.” The hand
stroking my head shook. “I couldn’t stop it.”
“Everybody gets a Death Greeter?”
“Yes. No one dies alone.”
“What’s next?”
“We’ll go on a short journey. I know you have
many questions, Harvey. First we must do First Aid.”
Gently, my Death Greeter brought me to the ground,
turned me to sit upright, tailbone on the ground. My
groping fingers got caught in the tangles of matted hair
as one hand laid itself upon my chest, and another, an
inch below my navel.
“When you’re able, please take a deep breath to
my count and hold.”
“OK, ready.”
“In, two, three, four.” My nose, reshaped by
plastic surgery long ago, did the job.
“Hold two, three, four.” My grateful lungs sucked
up the air.
“Good. Now let it go. Out, two, three, four.”
As I blew, a vapor smelling of burned wire, rotten eggs,
and cut grass flowed out of the holes where the bullets
had pierced my former body. My companion coughed
like a miner, tapped feet on the floor with a muffled
thud, and wriggled fingers between my eyes. I shivered
as the office temp turned cold.
“Breathe in and out again, as feels comfortable.”
A rose-scented breeze glowing pink and green to my
shut eyes warmed my heart as the gaping holes repaired
themselves. Curious, I pushed my eyelids open and let
the music die down.
Why was my Greeter, still holding me close,
invisible? The question took the bench as Dan White
flinched like he’d been hit with a baseball bat. His eyes
shifted to those of a long-suffering puppy, the grimace
became the frown of a neglected baby, and he stared at
his revolver like it was a green man with three heads.
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My companion stroked my neck and shoulders. “We’ll
be out of here soon. Then you’ll be able to view me.”
With a sob, the former Supervisor from District 8
ruffled through his pocket, removed a bullet, rubbed it
back and forth in his hand, jerked his head and shook it
as if saying “no” and feeling ashamed. Weeping, he
shoved bullet and handgun back into his pants, rushed
out of the room, and slammed the door without a glance
back at Dead Harvey. He’d be arrested soon. Hope I
never see that S.O.B. again.
“Dan will face a trial,” said my Greeter. “You’re in
shock, Harvey. This drink will help. Can you open your
mouth wide? No? stick out your tongue.” Warm drops
of a sweet-sour-spicy liquid with hints of apple brought
instant relief. What a mechiyah.
“Dead people eat and drink?”
Dianne Feinstein, President of the Board of
Supervisors, burst into the office, bent over my corpse,
and stuck a finger under my wrist to check for a pulse
that wasn’t. It went into a hole where Dan had shot me
and emerged stained. Dianne’s eyes widened, her face
paled, and she too rushed away.
Though I’d been at odds with the woman and her
pro-business agenda from day one, today she became a
friend. The horror of finding someone you know dead
changes you forever. Was I the sole victim? Mayor
George Moscone’s face flashed into my mind. Despite a
rocky past marked by distrust, we’d become allies and
he’d signed the Gay Rights Bill with me at his side.
“I’m sorry, Harvey. George didn’t make it,
either.”
“Anyone else? Not Carol, please not Carol. She’s
the single mother of two little boys.” Supervisor Carol
Ruth Silver, who’d been locked up for weeks as a
Freedom Rider fresh out of college, was more than
colleague or personal lawyer. She got me; I got her; we
were two Jews who knew what was at stake if we didn’t
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keep fighting. But to Dan she was the Devil incarnate.
“Carol is safe. So is Willie Brown, who might’ve
been his other target.” George’s buddy was a
consummate wheeler-dealer and friend of the gay
community who’d rubbed Dan the wrong way.
Shouts and footsteps echoed throughout City
Hall. Unlikely the gay-baiting police would flip when
they learned a cop had killed. Judging by our one-way
correspondence, the Orange County Sheriff might either
shake Dan’s hand or be steamed he hadn’t had the
chance to get me first. Would the firemen be shocked
one of theirs had taken rather than saved lives? Or
would they cheer?
“Time to go, Harvey.” I blinked a thanks to the
body who’d served me nearly forty-nine years. My
Greeter took me by the hand, steadied me, and we shot
through the cupola of City Hall towards the clouds.
“Where are we going?”
“Somewhere safe to get a respite from this
horror. Afterwards, a short journey to one who loves
you and has waited for you for many years. We’ll go slow
as you say goodbye to your city for the time being.”
“I’ll be able to return?”
“Yes.”
“And find they ignored the Last Will and
Testaments I recorded and appointed Rick Stokes as my
successor?” We needed a leader who’d get in people’s
faces rather than gobble up the crumbs tossed by
heterosexual politicians we’d let call the shots. Or doing
weird back-door deals in the shadows which feels good
but only goes so far, especially if you back the wrong
people.
“It’s heartbreaking when so-called successors
distort the message of the cause you’ve poured your soul
into. This has happened many times in history.
Probably won’t be Stokes, but no one can replace you.
Yet in death you can continue to drive the LGBTQIA
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movement move than you imagine.”
Lots of letters but sounded cool. We were so
diverse that maybe Gay and Lesbian didn't cover it all.
If a bullet should enter my brain, let that bullet
shatter every closet door, I’d vowed. Had it? As we rose
in the sky, a song from Tosca, the Puccini opera that
brought the house down Saturday, burst into my mind.
Triumphant …
The soul trembles
With new hope
In heavenly
Increasing ardor.
And in harmonious flight
The spirit soars
To the ecstasy of love.
“One chapter closes, another begins,” said my
Death Greeter.
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2
ONE CHILD TORN

As we flew in the sky, my eyes followed the twists and
turns of Lombard. Below us cars, buses, and cable cars
rode on, filled with people soon to know I was dead.
Tears flowed from my new eye sockets as we rose to the
height of the Transamerica Pyramid. My Greeter, still
invisible, stayed present yet silent, reminding me of
something I couldn’t name or place.
So long Chinatown and North Beach. Goodbye
Fisherman’s Wharf. Fare thee well Alcatraz and the
John Muir Woods. I’ll miss you, San Francisco Bay and
bridges. Returning to Earth as a dead spirit wouldn’t be
the same. I’d be cut off from my constituents,
associates, friends, relatives and my lovers.
I shut my eyes and saw the faces of the men I’d
been with, first to last, and lost count after one hundred
and twenty. Despite a drive for intimacy that put Don
Juan to shame, I’d loved each one. I cried for early
heartbreaks like John Harvey and Joe Campbell and
newer ones like Jack Lira, who’d died leaving a note
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predicting this: Beware the Ides of November. For
Doug Franks, who’d been lighting up my life after Jack.
Not long ago we’d broken down in tears when intimate,
knowing my end was near. For Scottie, my beautiful,
musical ex without whom I’d never have become
Supervisor. For thin, blond, smart Stevie who’d I’d met
a month before and shared a tender Friday night. For
the others who were part of my Circle of Love.
I cried for not being able to cry for Jack as I
fought the evil Briggs Initiative that nearly robbed
California’s Gay and Lesbian teachers of their jobs.
Cried because I’d been taken too soon. Cried unable to
pinpoint why.
“Death Greeter, I’ve seen enough. Make it go
away, please.” No matter what I’d expected, this was
like separating a child from its mother.
“Of course.” With another tap on my head, I was back
with the glow and Mahler.
I rubbed my eyes and opened them. My body lay
stretched in the lap of a Japanese person with green
eyes sitting on a bench at a tiny, gray train station. The
person wore a red and purple long-sleeved swan
kimono and a bandana rested upon magenta-tinted
coal-black hair falling over the shoulders. No shoes on
the feet, just socks, and the left sleeve of the kimono was
torn. Jewish mourning customs for a first-degree
relative.
“We’re all sad about your death,” said the person,
as they helped me find a seat next to them on the bench.
It was the voice of my Death Greeter. “Thus it’s proper
to follow your traditional customs.”
“Got a name … Sir … Ma’am?” My Greeter
sported a golden, intricately-woven choker cloaking any
Adam’s apple, tufts of hair on lips and chin typical of an
adolescent boy, a kimono padding any breasts, and a
swollen belly.
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My strange companion toyed with a turquoise
scarab necklace with fingers ringed in gold, silver, one
with a red stone—either ruby or garnet. “Why don’t you
give me one?”
The swan evoked Odette from Swan Lake. Train
station brought Bye-Bye Birdie to mind. “How about
Odi-Bird?”
My Greeter’s eyes shone. “Better than UDI, the
Norwegian Directorate of Immigration. Though you’re a
refugee and Norway is ferry ride away.”
“Where am I? “
“Virtual England. You’ll enjoy the change of
scenery. The man awaiting you asked me to bring you to
a nearby city. We’ll go by train and then by Metro.
Quicker and nicer than the bus.”
“Yeah, I took the bus to work today. I could skip
it for a while.” Who was this man? Could it be Jack? Did
I want to see him?
Odi-Bird grabbed a bag from under the bench
featuring a mouthless white cat with a red bow, took out
a Welcome Back, Kotter lunchbox, and drew from it a
white and yellow thermos of Charlie Brown, Snoopy,
and Woodstock lunching together. “Time for another
drink.”
As I sipped, a voice with a hint of sing-song
mumbled, “Arriving on Platform 2, London Kings Cross
to Edinburgh Waverly.”
“This doesn’t look like London.”
“It’s not. The line began there. We’re in Durham,
a city of wonders, including Colman’s mustard, an
indoor market, and a castle built by William the
Conqueror. Did you know Alice Pleasance Liddell used
to live here?”
“Cool.”
“A boat racing festival every summer, as well as
the Miners’ Gala, the world’s largest labor gathering,
where each former pit has their own marching band.
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History in every stone of the city, the loveliest river walk
you could wish for, and first-rate student theater.”
“No time for a stop-over?”
“You’ll have the chance to visit virtually later. I
especially recommend the remains along Hadrian’s wall
to the north of here, the Camera Obscura in Edinburgh
at the end of the line, and the ancient rock formations in
Skye, dating to the time of cyanobacteria.”
“Neat.”
As a black, red, and green Flying Scotsman train
roared in, I slapped my thigh. “That a joke about
Wagner’s Flying Dutchman?”
“Yes, but I can’t take credit for it.”
We stepped on and found two seats together in
the crowded train. Odi-Bird picked up an empty bag of
beef and horseradish potato chips lying on my seat. “I’ll
put it in a composting bin when we arrive. They’re as
common as photobooths.”
The conductor took a ticket from Odi-Bird but
didn’t notice as I put my nose to the window to enjoy the
scenery. My Greeter pointed out a cathedral saved from
German bombers during World War II by a miraculous
fog and the Angel of the North, a brown-ridged statue,
part human, part glider, a tribute to coal miners.
“Next stop, Newcastle Central Station,” boomed
a voice.
“Gonna bring coals there?”
“Hah, no. It’s had a gay scene for decades, if not
in Jane Austen’s time when she dumped Wickham and
Lydia there. Plus, a charming Chinatown. From
Newcastle it’s a fast leap to our destination, Gateshead,
with a world-famous art museum. Did you know George
Washington’s family comes from this region?”
The train drove through a tunnel, crossed a
bridge way too high above the water, and came to a halt.
Odi-Bird stood up, turned the door handle, jumped
down, and gave me a hand. We fell into a stream of
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people moving to and fro, and crossed the curved,
elevated walkway towards a series of food stalls.
My stomach rumbled at the sight of flaky, basilfilled pastries but with a raised right palm and a headshake Odi-Bird went into a Bugger King and returned
with a glass bottle of apple juice and a glass straw.
“Sorry, the Cornish treats and the Froot Loop Shake
would be difficult to swallow.”
“Bugger King?”
“My idea of a joke, I’m afraid.”
We sat down at a table. I let the fizzy liquid play
over my tongue. “Why so many people?”
“Crowds bring comfort to a native New Yorker.”
What wasn’t my Death Greeter telling me? I drank too
quickly.
“Hic.” Odi-Bird burped me. I found my voice
again. “Are you Japanese?”
“Not in my ancestry, but you had a such a love
for the culture. I also pay tribute to their Star Festival
while showing solidarity with the Issei, Nisei, Sansei,
and more who suffered in World War II Internment
Camps.”
“I feel bad about Hiroshima and Nagasaki,” I
said, as the last ounce of juice went down my gullet,
“though Truman figured it was the best move. Feel
awful too about what Japan did to Koreans, the people
of Nanking, and their WWII war prisoners, not to
mention Pearl Harbor.”
“I cry for all of them.” Odi-Bird took my drinking
glass and straw and placed them into a machine with a
left hand. Out shot a flood of gold, silver, and copper
coins, one in the shape of a hexagon. “Please take them,
Harvey, for your fare.”
On the escalator cycling downward my Greeter
placed a hand on my back to support my shaky legs,
helped me step off, and led me to a large machine. With
Odi-Bird’s help, I counted the £1.50 fare and enjoyed
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the clink as they dropped into the machine, which spat
out a yellow ticket. As we walked through the
unattended turnstile, Odi-Bird grinned. “They rarely
check.”
Dingier than Durham, the track’s brightest spot
was a poster advertising a goofy Robin Hood
production. The yellow metro train soon arrived and we
boarded. With nowhere to sit in the reeking subway car,
Odi-Bird held me close and helped me move in rhythm
with the ride. Placards along the sides of the car urged
miners to seek compensation for knee injuries,
osteoarthritis, and lung damage, which fit my mood.
“Gateshead,” announced the driver in a thick
accent. Exiting, we tripped over a teenager wearing a
shirt with FCUK on it who muttered, “Sorry” to OdiBird. Wild.
My Greeter bowed. “Your special person is on his
way.” Their eyes shone but were they sad, happy, or
both? “Don’t forget the hope because I have hope. Your
fight is not over, little brave one. Harvey dies yet Harvey
lives. Keep your eyes on the prize. No one is perfect but
nothing is impossible.”
“Thanks.”
“Got some parting presents for you.” From the
cat bag, Odi-Bird took out a silver chain bearing three
strangely-carved birds surrounded by chunks of crystal
as an orangish wire—human hair?—snaked along the
chain.
“What are these rocks?”
Odi-Bird touched each stone: “Black tourmaline,
carnelian,
tiger’s
eye,
white
selenite,
pink
rhodochrosite, magnetite, shungite, wulfenite (which
contains lead, do not eat), and iridescent labradorite.
They will assist with your recovery now and later in
times of trouble.”
Times of trouble? Hadn’t I had enough already?
Odi-Bird looked away. “Think of it as a fail-safe. Or a
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souvenir of our brief encounter.”
“Is this magic?”
“Or pyroelectricity.” Odi-Bird laid the crystal
necklace on my neck, opened the cat bag again and
handed it to me. It now contained a thin volume, The
Case of the Marble Monster, and two movies, Ikiru and
Central Station—another bad joke?
“The one who loves you is a hair-breadth away.”
With a kiss on top of my head, Odi-Bird said in a soft,
sad voice, “Mata au hi made, Harvey-san,” and
vanished.
I held up my hands in confusion. Could this OdiBird be a chummy Angel of Death, same as who
slaughtered the Egyptian first-borns? Or a hallucination
generated by my failing nervous system? Odds were
twelve to seven I was still stuck in Dan’s office.
“Harvele!” called the voice of someone I’d loved
and missed.
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3
SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER ME

I turned around. “Grandpa!” My heart burst at his face,
voice, and smell. Grandpa Morris’s eyes shone as he
stroked my hair, kissed me on both cheeks, and
wrapped his arms around me.
“Oh Harvele, Grandpa is proud of you. You
honor our tradition with your rachmanes, your
compassion,as a macher, a mover and shaker of the
highest order.”
I snuggled in closer. “You don’t mind I don’t go
for the ladies?”
“Feh, everyone knew about that in the old
country.” His eyes twinkled. “As long as you don’t marry
a Galitzianer. We Litvaks must never do that.” I smiled
at Grandpa’s take on an old joke about Jewish regional
rivalry.
“I’m a simple man from Lithuania,” said
Grandpa, as he kissed me again, “but I hear our mystical
traditions consider the union of the Yesod and the
Malkut holy. Such joy and nachas would it be to gaze at
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you and the man you love under the chuppah. More I
cannot wish you.”
My post-death body relaxed. “I love you,
Grandpa.”
“I love you, too, my little kemfer, my plucky
fighter, who took on the Machine.”
My jaw dropped. “You’ve followed my life and
career?”
“Never, bobbeleh, was I not watching, guarding,
or guiding you. It was I who encouraged you go to schul
this past Yom Kippur.”
Though organized religion was not for me,
praying with my fellow Jews on our holiest day felt like
home. “Thanks. It was good to reflect before I died.”
“Yom Kippur,” said Grandpa, “is when the
Jewish people die while remaining on Earth, as we
recall the travails of our holy martyrs and plead the
world not be consumed by its own wrath.”
“We’ve been doing this for ages, Grandpa,” I said,
“and the awfulness never ceases.”
Grandpa’s eyes filled with tears. “Yet we keep on
coming back, to witness, remember, and raise a ruckus.
Resistance through inspired existence.”
“Coming back? Reincarnation? Isn’t that a
Hindu, Buddhist, or Manichean thing? Though the
Gospels also mention it.”
“It’s your choice,” said Grandpa, “after you
recover and recuperate from this lifetime.” He laughed
as he led me to the ascending escalator and helped me
on. “Hillel might have had it wrong. We go down, not
up, in holiness.”
“Where do I get my R & R? Is there a Heaven?”
God, whatever God might be, must recognize the
holiness of men loving men.
“What do you think, Harvele?”
“That and Gehenna are a state of mind, not a
place.”
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“Ah,” said Grandpa. “You were always a bright
one, a young chochem—in the literal sense, for once.
There are many realms, some you’d might call planets
or other universes.” He helped me step to solid ground.
“I’ve heard they are nice.”
“But I’m not going there?” Lying on a cloud with
a harp was not for me.
“You could later. Or serve the dead in the
Afterlife, teach on one of the Lightships, or otherwise
support the living. Or reincarnate.” Grandpa sighed.
“You’d think it would get easier each time round, but it
becomes more difficult.”
“It’s no fun as a kid who knows better than those
in charge. Being a dog is tough too. Where am I going?”
“Usually the newly dead receive intensive
treatment in Rehab attended by a Personal Healer.
Next, they reside in a larger community or Mansion and
continue to recover as they see fit. Your case is
different—”
A man dressed in black with a yarmulke pulled
out a portable unit and spoke into it in English as he
crossed in front of us. “Gut Shabbos,” said Grandpa,
with a gentle wave of the hand, and the man smiled and
nodded. “Monday is a bad day,” whispered Grandpa.
“I’ve made it Wednesday and hence my Shabbos
etiquette is correct.”
“Wow. Are there many Jews here?”
“A strong presence in nearby Sunderland and in
the Jesmond neighborhood of Newcastle. The Jewish
population in Manchester, to the south of us, like in
your Hair musical, is second only to London. But
Gateshead is the World Center of the Misnagdim and
your virtual reality experience honors them.”
“Misnagdim?”
Grandpa searched my face. “You’ve heard of
Hasidic Judaism, blessed Harvey?”
“Of course. I love their singing and dancing.” Bet
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some of them were gay.
“Not all who dress in black are Hasidic, tattele.
Their opponents, the Misnagdim, who come from Vilna,
also do. A Yeshiva here is world-famous. One of the few
places in the region to buy a kosher chicken. Come. We
have a taxi to catch.”
Grandpa and I scrambled out of the
station.Fresh air and sunlight played upon my face on a
summer’s day in the 60s. “What did you say about a
special arrangement?”
“You’re fast-tracked to your Mansion. Weaker
than the typical arrival, you’ll receive extra care.”
“You live in one of these Mansions?”
Grandpa shrugged his shoulders. “I get around.
Your mother and father live in Mansion 350.”
My body shook with dread for the second time
today. I missed Mom, not Dad. “Will I end up there?”
Never told Mom I was gay when alive. It’d kill her. But it
was not me but a too-heavy turkey that brought on the
fatal heart attack on November 27, 1962, fifteen years
ago today. Dad died on Christmas in ’75 and didn’t
know either.
“No,” said Grandpa. “I am sorry my son was a
difficult husband and father. My fault. Should have
given him more love and attention and not forced him
into the family business when it didn’t suit him. Don’t
feel guilty. Pay him a visit only if you want to.”
Whew. “Which is my community?”
“Mansion 111. Recover in the company of others
who experienced the strain of sudden and often violent
death with all the fine culture, nature, bowling alleys,
and dining you could desire. You’ll be able visit any part
of
Earth
virtually
and
experience
historic
performances.”
“Watch any Opera ever made like I were there?”
“Yes. And some yet to manifest on some version
of the Earth.”
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“Hot dog. How?”
“Time as you know on Earth doesn’t exist here.
We keep things comfortable by following a quasi-linear
time frame for both our Rehab and Mansion guests. It’ll
be November 27, 1978 when you arrive—sorry about the
Monday—with Hanukkah less than a month away.” His
face crinkled into a big smile. “Tu B’Av, a day for
weddings, comes on the eighth of August next year.”
“You’re worse than a Jewish mother, Grandpa.
Doubt I’m ready to marry again. It didn’t end well with
either Joe or Scottie. It might have been Doug or Steve,
but we’d hadn’t known each other long.”
Grandpa laughed. “The third time’s the charm.
Love, it says in Shir-Ha-Shirim, is stronger than death.”
I had no business marrying anyone if I was soon
to reincarnate. Shouldn't I be good to go within a
month, not nine? Grandpa squeezed my hand, walked
to the edge of the sidewalk and held out an arm. “We’ll
travel to Mansion 111 by traditional ferry.”
Within minutes, a black taxi stopped in front of
us. Grandpa helped me to my seat. “Port of Tyne, please,
kind sir.”
“Aye,” said the driver. Like the Metro guy, his
accent was difficult to understand. Grandpa passed me
a bottle of elderflower-infused apple juice. Heavenly
bursts of sweetness with a hint of rose. Must be what
ambrosia tastes like.
As we drove by a man playing an accordion, the
driver snorted. I heard “gypsies,” “travelers,” migrants,”
and “not canny.”
“We are all newcomers to Europe, my good
coachman,” said Grandpa with a cheery smile, “unless
you are a descendent of the great Basque people, and
even they originated elsewhere.”
The driver stayed silent until we reached the
quay. Still smiling, Grandpa paid him a Jane Austen £10
note, and a George Stephenson £5 note for a “twelve
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quid” fare. “Keep the change.” He whispered to me, “I
have great admiration for the endurance, courage, and
kindness of the people of this region. What we just
witnessed has complex roots you might be able to
address later.”
“What do you mean?” I asked, as Grandpa and I
walked along the quay.
“Seifale, my little sheep, some things one does
better dead than alive. I guide many. Like this
wonderful woman, this Abby Stein.”
“A secret child in Lord Jim?”
“No. Abby was born in a male body and got
smicha, but spent her life wishing she’d wake up as a
girl. Now she’s living her authentic life. Of course, one of
her relatives in times past was a female rabbi like Bruria
before her.”
My heart leaped. “I’m a fan of Marsha Johnson
and Cheryl Rivera. At Stonewall they paved the way for
our Movement and for me. Grandpa, could I be another
Obi-Won Kenobi, whispering advice to my people to use
the force, the schwartz, and the borsht and destroy
Death Star bills in state legislatures?”
“Yes. Such a talent that Alec Guinness has. Faisal
was one of his best roles.” Grandpa sighed and eyes
turned wet. “It’s a sande what the British did to tear
apart the children of Isaac from the children of Ishmael.
Alas for Eretz Yisroel.”
“Begin’s agreement with Sadat in September was
a breakthrough,” I said, “but nothing can be resolved in
the region without addressing water distribution and
the US and the USSR’s use of the Middle East as a Cold
War proxy battlefield.”
“Or until Jew stops despising Jew,” said
Grandpa. “Has anything changed since the time of the
Romans? He took out a handkerchief and wiped his
eyes.
I nodded. “Divide and conquer is what the
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baddies do best. You can’t love your neighbor as
yourself, like Christ says, until you love yourself.”
“Also Rabbi Akiba,” said Grandpa, “but it’s
already in the Torah, not regarding neighbors, but also
the non-Jews who share our land. With that New
Testament, what’s good’s not new and what’s new is not
good. Though it makes an interesting read and the
musical you worked on, that Jesus Christ Superstar,
has some tunes as good as vaudeville.”
“The same Torah says I should be killed for
loving a man or that men and women cannot wear each
other’s clothes.”
“Ah,” said Grandpa. “Those who read the Torah
like a cake recipe are half-baked in the head and miss
many of its layers. Aren’t we supposed to challenge
everything, including how we interpret received
traditions? A court that kills but once is a bloody court.”
“I was furious, Grandpa, when California
reinstated the death penalty.”
“You’ve always been a good Jew, Harvele. To
answer your earlier question, although it’s been said you
can’t dance at two weddings mit eyn tokhes, with one
behind, you’ll be able to encourage all who are
vulnerable: animal, human, the Earth herself. He put a
hand on my shoulder. “We live in a universe of
possibilities, Harvey. Anything might happen, anything
could change. It’s up to the folks down below, whose
hearts you can still reach.”
“Fate and destiny struck me as post hoc panaceas
as I lived on borrowed time.”
“You can discuss notions of causality and
paradox with your Mansion Companion. He’d enjoy it
while it makes me dizzy.”
“Mansion Companion?”
“Each new Mansion resident adjusts to death
with someone who’s gone through the same process.
You’ve got a great Companion who’ll also assist with the
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added aftercare as a result of your being fast-tracked.”
“Who is he?”
A medium-sized white boat with a blue bottom,
bearing the letters DFDS floated to the quay. Grandpa
approached the long-haired, bearded ferryman,
presented him with a bi-medal coin with Queen
Elizabeth’s head on it. With flashing eyes, the ferryman
bit it and waved us on.
“Your Mansion Companion’s had many names. A
tender shepherd of a man fascinated by dreams like you.
You’ll get along. Heal well with your Companison and
you could become a Spirit Guide like me and empower
people around the globe. You’ll fuel the Gay movement
like never before.”
“Sounds good. Until I reincarnate it’ll have to
do.”
From a small pocket, Grandpa retrieved a glass bottle of
Buxton water, a warm blanket, plush pillow, black
sleeping mask, a combined toothbrush and toothpaste,
and socks to prevent thrombosis. He sung me the
Yiddish lullaby, Tumbalalaika, which is about love. My
eyelids grew heavy again. “Geh schlofen, Harvele,” said
Grandpa. “Things will work out.”
As I yawned, half-asleep, Grandpa helped me out
of the ferry. We walked together at a slow pace along a
road called Sherwood Drive, like the forest in Robin
Hood. Passed a veggie garden, a lake with mallard
ducks and boats, and at last stood in front of the
Mansion. What a mish mash: part tan, part brick-red,
with a garish turquoise dome to the far left as random
turrets jutted out of the edifice. I liked it.
Grandpa turned to me. “Harvele, this is
important. You and your Mansion Companion must be
chaste. Trust me on this one. I’m sorry about the strain
this might cause but with so much at stake for you and
also the Earth, he’s the one who can best help you.
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There are plenty of other fine men you can love
instead.”
I wondered why Grandpa was insistent when a
man about 5’10 with piercing blue eyes walked steadily
towards us, gay as a petunia. Handsome and athletic on
the young side of forty, he’d drive the right guy crazy in
bed but fortunately was not my type. I hadn’t dated
anyone older than twenty-five for decades, nor was he
thin, blond, or with a compact body. The latter can open
new worlds with you and your man when you’re tall like
me.
“Zisskeit, you’ve received the instructions I
sent?” The man nodded. Grandpa kissed me. “Meet
your Companion, Alan Turing. Alan will help you
perform the mitzvah of the Mikvah.”
“The Jewish ritual bath? Isn’t it for women?”
“Men do it too, some before Yom Kippur, some
every day. Could be a beautiful custom for Jewish men
who marry each other and embody the Shakira—or is it
the Shekinah? Take off a week, dip separately, and
witness the wonders it does for your relationship.”
A week without sex! Yet the post-dip could be as
fun as those bathhouses I’d given up with the pot and
my long hair and mustache for the sake of obtaining
public office. Most of my lovers hadn’t been Jewish but I
might find another Doug in my next incarnation.
Grandpa kissed me one last time. “Your gifts.” He
held up a video tape, The Partisans of Vilna and two
books, The Wandering Beggar and Everyday Holiness:
The Jewish Spiritual Path of Mussar. “Study this
Lithuanian wisdom with Alan. It will help you process
your old life and prepare for the next one. Also, my
favorite picture from 1952, The Narrow Margin. It
teaches us not to not despise anyone nor to treat
anything as unlikely.” He placed them into my cat bag.
I hugged him one last time. “Thank you,
Grandpa.”
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“I’ll take you to dim sum when you are feeling
better in virtual NYC or elsewhere. Everything’s kosher
as the food is made of light, although I will avoid the
pork buns. If you need me, call out, ‘Grandpa,’ and I’ll
be with you in a jiffy.”
“Groovy.”
With a wave, Grandpa walked away. As I
approached Alan Turing, my knees gave in and I
tottered to the ground. With great gentleness, Turing
took me up in a fireman’s lift. It could’ve been awkward,
as I was taller, but he secured me at the perfect angle,
like he’d calculated it in advance.
Christ, it’s wonderful to be held by a man who
loves men, no matter what. Maybe it was better that
way. No crazy shit drama. For the first time since
encountering dead me, my heart was at peace. More
than my Greeter or Grandpa, Alan Turing, without
saying a word, made me feel at home.
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4
I NEED A HERO

My body lay numb in fetal position upon a knitted
blanket on soft sand as waves crashed against the shore.
I’d had the strangest dream of a blurry figure bringing
me drinks: one tasted of sweet berries, another of fizzy
orange juice, a third grassy yet soothing. I stretched,
opened my eyes, and yawned.
“Hullo, Mr Milk,” said the Alan Turing person as
he poured an opaque fluid into a beaker from a glass
flask shaped like the bottom half of an hourglass, only
more angular at the top, and handed it to me. “Please
enjoy this homemade lemon barley water.” His British
voice was rich in timbre—the sign of a good singer.
I leaned forward, grabbed the beaker with both
hands, and drank. Tart and light, it soothed my tummy.
“This is better than lemonade. Can I have a refill?”
“Best first arrange you in a vertical position.”
Turing’s gentle hands eased me up, supporting me until
I could stand on my own. With an arm around my back,
he guided me through my first steps. The warm sand
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embraced my big feet as he poured again.
“Where are we, Alan Turing?”
“Poipu Beach Park, Hawaii, virtually. I took you
by Mansion portal.” His words tumbled one after
another, as if his many thoughts overwhelmed his vocal
chords.
I held out the beaker for more. “How long have I
been here?”
“You’ve passed in and out of conscious
awareness for three days,” said Turing, as he emptied
the flask. From the state of his shabby clothes, he hadn’t
left my side, unless he always dressed like that.
As new strength coursed into me, my legs and
feet could walk unassisted. The walk became a jog and
the jog, a jerky run. Like a horse galloping from the
whip, I scrambled from the beach into a ring of trees.
Time to get back home. Spirit Guide? A poor substitute
for working the streets. How could a Spirit Guide fix a
pothole?
Within minutes, I collapsed against a banyan
tree. Alan Turing, who must be a fast runner, awaited
me on the other side. “No matter, Mr Milk. It is hard to
believe, is it not? Everyone bolts at first.”
“The beach is gorgeous, you’re nice, but I don’t
belong here. Meeting Grandpa, that strange Greeter
person, none of this makes sense. How can one eat or
drink in a virtual reality?”
“Because your post-death body and any object
brought with you remains non-virtual during the visit,”
said Turing. “Food encountered in virtual space likewise
transforms into wholesome nourishment upon contact.”
“Yeah, and I’ve got a bridge to sell you. This is a
dream warning me about assassination.” When I woke
up, I’d buy a bulletproof vest and use it later for kinky
fun.
Turing sighed. “I wish I could tell you that.”
“When can I return to Earth?”
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He helped me stand again. “You shouldn’t
reincarnate in a state of physical weakness and must
recover from your death and other life sorrows.
Otherwise, your efforts in the next life, however noble,
will be compromised.” To my frown he added, “Might as
well make a pleasant stay of it, Mr Milk. I know how
unbearable this must be.”
“I’m not in a mood for pleasant,” I grumbled.
“Not that I don’t appreciate your kindness.”
“No need to apologize. Go ahead and express any
raw feels—it’s part of the process. The Mikvah your
Grandpa spoke of should help matters. Never
underestimate the power of dihydrogen monoxide.”
Water. Funny, despite having chugged quarts of
fluid, I had no need to pee. Or poo. The food was made
of light like Grandpa said. That’s mostly a good thing.
Alan Turing checked me for loose hairs from my
recent haircut, and helped me cut and clean my finger
and toe nails with special tools. He was a lefty like me.
“I’m going to ask you to undress and cleanse
yourself. I’ll look away.” He handed me a pail of a warm
water and loofah. “Make certain to get your hair wet and
that you cover all surfaces. No drying. Enter the ocean
and call out when you’re ready to immerse.”
I placed the necklace into the cat bag and tore off
my clothes into a messy pile. Thank goodness my
double-dolphin brass Navy Diver’s belt buckle remained
intact. I'd been proud to serve my country. After an
invigorating wash and scrub, I dashed into the
temperate water, swam, and planted my feet in the sand
where the waves covered me from neck down.
“Ready.”
“Submerge, return to the surface, and await the
next step.”
I shut my eyes, dunked, and rose. Ah.
“Kosher,” said Alan Turing from the shore, as he
shaded the sun from his eyes. “You have immersed
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correctly. Please repeat the blessing after me, Mr Milk,
and submerge again. Baruch ata adonai eloheinu
melech ha-olam asher kid-shanu b’mitzvo-tav v’tzivanu al ha-tevilah.”
“You know Hebrew?”
“Fascinating language, especially in its biblical
form, where it shares superficial similarities with the
Gaelic.” He repeated the blessing and I did the same.
Why did Baruch sound familiar, especially when Alan
Turing said it?
My body hit the water again, dunked two more
times, and relaxed into a float. I was in the womb once
more, safe and warm. I was the water, flowing and
adapting. I was the sunlight, shining and warming. I
was the sand, supporting and gleaming. There was no
me and the Universe was me. Never had I felt so clean
and pure.
As I emerged from my trance, I looked to Turing.
His eyes shut tight, he held up a robe for me decorated
with bow-tie wearing teddy bears and a towel which I
took upon reaching shore. “Let me know when you are
clothed.”
I dried myself and reassembled. “I’m good.”
Alan Turing opened his eyes, consulted a
crinkled piece of paper, and pulled out a Bible. “Your
Grandpa wishes I read the following psalms: 20, 37, 89,
91, 118, and 133.”
Some words were familiar, others not, but the
final prayer was the famous Hiney-Mah-Tov song
which talked about people getting along. Perfect choice,
Grandpa. He was one good reason not to rush back too
fast. But he’d understand why I couldn’t stay long.
Turing led me down the beach where he’d set up
a make-shift outdoor living room, complete with an
umbrella, a dinette, a color solar-powered TV, and a
large purple potted plant releasing a scent of cherry and
vanilla. “Mr Milk, meet Heliotrope. Heliotrope, meet Mr
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Harvey Milk.” I shook a leaf and Alan Turing’s eyes
sparkled. A rich blue you could get lost in.
My freaking mind and I made a truce. We’d push
aside the horror of the death thing and worries about
reincarnation, stay with the good sensations, and trust
Turing. It would be neat to become a Spirit Guide for a
spell like Grandpa mentioned and I’d enjoy a good
Opera before jumping back in the hopper. And a few
good meals.
“After that swim, I’m hungry for real food, Alan
Turing.”
“Excellent. How about an amorphous solid.” He
held up a spoon slathered with a yellow paste. I opened
my mouth and took in the yummy. “It’s pease pudding,
as in the rhyme. A specialty of the English Northeast.”
“Could I have more, please?”
After breakfast, Turing gave me a prism to make
rainbows with the sunshine and an infrared camera
which developed faster and with better quality than a
Polaroid. I took pics of the beach, trees, a bird Turing
said was a moli, and a crab. As my Mansion Companion
did not want to be photographed, I had him take a few
of me. Should have used these when cruising back in the
day as it put me to good advantage.
Turing left me with the photos and laid a Rolling
Stones jigsaw puzzle on the table. Each piece was
identical as an Escher-shaped lizard. Checking the box
as needed, I did it based on color alone. Though slow at
first, my pre-death skill resurfaced and my hands made
matches faster than my conscious mind could process.
Turing watched in silence until I finished, aside from
exclaiming when I made a good match.
Next, we laughed over two new funnies, The Far
Side and Bloom County, and played a real-estate
speculation game, Boom or Bust, which was better than
Monopoly because it went through genuine economic
cycles and took itself less seriously. “Word to the wise,”
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said Alan, “Busy Bee Manufacturing makes excellent
returns.” Instead of game pieces, we played with
Weebles, boy and dog. “Like you for most of your life,
Mr Milk, Weebles wobble but never fall down.”
We followed that up with Tangrams, where you
moved colored shapes to make a pattern. Better were
the beautiful images Turing made for me by rotating
different shapes with the Spirograph. I worked on a
simple pattern. Loop, loop, loop. “This gives me an
idea,” I said, as I finished a eight-pedaled flower shape.
“Yes, Mr Milk?”
“Grandpa says time isn’t real here. I’ll jump into
the day before my death and warn me and the mayor.”
Alan Turing shook his head.
“You can’t time-travel from here?”
“We can, Mr Milk, but not by hopping willy-nilly
as you propose. More than likely the problems will
either manifest in another way or end badly for the time
traveler. Manipulating ourselves also violates free will.”
“We can’t change history? Please call me
Harvey.”
“Alright, Harvey. You may call me Alan. There
are other methods to achieve better outcomes, but they
cannot prevent your death in this universe the second
Dan made his choice to pull the trigger.”
“He always had a choice. And there are better
possible outcomes. I wasn’t fated to die young after all?”
“That Harvey, would be the subject of a delightful
conversation, but, speaking from experience, excessive
philosophical speculation competes with your body’s
need to adjust. How about a charming disc-arranging
puzzle called the Tower of Hanoi?”
“I’d rather not think of Viet Nam, Alan.”
“Very well, a solitaire game?” Alan held up a
wooden triangle dotted with white pins containing a
single empty hole. “Jump one over the other, removing
as you go, with one peg remaining on top.” He pointed
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to a pin near the bottom. “I suggest you jump left down
here to start.”
“Sounds fun, but I’d like something interactive.
Got anything electronic?”
Alan smiled. “Of course.” I spent the next half
hour making the poor Speak & Spell say stuff like
GICUP after breaking its simple code in two minutes. I
next attacked the red Merlin, winning every game,
including Tic-tac-toe since the stupid thing was easy to
double-trap. “We have advanced much farther here,”
said Alan Turing, “but these Earth attempts are
touching in their own way.”
“How far? The virtual reality alone sounds
advanced.”
“Thanks to my studies on the Nabonidus, one of
the Lightships of Learning, I can craft a robot that could
be mistaken for human.”
“Cool. Have you done it yet?”
“Some small experiments. To be a true being, it
must possess a consciousness. A soul, or spirit, if you
will, must agree to inhabit the body I make for it.
Nurturing the robot would be a huge responsibility and
cannot be undertaken casually.”
Shame I’d miss out on the robot.
“Low-tech can be fun too,” said Alan. “Ever make
a sundial or a clepsydra? We could assemble a crystal
radio, lemon battery, or, with a few ingredients, the
lovely blue-green vanadyl acetylacetonate.”
“I want to explode something.”
“Solid sodium,” said Alan. “Let’s make a separate
pool in the sand at a distance lest we disturb the other
beings when we toss it in the water. We’ll also need
gloves and gas masks, which I have brought in case. I
will clean up after.”
“Are the animals real too?”
“It’s best to treat any being one meets as real.”
Alan fetched the supplies.
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I tossed a piece of the chalk-like metal into the
water. Geysers and a huge flame burst in and out like
the water was multi-orgasmic. Alan let me explode a bag
until sunset. I yawned. “Time you got to bed, Harvey,”
said Alan, in the tone of a fussy British nanny. “Fancy
a bedtime story?”
“Whatcha got?”
“How about a first edition of The Mayor of
Casterbridge?” he said with an impish grin. It was a
terrible joke. I’d been called the Mayor of Castro Street.
“Very funny, Alan.” How did he know tons about me?
Was he briefed as my Mansion Companion?
“Here’s something more uplifting.” He held up
the The Pushcart War and offered to read. It was super.
A charismatic Jewish leader led a multi-ethnic
persecuted New York City minority to victory over
genocidal truck companies. Brave senior citizens, a
corrupt mayor, poker, photography, and a food fight all
brought to life by Alan’s expressive reading—he’d make
a good actor. Forgot I was dead.
As I went to sleep, I was again at peace. The best
two things about dying were meeting Grandpa and
meeting Alan. What a great friend he’d have been on
Earth. You don’t meet guys like him anywhere. A
kindred spirit. It’s settled: I’d stay here longer than
planned before dipping my toe back into the pond.
I woke again to a delicious smell. Alan had
arranged a make-shift grill set upon glowing coals, upon
which he had expertly prepared matzoh meal pancakes,
the signature dish with which I treated my lovers. Warm
and soft, they melted in my mouth, yummier than mine.
The perfect ratio of matzoh meal to the other
ingredients infused with haimish mama-love.
Next, bowing low, Alan brought me a plate of
balls coated in crumb arranged like a benzene ring,
whose shape, he said, was discovered when chemist
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Friedrich August Kekulé had a day-dream about snake
swallowing its own tail.
“What’s this?”
“You don’t recognize gefilte fish, Harvey? No
piscine died in the making of this treat.”
“I’ve had the savory and the sweet kind, but
nothing like this.”
Alan pursed his lips. “Ah, it must be different in
America. This is how it is done in Britain. A legacy of the
Portuguese Jews who graced our shores. When a Jewish
fishmonger combined his offerings with chips from an
Irish chop shop, the classic treat was born.”
Would things have been better with Dan if I’d fried fish
at The Hot Potato, his Irish eatery at Pier 39 on
Fisherman’s Wharf? Working out our differences as we
slaved over the hot flame? Nah.
Cautiously, I placed a ball in my mouth, chewed,
relishing the flavor and crispiness and gobbled the rest.
Thankfully, Alan didn’t care about table manners. He
topped it off with the perfect cup of coffee, served in a
mug in the shape of the donut. I appreciated the
topology joke although the nascent laugh died in my
throat.
“Care for some light entertainment on the solarpowered telly, Harvey?”
“Why not?” Though not a big fan of TV I trusted
Alan’s taste. We sat down on adjoining chairs in the
outdoor living room.
“No nasty American adverts in the Afterlife
unless desired,” said Alan with a wink, “or as on
Channel 3. This Electra Woman and Dyna Girl is a new
favourite of mine.”
The show was pure camp. I’d missed out on
much while working hard in the mid to late 70s. The
women were like Batman and Robin, backed by Frank
who ran the Crimescope computer. Electra Woman and
the feckless Dyna Girl, who had fewer brains than my
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old Charger, worked undercover as magazine writers. In
this episode they used a special duplication device to
defeat the creepy, witchy, Empress of Evil, who turned
out to be a robot in a romantic relationship with the evil
Lucretia who’d invented her.
“I love this, Alan. Bad robots are fun.”
Alan followed this with a near future Muppet
Show with my girl Gilda Radner, who with Richard
Pryor, was true to the spirit of the outrageous truthtelling of Lenny Bruce. From a host of animals singing
the famous lullaby with “Milkman’s on his way,” to
Gilda’s Gilbert and Sullivan duet with an enormous,
fussy carrot, her getting stuck with Superglue to poor
Beaker, and finishing off with “Tap Your Troubles
Away,” a number about keeping a big smile on your face
while shit keeps falling on your head, I grinned and
found my own feet tapping.
“Thanks, Alan. I promise I won’t run away
again.” And let him pamper me. No-one had pampered
Harvey since his Mommy and little Harvey had to
protect Mommy from mean Daddy.
A week passed of delicious food, light exercise,
and great shows. Alan got me into The Lost Saucer,
Sigmund and the Sea Monster, H.R. Pufnstuf, Eric Idle
speaking in anagrams, astronaut Al Worden on Mr.
Rogers, the dazzling Rita Moreno on The Electric
Company, the fun kids on Zoom, and a beautiful British
show about mouse creatures living on a distant planet,
The Clangers. We also created a new toy out of a Slinky,
Silly Putty, an Etch A Sketch, and some wires so that the
Etch A Sketch drew on itself as it twisted and turned, as
Alan charted the patterns using colored pegs on a LightBrite box. If only he’d been my brother instead of the
one I grew up with.
“It’s also fun to cover the Etch A Sketch with its
own lines,” said Alan, “to reveal the underlying
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machinery. But you would find the task onerous. Shall
we visit your quarters, Harvey?”
“Yeah, sure.”
Alan gathered the games, toys, and Hermia the
Heliotrope, and we portaled back to Mansion 111 by
voice command. The stench of boiled cabbage
overpowered us as we entered the tacky building and I
slipped upon the hardwood floors. Alan, securing me,
advised me to breathe from the mouth and said the bad
smell emanated from the Mansion Canteen, which
otherwise served good puddings. Seeing I was about to
collapse again Alan carried me up the stairs to my suite.
Holding me safe and close, he turned a key into the lock
and said he’d set up a hand-scanning system later if I
wished.
Inside a Mickey Mouse clock hung on the wall
and a maroon couch sat in the living room, as they had
in Castro Camera, where my political career began. On a
replica of my office desk sat a glass jar overflowing with
jelly beans. A huge walk-in closet hosted my old thriftstore clothes, but also new beautifully knitted rainbow
socks and mittens, as well as a joke shirt: I Found It: the
Afikomen.
I opened a chest of drawers and discovered the
pony-tail I’d chopped in ‘75 to clean up my image,
photos, political buttons, and other cherished doodads.
The kitchen, my pots and pans on the wall, included
amazing new gadgets. My Mansion Companion said the
stove would mimic gas and the oven would function like
an electric one.
“Wow, Alan.”
“Our Mansion supplies have everything. Order
by radio and the item arrives within minutes.” Alan held
up a device the size of a credit card. “You’ve got thirty
days to clone any Earth possessions.”
My heart burned. What I wanted was Doug. Or
Stevie.
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“I’ve assembled a library for your reading
enjoyment,” said Alan, as he removed books from a set
of built-in shelves. “The Phantom Tollbooth explores
the magic of words and numbers. Frog and Toad
celebrates friendship. In The Three Princes of Serendip,
a traditional fairy tale retold by a librarian in post-war
Germany named Elizabeth Jamison Hodges, the three
siblings work cooperatively.”
“Is The First Two Lives of Lukas-Kasha about
defying death with buckwheat?”
“No, but you’ll love it because it’s political. Also
The Magic City, which was written by a founding
member of the Fabian society which intermixes a
charming fairy tale with a plea for an eight-hour
working day and humane working conditions.”
“That's amazing.” The Fabians were super
progressive Brits who were about radical reform on the
installment plan as opposed to outright revelation. A
forty-hour week was not universal in America until
1950, although the Fair Labour Standards Act of 1937
paved the way.
Alan smiled.” Likewise, The Enormous Egg,
about a beautiful bond between a Triceratops hatched
in 1950s America, the only one of his kind, and his
human friend. My friends from the States say it
rubbishes McCarthyism.”
“That’s right up my alley, Alan.”
Alan’s eyes widened but he kept his voice steady
as he introduced me to Nate the Great, featuring a
pancake-eating kid detective and Yobgorgle: Mystery
Monster of Lake Ontario, a retelling of the The Flying
Dutchman set in New York. He held up two gray
volumes. “In these Nancy Drews, The Sign of the
Twisted Candle and The Password to Larkspur Lane,
the author, a Second World War Navy chap, addresses
the abuse of elders and supplies an astonishing name
for one of the villains.”
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“Always more of a Hardy Boys guy, but I get it.
What’s this one?”
“The Last Cow on the White House Lawn,” said
Alan. “Did you know that the Baby Ruth sweet has
nothing to do with the ball player, but is named instead
after Grover Cleveland’s daughter?”
Alan pointed to a desk to the smallest computer
I’d seen. “Meet the charming Commodore 64. Her
technology is more advanced than on Earth, but you’ll
enjoy the retro look as you play games or program her in
BASIC or FORTRAN. “Don’t mention the VIC-20 to
her,” he said in a whisper, “it didn’t end well between
them. Their Pong match was the last straw. Dora claims
Victor Victoria cheated by rewriting the code behind her
back.”
“That’s sad. What’s the phallic thing beside
Dora?”
“It’s called a joystick.” Filed it away for future use
as weariness overtook me again. I collapsed upon the
comfy Popeye bed Alan made for me with purple
Scottish heather, large enough for two, three, or four
bodies, and kicked off my shoes.
“Queer love is celebrated here, Harvey,” said
Alan, as he fluffed an Olive Oyl pillow more times than
necessary and placed a stuffed Snoopy and Woodstock
next to me on the bed. “Mansion 111 is your happy
hunting ground. Age of consent is sixteen for our kind
but restricted to individuals who have already loved on
Earth, except for those who have been harmed sexually
when young who are permitted to make their own
determinations.”
“My lover Joe was nine when he was raped. Poor
kid.”
“Otherwise, no holds barred, as long as it’s
consensual and well-planned in advance as needed.”
Pre-dead Harvey, horny as a bull and fond of the
leather scene, would’ve perked up at a sex-fest. And
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presently in no shape for courting, loving, clowning,
pranking, or yelling at the Briggs mamzer with the
incompetent math teacher.
Alan’s eyes narrowed. “Would you like time
alone, Harvey?”
“Maybe later.” Only Alan, constant as the atomic
clock, kept me from breaking into pieces. He sat at the
foot of the bed as I rested and accidently brushed
against my toes, which gave a nice tingle. “If only I had
my violin to entertain you, or my dear cat Timothy and
teddy Porgy to comfort you.”
“Why don’t you?”
“After Rehab, my best mate Chris took me
forthwith to The Nabonidus, the Lightship of Learning I
mentioned prior, and such was my state of my mind as
well as his—he was most distraught—I got but a few
quick changes of clothing. I’ve been at Mansion 111 for
about a year.”
Pain that had nothing to do with Dan pounded
into my heart. My Mansion Companion had died
suddenly, like everyone here, and it couldn’t have been
good. Alan gasped but recovered. “A jaunt perhaps to an
underwater museum exhibit?”
“Sure.” Didn’t want to stay here with the
memories it evoked of my incomplete life. What a crazy
idea it’d been to rush back to Earth. Alan was right, I’d
make a mess if I returned too soon. Grandpa was right,
the Spirit Guide gig was an opportunity and a Mansion
full of dead people as awesome as Alan would be perfect
for sex and romance when I was up for it. Lover (or
men), where can you be?
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5
EVER I SAW YOUR FACE

I’d fallen rapturously in love with a brash, daring, and
wise-cracking Harvey Milk. The Harvey lying prone in
his flat was a wounded, perturbed, and droopy model,
yet my heart yearned no less.
“Ready to go underwater, good lad?” I held out a
hand and helped him stand. “A snack to fortify before
your first Mansion excursion?”
“Any pancakes left?”
“I’ll make you a fresh batch with coffee.”
Harvey rubbed his eyes. “You’re swell, Alan.”
Bursting with admiration for my hero, I’d volunteered
with pride to be his Mansion Companion. Having been
to hell and back whilst alive, I knew every boulder and
resulting smashed toe of the terrain. With care, I
escorted my beloved to the lake. The upcoming
adventure would treat Harvey to the maths he loved and
minored at his Albany Teacher’s College and feed his
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lifelong Second World War obsession. The chance to
share my achievements in that arena with my beloved
would be a precious addendum.
Darling Harvey! If only you knew, you
courageous, powerful mass of lusciousness! How I
wish to share your bed and table day in and out,
discussing ideas both deep and silly, whilst we—. I’ll
take care of thee so well, and chastely, you’ll never
suspect how I ache to hold, kiss, and love you.
My fair Elsie Pauline O’Leary never witnessed
the passion his face, voice, touch, and scent inspired.
Pretending to be like other humans is one of my unsung
talents. In addition to my acting skills, few can discern
what I’m feeling under any circs. My body was another
matter. Employing standard diversionary tactics, I
released Pemberley’s lonely offerings into the toilet as
necessary.
As my darling gazed into the water with eager
anticipation, I cupped hands to my face and cried,
“Namor.”
The lake expanded, and with waterfowl and other
boats at a safe distance, a blue and white submarine
rose to the surface, bearing the name U-505 in white
letters. Harvey clapped a hand to his beautiful mouth.
“Wow. A German vessel that destroyed ships bearing
food, fuel, and other supplies across the Atlantic.” I’d
gifted this cloned version with an electronic brain but
respecting my desire for an intimate tête-à-tête, Fifi had
agreed to remain silent today.
“The U-boats,” said I, as we approached Fifi,
“were the weapon Churchill feared most. Sending into
the ocean’s depths 5,000 humans, 2,779 ships and 14.1
million tonnes of supplies, they jolly near succeeded in
starving us out. Without Ribena, a drink you enjoyed
earlier, British children would have perished from
scurvy.”
“I remember the war reels. Didn’t the US Navy
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capture her?”
“Three days before D-Day, the result of careful
planning. Like good pirates the Allies were after her
loot: a top-secret torpedo, a grid map revealing the
whereabouts of other U-boats and best, Enigma
machines and their rotors, codebooks, and decoded
messages.”
Harvey shared his first joke. “This talk of Enigma
is enigmatic, Alan.”
“Not for long, Harvey,” and I with a chortle, and
offered my arm as we entered the boat. “With your
service in the Navy you ought find boat travel soothing.”
Harvey had served on the USS Kittiwake a Chanticleerclass submarine rescue vessel, christened after a
seabird. He gaped like a child at the bunkbeds,
torpedoes and their launching tubes, and the meals
galley. Good.
“Such a shame, Alan, my service was cut short
when a scumbag ratted me out as gay, and they let me
go with an honorable discharge.”
“I understand, Harvey.”
Also a boat lover, I could not hide my excitement
as we visited the radio and underwater sounding
station. I caressed the levers, valves, gauges and wheels
in the control room whilst Harvey explained their
functions. As we explored the engine room, his eyes
caught mine. “Didn’t most of the German boys on the
subs lose their lives? At least I died for something
good.”
“35,000 young men served on these boats under
the command of Grand Admiral Karl Dönitz and 26,744
never returned home.”
Harvey drew a breath. “An 82% death rate. The
regime didn’t value its own life.”
“Yes,” said I, “clearing the seas was thus good for
all concerned.”
“How did they get stopped, Alan?”
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I smiled as I stroked an engine. “The museum
exhibit will answer your question.”
“Could you give me a teeny hint?”
“The power of the mind overcame the power of the
machine.” Curiosity might have killed the cat (ouch!)
but revived the Harvey. We dove deep, U-505 slowed to
a halt, shut off her diesel engines, and let the electric
battery take up duty. My charge shivered in the
darkness and clung to me, though he’d enjoyed thrills
when alive. “Connecting with the airlock, Harvey. We’ll
be back in the light imminently.”
Fifi opened her hatch. I helped my sweetheart
disembark, and placed a gentle hand and forearm on his
fetching back as we strode towards a barn-like building
labelled Hut 8, modelled upon the self-standing
structure where I’d spent much time.
Harvey frowned. “I can’t escape 8s, Alan. My
killer’s district was also 8.”
“This could give you a fresh association.”
As we stood before the door, I bowed low.
“Welcome Mr Harvey Milk to the Mansion Museum of
World War II Codebreaking. All involved swore to keep
mum to the deathbed. They told the women at the
National Cash Register Company in Dayton, Ohio
they’d be shot if they blabbed.”
Sweet Harvey leaned against the wall. “No
kidding.”
“It feels odd to speak of these matters in the
open.”
“I get that. Codebreaking would let you know
how, where, and when the enemy will act, saving time
and maximizing resources. Letting on we knew would
compromise military operations and get our folks
killed.”
I nodded. “We could also plant traps, monitor
spies and the success of our deception plans, and get a
direct line to the thoughts of the Enemy himself.”
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“Amazing, Alan.”
Harvey and I entered the Museum hand-inhand. He pointed with an excited finger. “Hey, look at
that.”
Glaring at each other from opposite corners inside the
barn loomed the two battling machines. “The Enigma
and Bombe, or should I say, one of our Bombes,” said I,
“fighting for the crown.” Electronic brains had not been
good for either, at least not simultaneously, as a simple
détente proved impossible.
“Got that. I loved working on Alex in
Wonderland.” His eyes went wide. “This tame-looking
black typewriter with a big hood and twenty-six lamp
bulbs is the big, bad Enigma? The keyboard’s weird.”
“Yes. She has a Zed for our Y, a Y for our X, a P
for our Zed, etcetera. Over there, admire the lovely
Eureka.”
“That bronze beauty is taller than me and nearly
as wide. Her rows look like 36 mini Enigma cylinders.
Using their own tricks against them? What a
brainwave.”
I wiped my eyes with a not-entirely-clean
handkerchief. “Such a pity they all had to go on Earth.
Let us remember them: Victory, our little lamb Aggie,
Otto, and Baby, the mini-bombe.”
“Beautiful names.” Harvey patted my shoulder.
Aroused, I thought of Mother to put a stop to things.
Fortunately he was too excited to witness my
distress.“Is Eureka from Archimedes’ cry in the bath?
Funny, Eureka’s the state motto of California and my
neighborhood, the Castro, was in Eureka Valley.”
“Yes, we had our little jokes. I’d love to raise that
robot I mentioned as a child and perhaps christen her
Eureka Ada Hildegard although Eureka’s also the name
of a troubled kitten.” I was crazed to nurture a small
wonder with Harvey, a child of our own. One of the
worst parts of ending it with Joan was giving up the
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chance to be a father.
“You’d make a great dad. Watching a robot girl
grow, learn, and thrive touches my heart too.” He
smiled again as my own heart wept tears of joy. “How do
ya plan to educate her? She’d hate ordinary school.”
“Games, experiments, travel, deep conversation,
and stories. Perhaps she’d adore Huckle the cat, Lowly
the worm, Able Baker Charlie, not to mention little
Bridget Murphy and her loving father, as much as I.
There’s also this touching Little Bear story about
Mother Bear and the bird she heals and sets free.”
“That’s what they say about love.”
I looked back to Eureka. “Of course, these stories
do have problematic ideas about the roles of men and
women. This can be well by balanced by the clever girls
of The Practical Princess and Other Liberating Fairy
Tales, Soonie and the Dragon, and The Magic
Grandfather. She’d also fancy those Henry Reed books,
about a lad and his female friend Midge who do
research and business projects together with hilarious
results.”
“In particular, Seven Daughters and Seven Sons,
which features a Muslim woman who saves her family
from want dressing up like a man and running her own
business. No one suspects she’s female because thanks
to her father, she’s an incredible chess player in
addition to being a brilliant herbal entrepreneur.”
“Your robot girl would love that,” burst out
Harvey.
“For maths and science she can imbibe the
Peanuts Question books and Newman’s World of
Mathematics and pursue advanced studies as she
pleases. I’ve been at work on an encyclopaedia for her as
well.”
Harvey winked. “Before I reincarnate, I’d love to
contribute on politics, sick jokes, world history, and
music.” Stunned into silence, my chest tightened and
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my lungs forgot their function.
Harvey again put a hand on my shoulder. “I
know that raising a kid is a big responsibility, Alan,
don’t sweat it yet. I bet Eureka would love to see how
her namesake and cohorts defeated the Enigma. How
did they do it? The suspense would be killing me if I
weren’t already kaput.”
My heartbeat quickened as I led him back to the
Enigma and my voice rose in pitch. “In its varied forms,
the machine encoded the bulk of the German military
radio communications. During the War, the Germans
were certain the Enigma was unbreakable.”
Harvey’s soulful eyes shone as his mind and
awareness expanded like a morning glory. “Love how
the Germans got fooled. Why were they confident?”
“The Enigma was nothing like previous codes
and cyphers.” I cleared my throat as the urge to kiss him
burnt my lips. “That lot you could break with pen and
paper because regardless of encoding method—one to
one or using complex tables—word and letter
frequencies remained unaltered.”
Harvey ran entrancing fingers over the keys and
bulbs. “With an ordinary cryptogram, you use the fact
that E is the most common letter, look for AND, THE,
things that have apostrophes, one-letter words, double
letters, the last two letters for LY, the last three for ING,
and the last four letters for TION and MENT, all while
getting a feel for the overall rhythm.”
“Yes,” said I. “None of that works with the
Enigma. She adopts an entirely new code with each
stroke of the key.”
“A shape-shifter machine. Damn clever of the
German Military.”
I shook my head and squeezed my antsy fingers
into fists. “Her inventors were civilians who thought
she’d be good at protecting business secrets. Until our
enemies realized her true potential, she was a worthless
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patent no one cared about.”
“That’s how we have to treat everyone, nourish
their potential, like your robot.” He approached the
Enigma and, with a naughty grin, pressed the H key.
The A-bulb lit up. “What happened, Alan?”
“H has been encoded into A after a long and
complex journey,” said I. “Let’s trace the current.”
Both of us followed the keyboard to the open space in
front. This, I told him, was the plugboard. We brushed
against the three discs called rotors up to a final disc.
“That’s the reflector, Harvey.”
His manly shoulders relaxed for the first time
today. “Complex, I love it.”
“We’ve gone but half-way,” said I. “After
travelling bang up to the reflector we retrace most of our
steps.”
“My brain’s fired up but my body’s tired. Can you
guide me?
My heart, protesting the repeated strain, sank to
my ankles. Holding my breath lest I tremble, I took his
hand back through the same rotors, through the
plugboard, to the lightboard where the A bulb was lit,
and returned him his five-fingered wonder with a gentle
pat.
“More variables here than in advanced calculus,”
said Harvey as he waved his hands. Was my touch that
unpleasant?
I pursed my lips. “Much of what the Germans
mistook for clever complexity made codebreaking
easier.
Harvey’s eyes searched my face. “Who were these
codebreakers, Alan?”
Don’t make this personal, Turing. “Chess
masters, crossword puzzle champions, mathematicians,
and a classicist, one of the best. Men and women, Jews
and Gentiles, queer and non-queer. The headquarters of
the operation were at Bletchley Park, the inspiration for
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our Mansion’s current appearance, down to the last
brick.”
Harvey smirked. “Bletchley sounds either like a
failed clown or someone throwing up.”
“We called it BP,’ said I, and attempted (and
failed) to suppress a giggle. “The place was loaned by,
touchingly, a Jewish family, a scion of which wrote an
excellent book about the intelligence gathered from the
codes, known as ULTRA.”
“Mind versus Machine,” said Harvey. “What a
pack of heroes these codebreakers were.” His eyes met
mine again. Did he suspect?
My system leaped into such overdrive I’d be
betrayed by my pheromones, save that Harvey, who
thankfully shunned chemical suppression of the same,
was ripe as a fresh apple. “We commence with the daily
settings.”
Holding myself together, I removed the rotors
from the Enigma and laid them with care into the box
which housed all five. I selected a setting sheet lying by
the machine for museum goers he’d appreciate.
“Harvey, kindly retrieve the III, I, and IV rotors.”
With a squeal of glee, he grabbed them out of the rotor
box.
“Splendid. Please insert them into the Enigma in
that order.”
“I’ll do my best, though I’m a klutz and my
fingers are extra clumsy. I know my Spirograph picture
sucked.” I assured him he’d do fine but he shook his
head, and again I assisted. Best keep the topic of
conversation directed to the externals.
“See the right rotor, Harvey? Ever so speedy,
switching to a new letter with every press of the key. The
middle rotor, in turn, is no Achilles, advancing only
after 26 pressings.”
Harvey raised his left index finger. “Bet the left
tortoise of a rotor advances every 26 x 26 strokes or 576
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strokes.” Bully for you, Harvey!
“Correct. Hold this in your mind. It will become
important later.”
“Done. What’s next?”
“Would you enjoy working out the probabilities
to better appreciate the German’s confidence?” I held
up paper, a Research pen, and a well-charged solar
calculator.
Harvey grinned again as he took them from me.
“This is peanuts compared to the stuff I did as an
actuary. Don’t need any help to tell you we can arrange
3 rotors into 6 different patterns or that there are 10
ways to choose 3 out of 5 rotors. 60 possibilities total
isn’t much, but no doubt it’ll grow super huge.”
No doubt something else would unless I took
action. Breathing techniques used when engaged in
competitive running would have proved helpful but I
had momentarily forgotten how to do them.
“See the notches on the rotors?”
“Yup.”
“Each rotor has a ring on a different one and each
ring can be set to any of 26 positions.” Harvey checked
the sheet and twisted. “What does it do besides look like
a sex toy?”
“It resembles such amusements,” said I with a
laugh,” because it determines when the middle and left
rotors advance to the next letter. Where are we now,
Harvey?”
My love of loves picked up the calculator. “We’ve
got 26 ring settings per rotor. The right and middle
rotors affect a subsequent rotor but the left one doesn’t
as there’s no fourth rotor. Multiply 26 times 26 for 676
possibilities. Multiplied by the earlier probability,” he
punched a few more buttons on the device, “our total is
40,560.”
He smiled again. “You make mathing more fun
than when I studied it in school. Christ how I love
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math.“ Christ how I love you.
I asked Harvey to select three letters. “Each radio
operator places them in the beginning of the message to
alert the receiver how to configure his own machine.”
My dear chose something naughty. “Be random,
Harvey. Silly German operators often used names of
sweethearts or curse words which made our job easier.”
He switched to ZFC which pleased me with its evocation
of set theory.
As Harvey tapped away on the calculator, his
eyes lit up like the bulbs on the Enigma. “With 26 times
26 times 26 options for the three letters or 17,576 we’ve
got a total of 7,128,825,060 possibilities.”
I laughed. “And we haven’t done the Steckers
yet.”
"I’m guessing that’s not a new dance craze or a
pair of swingers.”
“Swingers?”
“Like Bob and Carol and Ted and Alice.”
“The more the merrier, I suppose.” One at a time
was enough for me though I could appreciate the fun of
such an activity as a concept, provided it was all men.
“Steckers,” I paused for dramatic effect, “are the great
romance of the Enigma, where letters are lovers.”
Chasing away semi-innocent thoughts of walking with
Harvey in a forest, I explained how Steckers were
connected letters on the plugboard, designed to up the
odds.
“The Germans paired together twenty of the
letters,” said I, “leaving six letters unpaired and
loveless. When the operator presses a steckered letter,
Harvey, it swaps with its plugboard partner before the
current hits the rotors and swaps again on the way
back.”
“Like a dance.”
“Not as glorious as that of electrons, but sweet
enough.”
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A New Years’ Ball was on the horizon but the
chance of dancing with Harvey was infinitesimally
small, unless in jest. Thanks to a special arrangement, I
was permitted to be Harvey’s boy friend after the
Companionship ended, but only if he made the first
move.
How could he want me? I was too old, strange,
dull, with the wrong frame, and in no ways as beautiful
as his Earth lovers, especially that adorable Scottie,
whose photograph I had seen. Alas that I was no longer
sixteen, an age in which I was both highly attractive and
well-experienced in the art of lying with men, though I
was always on the look-out for new and exciting ways I
might thrill Harvey, at least in phantasy.
I steered myself back to the present and read
from the paper as Harvey steckered A and H, B and P, N
and K, D and M, F and Q, E and R (a joke about the
Queen), G and Y, S and Z, I and O, and V and W. He
entered the data in the calculator and whistled. “You
can stecker 150,738,274,937,250 different ways.”
“Ready to compose your message? Normally
you’d have a helper to write down the encoded letters
which you’d send to the receiver via Morse code. When
he inputs it into his Enigma, the original message will
surface on the machine’s lightbulbs—like magic.”
Harvey wrote out his message with ZFC as the
three-letter indicator.
ZFC DEAR ALAN, THANK YOU FOR
TAKING CARE OF ME. I HOPE WE CAN
STAY GOOD FRIENDS UNTIL I
REINCARNATE,
MANSION
COMPANIONS
OR
OTHERWISE.
YOU’RE A-OK IN MY
BOOK.
HARVEY
My heart swelled and groaned. As friends, this
dance of thwarted desire, pleasure, and delight would
last yet longer, for he’d never want me as more than a
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chum. Truth be told, it was not clear what would be
more distressing, if he loved me not, or if he did. Easier
to have a brief, delicious encounter or set of encounters
with a stranger or comfortable arrangements with
friends and colleagues. But easy moves would no longer
do. I wanted things balanced on both sides of the love
equation, with Harvey as lever to my fulcrum.
Darling Harvey! For you I’ll face the fear, panic,
and worry of being smothered, my quiet, orderly life
disturbed, because you, your Highness, are the only
man I could ever love, whether you stand before me
now, platonic as an icosahedron, or reincarnate into
another lifetime and forget me.
Harvey’s fingers grew stronger as he pressed
each key and the right motor advanced to a new letter.
When it reached V where the notch was, the middle
rotor also turned. The machine was luckier than I. I
shook my head. Wrong, I must celebrate the joy of his
presence, the preciousness of his every word, gesture,
and thought. Steady now, Sir Alan.
“Say, my friend, care to determine the total
odds?”
Harvey again punched the keys of the calculator.
In his excitement, he flubbed a few times and had to
start from the beginning. “The codebreakers fought
against a fucking 107,458,687,327,250,619,360,000
possibilities. That’s nearly 108 sextillion.”
“Keeping with American notation, one to four
hundred billion stars inhabit the Milky Way, two trillion
galaxies glorify the known universe—did you know the
term galaxy derives from galaktos, or milk?—and 37.2
trillion cells constitute your body. A water droplet
consists of but 1.7 sextillion molecules.”
“What about, um, our special secretions?”
I took a deep breath. “Human males on average
produce no more than 525 billion spermatozoa during
their lifetime and will ejaculate about 1.2 billion at one
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go.”

“500 times per lifetime,” said Harvey. “That
means … nevermind, Alan.” Harvey’s numerous
conquests and vast experience in love only added to his
allure.
I cleared my throat again. “The number you
calculated is for the regular Enigma. The later Naval
Enigma, employed by the U-Boats, had three new rotors
(now a choice of four out of eight) with double turnover
notches, a second reflector and something trickier.”
Harvey listened, his mouth opened wide, as I told
him about the Bigram tables that introduced an added
layer of encryption to the three indicator letters. I
wrung my hands. “If you don’t have those tables, you
are out of luck. That’s why the pinches of U-505 and the
others like U-110 and U-559 were crucial. Harvey, we
lost good men like Anthony Frassen and Colin Grazier
on the latter venture. Sixteen-year-old Tommy Brown
would survive.”
Harvey’s eyes filled with tears at the death of the
brave sailors. “What heroes. Lke the four Immortal
Chaplains of the Dorchester who gave up their lifejackets in ‘43 to save the crew when attacked by a Uboat and went down with the boat.”
“You did the same, my friend.”
“Could I have a hug, please?”
“Not much in my line, but I’ll attempt,” said I.
With a tremble in my heart, I gave him a quick embrace.
Such a love vibration he emitted in his concern for the
well-being of all! A moment I’d cherish when he was
gone.
“Thanks. Back to the Enigma problem. It’s
making my head hurt. Gosh, what a tough job for all
concerned, whether out in the water or back in this
Hut.”
The weight of the past bore upon my shoulders.
“The pressure upon the codebreakers was enormous—
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nerve-racking. Every day, the fresh problem of the daily
settings. As thousands of ships sunk with crew and
cargo, as bombs leveled London, Coventry, and more.
As the threat of an invasion of Britain loomed.”
“Can’t imagine it.”
I shook my head in sorrow. “We knew early about
the slaughter of the Jews. It was clear in the decrypts.
The Enigma, Harvey, posed a problem one could not
pause with a chess clock.”
“How the heck did it get solved?”
Here was my moment. I deserved it, did I not?
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6
ANYTHING YOU CAN CODE I CAN
DECODE IT

My eyes grew wet as I gazed upon Eureka. “Back in
1939, as the equation he’d written for the Enigma
twisted in his mind, a codebreaker realized he could
reduce the odds by reformulating the problem. The
Steckers, despite the ginormous probabilities they
generated, were mere padding to the core mathematical
issue.”
Harvey rubbed his hands over the rotors. “Those
disk things are that core.”
“Right you are. That means that the primary
attack must address the process at the rotor level. Check
to see if carefully-chosen units of text (or cribs)
correspond with that day’s encoded messages, and there
was the way in.”
“Like when filling in a possible solution in a
cryptogram to see if it pans out or like testing a
hypothesis in a proof.”
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“Yes.” My mind contemplated bad smells, subarctic temperatures, and offal before danger could rear
itself again.
I straightened my back. “German weaknesses in
design and operation were critical to success. Because a
letter, say A, could never be encoded as itself, as another
A, whenever a letter in the code matched its counterpart
in the crib, the crib was therefore not a match, and the
codebreakers tossed it.”
Harvey’s voice grew stronger as he became more
animated than I’d seen him yet. “Rotors with different
speeds was another design flaw. Simply make a short
crib and you can ignore the two slower rotors and
further cut down the odds.”
I could hold back no longer. “The Germans also
failed to notice something critical because to notice it
took considerable work and thought.”
“What was that?”
“Despite its complexity and pseudo-complexity,
the encoding remained in debt to a mechanical process.
Tracing the process made it clear that it was not
random. Rather, the Enigma underwent cyclical
patterns or loops, easily plotted—”
“And used to make predictions,” said Harvey,
with a fresh light in his eyes. “Please show me.”
I drew Harvey a diagram of one of the loops on
the back of the setting sheet. Harvey traced the cycle
with his fingers and strained his eyes. “You don’t need
to know the underlying letter’s identity to make good
use of this because it’s at an abstract level.”
My eyes were surely sparkling. “Yes,” I said,
“yes.”
“This is where Eureka and her siblings comes in,
right? What kind of name is bomb anyway? Is it atomic,
hydrogen, or a show that flopped like Kelly.”
Haha. “B-O-M-B-E, Harvey. She was inspired by
a similar bomba, also made up multiple Enigmas,
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devised by a brilliant Polish mathematician, Marion
Rejewski. It got its name,” I said as I laughed, “from an
ice-cream delight that resembles a cannonball.”
I related how Rejewski and his colleagues Jerzy
Rozycki and Henryk Zygalski reverse-engineered the
Enigma and shared their findings with the British and
French. “The British bombe had a different goal,
however.”
“To test those cribs and their associated looping
patterns.”
“Which we called menus.”
Harvey looked into my eyes. “Alan, I can’t tell
you how wonderful it is to be with someone who has
amazing brains. Being the smartest guy in the room
might give you a buzz, but most of the time you feel
super lonely. While I enjoy educating folks, having to
dumb things down all the time is exhausting. With you,
it’s relaxing and fun as we can talk about deep math and
cool ideas.”
“It’s a pleasure to engage with a mind like yours,
as well.” Harvey smiled and patted my back again.
Might as well enjoy this. Oh dear!
“Harvey, my drawers—undergarments—are
itching. I’ll be back soon.” I raced to the U-505 to enact
the protocol. Upon my return, we chose the crib FORT,
based on the German’s repeated use of the term to
denote a continued message. Diagram in hand, I guided
Harvey in setting up the electronic sockets on Eureka’s
back to reflect the menu.
“Excellent, my friend. You see how we turned the
Steckers into our favour?”
“You bet. Though they create huge odds, the
chance one letter is steckered to another is low: 1 in 26.
Wouldn’t be hard to find out if they are a match, which
would mean the crib is right.”
“Well done, Harvey. Kindly locate the H cable
and set a current on the A wire.”
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Harvey took to the task with a big smile. Within
moments, the H lit up. “It’s a match,” he said. “The
crib’s good. Can we do another combo?”
“Of course.” When Harvey connected C and M
twenty-five lights went up. I touched the lit bulbs. “C
has no Stecker partner,” said I. “How sad.”
“What happens with two letters that aren’t a
match?”
I steckered H and J. Poor Harvey had a rough
time with Lira. Word was he was in Lower Rehab, where
Healers attended the dead requiring especial care.
Twenty-six lights went ablaze.
“This is where it gets good, Harvey. We let the
bombe repeat the process with the entire alphabet. If
every combination yields the same, again we toss the
crib and try another.”
“That’s a fucking genius move, Alan.”
I looked at my hands. “Gordon Welchman
created a brilliant improvement to the bombe that saved
considerable time. Realizing that eliminating H and J
meant we should likewise eliminate J and H he created
the diagonal board over her.” I pointed. Gordon was
alive and well, residing in the States.
Harvey danced with delight as I told him how
easy cribs came either from weather vessels repeating
the same message daily or from ships compelled to state
there was nothing new to report. “Getting your news
from the weather report? That’s like the theater of
absurd with killer ships instead of people turning into
rhinoceroses. Betcha they used ‘stop’ as a safe-word
when they did leather stuff.” Oh my Harvey.
I coughed. “When Germans sent the same
message from one network to another, employing
different codes, we could use the code we knew to solve
for the other. We called this a kiss.” My cheeks burned
but Harvey’s eyes were on the Enigma. Keep going,
Turing. “We also played a trick. We planted mines. The
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Germans went after them, cleared them, and sent out
the message ALL CLEAR in both the Naval cypher and
in an easy code. This was known as gardening.”
“This is better than a spy movie, Alan.”
“Ian Fleming was a major figure in Naval
Intelligence during the War. I like his story about the
flying motorcar. I’m a hazard on the road myself.”
Puffing up my chest for courage, I asked if he
wished to learn “hand methods” invented to deal with
the Naval Enigma, my special point of pride. Harvey
beamed. I showed him my EINS tables listing each
possibility for how the German for the numeral one
could appear in the daily settings.
He scanned the tables with a message sheet. “Got
one.”
“Smashing, Harvey. About 1 in 4 are genuine.”
Harvey also loved superimposing punched
sheets, a technique named Banburismus from the paper
we used. “I’ve lined up the two messages sent the same
day whose undeciphered indicators are HAR and
HAW,” he said with a gleam in his eyes. “That line that
shines through means they’re encoding the same word.
Now we know how far apart the indicators are by
position we can eliminate some rotors in the far-right
position.”
“Yes,” said I. “Tell me how you’d do that.”
“The dumb Germans put a different notch on
each rotor of the original rotor set. Suppose the right
rotor were III, which has a single turnover notch at V.
Ha! Has to be HBW not HAW because the middle rotor
shifted. Rotor III is out. Repeat the process and we
narrow options for the right and possibly figure out the
middle rotor too. Either way, Eureka will have less work
to do.”
“You are clever, Harvey.”
“Wish I could’ve been a codebreaker.”
“You would have been fantastic,” said I. “Or you
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could have invented codes, like Leo Marks of the SOE,
the people who ran our European agents. From what
I’ve heard, his mind was similar to yours.”
“Thanks. This has been a blast, Alan, but I’m
tired again. Let’s head home.”
Thus far all was safe. And if I did this right, he
might never know. Sacrifices must be made when the
eventual stakes were high. I was glad to do my bit.
As we returned to the lake via the U-Boat, I
entertained my new friend with wild stories about other
German codes, Japanese Red and Purple Machines, the
Collossus and Heath Robinson machines, the latter
name a British version of the American Rube Goldberg.
He shook his head. “I can’t believe the real story behind
the battle of Midway involved codebreaking and a water
supply hoax.”
“In addition to naval victories, codebreaking’s
one reason every spy sent to Britain was either turned or
killed.”
Harvey’s eyes grew wide. “Holy patootie, without
codebreaking to clear the Atlantic Ocean, there would
be no D-Day, since it was an amphibious mission.”
My eyes drifted to my flat feet. “Churchill
reckoned codebreaking sliced off two years from the
War and saved 14 million lives. Some put the number as
high as 17 million.
“World War II could’ve lasted longer.” Harvey
had been a history major. “In another two years the
Germans could’ve had the Atomic Bomb and developed
more devastating long-range missiles. We could’ve
lost.”
“The Germans might have had rebuilt the heavy
water plant in Norway we destroyed in 1943, although
their bomb work was less advanced than many feared.
Despite our trickery to perturb their calculations of the
V-1 and V-2 rocket paths, Lord knows what Wernher
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von Braun could accomplish with the extra time.”
Harvey moved his hands as rapidly as possible in
his weakened state. “American industrial might was
vital and a two-front war was stupid but more time
creates additional variables. if we won, all the Jews,
Roma, gay people, communists, and others would be
dead.”
I shivered. “Exactly. Harvey.”
“What remarkable heroes those codebreakers
were, Alan.”
“I suppose.”
“I mean you, my friend. You’re the one who
cracked the Enigma. You broke the unbreakable code.
You fought machine with machine. You developed all
those crazy hand methods. Can’t believe I’m in the same
room with a tender-hearted genius who saved 14 to 17
million lives.”
“Merely doing my bit for King and Country,” said
I, as my voice trembled at Country,
Harvey’s eyes turned especially sorrowful. “You
should have been paraded in front of King George.”
“I got a shiny metal when secretly awarded an
OBE.”
“That a knighthood?”
“Officer of the Most Excellent Order of the
British Empire. It is the fourth most prestigious. A GBE
would be the highest honour.”
“You stop World War II and you get a fucking
advanced beginner medal?”
“Well,” said I. “That was not what made me most
happy.” I glanced at Eureka. “We British also did foolish
things. Flimsy codes the Germans broke with ease. Our
military forces failing to apply the information gained
from the decrypts to full effect. But the Germans were
thicker, employing daft codenames like Operation
Sealion for the invasion of the UK, an easy give-away.
With few exceptions, names for our military plans were
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chosen at random.”
“Operation Sealion? The sneaky water critters of
San Francisco’s Pier 39 barking their way into England
and being welcomed by the startled Brits as a Trojan
horse thing?”
“I smirked. “That plan would be too clever for
those tossers. Most foolishly, they banned queer men
from their codebreaking unit, B-Dienst. Had I a German
counterpart, a queer and clever Alonso Teufel, that
would have been quite the battle.”
Harvey shook his head. “There’s no one like you
in the world.”
We disembarked from Fifi and headed to the
vegetable garden to stretch and relax. “What’s the time,
superhero codebreaker?”
I took out a cheap pocket watch and sighed. “I
once had a finer but Grandfather Turing’s was stolen
when my residence was burgled. It’s one o’clock,
Harvey. Time for your midday meal.”
Harvey rubbed his sinuous belly. “Could use a
nosh.”
“Pancakes again? Or another Jewish favourite?
This Borsht beet soup is delectable, and the sour taste of
sorrel would make a lovely Schav. Why not a
combination of the red and green potages, each with a
dollop of sour cream, or as the Russians and others say,
smetana.” I paused. Would he get the joke?
Harvey groaned. “The last name of the composer
of the awesome opera, The Bartered Bride, means sour
cream in Czech? Thought I was the Dairy Queen.”
“We owe much to the great Czech people,
including the word robot, from an old Slavic verb
describing slave labour, courtesy of the immortal Karel
Čapek.” I checked on the state of Harvey, who looked
peaky again. “If you require urgent nourishment, I can
whip up Rice-a-Roni, invented in your San Francisco by
a survivor of the Armenian genocide.” Otherwise ‘twas
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silly to make food from boxes and tins.
My love grumbled, “Sorry to be a pain in the
tuchus, but I don’t know what to eat anymore.” The
math-effect had subsided, and as to be expected, he was
once more in distress.
“Harvey, I’ve got a wondrous guide to processing
life difficulties and their attendant human emotions.
I’m certain A Path With Heart, which is queer-friendly,
will help you as it helped me.”
“That sounds nice. I don’t think I can do the
walk. Can you carry me home?”
“As you wish.”
“This trip was a fabulous distraction for freshly
dead me,” he said as he once more clung to me tight and
my heart skipped a beat. “I’m cold and numb again, but
could go for more pancakes.” He lowered his voice.
“Alan, we’ve just met, but you’re the best friend I’ve ever
had. When I’m better, I’ll do something nice for you.
Not as a quid-pro-quo, because I want to.”
“That’s most kind of you, Harvey,” said I as
thanked my lucky stars: Sterope, Merope, Electra, Maia,
Taygeta, Celaeno, Alcyone, Atlas and Pleione. Perhaps I
had a chance with him after all. If only he would, once
the Companionship ended, initiate the courtship, as
required by the Rules. I’d love to be chased and wooed
for a change. But there lay the problem.
I’d not know, if by the remotest of chances, that
Harvey desired me, unless he swung at me with the
bluntness of a cricket bat. Not being able to tell if the
other man was interested in either lovemaking or
discussing the Riemann Hypothesis, I’d ask nicely
point-blank, accepting any ‘no’ with respect.
Sighing inwardly, I returned Harvey to his bed.
Within minutes he was asleep. It was no good. If
interested, he’d climb into my arms out of familiarity,
gratitude, or convenience, not true love. He saw me at
my wise, Mansion Companion best, not my silly,
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clumsy, awkward self, who desired Harvey’s love most
of all.
This endeavour is the perfect illustration of the
interlocking of pain and pleasure, but not as Freud
supposes, since there is more to life than avoiding one
thing and pursuing another. Bugger it all! Yet look at
him as he sleeps … so breathtakingly beautiful.
Harvey’s loud snores were music to my heart.
The human nervous system may run by certain
complex algorithmic interactions, but the spirit that
drives me onwards, to serve Harvey, the cause of life,
the cause of freedom, is beyond the mechanical or the
tangible.
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7
LOVE FROM NEW YORK

Alan and I spent the next week at the beach, returning
to my suite only at night, where he stayed with me
through my freak outs. I adored A Path With Heart. It
invited me to ask Have I loved well? Sure. Many men in
many ways. I had to cut back as a politician, when it was
essential to stick with those whom I could trust.
Especially after the Jack-effect.
I met Jack (John Lira, Jr) at a New Year’s Dance
in 1976. I loved him. His playfulness, vitality, attraction
to me, and his beautiful compact body, tight where it
was best, drew me in like no other. After the sad breakup with Scottie, it was clear that it was a bad idea to love
and work with the same person. Jack was perfect. He
had no interest in politics although he cheered me on
with my political successes and was jubilant when I was
elected Supervisor. Coming home from work, I’d relax
and not think.
We had tons of fun and hot sex together,
especially during the campaign trail. He was up for
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everything which included topping as well as exotic
things. Something was familiar about him, like
everything fell into place. Exciting, passionate, real. The
love of my life, I told my friends. His teary tales of a
scared mother and nasty father cut me to my core,
reminding me of my past. Harvey was going to make
everything all right. Not too long after I met him, I
wrote him this love note:
Last night as I carried you to my bed I saw the
day over and over—I needed no camera
yesterday to capture glorious pictures—they
are forever burnt into my heart.
Maybe Jack drank too much, as I avoided the
stuff to protect my damaged liver, and was drunk in
public. Drugs and alcohol were endemic throughout the
gay community Finding someone clean—not even a
pothead—was tough. Jack was such a sensitive puppy,
going to pieces after watching that TV Holocaust
special.
Things got rougher when Jack moved in with me
in 1978 after the Castro Camera business I’d run with
Scottie went belly up. Like a plant that goes dry super
quick, Jack needed constant tending. If not the center of
attention, he’d make scenes in public. When I was busy
at work, he’d send long phone messages to City Hall,
like I was Jill in the song. But when I got an important
phone call, he refused to pass any messages. Angry, he’d
toss flower pots out of the window, leaving me to pick
up the pieces. Scottie said he abused our dog The Kid.
That was unforgivable.
I'd given Jack every chance as I supported us on
my $9,700 salary. Tried to get him jobs or help with
campaigning, but he stayed drunk all day with his boozy
pals. From the start, friends and colleagues called him a
personal and professional liability. But he needed me.
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Living with him was a different proposition than
sexy trysts. Wore me down when I needed my strength
until I reached a breaking point. Had to both protect my
pooch and not risk the Gay movement going south when
fighting Briggs’s anti-gay ballot initiative. At last I told
my people I’d let him go. I couldn’t throw him into the
street, but most of my friends wouldn’t take him.
I hadn’t the chance to develop a coherent plan while
fighting Briggs. Maybe once election day passed, I
figured, even as I kept a close watch on the Kid. Jack
must have gotten wind of this. Or he sensed my pulling
away when we made love. He knew two of my lovers had
threatened or tried to commit suicide and threatened it
himself many a time before.
On Monday August 28, my dogshit bill finally
passed. I also stayed back until 6:55pm, instead of my
usual 5:45pm to look into why city pools had cut their
hours. In the midst of my busy day, during a Board
meeting he knew I was in, Jack phoned. Would I have
taken it if I'd known what come next?
At last I made it home. What a scene! Fliers and
sheets peppered the living room to the dining room.
Jack left out cans of Coors beer, mocking my famous
boycott with labor organizer Allan Baird. My stage
manager past had rubbed off on him. On the front porch
his note read, “You’ve always loved the circus, Harvey.
What do you think of my last act?"
Jack’s last act was his corpse hanging behind a
black curtain, a book version of the TV Holocaust series
beside him. He’d timed his death with precision. If I’d
arrived on at 6:15, I’d see his legs wiggling their last.
Unsure what to do, I called Scottie and my
campaign manager and aide, Anne Kronenberg. Was
calling Scottie a mistake? I was at such a loss, I forgot
how vulnerable he was, even though I trusted him, as
my ex-spouse and always part of my life.
Jack’s torment stretched beyond the grave. He
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left cruel notes stuck in odd places throughout the
apartment or the sock drawer like You’re a lousy lover,
Harvey. The hurt cut deep. In a way, he’d killed a part
of me when he cast down his life, a murder prequel. I
kept the full story to myself. I railed against Jack to my
love Doug, but never told him Jack was dead. Nor could
I tell Alan. What would he know about the pursuit of
hot, lost lambs or the guilt and shame that ate at me
from that crazy time? It’d be easier to talk about Dan.
Alan had no nosy questions. When I put the book
down, he suggested we would study the Mussar book
Grandpa had given me. “Harvey, you have led a
compassionate life. Care to reflect upon that, and supply
examples of when you exhibited it?”
My paralyzed mind was stuck on Jack. Oh yeah,
I’d solved problems for my neighborhood, before I ran
for office, especially for old ladies. Or when making
people pick up dog poo to protect blind people. Doing
all I could for my gay tribe, but for all people. The Youth
Center fiasco with Dan came from my compassion for
the affected kids.
Alan gave me the space to work it through. As he
asked helpful, non-invasive questions, a ripple of
satisfaction washed over me. I had been a good guy.
Died way soon, my potential wasted, but it had been a
life well lived. “Alan, you’ve given me hope. When I
reincarnate, I’ll build on what I’ve achieved and do
more good. Thanks to you, I’m ready to spend the night
in my suite with Mickey Mouse et al.”
Alan’s eyes twinkled. “You’re quite welcome, my
friend. I’m pleased you are feeling better.”
“Believe it or not, I’m ready to look at how my
death was covered in the media. Unlike Barnum, I
couldn’t do it when alive.”
“Very well. Fancy a comedic take?”
“My death made Saturday Night Live?” Wow.
Alan set up the TV. The show, which aired the
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Saturday after my death, was weird. In the Cold Open,
Gilda Radner was fired by NBC and never allowed to
work there again. “This is like Dan and his job,” I
shouted. “The grabbing by the tie is like getting at
someone’s manhood. What the fuck?”
That was the tip of the iceberg. Walter Matthau
was the guest star, who’d been in great roles in Hello
Dolly and more. Alan said he was also a Lithuanian Jew
who served in the Battle of the Bulge. I drew a breath
when someone in a gorilla costume appeared with
Laraine as a sketch, like the one who'd gifted me with
roses on the last birthday I’d celebrate. A family from
Long Island (I was born in nearby Woodmere, Nassau
County) was next, followed by a man with the same
name as Grandpa Morris being hoisted by a helicopter
using denture glue.
Next, a Bad News Bee named Alan, caught
masturbating to Playbee magazine, claimed to be
experienced but wasn’t. Other bees joked about Alan’s
“stinger,” but Coach Bee (Matthau) said it was normal
and made a ball player great.
“Baseball is Dan’s sport,” I said. “Also my hero
Jackie Robinson’s, but either I am paranoid or the show
is stalking me.”
Alan blushed and squeezed his hands. “Jung
would call these synchronicities. Did you know that in
the UK we have an expression ‘before you could say
Jack Robinson’ to talk about doing something rapidly?”
Another synchronicity popped up. The Olympia
Cafe had a customer named George, same as the mayor.
Then it came. On the Weekend Update. “This week San
Francisco is in mourning for two of its most respected
and beloved leaders. Mayor George Moscone and
Supervisor Harry (!) Milk, the courageous advocate of
Gay rights.”
Larraine had the story. “Here is Chinatown while
posters line the streets mourning the deaths of Mayor
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Moscone and Supervisor Milk. Milk, a homosexual,
served as a symbol of unity to fellow homosexuals.”
To a picture of Mao, she said, “the red patches
denoted those to be physically dominant during the first
act of sex, whereas Chiang Kai-Shek indicated a
preference for a submissive role. “Next week,” she said,
“China will be celebrating the New Year, that of the fist.”
Hardy har har. Was tight with the Chinese and
leather communities and appreciated the global
political angle—shades of Phil Ochs? The fist and the
red color was funny. They’d also said good things about
me, but something was off. Not cool playing with my
name. It’s Harvey Milk or Harvey Milch.
A flame coursed through my face like wildfire.
“You think my life adds up to a fucking joke,” I yelled,
and tossed Alan’s tasty rugelach at the screen, which as
a form of a croissant, Alan had said, was a limiting case
of a pretzel for beta approaching zero. It stuck.
“Active and passive are dumb descriptors. You
can receive and be damn active. They’ve mixed up
leather stuff and sex, which are neither always together
nor identical.” I raged over the socio-cultural-political
implications of this screw-up both within and without
the gay community as well the mockery of Chinese
culture. “Those folks built the fucking railroads.”
“How dare they reduce you or queer love-making
to that,” shouted Alan, as the topic moved next to
Mattel’s swastika toys. “Express your rightful anger.
Some cooling cocoanut water? ‘Twas used for blood
transfusions during the War in the Philippines.”
He rushed to the kitchen as more sex jokes
followed, including about Ireland. A Selma bigot
arrested for pot … I didn’t care anymore. Was about to
give the TV a good kick, when Alan, coconut water in
one hand, a plate of freshly baked Mandelbrot cookies
in another, gently removed my leg with his foot. “Hang
on, Harvey, for something better.”
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I ate and drank and watched. A sketch with
Nixon coming back? Super funny. Later a live
performance of “Dalla Sua Pace” from Mozart’s Don
Giovanni with beautiful singing by Garrett Morris in a
new role for him without an iota of comedy, from an
opera about a sexual libertine whose role Zerlina my
idol Bidú Sayāo made famous. Hit me like those pies
people tossed at me on my birthday Another
synchronicity?
“You must have an admirer on the show,” said
Alan. “They wrangle in a lovely yet sorrowful opera in
complete opposition to the usual programme. You are
missed more than you can imagine.”
I turned off the tube. Alan removed the rugelach
from the screen and tossed it himself and soon it
became a game. “You’d the love dart games in the UK
pubs,” said Alan, “where foot placement is key.”
As he tucked me into my bed back in my suite, he
turned to me with a cocked eyebrow. “Red patches are
the dominant ones? I’m not familiar with these color
codes. Doesn’t one use handkerchiefs for this kind of
thing?”
“A red handkerchief means you’re into ‘fisting,’” I
said.
“Aha,” said Alan. “Hands can do very well, can’t
they?”
“Depends on the size of the hand … nevermind.
That reminds me of the other thing they got wrong.
People who haven’t done leather don’t understand. It’s
the so-called passive one who calls the shots.”
Alan’s eyes grew thoughtful. “But of course. That
might be a metaphor for your murder.”
“How?”
“You control the narrative of your death. People
will remember your willing martyrdom more than Mr
White’s hatred.”
“Damn, you are good. Were you a therapist as
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well as a mathematician?”
Alan shook his head. “I have experience as a
patient. I'm merely a simple soul who has undergone
the school of hard knocks.”
“Nothing’s simple about you, Alan.”
Alan blinked. “You’d be surprised, Harvey.” With
a clap of his hand, the lights went out. Had that been a
blush on his face? He was kinda cute. The eyes, of
course, and he always smelled good. His happy puppy
smile could light up the Universe.
Once I reincarnated, I’d forget him. That was
sad.
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8
CHAINS OF LOVE

Ow, my stomach hurt. Last night I dreamed I was in San
Francisco again, trapped in Dan’s office as a strange
opera was playing across about Nixon in China. With
effort, I got out of bed. On Alan’s everlasting calendar—
arrange the cards and it worked for every month of
every year—it was December 18, twenty days after I
snuffed it.
So unfair to cut me off when things were getting
good. Couldn’t I have had one more year to attend the
Gay March on Washington, serve San Francisco for a
second term, and be with everyone I loved? How about
three months more? One month to round up the year?
A delicious smell came from the kitchen. Wonder
what Alan’s cooking for me today? As I headed to the
other room, my feet slipped, and I fell on my tuchus, my
bowels tingling where my killer had shot me. Guess I’m
not a Weeble.
I leaned forward with my hands, pressed on
them, and pulled myself up with difficulty. Nothing
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worked like it should. Probably they had picked Stokes
as my successor, despite my insistent warnings. With
George and me gone, liberal Supervisors Carol and
Gordon would be isolated and our progressive agenda
would go up in smoke. More big buildings for big
business. Chances were, they’d undo the rule that
allowed Supervisors to run in specific districts instead
of at large, one big reason why I managed to get a foot in
the door the last time. That and Scottie and Anne
Kronenberg.
Why was Briggs the bastard alive and not me?
And Carter was President. I had high hopes for the man
and told people to vote for him. Though earnest to do
good, he didn’t speak out against Briggs until pressed
hard. Former Governor Ronald Reagen, who couldn’t
appreciate a redwood tree, called us “sick unfortunates,”
and stalled the anti-sodomy laws, came out against it
first. But the peanut farmer hadn’t wanted to be
photographed shaking the hand of gay-as-a-cupcake
Harvey Milk.
I stared at the walls, bounced balls that Alan had
laid out for me days before, and fell into a rut of pain,
shock, and fear. “Fuck!”
Alan rushed to my side, metal turner in hand.
“These intense feels and agitated thoughts are horrific,
Harvey. Yet, they are part of the process. I’ll stay with
you, listen, and not solve anything. The kosher fry-up
will be ready imminently. I believe I turned off the heat.
I’ve been experimenting with those slower Japanese egg
cooking techniques, anyway.”
“Please hold me.” Surrounded by his strong arms
and the warm pit-a-pat of his heart, my body shook as I
screamed and shouted. With a softer gaze than usual, he
listened to me with close attention, moving the turner in
rhythmic sympathy. He put it down and rubbed my
neck and shoulder with his gentle hands. No mother
could’ve done it better.
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“How about restorative ‘yoga’ with the amazing
Lilias? I enjoy spinning like a dervish and love the Sit-nSpin toy, though I doubt you would.”
I was learning how to relax and do foot circles
when rancid smoke rose from the kitchen. Alan rushed
to the fry-up. The thing was burnt to ashes, which he
said he’d use to make charcoal drawing sticks. He said it
was perfect for sketching the ducks, especially two he’d
named Malcolm and Donalbain. I assured him I wasn’t
hungry and laid my head in his lap as he stroked my
hair.
“Shall I tell you a tale?”
“About math? I could use a good story.”
“Indirectly.” Alan cleared his throat. “There once
was a famous Czech-born chap named Prince Rupert of
the Rhine. He was born in 1619 and died in 1682 in late
November like yourself. He was also a nephew of
Charles I.”
“The guy with three heads in a van Dyck painting
and later no heads at all? Whose son hid behind an oak
tree?’
“The same.”
“Intermarriage between European royals didn’t
stop World War I. Czar Nicolas II, Kaiser Wilhelm, and
King George V were all first cousins, descendants of
Queen Victoria.”
“But it was Alexandra of the Rhine, also a grandchild of Victoria, who passed on the heamophilia to the
Tsarevich because it’s a X-linked trait like colourblindness,” said Alan. “Ruling families who couldn’t get
their own children’s blood to clot were quick to spill the
blood of others. You’re quite the opposite, Harvey. As
detailed in the studies of William Harvey, you circulate
and nourish the world with the pumpings of your
heart.”
“Aw shucks. Tell me more about Rupert.”
“Prince Rupert was a naval commander and
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heavily involved in the African slave trade. In addition,
he was a mathematician, scientist, and inventor, and
clever at breaking cypher codes. He might also have
enjoyed an affair with the Duke of Buckingham. But the
Prince had particular fame as a dog owner.”
“A dog owner.”
“Of a large white hunting poodle many believed
to have magical properties.” As Alan told me the true yet
ridiculous story of the dog’s escapades, including how
Boy (as he was called) was able to find hidden treasure,
could do the bullet-catch, and prophesy like Mother
Shipton—a witchy lady who’d had it in for the Duke of
York—I smiled, especially as Alan supplied barking
noises for dramatic effect. “I’m ready for stupid fun
outdoors now.”
Alan took me back to the beach. He got down
upon his knees, kissed my left hand and intoned, “Sir
Alan Purring, Most Excellent Queer of the Buttock
Empire, humbly requests that Harvey Mooloko of the
Woodly Mere consent to a silly dance.”
“Harvey does consent.”
“It's been said one should try everything once
except incest and Morris dancing,” said Alan with glee,
“but this will honour your Grandpa, who, I hear, is quite
the dancer.” We tossed shoes and socks as we wove in
intricate moves, as lively as the Greek dance on Kojak,
and sometimes collided. That reminded Alan of another
game. His eyes twinkled. “It’s a variant on Paintball.”
“Like dyeing Easter eggs? Sorry, I love
Christmas, but draw the line with Jew-killing season.”
“But the colouring of eggs is an ancient Jewish
Passover custom,” said Alan, “and bunnies feature on
many Haggadot because of a certain Talmudic
argument about the order of the four blessings if the
first seder falls on a Saturday Night.”
“I wish I could be here for a good seder. The
songs are great. You’d love the one about the numbers.
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Or the goat one like ‘The House that Jack Built.’”
“The seder as an homage to the old Greek
symposium has much appeal.” Alan snapped his
fingers. “Where were we?”
“Paintball, Alan.”
“Yes, of course. It might emerge on some version
of Earth in a few years and does not involve painting
balls but balls containing paint. As paint is unhealthy
for human skin, I have invented Edible Paintball—
better phrased as “Tossing Plant-based Puree Enclosed
in a Easily Ruptured Spheroid—TOPPEERS for short.”
Alan radioed for his pre-prepared mushed beets,
pumpkin, yellow squash, watercress, blueberry and
woad, dark grapes, violets, white radish, black radish,
and an unpureed steamed Broccolo Romanesco to toss
gently. “How should we play the game, Harvey? I’m
open to your suggestions.”
“Let’s toss stuff at each other and not let the
colors touch.” I threw a yellow at Alan’s chest. “If I
throw another color next to it, it can’t be yellow, unless I
run around and toss the yellow here, on your back.”
Splat! Lower than the back. We made great works of art
until we ran out of body space. Alan tossed a blue on one
of my reds to see if it would make a purple. Afterwards,
he let me bury him in the sand and make a sand castle
on his tummy.
In light of the fry-up disaster, he suggested we
eat out. “We can visit any restaurants of the region, at
the Mansion or go anywhere, including in your
California. I’ve got a copy of the 1978 San Francisco
City Guide which has full menus, but we can go any
time to about forty years in the future. What’s your
fancy?”
Eek. “Not San Francisco. Pick us a Hawaiian
place.”
“Red Salt it is. You like steak and I’m miserable
at cooking that. They also make a good fish.”
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After the meal, I told him I’d like a good flick and
maybe also a bad one. Mansion 111 had movie-houses
for every decade to the present, back to silent film. We
watched a black comedy about serial murder called
Kind Hearts and Coronets with Alec Guinness playing
eight different roles, including a woman. I had a yen for
some Rock Hudson and Doris Day so we watched a
morbid old favorite of mine, Send Me No Flowers,
about a guy who thought he'd die soon and tries to find
his wife a new husband.
In the 1970s cinema, there was a French film
neither of us had seen but when Alan confirmed that the
title in English would be The Bird Cage, my body
constricted. “Too serious. How about Vampire
Hookers? I hope it’s as bad as it sounds.”
“Then we’ll save the charming Cow Cow Boogie
from the forties with Ms Morse for another time.” As we
approached the concessions, he shared what he’d
learned from his reading, which included a vampire
story older than Dracula written by an Irishman who’d
tried to make the British government respond to the
Famine. “The ancient way to defeat a vampire,” said
Alan, “is not through garlic but by spilling rice on the
floor. The creature is compelled to count it.”
“Dumb blood-suckers. I’m sure you’ve also
figured out that if you scan larger groups at a time you
can get a good estimate quickly.” Alan got us salty,
buttery popcorn with Lucozade pink lemonade and
Raisinots instead of Raisinettes because Nestlé
products were banned in the Afterlife. We avoided the
sweet popcorn intended for the Germans. Cracker Jack
is for baseball not the movies.
As the film began Alan observed Santiago meant
St. James. I snorted.
“Why, Harvey, is the patron saint of Spain
amusing? I prefer the chap who spoke to animals.” I
told Alan about Margo St. James, my city’s sex positive
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sex worker. He found it funny too.
The movie, featuring hapless sailors from San
Francisco, was slow going but we had fun making
snarky comments, especially about the sex scenes,
which made hetero stuff extra gross.
Returning to my suite, Alan couldn’t help
repeating “coffins are for being laid to rest ... not for
being laid.” When I said that between this movie and
the Battan Death March, the Philippines, where
Vampire Hookers had been filmed, scored high for
atrocities, he laughed like a hyena. Finally, someone
who liked my sick jokes!
Exhausted, we fell into a loose snuggle on top of
my bed. Doubt he’d do this with me when we were no
longer chaste Mansion Companions. Why did that make
me want to cry? I couldn’t get my extra month on Earth;
maybe I’d get one here. I’d never fake illness like a kid to
get out of class, but I saw the benefit of not
reincarnating too soon. Damn, the man felt too good
next to me to be kosher, especially as he flung his arms
around me.
“Alan? We should make a space between us.” A
gentle snore assured me that he was fast asleep or good
at faking it. “Alan, there’s a hundred gorgeous men
wearing nothing but motorcycle helmets outside calling
for you to graphically illustrate the Gaussian counting
problem!” More snores. He was out cold and I was
trapped in his arms like a bird in a cage.
Calling out “pickles” or “bubbles” would not
release me. But with Alan’s heart beating against mine, I
didn’t want to be released.
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9
I WAS THE HOPE AND THE PRIDE

I woke up to bright sunlight. Alan was asleep, his warm
heart against mine. How sweet he looked. Not thinking,
my hand reached out to stroke his hair. Alan stirred,
opened his eyes, stretched and yawned. “Are you alright
my—Harvey.”
“Fine. Have any good dreams?”
Alan felt the bed and sighed with relief. “Er…yes.
You?”
“Visions of San Francisco. Need to think of
something else. Tell me more about Mansion 111. Looks
like I'll take three months to recover before I
reincarnate.”
My Mansion Companion told me of vast libraries
and a special portal of knowledge that could answer any
factual question that didn’t compromise one’s future
reincarnations or Spirit Guide aspirations.
“Is that how you found out all that stuff about
me?”
“Yes, and I also got briefed directly from your
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Grandpa and other members of your team.”
“My team?”
He pulled on his slacks. “I must ask your leave to
wash my face. I don’t like feeling the things in the
corners of my eyes.”
“Alan, it’s OK. It used to happen to me all the
time in the morning.” He was gone before I had a
chance to get a peek. Maybe I did a need a boyfriend
soon, or at least someone friendly to get naked with who
was not Alan.
Alan returned and spoke rapidly in a highpitched voice. “Other Mansion delights include an
amazing buffet featuring every world cuisine, theatres,
museums, and bowling alleys galore. Famous artists
like Isadora Duncan perform regularly.”
I’d better help the guy out. He’s such a good a
Companion he doesn't want to even look like he'd take
advantage of me. Who put my needs first and didn’t
want me to take care of him, that was novel.
“What else?” Fighting hard against Briggs, I’d
given up dining out, movies, sex and other forms of fun.
“Fantastic clubs of all kinds, such as photography
run by the astounding Ms Hannah Szenes of Budapest
(and Israel), chess with grandmaster Ms Violette Szabo,
and a weekly story hour with the delightful Frenchfluent Ms Noor Inayat Khan not to be missed and
available to all by use of easily employed translator
devices.”
“Cool. Got a poetry club?” I write the odd poem.
“We’ve ‘slams,’ or combat by live poem. The
match between Padraig Pearse and Norma Jean Baker
ended in a draw. Anne Baxter’s a distant relation of
mine.” I’d never look at All About Eve the same way
again.
“How about sports?”
“Lots of sport, Harvey, including the All-Mansion
Olympics. Within Mansion 111, Gaga, Gaelic football
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and curling, to name but a few, and even this basketball
of yours, where the Assassinated (‘The Bullets’) often
lose to the Executeds (‘The Cavaliers’), but you might
change that. I’m keen to learn as the physics looks fun.
Perhaps you could teach me secret techniques.” He
winked.
“When I’m ready for intense physical activity.
Say we watch another funny show after breakfast?”
“I have been saving some for you.” After a
delicious meal of spinach-mushroom quiche, we sat
together on my maroon sofa as he radioed for a large TV
I could store in a closet if desired later.
Alan had been well briefed. He showed me a clip
from Saturday Night Live in which Gilda Radner sang
an ode to Mick Jagger. He pointed. “Her underarm hair
is faux, made of pine needles.” I especially liked the line
questioning if Mick was a woman or man but sighed
when she referred to famous incident in which a young
Black man had been slaughtered during a Stones
concert in Berkeley in ’69 by a member of Hells Angels.
“Oy. Great song though. Love it.”
On Sesame Street, Sam the Machine Man fell in
love with a toaster, aliens tried to communicate with a
telephone, and an orange sang “Habanera” from
Carmen. In Donald Duck in Mathmagicland, the
quacker dressed up as Alice. In Herr Meets Hare, Bugs
Bunny got the better of the head of the Luftwaffe to a
selection of Wagner’s music. “Humour,” said Alan,
“especially, of the darkest kind, per my chum Annelies,
helped the Jews resist and refuse to die. I hope you meet
her soon. She’s queer too.”
Death yet again. “Alan, I tried my best, but I
accomplished little. Started twenty or thirty years late.
Spent years in the closet attempting the great American
life. Musical theatre was a good thing, but I shouldn’t
have waited for Nixon to fuck up things to get angry.”
Alan shook his head. “Every flower blossoms in
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its own season. What have you done that makes you the
proudest?”
“Stopping Briggs. His initiative would’ve ruined
the lives of both teachers and the students they could
help and inspire.”
“With that single action you’ve saved countless
lives. And the effect upon the nation?”
“A victory for all gays and lesbians. Told the US,
fuck, the world, our rights are not to be messed with.
That we could get good citizens on our side. Alan, I was
sure we’d lose that one.” I gave him a weak smile. “My
external confidence is for show. Inside I’m a bundle of
nerves who fears the worst. Easier to be a joking clown
than show my vulnerability.”
Why was it easy to talk with him? Because we
weren’t dating and never would?
“Let’s go back a moment. Why were you poor?”
“I suck at running a business, made bad theatrical
investments, and put all my money into running for
office.” Not the time to mention Jack as my kept boy.
Alan twitched. “Why did you run for public office?”
“Initially to get the bums like Nixon out.
Someone convinced me to offer something positive. As I
settled into office, I embraced the possibilities of the
position.” I was on a run now. “Always knew the Gay
cause was linked to the betterment of all underdogs.
Everyone and everything: minorities, senior citizens,
whales, the racist evil of Proposition 13, the awfulness in
Nicaragua and South Africa.”
“Your Hope speech, tell me more about that.”
“Wanted to reach out to the young ones who’d
been as hopeless and tormented as me.”
Alan gave me a keen glance. “Did you cower at
the death threats and horrid desires to chop off your
precious private parts?”
“Nope. Went right up to that microphone. Stuck
myself on top of Anne Kronenberg’s car at the Gay
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Freedom Parade and remained as in-your-face as ever. I
get into these moods, Alan, where I run into danger
without feeling scared and do crazy risky stuff.”
“I understand.” What wild stuff had Alan done?
“As a queer man who lived under ... er ...
constrained circumstances, it was life-affirming to know
you were open, proud, free, and fighting for us like a
Moses—although it is I with the speaking difficulty. You
gave hope to millions. Though I liked to parade my
homosexuality, you took the thing to unanticipated
heights.”
“Can’t imagine what England was like.”
“Not nice. If only, mind, if we had someone like
you back in the day. Rightfully have you been named
Harvey, from the Breton. Battle-worthy or blazing iron,
for you are a fiery and valiant trailblazer. My uncle had
the same name.”
My body went all aglow. Never thought of it that
way. Alan’s life, whatever it had been, tugged at my
heart. Did being gay contribute to his death? “What
does Alan mean?”
“Either Breton for fox or deer or Irish for rock or
noble. Celtic whichever way you slice it.” Alan was my
rock, though I couldn’t tell him. More like a gazelle than
a deer, but definitely with a hint of the foxy. Some lucky
guy would be happy ... too bad I’d never find out if it
could be me. Maybe I’d be better off with a strange girl
as a Mansion Companion. Or a dog.
I put my head in my hands. “I spent time doing
non-productive shit. I was a fucking Republican and
campaigned for Goldwater. I had a personal vendetta
against Johnson.”
“As if you sensed he would do great harm in the
future, not to mention rudely attempt to interrupt the
heroic Fannie Lou Hamer at the 1964 Democratic
Convention. You’re not the only great leader who went
for the man whose surname seems to refer to urine. This
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queer, Black friend of mine, for instance …”
I was too excited to pay attention. “His daisy ad
was creepy and manipulative. What ego has all his kids
with the same initials?”
“Not my kind of chap.”
I sighed. “Couldn’t see he’d do more for the Black
people than Kennedy. Johnson only inherited Viet Nam
from him and Eisenhower. Damn the Bay of Pigs.
Castro would’ve taken our side if we’d funded him.”
“See how quickly you became politically astute,
my friend. There was no waste of any kind in your life,
whether learning how to campaign, engaging with raw
economic numbers, or learning the world of theatrical
performance.”
Out it came. “Alan, I’m ready to tell you how I
died.”
“This is excellent progress. Feel free to cease at
any juncture should your feelings flood you over.”
I couldn’t help it. I snuggled close to Alan and he
put his arms around me, but in a brotherly way. What
would it be like to kiss him? When your best buddies are
gay, this happens and usually goes away. What would it
be like to kiss him? His sensual lips would sizzle but the
best part would be his purity, innocence, energy, and
how love poured out from his every cell. He wouldn’t do
anything without sincerity, nothing half-way. Thank
God, he’s not my type. I’d be in real danger.
Alan gave me a strange look as he crossed his
legs. “Harvey, would you rather wait to tell me this
difficult story?”
“No, I have a tale to tell and tell it I must.” Let’s
make this good. I can’t undo it, but in the telling I can
take back my power. “Promise you’ll keep holding me,
Alan? No matter how bad it gets?”
“Promise.”
I took a deep breath and closed my eyes. “Leave it
to me, with my flair for the dramatic, to get myself
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murdered across from a production of Puccini’s Tosca.”
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10
FOUL PLAY

Leave it to me, with my flair for the dramatic, to get
myself murdered across from a production of Puccini’s
Tosca. Torture? Check. Murder? Check. Execution and
Suicide? Maybe. The Universe had a funny way of
saying goodbye to an opera fan.
I was Dan White’s prisoner. He paced his office,
holding his .38 at me. Dan’s eyes were weird. No matter
what he did with his head, the pupils stayed frozen in
the middle like a snake about to sink its fangs. Eyes that
wanted me so dead the memory of me would resemble
the brief life of a mayfly.
My heart beat faster than a vivace tempo. My
hands shook as if I'd played the crash cymbals. Dan
choked and swallowed. “What the hell are you doing to
me? Why do you want to hurt my name, my family? You
cheated me.”
I cheated him? Dan decided the kitchen was too
hot and quit his job as the District 8 Supervisor. That
enraged the police, the firemen, and his other
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supporters. Then someone, I’m not sure who, pushed
him to un-resign. It isn’t legal to do that, I told him the
week before and I pleaded to the mayor not to let him
back in.
With Danny boy gone, I’d been jubilant. Finally,
we’d get shit done for San Francisco. Free public transit,
marijuana decriminalization, an end to real-estate
speculation, and a better life for senior citizens, ethnic
minorities, and of course — gays and lesbians.
“Dan ...” I said in a shaky voice.
The timing of my murder was as bizarre as its
location. Everything was going my way. Three weeks
our somewhat unified coalition defeated the Briggs
Initiative. Time was ripe for a Gay March on
Washington. Masses of us, brave and proud, including
me, the body and blood of the Gay Movement. Harvey
Milk was on a roll.
After bouncing from career to career, I was in my
element, fighting for this city, country, and world.
Nearly a year into my first elected office, I’d brought
about the Gay Rights Bill, the Pooper Scooper Bill, got
us to stop doing biz with South Africa, and much more.
Maybe I’d run for mayor after George Moscone wound
up his second term in 1984.
Yes, it cost me plenty, in love, sex, money,
freedom, relaxation, and more. At times I hated
mucking around in the thick shit of machine and
moneyed politics, but no one else had stepped up to the
plate.
Now as I rose, the sacrifice was paying off. With
Dan’s resignation, we had a shot at a liberal six vote
majority. No more obstructions. Dan usually voted
conservative. But San Francisco should be a city for
everyone: neighborhood shopkeepers selling groceries,
sex workers selling their bodies, people living in
crumbling apartments—and rent control is not the
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answer—flashy business people out for a deal, lonely
people looking for love and finding hate in the streets.
Why make decisions in favor of rich people who didn’t
live here?
At last my personal life was fabulous. Angry and
sad as I’d been over Jack, his death brought a strange
relief. My body, charged with fresh energy, could focus
on my career instead of having to negotiate—yet again—
with a man who wanted fun-loving attentive Harvey not
Harvey on a mission to save lives.
Finally I could see other men freely. Best of all I
was deliciously in love with Doug Franks—the perfect
official boyfriend to show off at political events once he
got used to the attention. And with Stevie. If you’re
going to die in a month, why pick, as long as you are
forthright with them and the others?
“That’s cool,” I told Doug baby when he got
nervous under the spotlight.“You’re the opposite of
Jack.” Doug had been with women, married once. Who
cares? Made him a better lover when he did me.
I had fresh money too. My buddy Carl loaned me
three grand that morning. I’d get new shoes—my pair
had holes.
One thing was off. The massive suicide-massacre
of the members of the People’s Temple took place in
Jonestown, Guyana nine days before. Their previous
headquarters was in the city and all the liberal
politicians worked with their leader, Jim Jones. I once
wrote him how impressive his meetings were. Now a
thousand San Franciscans lay dead from cyanide.
The shock reverberated through the city. The
weather, cloudy with a chill to the air, agreed. Despite
this, love buoyed me as I sat in my office and I hummed
“As Times Goes By,” the tune I sang for Doug at a revue
from Casablanca, a great picture about giving up the
love of your life for a noble cause.
What did the future bring Harvey Milk this
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Monday morning? The dark head of Dan White poking
into his former office, an office I’d never step out alive
again.
Funny that Dan would show up now. “Say, Harv,
can I see you for a minute?” Was that a tremble in his
voice?
“Sure.” I had no idea this would be the last day of
our acquaintance.
I followed Dan across the hall to his office. I sat
on the desk as most of the furniture was gone. This
better be quick. Got much to do today and tonight. I
rubbed my tie as my satin underwear cushioned my
tuchus. Was only half-joking earlier when I asked Stevie
to come up and blow me under the desk.
I ruffled through my hair, which had sharp edges
from a recent haircut. Through the window was the War
Memorial Opera house. Last Saturday night had been
magical. Tosca brought the house down and I spoke
with my childhood idol, soprano Bidú Sayāo.
Life was so worth living.
Dan turned to close the door. His hands
squirmed. Gosh he’s nervous. My stomach rumbled.
Was it the sweet roll I ate with Doug this morning or did
it knew something I didn’t? Dan stood between me and
the door and fiddled with something in his pocket. Was
he going to beg for his job a second time? The answer
remained no.
It was no secret: Daniel James White was not cut
out to be a politician. He didn’t get the give and take. He
didn’t know how to compromise. What you might call a
black-and-white thinker. A stiff fish out of water, he
could wield power after a fashion, but had trouble with
seeing the big picture in all its complexity.
Tried to help the guy. He wasn’t a hard core
Catholic and had no personal vendetta against Gay
rights. We were both vets fighting for underrepresented
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districts. Met with him Thursdays at the Oyster Bar.
Used Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck to explain race
relations. He liked me. I was one of three people from
City Hall invited to his little boy’s baptism.
He didn’t like me now. Scary eyes Dan pulled out
a revolver and fixed it on me. He wasn’t here to ask for
his job back. My heart lurched to my knees.
Dan’s movement were jerky and robotic as he
clutched his gun. “I thought you were my friend. I
fought in your corner, voted for you, got Dianne to put
on the Streets and Transportation committee, gave you
money. I thought we were in this together.”
That was true. He’d voted for the Pride Center, to
honor a lesbian couple, and in his awkward way, made
the effort to talk to gay people and understand their
needs. He’d given me $100 to fight Briggs. Back in the
day, as a police officer, he’d stood up for Black people
time and time again.
Dan’s eyes flashed. “You promised to vote
against the Youth Campus, a place where former rapists
and murderers would live right in my people’s
neighborhood. The Church said anyone who didn’t
support it would go to hell, but I put my constituents
first. Instead you fuck me over and vote for it. I had to
face my district empty-handed as a total fool after I told
them I had your vote.”
Though I’d told Dan I’d think about it as he
lobbied me and Carol, I’d known I had to support it for
the sake of the poor kids it would help, even if his
district didn’t want it in their backyard. Sticking them in
prison would only make it worse. Here, we had a chance
to rehabilitate and ultimately make everyone’s
neighborhoods safer.
A babe in the wood, Dan didn’t understand that
“I’ll consider it” didn’t mean he had my vote. You might
call it a failure to communicate.
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After that Dan went on the warpath. Overnight,
he switched from being my biggest fan to my nemesis.
He voted against the Gay Rights Bill in March,
obstructed the Gay Freedom Parade in June, and talked
publicly against my people. A month ago, he put up a
fuss when, due to our upcoming Halloween fest, we
were voting to close Polk Street—the previous heart of
the San Francisco gay community before the Castro. A
standard thing the Police did every year but bitter Dan
wanted to stop that too.
His voice rose in pitch. “I worshipped you.
Thought you cared about me. It was just an act to get my
vote. When I ask about getting my job back you smirk at
me. You tell George to throw me away. You are the
bastard who engineered this. I hate you, you
backstabbing snake!”
Oy va voy. What was I supposed to do? Taking
everything as a personal affront was another reason he
didn’t belong in City Hall. Something had wound him
up long before he went into politics. He never smiled.
Dan took a step closer. He stared at the ground,
his voice thin but menacing. “Most days Mary Ann is up
to her elbows in potato peels. Someone else watches
little Charlie. I'm failing my family and my district. I
close my eyes and it’s a black tunnel. Can’t sleep, can’t
sleep with my wife. I need my job back.”
He waved his gun like an accusing finger.
“Everyone laughs at me. They think my working days
are over. That’s not true. I will be a hero like my father
and the biplane Evermore. A hero like Kevin Berry,
ready to die for Ireland.”
My mind raced. Could I soothe him? Once I
calmed violent-prone crowds with a bullhorn. I offered
him my gentle, easy Harvey Milk smile. It charms dogs,
children and old ladies, Chinese colleagues, union
leaders, and beautiful men. Maybe also attempting
murderers.
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Dan’s face turned red and his voice got louder.
“You’re smirking at me again.” He slammed his hand on
the trigger and pulled.
Bang! A sharp pain pulsated through my bowels,
a low blow. All that eloquent Harvey could say was a
boring, “Oh, no!”
My reflexes were also lousy. Barely able to stay
upright, I raised my hands, palms inward, to protect my
chest. Too late. Harvey the Sailor Man might be able to
make it rain but he can’t stop bullets. Not even were he
a spinach fresser like Popeye.
I didn’t have power over my own bowels as they
emptied themselves upon the floor. An ironic moment
for the brains behind the dog shit bill. The pain grew
and spread. “No, Dan, no! You -”
Might as well accept my death day had arrived, as
I had foreseen and planned for. It was a shande, a
shame, the media was not here to capture each exciting
moment. Cameras flashing and microphones plugged
in, they would report: “Supervisor Harvey Milk
attempts to make a joke about his imminent death when
he is shitting-in-his-pants scared.”
With my bowels struck, I lost my balance and
pirouetted the desk like a Hanukkah dreidl gone
haywire. My ballet debut at the tender age of forty-eight
was not in Nureyev’s league but must have been
riveting.
Everything slowed down.
Minutes seemed to elapse from the time Dan
pressed the trigger and fresh bullets shot out.
One pierced my right wrist, like Christ on the
cross.
Another swam in and out of the chest many men
had kissed, and penetrated my left elbow.
Dan chased me with the tenacity of Elmer Fudd
as I do-se-doed the desk. Nothing could save me, not
even if I dressed in drag like Bugs Bunny or was
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invisible like the rabbit in the Jimmy Stewart flick.
My long legs—legs that had walked up and down
the streets of San Francisco campaigning for public
office—collapsed. I staggered against the wall behind
the desk like a circus clown.
As another shot grazed the back of my neck, I fell
on my tummy against Dan’s green forest mural with the
Opera House across the window. Not even Harvey Milk,
stage manager of Jesus Christ Superstar, could've
arranged a death better. Or in a more erotic fashion.
The room spun. My vision turned black and
white and blurry. The smell of gunpowder and blood
receded. Dan stuck his foot under my body. I barely
registered it. He pressed his revolver where my skull
met my neck.
If a bullet should enter my brain, it should
shatter every closet door. My death would awaken
thousands. As I lay down my body others will arise, like
fresh heads on a hydra. As I departed, the soul of San
Francisco would ride upon my back. Not because I was
the Messiah. Because all I’d take in death was love.
Death, I taste you.
Dan’s breathing grew labored. He readied the
trigger. My eyes went dim. Life, I love you. Don’t let me
die alone with Dan and his hatred.
Sounds grew faint. I couldn’t tell if Dan’s final
words were “this one is for fair maiden Ireland, you
piece of filth” or “that is Tosca’s kiss.”
Without thinking I cried the Jewish prayer Shma
Yisrael Adonai Eloheinu Adonai Echad. Hear O’ Israel,
the Lord Our God, the Lord is One. The same prayer,
the watchword of our faith, as uttered by my favorite
rabbi, Akiva, when martyred at the hands of the
Romans.
To cap off my performance of The Death of
Harvey, a song from Hair, the musical that brought me
to San Francisco, blared in my head to bid me farewell.
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Eyes look your last
Across the Atlantic Sea
Arms take your last
embrace
The second son of Minerva Eleanore Karns and
William Milk, who greeted the world on May 22, 1930 in
Woodmere, New York said goodbye to it. The blurry
Opera house set up for its Tosca production would be
the last image his hazel eyes saw until they found a new
home in a blind person.
Alan held me close, his tears running down my
shoulders, each a diamond. He wiped his face with a
handkerchief. “Indeed your death will awaken
thousands, if not millions. Martyrdom is a powerful
business, Harvey. Look at when the British executed the
participants of the Easter Rising of 1916 in Kilmainham
Gaol. No one cared about their cause until then.”
He wiped away another tear. “I hoped you would
live a long and happy life, but there’s powerful things
you can accomplish from this side of the veil. The first
act of your life may be over, my dear Harvey, but you
cannot begin to imagine what might be ahead. I can’t
see it all myself, but have faith that whatever you take
up, you will do with your usual flair and finesse.”
Alan pulled out a tape cassette from his pocket.
“This is a death ‘mix tape’ to help you process.”
“What’s a mix tape? I thought about getting a
secondhand Mix Master to help with baking. No one
likes my cakes, but I keep trying.” I’d offered to make a
carrot cake for a guy who had a birthday shortly before
my death and he’d run in the other direction.
“Another cultural manifestation ahead of your
time. You record an individual selection of varied songs,
sometimes with a theme and then you give it to a friend.
Again, the quality is far better than what you’re used to.
You can play in any order, shuffle, repeat the same song
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on a loop or put a pause on any song you’d rather not
give a listen for a while. With a feature to create new
music based on any selection(s) from the set.”
He’d put together an incredible playlist, carefully
labeled. “I got abundant help from the young friend of
mine I mentioned,” said Alan, with a sparkle in his eyes.
“She’s up-to-date when it comes to popular culture.
Politics as well.”
Alan set it up for me with easy, intuitive controls.
“Shall we have a listen, tovarich?”
“Aw shucks, Alan.” The music gave voice to
things I couldn’t have expressed otherwise. Some were
in French or languages I couldn’t recognize, but all
vibrated with meaning. With each song, I became less
and less dead. A few could’ve been romantic but it’s
hard to find songs that don’t talk about that. In the final
one, soulful Irish voices sang of helping out the
common man. You can’t blame a country for one bad
apple.
“Alan, I’ve been thinking. Suppose I reincarnate
in five or six months? Don’t want miss out hiding the
Afikomen at Seder for you to find.”
“I’d be delighted, Harvey, as I do find them
captivating, as I noted earlier, although I understand
Gentiles are not typically invited to that Passover meal.”
“Screw that. You have a Jewish soul, I know it.”
“I admit I enjoy your company. But please do not
delay your mission on my account. My job as Mansion
Companion succeeds when I become redundant, in the
American sense of the term.”
“Alan, I wasn’t kidding when I said you’re the
best friend I’ve ever had and Wayne Friday and Susan
Davis Alch were damn good. If I didn’t have my mission,
I’d be happy hanging out with you when either of us
weren’t otherwise busy with boys and stuff. Fuck, those
boys will have to wait. No one is more fun to talk to than
you.”
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“Thank you, Harvey,” said Alan as he turned his
head away. “Your progress reminds me of another
fantastic amusement, The Game of Hollywood Stars.
I’ll fetch it now.”
Huh? I pour out my heart and he doesn’t say he
likes me as a friend too? He was friendly and polite
because it was his job. Sure, he liked me, admired me
for what I’d done, and was sad about my death, but he
didn’t care I’d soon be gone. While the thought of a life
without Alan, as an ordinary buddy, broke my heart.
Be strong like Bogey, Harvey, and do the right
thing for the world. Let Alan go.
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11
HEAD OVER HEELS

I often dipped into a cold and heavy state, especially in
the mornings. This afternoon, however, the sun
streamed in, making rainbows with my prism and filling
me with my old sense of fun. “Alan, I’m ready to get out
in public and be around people.”
“Wonderful, Harvey. The winter solstice, which
occurs at 5:20 tomorrow morning is the traditional
beginning of the New Year. Perhaps this will usher in a
fresh phase for you. Would you like to play a game
tonight, this time in a group setting?”
“I’m game for a game, Alan. I liked the Snakes
and Ladders one we did yesterday where we made up
different vices and virtues. But more players increase
the fun. One-on-one Texas hold ‘em like the day before
is fun, but not as much as bluffing a bunch of folks.” I
didn't mention that Alan knowing the odds and the
game so well was tough to bluff. Next time I’d do a
better mix of tight and loose aggressive play.
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After a supper of kasha varnishkes with
mushrooms we’d foraged in Hawaii, Alan and I headed
over to the Game Night Pavilion with Dora and Victor
Victoria in Alan’s rucksack, both shut off. “I thought
they could release their mutual rage via a friendly game
of chess,” said Alan, “though it had the opposite effect
on my second-favorite Columbo. Can you imagine the
actor, a former cook on a merchant marine during the
War who adores chess himself, failed a screen test
because one of his eyes is glass?”
“Wow. What’s your favorite? The one with the
robot?”
“Yes. Although my artist friend and I agree that
‘Suitable for Framing’ is the best episode of all, you’ll
wish to view ‘Swan Song’ It stars the same singer who
sang ‘Nasty Dan‘’ on your mix-tape and is, among other
things, also the name of an Agatha Christie murder
mystery about a Tosca performance.”
“Incredible, I must read that story. And Johnny
Cash sure pulled a fast one with Nixon.”
To celebrate, I was dressed in my Navy whites.
Alan wore a school uniform that looked good on him.
Cute? Alan was fine. Every last delicious pancakemaking bit of him. Must have been too out-of-it to
notice earlier.
Maybe that kiss idea was no aberration. Fuck, he
hangs out in clothes more worn out than mine around
me, but when he goes out, he’s dressed to the nines. No
sooner had I’d come to terms I’d never sleep with him,
I’d have to watch everyone else drool.
As we entered the Game Night Pavillon, the
ruckus of balls bouncing, buzzers whining, and voices
shouting took me aback. Was that the sound of a
gunshot? Alan held my hand and kept me going ahead
on the hardwood floor as we crossed the opening gate
proclaiming FREEDOM MAKES YOU FREE in seventyeight languages.
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We nearly crashed a white-haired woman in a
ritzy wheelchair, who wore movie-star sunglasses and a
Grateful Dead t-shirt with a skull and roses, but with the
help of her black and tan dog, she was able to navigate
safely. A monkey holding a pack of cards with bumps
made sure her rucksack was closed and an iguana on
her lap glared at us.
“Attention Josephus, everything is in order,” she
told the lizard. “You must not do this.”
“Sorry, Alyssa.” Alan petted Josephus and the
iguana bobbed his head in greeting.
“No problem,” said Alyssa with a smile. “What a
nice young man your companion is. He reminds me of
my brother.” She winked at me. “I can perceive animate
energies.”
“Nice to meet you,” I said. “I guess I shouldn’t
make any stupid Helen Keller jokes.”
“Especially since, as a member of the Wobblies, Frau
Keller was an outstanding fighter.”
“She belonged to the Industrial Workers of the
World?” Shit, I didn’t know that.
“That’s what happens when you read H.G. Wells
and Marx at the same time,” said Alan. “Ms Keller
identified with Joan of Arc and thought revolution the
best way to better the world.”
“My brother and I and our friend thought the
same,” said Alyssa, “but we were hoping to launch a
nonviolent movement.”
“Did you succeed?” I asked.
“Not concretely, but we believe that righteous
action has power of its own. We held to our family
motto from Goethe, which states that we should pursue
the right course despite the overwhelming forces
against us. As those forces caught up on us, we told
them that history would catch up on what they’d done,
that freedom would win in the end.”
A shiver ran down my spine. “You are a saint.”
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“Maybe, but I'm just as human as you.” Alyssa
blushed. “Excuse me, please, but I’ve got a killer deck of
red and blue to play. We’ll meet again.” She rolled away
with a big grin.
I turned to Alan. “The disabled remain disabled
here?”
“That’s their choice, Harvey. Alyssa is different,
since she chose to give up vision and mobility in
solidarity with the first victims of the Third Reich. Said
they and the psychiatric patients were targeted first
because many of them are angel souls with vast spiritual
powers.”
“Makes sense. She’s doing OK here?.”
“With the help of Josephus, Hanuman, and Cú
Chulainn as well as a host of technological assistance,
there are few things she can’t accomplish. I made a
minor contribution with my Brailomatic.”
“The Braillomatic?”
“She or he (there are several models now)
converts not merely books but also television and other
performing arts into an easy-to-follow format (written
or audio) with full descriptions of what the characters
are doing if the noise doesn’t make it obvious.”
“Cool. Does it have a snarky comment feature?”
Alan laughed. “With an option to disable. Snark
is not suitable to something like Fritz Lang’s M or
Mädchen in Uniform but the Marlene Dietrich one,
though tragic, has its comic chicken noise moments.
Ready to explore, my friend?”
“Yes. What kind of games are on tap tonight?”
“We’ve got everything here, Harvey, from jai alai
to Candyland to indoor golf. They say John Milton,
visiting from Mansion 32 to play it, shot one above par
in a stroke of blind luck. You’ll have the opportunity to
sample whatever interests. Would you first like a Cook’s
tour with a spotlight of some of our famous heroes?”
I nodded. Alan led me to two men in military
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uniform who played Stratego before an eager crowd.
“Your move, Claus,” said a man with glasses. Claus
advanced his number two figure into his opponent’s
piece, who turned it around to reveal a bomb.
Claus covered his face with his fingers. “Ach, Alexis, my
hands are tied. Again, you get off the hook. Dietrich was
right: there’s a cost to everything.”
I whispered to Alan, “Are they bad Germans?”
“Nothing of the sort. They are Claus von
Stauffenberg and Alexis von Roenne. Von Stauffenberg
made a bold move—one of thirty-five such attempts—to
assassinate the Enemy. Unfortunately, the explosive
device went off prematurely.”
“Damn.”
“Von Roenne was the Enemy’s most valued
intelligence analyst. Through twisting or deliberately
mis-analyzing data he saved the lives of thousands,
especially with the campaigns in Sicily and Normandy.”
“Both von Roenne and von Stauffenberg are
better than von Hindenberg. Whether as President or as
a zeppelin, he blew it.” Alan giggled.
Next Stop: Four people huddled over a board
with a colorful world map. “Let’s attack South Africa,
Mike,” said a man with glasses. It was Malcolm X. “It’s a
case of chickens coming home to roost, though at least
they are honest about their racism.”
“No Malik,” said Martin Luther King, Jr, “we
should win by the power of our soul force.”
Malcolm shook his head. “We can’t take that risk.
The odds favor the attacker.”
“Don’t they always?” Martin sighed. “That’s no
reason to go down to their level.” His eyes shone as he
broke into a smile. “I know it’s just a game, my friend.”
The two visionary leaders agreed to attack South
Africa from North Africa. Malcolm threw three red and
white dice and got a triple five. A Jewish-looking
woman cast two black and white dice. ‘Oy snake eyes,”
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she said with a thick accent to her partner, an Indian
woman wearing a blue sari. “Noor, we lost gamble.”
I’d need to wait until I was more secure before
approaching my two heroes, whose spiritual power was
even more breath-taking in person. I liked the ladies
too. They had that same mix of determined bravery,
righteousness, and compassion. They felt like family. So
had Alyssa. Why was that?
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12
HER NAME IS ANNE

As Alan and I walked on we passed a teenage girl
wearing headphones. She moved in rhythm as she sang:
As long as you love me
We could be starving
We could be homeless
We could be broke
“My dear Annelies,” said Alan, as he waved to
catch her attention.
“Mr Turing!” She took off her headphones,
placed them around her neck, gave Alan a bear hug and
a kiss, and turned to me. “I know who you are, Harvey
Milk. I’m such a fan. Can I have a one-on-one with him,
Mr Turing?”
“Of course, if that’s alright with you, Harvey.”
“Sure. Why don’t you set up the computers for their
game and we’ll check in later.” Alan smiled, waved
goodbye, and headed to a table he’d reserved for the
chess match.
Annelies? Her face was older, creased by lines of
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sorrow, and her dark hair had grown down her
shoulders. She had indeed been starving, homeless,
broke, and worse up until her death in the Bergen
Belson Concentration Camp. My raw heart opened,
embraced her, and put my woes aside.
She offered her hand. “I’ve followed your career
with interest and admiration. No matter what, you
never forget the Holocaust and its lessons.”
As we shook, her sunshine warmed me from
head to toe. Always adored that thoughtful, passionate
girl who emerged from her diary. I get to talk to her?
Death has its moments. I gave her the best weak smile I
could muster. “You’re no stranger, either. I read your
book. It was a hit.”
Annelies wrinkled her forehead. “My book?”
It was a pleasure to be the bearer of good news.
“Your diary. Your father published it after the War.
You’ve touched the hearts and minds of millions.”
Annelies put her left hand over her nose and
mouth. “How embarrassing yet thrilling. Never thought
I’d be the posthumous wonder. You will be, too. Can I
hug you, Harvey?”
“Sure.” I held her tight and rumpled her hair as
she kissed also me on the cheek.
Annelies had fulfilled her dream of becoming a
professional writer. She edited the Mansion 111
Chronicle. Her volume The People Left Behind,
published by the All-Mansion Press, detailed the stories
of the women she knew in Westerbork, Auschwitz, and
Belsen. Her second book related the stories of the
Mansion child Holocaust victims. Her third volume
Childhood’s End, now being published serially,
chronicled the cruelty to kids the world over.
She wiped away a tear. “I wish I never witnessed
the murder of children. I could never stop crying over it.
The smoke as it rose from the crematoria. The faces of
women more scarecrow than human. Or my mother, of
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whom I wrote such terrible things, who in the camp
lived only for me and Margot.” I wrapped my arms
around her and held her close.
“There’s plenty more I wish I hadn’t seen, heard,
or smelled.” Her voice turned fierce. “Since I have, it is
my duty to witness to all. Began my camp memoir in
Rehab. I will never stop telling our stories. Call me the
witness for the prosecution as well as the judge, jury,
and enforcer. As a Spirit Guide, I open people to
kindness, inspiring them to fight against anything cruel
on Earth.”
I kissed her. “That’s my brave girl. The history
must be studied, must be remembered. We must never
stop relating what happened.” Curiosity overtook me
yet again. “Tell me Annelies, do you believe people are
good at heart like you wrote?”
“Harvey, I’ve met men and women with hearts so
cold they are no better than ice rinks. Such a heart,
separated from love, grows hard, stale, and brittle, and
is cut off from goodness. So far away, might as well be in
a duck egg.”
“Sounds like the size of it.” My killer’s heart was
fucked up too.
Annelies patted her tattooed left arm. “Harvey,
would you take a closer look at my number? It would
mean a lot to me.”
“Of course, sweetie.”
Annelies lifted her arm: A-25127. It contrasted
with her yellow and pink neon Minnie Mouse T-shirt.
“Many choose to have it removed. I want everyone to
ask about it to bear witness.”
I had less than ten bad minutes being murdered.
She'd had torture and misery day in and day out with
sadists that would make Dan White at his worst a sugar
plum fairy. What courage, what determination, it was
contagious. I took her arm and stroked it. “I see your
tattoo does not add up to 18, our Jewish number for life,
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like it did for some survivors.”
Annelies made an exaggerated sad face. “No
wonder I didn’t make it. At least it is a prime number.”
I made a quick calculation. “That’s right. I
thought you hated math, especially Algebra.”
“I hate it less now.” Her eyes twinkled.
“When I taught math some kids didn’t like it no
matter what I did.” Teaching had been a calling. My role
as activist was another way to educate.
“It’s all thanks to Mr Turing.”
Alan, who taught Advanced Maths at the
Mansion Gymnasium, a school featuring studentcentered learning, had overheard Annelies complaining
about Algebra in the hallways. He took her to a herd of
cows in a refuge for creatures with tough Earth lives.
One could only come by special permission, but Alan
knew the Guardian well and she’d given him the
necessary passwords.
“The cows came in four colors but he asked me
to look at the Holsteins.” Annelies shivered. “I told Mr
Turing black and white were the colors of the camp, and
with red, of the enemy. Mr Turing said nothing but
waited with me with tender sympathy for my bad
moment to pass. My eyes returned to the noble and
awe-inspiring cows. Gertrude Stein liked to look at
them too. Reminded me of a Rorschach test. Mr Turing
said, “Sweet child, these splotches are living examples of
Algebra. He scribbled equations in the dirt to show me.”
Annelies grinned. “It got better and better. I’d
been traumatized by the Appel, when the camps guards
made us inmates line up in rows of five by five. Mr
Turing told me due to the difficulties of obtaining a
quint root my fear was rational. Now I could play my
favorite game, Quinto, again. That’s when I showed him
my number. Funny how it also contains 25 in it, or 5 x 5,
as he noted.”
I stared at my ten fingers. “That’s funny in a sad
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way. Love how Alan gets you to like math more and and
helps you with your trauma. He’s doing the same with
me as my MC.”
Annelies tossed her head. “I’ll never love
equations, but can admire them from a safe distance
and appreciate whatever Mr Turing is doing with them.
That’s how lovely he is.” Alan and Annelies had become
fast friends. Before long they spent hours together
discussing cat castration, Greek mythology, Queen
Elizabeth, movies, Audrey Hepburn, and the kinds of
boys they found attractive.
Annelies looked behind her shoulder. “I like girls
too but didn’t want to bore him.” She paused. “He’d
make a wonderful boyfriend for a lucky man.”
I made an effort to keep my voice casual. “He
dating anyone special?”
“Mr Turing’s been waiting for a true love to come
around, like in Guys and Dolls.” That was why he’d
dressed up nice. Fuck. He was too devoted to the job to
take off with a guy and leave me alone, but it he'd want
to check out opportunities for later.
I set the troubling thought aside. “Let’s be friends
too.”
Annelies laughed. “You’ll be the big brother I
never had, though, technically, I was born one year
before you.”
I hugged her again. “I love you, Frankenstein.”
She reminded me of my Mom.
“Back atcha, Bessie. Wanna see some amazing
World War II heroes?”
“I’ve seen a few already, but am eager for more.”
We passed games of cards, stones, sticks, dice,
fingers, and pen and paper, played by people the world
over, from children aged ten to senior citizens. There
was some English, but I also heard plenty of Spanish,
French, Italian, Yiddish, and Chinese, Japanese,
Korean, and many languages I couldn’t identify but
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likely came from Africa, India, East Asia, Polynesia,
Central and South America, and the Soviet Union.
“Here we are,” said Annelies. Thirteen men
dressed in green Marine uniforms sat around a table, as
they ate fry bread and sketched while playing a game
called Pictionary. Some looked no older than eighteen.
Annelies whispered,“The Code-Talkers. They
won the Pacific War with a system no one could break.
Bleeding in Guadalcanal, Bougainville, and Iwo Jima
for their beloved Turtle Island.”
The jungle fighting had been a nightmare for our
boys. Why hadn’t I heard of these heroes? Annelies
bowed away. “We’ll catch up later. I promised my
Mansion Companion I’d meet her soon.”
I had a deep admiration for American Indians
and their medicine men although my mind turned to
Westerns with lots of guns. My shoot-out hadn’t gone as
well as in High Noon. “I’m Harvey Milk,” I said, as I
approached and shook hands with each man. “Tell me
your names and your story.”
“Ralph Morgan.”
“Leo Kirk.”
“Paul Begay.”
“Alfred Tsosie.”
“Peter Johnson.”
“Willie Notah.”
“Howard Tsosie.”
“Jimmy Kelly King, Sr.”
“Tom Singer.”
“Paul Kinlahcheeny.”
“Sam Morgan.”
“And I’m Harry Tsosie,” said a man who didn’t
look a day over twenty. “I was one of the original
twenty-nine code-talkers of Platoon 382. Such an
irony,” he said in a steady voice, “they washed our
mouths with soap at Boarding School for speaking our
tongue, yet that tongue became a powerful weapon.”
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My own mouth dropped open. “Tell me more.”
“Together we sat in a room and invented the
code. Although we used genuine Navajo words—we
prefer to be called the Diné—we used them in such a
way no Diné would comprehend. It was also a good
choice because our language had never been written
down, because others who spoke related languages
couldn’t decipher it, and because meaning was
conveyed through inflection. The same word could
mean four different things depending on how you
pronounced it.”
“Like tones in Chinese,” I said. My friends told
me the same sound could mean mother, horse, a
marijuana plant, or to insult, depending on how you
said it.
“With the code we communicated with great
speed and specificity between one Marine unit to
another, also indicating the degree of urgency. We could
do in two and a half minutes what otherwise took hours.
Six of our comrades sent eight-hundred messages nonstop during a period of forty-eight hours in Iwo Jima.”
Harry bowed his head. “Before every battle we
placed the sacred corn pollen on our tongues and
prayed to the Holy ones to grant us victory. Many of us
had never been off the reservation, but thanks to our
ancestral ways, we were strong in battle.”
Three-hundred and eighty-one code talkers
served the Allies. They’d been trained in San Diego and
Oceanside. They’d invented six-hundred code terms. In
addition to the normal dangers of combat, they could be
mistaken for the Japanese.
I was in awe. “How do we make it up to you
guys?”
Harry’s voice was slow and sad. “Give us back our holy
lands. Give the Black Hills back to the Lakota. Return us
our water and other rights. Stop drilling on our land.
Allow us full access to needed resources so we live our
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lives in health and pride.”
How could I do that? I’d have to be a bigger
politician than a Supervisor in San Francisco’s City Hall.
I’d also have to be alive. Seems like I needed to
reincarnate sooner than later. I pledged in my heart I’d
do my best to make these things happen, no matter how
impossible it seemed, like Alyssa said.
The men continued with their game, which was
like charades with pictures. I followed it with difficulty,
as clueless as a straight man in a gay bar. An eagle, a
dollar coin with Eisenhower on it, and a person holding
a pile of coal stood for “Colonel Mustard” and a lion,
onion, and a V sign and an ear represented “Love.”
Ralph tore off a piece of frybread. “Rye isn’t just
for Jews nor fried dough for the Diné. Enjoy our bread
of affliction. Nowadays made with sour milk. We left out
the lard out of respect for our Jewish, Muslim, Tibetan,
Hindu, Jain, and Seventh-Day Adventist friends as well
as others who avoid eating animals.
I bit into the tasty, chewy crust. “No one has
broken your code?”
“Not on Earth,” said Ralph. “A man in this
Mansion did.”
“Holy hogan. That’s some brain.” I had an idea
who it was. “I’d love to learn more about your culture.
Got a book of your sacred stories you’d recommend?”
“Our friend Alan Turing, who loves fairy and folk
tales, has such a book.”
We all got to talking. With their encouragement
and recalling Alan’s words of comfort.and I shared how
I'd tried to achieve a solidarity on Earth between all
oppressed peoples. Harry took out a pinch from a
pouch. “I offer the pollen of the blue cornflower for your
safety and happiness. Please also accept this great bald
eagle feather as a sign of our gratitude in advance for
helping us.” He handed it to me.
“Thank you. I’m honored. I’ll keep it safe.” It
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buzzed in my hand like a beehive., so I put it in my
pocket for safety.
I found Alan with Dora and Victor Victoria at the
table. They controlled the pieces through a form of
button-based transmission (which Alan thought could
be applied to human brains) and taunted each other as
they played. “Narhat,” screeched Dora playing White
and Red Vic sneered, “Feĉulo.” From the virulence of
their computer voices, the first could’ve been “asshole”
and the second, “motherfucker.” Alan assured me they
meant no such thing.
White Dora, ahead, found her clock running low.
The two computers headed into sudden death mode as
she rudely offered a draw. Red Vic made a snorting
sound, refused, and got out of the mess. The game
ended in stalemate.
“Ah,” said Alan, transfixed. “Now you two
lovelies have discovered the futility of war.” Dora and
Vic flashed their screens and together tossed the
chessboard and its wiring in Alan’s direction. I pulled
him away to safety. “At least they are uniting against a
common enemy, even if it is I, their maker,” said Alan,
as he rubbed his hands and face.
“We better leave and come back later. The nerve
of them to do that after all you did for them.”
Alan shrugged his shoulders. “Just as well. I was
hoping to play with Glyndwr tonight. Come along?” I
nodded. Was this a guy he had his eyes on? I drew a sigh
of relief as we sat down near a tall, haggard figure. Alan
wasn’t cruising; he was being kind.”
He pointed to fish-shaped cards of many colors.
“My dear Glyndwr Michael, let me remind you the goal
of the game is to collect two or more of each colour, yes?
If you don’t have such a pair, enquire of another player,
who will then either provide you with the matching
colour or ask you to ‘Go Fish.’ Let’s attempt another
trial game.” Alan dealt the cards.
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Glyndwr didn’t want to play. He picked up all the
fishes and tossed them into the air. They fell on the
floor. “Let me get that.” I always pick up things when
people drop them. I flung the cards on the table. “Here
you go.” Tried to keep them the same side up and in the
same direction, but it was kinda messy.
“I’m much obliged, Harvey,” said Alan. He
glanced at his companion. “You’d be surprised at the
progress we’re making. Last time he wanted to eat
them.”
“Poor fellow,” I said. “It’s nice of you to help.”
“His life was rough from its sad start to its miserable
finish. He comes from a poor Welsh mining town.
Would you believe,” Alan lowered his voice, “he did
more for his country dead than alive.”
“Was he an organ donor?”
“No. His corpse was used in a successful
deception plan during the War. They dressed the poor
chap as a Marine, planted false documents, love letters,
and more to give the Enemy the impression we would
attack Sardinia and the Peloponnese.”
“No shit.”
“A submarine dumped his body near Spain, then
infected with a vast German spy network. They took the
bait and the plans went all the way to Berlin and fooled
the Enemy. Thousands of lives saved during the attack
upon our actual target, Sicily. Many Italians welcomed
us as liberators.”
“Mussolini was soon out,” I said, “and we had our
first successful offensive on Axis territory in Europe.”
Loud buzzer noises emitted from Operation,
which Glyndwr played without the tweezers. Alan
turned around. “Oh dear. That noise is horrific. We
might best take leave for the present. To me he
whispered again, “Besides, it’s Glyndwr’s bed time. He
has a lovely suite, full of the food, comfort, and delights
he lacked whilst alive. I hear he's got a girl.”
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Several pleasant male nurses came to escort
Glyndwr safely home. “Perhaps you’d care to play a
game of mancala with me or a champion from the
Belgian Congo? Or try your hand at Senet, Lotus-andWasp, or Felix Sex.”
“That’s about cat copulation?”
Alan put a hand over his eyes. “That would be
that strange Fritz movie. Felix Sex is a Roman
amusement. The name means lucky sixes and involves a
series of letters.”
Girlish voices rose above the crowd. I turned my
head. Sitting at a nearby table with Annelies was her
sister (Margot was it?) as well as a striking brunette who
fidgeted with the game and warbled, “Quinto ist
langweilig.” I’d had some German, but the class hadn’t
done much with ordinary conversation. Lang like long
and weil like while?
Annelies answered with determined patience.
“Fine, Geli. I’m sorry you find it boring. We’ll switch to
Monopoly.” She reached for the game box, laid out the
board and the yellow Community Chest cards, and
grinned. “Maybe I will get $10 for winning second place
in a beauty contest like Anita Bryant.” Heh heh. With
her hateful hijinks in Florida, Anita Brainless (actually
in third place) had made homosexual a household
world. Back in June 7 of 1977 on Orange Tuesday, I
guided a huge protest against her with the bullhorn I
mentioned earlier.
But as the hands on the large grandfather clock
in the Pavilion chimed 10:30, a tall, white-haired man
approached me, dressed in an academic gown with the
dog Pluto on it. Blue horses pranced on his tie and a
large golden key dangled around his neck. “Salutations,
Mr. Milk,” he said in a hearty voice. “I am Mandy, Head
of all Mansions.”
I bowed. “Alan showed me your portrait in the
Mansion Greeting Room. To what do we owe the
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pleasure?”
“I’ve dropped off my wife’s latest tapestries to
brighten up the walls. Thought you might like to play a
game.”
“What’s the game?” asked Alan as he approached. “Is it
mathematically interesting?”
“It’s called Clue, Alan. You’d like it because it
involves logic and was invented to pass time during the
Blitz.”
Alan stroked his chin. “I’ve heard of something of
the like with the name of Cluedo. I am a novice at actual
play, as I was otherwise occupied at the time of the
game’s invention.”
Finally, something I could beat him at. “Sounds
like fun.”
“Murder victims find the game healing,” said
Mandy. “You should have seen Michael Collins before
he reincarnated. What a champ. My wife Corey, Head of
Rehab, thinks Clue provides a sense of closure and
resolution often lacking to the murdered.”
Resolution was nice. It’d also give me a chance to
beat Alan and enjoy staring at him in plain sight. Could
this be love? He was the only gay guy I’d been around
since my death. Encouraging an infatuation was stupid
since I couldn’t kiss him. Maybe someone new and hot
would make eyes at me. James Dean had died suddenly.
Might rise to the occasion for a dream like him if he
were around or have a chance to flirt. Missed that too.
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13
CAUGHT UP IN YOU

Mandy led us to a small table seating five. Cards,
colored game pieces, a tiny envelope, pens and pencils,
and gray Clue notepaper lay on the board along with a
stack of lined notebook paper. As Alan and I hurried to
sit opposite each other, a handsome, bearded man came
near and spoke in an Irish accent. “Hello, Alan. I haven’t
seen you at the Queer Community Centre for a spell. Is
that your young man?”
“Hullo Roger,” said Alan. “This is Harvey Milk.
I’m his Mansion Companion.”
Roger’s face lit up. “Mr Harvey Milk,” he
murmured. “A great honour to meet you, sir.” We
shook. What a great, compassionate soul.
“Harvey, this is Sir Roger Casement, Irish
patriot, diplomat, what you’d call ‘a human rights
activist.’”
“The honor is mine, Sir.”
“May I join the festivities?” said Roger, his eyes
feasting on Alan.
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Alan smiled. “A three–person game would hardly be
edifying.”
“Hop on in.” Mandy stood up. “I’ll find one more
player.”
Roger leaned forwards. “Got any plans after
Game Night, Alan? A midnight visit of Dublin by portal
perhaps?” He turned to me. “I’ve never had a better
Boxty than his.”
“Boxty?”
Roger and Alan recited in unison:
Boxty on the griddle,
Boxty on the pan.
If you can’t make boxty
You’ll never get a man.
“It’s a specialty of the North of Ireland,” said
Alan. “Grate the fresh potato and combine it with the
leftover mash of the same, resulting in a crispy pancake
with creamy innards. Or make it into a nice bread.” I
made a face. Not potatoes again!
“Oho,” said Roger. “You’re unaware your
Mansion Companion is Irish?”
“He's what?” Double fuck.
Roger smiled. “Alan talks a fine blarney when he
has a mind. His mother is Dublin-born and bred, but
the family is from Tipperary, am I not right?” Alan
nodded.
“You’ve come a long way, Alan.” Had Alan slept
with Roger? Why did that piss me off? I’m all for free
love.
Roger reached out a trembling hand to touch
Alan’s arm. “Join me for a stroll in Phoenix Park?” I
blew a breath of relief. He’d be calmer if they’d already
fucked.
Before Alan could answer, Mandy returned with
the fifth player and another chair. The new player sat
down and shifted in his seat. Looked like my Joe but Joe
wasn’t dead. Holy mackerel, it was James Dean.
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James gawked at Alan. “Well look here, it’s the
Mansion’s heroic heartthrob. Want to play another
game with me after this, sweet thing?”
“Thank you. I’m awfully fond of Go. However, my
first responsibility is for Harvey here as his Mansion
Companion.”
I had been cutting into his dating life. “Alan, it’s
OK to go out on your own tonight.” I immediately
regretted my generous words. Be a sport, Harvey. He
deserves a good fuck after listening to you whine,
shout, and scream for the past few weeks. The fact that
you want him is irrelevant.
With purpose, I stared at James Dean who was
hotter in person than I’d imagined. It didn’t help. My
heart burst open and my head filled with visions of Alan
and me walking hand-in-hand all over the world, joking,
flirting, and talking math. The other stuff too, but that
would be part and parcel of our joy.
Mandy coughed. “Why don’t we get to the game,
boys?”
Alan cracked a wide grin as he reviewed the
rules. “Ah, so you reach the solution through a series of
false hypotheses. From contradiction you arrive at the
truth.” Alan spoke for another five minutes, his blue
eyes sparkling, his mouth overflowing with words,
much less formal than even when joking with me. I
adored this new side of him.
As Mandy dealt the cards, I let mine fall under
the table as an excuse to get data. Though Alan had
tucked in his shirt it didn’t hide the most beautiful thing
I'd seen since I died. He’d never been that way around
me except for the morning episode. My heart wilted.
This was the final blow. I wasn’t his type either. If I
could get James, he’d be a back-up if Alan chose Roger.
Though we hadn’t started the game, Alan was
scribbling. He gripped his fountain pen for dear life in a
fist with his fingers nearly at the nib. Before long he tore
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holes in the paper. Roger rolled the dice, moved his red
piece, and suggested Miss Scarlet in the Study with the
Rope. Alan scribbled furiously and lost control of his
pen, which shot ink on his hands, the paper, and me.
A few rounds later it was Alan’s turn. He ruffled
through a dozen sheets filled with complicated charts,
cross-outs, and inkblots, and held out a piece of paper
as he tried to decipher his notes. “You sit your time like
many a good goose, as we say in Ulster,” said Roger, “so
I have cause to gaze upon your beauty.”
“Snow White in the Bedroom with the Poison,”
said Alan with absent eyes. Mandy whispered in my ear,
“Alan is fascinated with the Disney movie.”
“None of those are in the Clue cards,” said James
as he spread his legs apart. “But what you say razzes my
berries, sexy kitten.”
“What?” shouted Alan, his eyes fixed on his
papers. James shook his head and muttered to himself.
Mandy cleared his throat again. “Both Poison
and Hypodermic needles were part of earlier forms of
the game. Would you mind using the current set, Alan?”
Alan pulled himself up and his eyes penetrated
mine. “Very well, Miss White in the Hall with the
Revolver.” Wow. Alan had identified three of my cards
as well as my murder: Dan White in City Hall with a .38
Revolver. But within the confines of the game, it was
healing, as Mandy had said.
I nodded. We brought our faces close together as
I showed him the Hall card cupped in my sweaty hand.
His warm breath kissed my face and the smell of his
fresh-washed skin caressed my nostrils. When our feet
bumped into each other, my system went on fire.
I don’t know how long we sat close. Mandy
reminded us of the game. Alan didn’t make a notation of
the card as a typical player would. Clearly, he’d
determined all my cards and everyone else’s long
before. Was this a friendly nod from my Mansion
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Companion ... or something else? Could he like me too
and was hiding it because it was forbidden? Nah, no one
was that good an actor.
The game progressed without incident. Roger
continued to flirt with Alan, who appeared flattered but
distant. James gave up. Mandy yawned. He was ready to
propose a solution, which I thought premature.
“Colonel Mustard in the Study with the Candlestick.”
I grinned. I held the Mustard card. As Mandy
reached for the envelope in the center to check if he was
correct, I whispered, “Mandypuss, you are wrong.”
“Of course he’s wrong, Harvey,” said Alan in a
loud voice, his eyes again on his papers. “It’s Professor
Plum. But the other statements are correct. Two out of
three is not bad.” Alan smiled at Mandy who’d put his
head in his hands.“Come, Mandy, show me your work. I
will figure out where you erred.” Alan offered his own
hand.
But James grabbed Alan’s fingers and held them
until Alan’s knuckles went white. You know what they
say about a woman scorned. “If you have the answer,
why not keep your trap shut?” he growled, and with a
sneer and a slap, released Alan. “You ruined the game.”
“Sorry to have spoilt things,” stammered Alan,
blushing, his voice rising in pitch. “I’ve made a right
mare’s nest of it.” With ink-smeared fingers, Alan held
up his papers, some upside down. “My intention was to
determine, starting from first principles, every possible
combination of cards chosen for five participants and
then deduce the specific case at hand.”
Of course he would.
“As a result, I could predict your next moves,
provided you were ideal players.” Alan gave Mandy,
clearly a non-ideal player, a sharp look. It was too
funny. Alan had the game figured out except how to win
it. Loud, raucous laughter, my trademark sound, burst
out of me like a sneeze you delay too long. How could I
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not love him? How could I leave him?
James stared at Alan with stony eyes. “You may
be as hot as all get out,” he said as he raised his arms up
in the air, “but you aren’t much of a mathematician.
Beats me why they make a fuss over you here.”
Alan’s hands shook, his eyes full of pain. I stood
up and towered over James. “Shut your trap,
cocksuckah. You wouldn’t know an algorithm if it
fucked you from behind. You aren’t fit to untie his
jockstrap.” No fucks for Harvey tonight. I turned to
Alan. “Don’t listen to this scum. You are an incredible
mathematician, a great Mansion Companion, plus
you’ve made me laugh for the first time since my death.”
“That’s right, Mr Dean,” said Alan with a snarl
and a raised fist. “Kiss my grits.” His eyes looked into
mine, half-surprised at his sudden boldness but with a
fresh twinkle.
I laughed again as I put my hand above his
shoulder. “Why don’t you come up to my place for some
better treats? We can discuss the merits of Leibnitz over
Newton. I might be your lucky number.”
I hadn’t planned on saying that.
Alan opened his mouth and closed it. “You wish
to discuss the calculus with me? How kind and
thoughtful of you. Do you think we’ll do the subject full
justice at this late hour?”
“Yeah it is kinda late. Maybe later.” Thank the
Universe he missed the point. Taboo aside, I must face
the fact I had no business going to bed with anyone in
the state I was. Not only would it put a band-aid on the
death pain I needed to process, my weenie remained a
putz and the other side, hurt bad during the murder,
was in deep freeze. Even if sleeping with Alan had been
kosher and healthy, I needed time to sort out these
obtrusive feelings before I started calling out his name
in my sleep. Why did he have to be so beautiful, in and
out?
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Roger took me aside. “Thank you, Harvey. I was
equally appalled but in such a state of shock I was
unable to react as quickly as you did. I require more
time to determine the next course of action, which
might include banning Mr Dean from the Queer
Community Centre, and more. I am glad Alan has you
as his friend.”
His voice went low. “In Ulster we have an
expression, “butter to butter’s no kitchen.” It’s typically
said when one sees two men dancing together, with the
implication that it is a worthless endeavour. When you
don’t have to read Pausanias to know Irish men have
loved each other for ages. I must say dairy has never
brought me more hope. Take good care of him, please.”
“He’s been taking care of me, Roger.”
“All the more reason, later, when the
Companionship arrangement is over, you can cheer him
up during his gloomy spells.”
“Gloomy?”
“He’s Irish. Doesn’t matter who your ancestors
were, anyone born in our and or has an Irish parent who
was becomes ‘more Irish than the Irish.’ We are the men
God made mad. Freud said psychoanalysis is wasted on
us. Aside from those who ended up here due to
accidents,” Roger shook his head at James Dean, now
chatting up a larger-than-life woman with a Polish
accent, “none of us had pretty ends.”
“How did you die?”
“Doesn’t matter now. I’m not offended, but it’s
Mansion Etiquette not to enquire ask how anyone died
unless they tell you first. Alan had a rough time of it. I’ll
let you return to him now. Good night.” Roger shook my
hand with warmth and walked away. I looked back for
Mandy but he'd vanished.
Alan and I headed back to the computers. They
were no longer tossing insults, but flirting, flashing
lights back and forth at each other, as the lights grew
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brighter, faster, and longer, merging into a heartshaped beam.
“Vlaj kisoj estas pli dolĉaj ol vino,” whispered
Dora.
“Min skat!” sang Vic.
“Annelies would call this the lovers-to-enemiesto-lovers trope,” said Alan, beaming. We laughed until
bad smelling smoke rose thick and fast between them.
Alan clapped his hands over his mouth. “Goodness me,
I’ll need to operate forthwith at the Mansion Computer
Infirmary. Come along, Harvey? I’m sure Dora would
appreciate your support.”
“Dora,” I called. “I’m rooting for you and Vic, but
I’m not feeling too good myself and wouldn’t want to
give you my cooties.” I whispered to Alan, “Honest, I’m
worn out and need to recuperate by myself from all the
fast-paced action tonight.”
I took a deep breath. “Alan, when you get them
fixed, feel free to love a man with my blessing. You look
like you need it. I’ll see you tomorrow.” Alan struck me
as a one-at-a-time type. If he got himself a steady
boyfriend, likely given how hot he was, it’d motivate me
to find a way to fall out of love. Problem solved.
“Very well. I’ll see you in the morning. Take this
pager in case you need me.” Alan took out a plastic
banana flute from his pocket and gave it to me. Had I
misread that too?
Maybe not. As Alan rushed away, I took a look at
his Clue papers. In addition to his calculations, he’d a
doodled a butterfly and scribbled, “the basket longs to
taste the delicious dish.” Charmingly sexual, he could be
crushing on Roger, or was pent-up in general from not
getting any while taking care of me.
Face it, he may be a good actor, but he’s as horny
as me. Fuck. I'd waited my entire life for a guy who’d
match my drive, turn on my mind like a million Enigma
bulbs, laugh at my jokes, and treat me like a princess.
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That he was gorgeous and could cook made it worse.
Grandpa was wrong. I was in Gehenna.
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14
AM I ONLY DREAMING

I stayed up for hours chewing it over in circles. Hadn’t
expected to feel so much so soon. Gotta to focus on
healing and get the fuck out of here. Could I transfer to
another Mansion and do some Spirit Guide work there
until I ready to reincarnate? Not being able to tell Alan I
loved him was killing me.
As I lay in bed, twisting my new feather, my eyes
grew heavy until they shut. I strained, opened them and
gasped. I was no longer in my suite but was soaring in
the sky with eagle’s wings. Like a dream but ten times
more real than actual life. My subconscious is great at
bringing up weird shit, but outdid itself this time.
Flying is fun—especially with my fear of heights
on temporary vacation. But before any chance to get a
bird’s eye view or meet other birdmen, a huge pull—the
earth’s electromagnetic field?—drove me to make a
quick landing in a lush rainforest. My talons-turnedfeet skipped through flowers too wild to have names, my
fingers scraped the rough bark of ancient trees. The pull
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intensified. My body throbbed with the rush of a
waterfall, the warmth of naked soil, the urgency of a
volcano as I ran at top speed and bumped into the walls
of a cave.
It didn’t hurt. With the speed of a sailor rising in
the morning I checked my body and it was all fine.
Without a thought, my legs raced each other to see
which one could get inside first.
In the cave torches on walls illustrated drawings
of black bulls. But it was not the super cool ancient art
(Lascaux?) that made me gasp. It was Alan, dressed in
the same schoolboy uniform. The instant he saw me he
broke into a huge smile that warmed me all over. With a
twist of his body, he spun around and fortyish Alan now
looked not a day over seventeen, if that. My stormy
lover Galen had been nearly eighteen when we got
together.
Could I be young too? My dream-body shifted to
accommodate. I checked my face with a finger and felt
my big old nose. Please go away! It vanished, replaced
by the reshaped version.
Adonis Alan was as lovely as a fairy prince. Dark
hair. Those eyes. Delicate lashes. Vibrant brows. The
sweetest nose. Cute ears. Lush lips. His athlete’s body,
shapely and firm, burst through his schoolboy uniform,
and his hands electrified me at the thought of what they
could do.
He was sweet with a veiled potency, awkward yet
graceful, wise yet innocent, radiating both confidence
and vulnerability. His smile had become serious and shy
but his eyes promised mischief. Never thought I was
much of a looker with my bat ears, enormous feet, and
tall, gawky body. Dream Alan had a different take as his
hungry eyes undressed me. Oh baby! I smiled back as I
stepped in closer.
Alan fluttered his eyelashes. A potent mix of love,
lust, and awe passed over me like an express train, as
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moving in harmony, we placed our left hands on each
other’s hearts. His love burst into me like the sunlight.
New music pulsed in my heart which he tapped in
rhythm with his hands. Was this a dream—or
something else? What if by remote chance this was real?
It’d be completely against the rules.
It couldn’t be real. I’d never been able to fly like
an eagle or change my looks by thought alone and real
Alan never looked at me like that. Relax, Harvey. You
can’t be penalized for having hot fantasies. My chance
to pour out my heart where it was safe.
“Baby, I must tell you how I adore you. The crazy
things you’re doing to my heart. How much I want to
play with you and talk brainy with you all the time,
touch you, kiss you. Do you want me as bad as I want
you?”
Dream Alan’s eyes sparkled as he stroked my
hair, caressed my face. His soft, warm lips met mine.
Gliding around my mouth, they grew harder, faster,
deeper, very French, with the force of white-water
rapids and the tenderness of a faun. Though unsteady
on my feet, I opened up like a sunflower and gave as
good as I got.
Lost in his scent and taste, the smoothness of his
mouth, lips, and tongue, the bad memories receded.
Bright eyes for the flash of the bullets. Grunts of passion
for the claps of gunfire. Delicious Turing-fragrance for
the stink of gunpowder. My heart beat in union with his,
not in fear of death.
I fondled dream Alan’s neck and kissed his
throat. “Don’t stop, sweetie.”
Moaning, he swept his lips down my neck as he
stroked my shoulders. He cast aside his tie, removed his
outer coat, shirt, and, with a pause, his undershirt, and
sat down to work on his shoes and socks. I flicked off my
Navy cap and placed it in a safe place as my heart
pounded faster and faster. Barefoot, he helped me out of
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my uniform, taking me halfway there as he kissed me
anew at each exposed place until all I had on was my
blue undies.
I unzipped and pulled off his trousers—he was
huge and hard—my hands grabbed the edge of his
underwear and ripped it off—his urgency bore down on
my thigh—was he really a cut boy? Christ, this was well
worth dying for.
The excitement of what would come next was
interrupted by inner neurotic Harvey. Could I handle
this, even in my own head? What if I couldn’t satisfy
dream Alan? Would I be able to look at the real him
tomorrow without crying or my blood rushing to where
it was rushing now?
If giving up on this would've saved the world, I’d
have done it. But not the chance to express my love for
Alan with my body. It came out easy. “Hey math stud,
set me free. You can have your Harvey any way you like,
sunny-side up, over easy, on the side, your call, honey. I
love you. My heart burns for you like a quasar. Be my
lover as well as my best friend, Alan. Let’s be happy
together, if but once.”
Alan, swollen like the von Hindenburg, trembled
as he helped me to the ground, which was soft and
comfy, not like you’d expect in a cave. He planted fresh
kisses down my torso, as his fingers sought their prize.
“Dearest, loveliest darling, I love thee beyond the set of
all infinite sets!”
Released from my casings. I was naked,
transparent to his tender, penetrating eyes, which saw
all who I was, weak and strong, smart and stupid, brave
and scared, and loved all of me, all that I had been, was
now, or would be. All those bitty parts of me loved him
back the same.
Staring at me like I was Venus of Milo, the Mona
Lisa, or the finest rosebush, dream Alan nibbled my ear
and asked permission with his eyes to complete his
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pilgrimage. Permission was granted.
Alan wasted no time. He kissed, licked, and
sucked me – everywhere. Worshiped my man parts like
I was tastiest lollipop, headed to the magic place
between, fondled, squeezed, played with and made out
with my rear parts with incredible skill. A thousand
times better than my first time at fourteen with an old
guy in a smelly standing hall.
We both knew what we wanted. I shifted to my
side. Alan smiled and nodded. Watched him lick his
fingers and rub himself wet. At the first touch of him
brushing against me I shivered. I pushed outward and
took him in, panting. Alan lay down next to me, put his
arms tight around me, and kissed me anew as each
powerful thrust went to my heart.
I’m damn good at topping. Been told I do it like a
marathon runner on his last lap. But Alan had the
endurance of an Olympic athlete. We were completely
in-tune with each other’s mutual desire for hard, fast,
action. Alan’s love and passion for me was more mindblowing than what he was doing with my body. There is
a Heaven, and it’s with Alan.
I came over and over for what seemed like hours,
as if time had stopped. At last, he gushed into me like
the Great Flood, moaned, “Harvey!” and filled me again
until my whole-body pleasure reached its final
crescendo, and pulled out at the right time. Kept a
gentle hand there as he scrambled around, his mouth
and tongue dancing up and down my front to finish the
job.
I exploded like a dying star on his chest with an
orgasm that purified me of a month of hurt. Our lips
met again. The kiss that followed was hotter than the
first as we devoured each other. Maybe he’d let me do
him next, or we could try standing up, as the evidence
suggested the refractory period in this space was two
minutes.
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But a sudden darkness—or a monstrous crow—
flooded the best midnight fantasy I’d ever had. I woke
up with the feather on the floor and my heart screaming
for his touch.
If I’d any doubts before, the encounter with
dream Alan had smashed them to smithereens. I was in
love with the real Alan Turing, in rich, glorious love with
the best man in the Universe, who had captured me
body, heart, soul, brain, and spirit. C’mon, we’d been
acting like lovers since we’d met, minus the sex. Made
brain love under the cover of a code-breaking excursion.
Alan and Harvey more together than a pair of steckered
letters, united in ways beyond comprehension. How
could the real Alan not feel it?
Maybe the sex restriction only applied during the
time of being Mansion Companions. There must be
some kind of loophole. I didn’t care if he was crazy
beautiful or a hot shot in bed like dream Alan. He could
be a bust—doubtful— and I’d still want him and could
make it work as long as he was open to practicing until
we had perfection. What if there was a loophole but he
turned me down flat?
Making rapid progress with my healing would
solve the majority of these problems. Had I been
matched up with a last temptation AKA Alan so I’d
reincarnate free and clear?
Fuck you, Mansion 111. Machiavelli has nothing
on you.
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15
CHRIST BEARER

The dream hadn’t been real, but the evidence of my
body’s response to it was palpable. Shit, I can’t let Alan
see this. What to do? Clean the stuff off or radio for
replacement sheets and make the bed? I looked at the
credit card radio Alan’d given me and pressed a button
labelled Operator.
“Mansion 111 Supplies at your service,” said a
pleasant voice with an Irish lilt.
“Do you do instant pick-up laundry?” My clothes
were always fresh in the morning. Come to think of it,
the plates, bowls, and silverware were always clean and
Alan didn’t strike me as a dish-doer.
“We Irish know everything about dirty laundry,”
said the voice.“Would you like your bedding cleaned
and dried immediately?”
“How did you know?”
“You aren’t the first to make the request tonight.
It’s a sacred time. I’ll be heading myself to Newgrange
after my shift. Don’t worry, you're grand. After we get a
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fix on your twenty, all information about this incident
will be destroyed. Please remove yourself from the
vicinity immediately. Ten-four?”
“Ten-four.”
From a safe distance, I watched as the bed
bounced and twisted, shedding itself of Popeye et al. A
chute opened in the wall and the bedding rushed down
it like lemmings. Two minutes. A second chute opened
next to the first. Clean sheets flowed out, the bed made
itself, and rumpled the sheets to appear like it’d been
slept in. Chutes closed and vanished. I sighed with
relief.
Alan-sounding footsteps echoed outside my suite
soon afterward, ‘bout 3 am. “Howdy,” I said as I opened
the door. “Had trouble sleeping,”
“Yes,” said Alan, his eyes deep with concern.
“You were perturbed when I left you. I returned as soon
as I could on the chance you might hear me.”
“Will Dora and Vic be OK?”
“Our friends merged into a single robotic raven,”
said Alan with smile. “Corvida Craidov is currently—ha
ha—enjoying The Computer Museum in virtual Boston.
We’ll radio for other models later.” I'd never seen him
so happy. Laughed inside ‘cause the CCC’d been the best
New Deal thing for gay men ever.
Alan’s face grew flat as he examined me. “Would
a song help thee get repose?” He’d never sung to me
before.
“Yes, please.” Alan launched into a Christmas
carol called “I Saw Three Ships” He’d done well tonight.
His voice soared and he glowed from within. Good for
him, sad for me. Super sad that he couldn’t stay over
with the lucky guy and have breakfast with him. I had to
pretend to fall asleep when the ratio between pleasure
and torture tilted the wrong way. As Alan promptly took
his usual spot on the floor, my heart broke. He should
be in my arms.
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Alan woke up late and was more worn out than usual.
Between that and my nerves the best thing was to cook.
Grabbed an orange-yellow walrus apron from the closet
and headed for the kitchen, and radioed for any
ingredients not in the well-stocked Frigidaire.
Alan, yawning in his rumpled uniform, insisted
on preparing both a successful fry-up and a special
coffee called a latte. Everything tasted great together.
Alan, who ate more than I’d seen him yet, said my boxty
was an improvement on the traditional by the use of
tarragon and garlic.
“You like my cooking?”
“Very much,” said Alan. “Might I –”
“Take the last pancake? Go for it.”
He ate the final bit of boxty slowly, savoring
every bite. Even Irish-style latkes have a better chance
with him than me. Oy vey. If I don’t get out of here
things will go south fast.
“Alan, I’m recovering from Game Night.
Thought I might go for solo walk and meet some of the
others residents.”
“Jolly good, Harvey. You might enjoy making
the acquaintance of my best mate, Chris. We’ve planned
a Comet Night for us three at 20:00 on 29 December at
the Mansion Observatory, if that suits you. At first
blush, he’s not what one would term ‘user-friendly’ but
don’t be frightened, deep inside he’s a kind man.”
Am I some fearful chicken? Lately, yes. Didn’t
matter. Had to find out who was fortunate to be Alan’s
real best friend. Maybe he could help with my Alanproblem. For I was desperate. If I took a fast exit to
reincarnation, I'd spend my next life searching for
someone I couldn’t remember, and fuck up my activist
ambitions. Grandpa was right: I’d need at least nine
months before putting on a new body, a body that had
never loved a dream Alan.
Chris’s place was down the hall, as Alan had
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directed me. A blond and blue-eyed teenager opened
the door, with a chin that overtook his lower lip.
“Greetings Mr Milk. Alan’s your Mansion Companion,
correct?” He shook my hand with firmness but not
aggression.
“Yes. You’re his best pal?”
“Happily so. I was also his Mansion Companion
here, and one of his Spirit Guides on Earth, where I
helped him express his genius and work efficiently.” To
the puzzled look I knew my face was making, he said, “I
died in January 1930 from the lingering effects of
spoiled milk. I was eighteen.”
Five months before my birth. Weird. Alan must
have been born close to 1911. I took a step closer. “Gosh,
I’m sorry. I had thirty years on you.”
Chris stiffened. “It was horrific. I’d got a place at
Trinity College and had dreams of a scientific career,
finding love, the lot.”
“You’re not ...?”
“Queer?” He rubbed his eyes. “No. I love Turing
as a brother, but not in a carnal sense, as he once hoped
when I was his grand passion. He’s fine now. I was at his
side after his Death Greeter got him and brought him to
Rehab. We have never been apart since, always studying
and experimenting and spent many delightful years
aboard The Nabonidus, learning advanced robotics
from friendly galactics and more.”
Galactics? Did that mean space aliens? Alan
hadn’t mentioned that. Cool. “He’s incredible.”
Chris’s face was unexpressive except for his
flashing eyes. “I am terribly fond of him and would
become angry indeed if he became unhappy for any
reason.”
I couldn’t keep it in. “Chris, I’m in love with
Alan. Please don’t tell him. You know it’s illegal for
Mansion Companions to get together. When I came
here, I was all set to reincarnation ASAP but something
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tells me that making Alan happy, even as a friend, is
also a win for the Gay Movement. Meanwhile, I will be
doing the Spirit Guide thing when I’m more adjusted.”
“I will keep your confession secret. In special
cases, Mansion Companions can be together after the
Companionship is over, but it is generally frowned
upon. The chance you’d be permitted is slim.”
“But not impossible.”
Chris bore his eyes into me like I was a newly
discovered microbial specimen. “I could make a case on
your behalf, if you prove yourself worthy. The best lover
should also be a good friend, and Turing is true and
terrific. Like a fine wine, best appreciated by the
connoisseur and wasted on swine.”
He put his hands on his hips. “Are you prepared
to share Alan’s enthusiasms in the long term, or will you
seduce him with math and science talk only to pursue a
fresh quarry later? That Alan is well-equipped is no
excuse.” The dream Alan had been but I wasn’t a size
queen.
“No way, José. I dig math and science and would
never leave him except to reincarnate.”
“He’d understand and let you go,” said Chris, “if
you were fortunate to win his love. Note well: he’s not
interested in having more than one lover, but wouldn’t
complain if you kept up your … er … multiple lifestyle.”
“I don’t want anyone else. Why settle for Cration when you can have steak?” Not the time to ask if
Alan was versatile, which would be ideal. I’d cross that
bridge when I had the luxury.
“Impressive, Mr Milk. I owe you a second
handshake.” Was that a faint smile on his face? “If you
truly love Alan, you must keep him secure in a world
rigged against him. Bring him out of his shell in social
situations, respect his need to reduce sensory overload
from noise, excessive movement, bad smells, and
insipid conversation.” Chris scratched his nose.
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“Otherwise, he’s low maintenance like a cat.”
“I’ll do that.” Time to swap roles after the
Mansion Companion thing was over and help Alan out.
“No danger of insipid conversation here.”
“He also requires ample time and space to
himself. Gander about as freely as you please. Upon
your return, he’ll be joyfully engaged, yet will drop
everything to kiss you. It’s your job to make sure it’s not
a precipitating test tube or a blow torch he’s using to
devise some exotic delight for you.”
“I’d count myself lucky, Chris.”
He raised a finger in warning. “You must not
seek to fix or change him. Alan’s committed to his
personal development: undertaking psychotherapy,
reading improving books, or perusing volumes detailing
the intricacies of sublime queer pleasures.”
Wow. “Scout’s honor. I want us grow and
develop together. I might be good for him.” I protected
him from that bully James Dean, didn’t I?
“That remains to be seen. If still waters run
deep, Turing is the Marianas trench. You haven’t seen
him under duress or when he gets set off by seemingly
minor things. An itchy garment. A sudden change to his
routine (he’s both flexible and rigid, depending). Or
something that appears random.”
“I’m fine with that. I’ve had explosive boyfriends
before.”
His eyes peered into mine. “He presents as a
calm, rational person, but his feelings are no less
passionate for his difficulty in understanding and
articulating them. When he reaches saturation point,
it’s sudden and severe.”
I shrugged. “I’m a big baby too when I get
angry.”
“Tread your path with care in the early bloom of
your putative courtship. Having not collected sufficient
data from in-person interactions other than him being
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your nurse, he may leap to false conclusions about your
intentions and envision worst-case scenarios.”
“I fear the worst and make big mistakes too.”
Why did the weeping face of Sipple rear into my mind’s
eye? He was Joe’s more recent ex, who stopped the
second attempt on Ford’s life. It was great publicity for
the cause, so I let the world know he was gay.
“Alan is brilliant, save in managing his own life.”
Chris sighed. “Hasn’t merely put the proverbial foot in
his mouth, but allocated it residence rights. Yearns to
connect deeply with another soul yet remains acutely
aware of his social deficits. He’s made some good chums
here but usually feels the lonely outcast. As if he speaks
a different language.”
“I don’t speak fluent Alan yet, but I’m studying
him close.”
“Excellent. Consider yourself invited to attend
our little Comet Night.”
“Would love to.” I'd always fascinated with the
stars. With a head start, I’d study up on comets and not
look the fool.
“Good good. Select the comet of your choice and
we’ll view it via Portal.”
I squeezed my hands together. “Have I a
chance?”
“You might as well proceed. Alan will let you
know when the Companionship is over. Meanwhile, I’ll
send a note to the Mansion Home Office in support of
your application. No, Mr Milk,” he said as my mouth
formed a question, “I’m not at liberty to share with you
any further information about how the decision is made
and by whom.”
“How will I know I’m approved?”
“If you can sense, beyond any doubt, that he
loves you too, that indicates he is both interested and
has received the All Clear. Until then, find subtle, nonsuggestive ways to convey your affection.” Subtle and
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Harvey don’t belong in the same sentence. But with the
pot of gold I was going for, I’d keep my eye on the prize.
Who’d said that to me recently?
I held out both hands. “Everything’s peachy,
Chris?”
Chris kept his arms where they were. “You fail to
comprehend the gravity of the situation, Mr Milk. If you
break my Turing’s heart, I will not hesitate to make your
life miserable in ways unobservable to others. Only his
tender feelings will prevent me from breaking you
entirely. Or I simply will keep him uninformed.”
I grinned. “Your willingness to smash me to
pieces for his sake is endearing. You remind me of my
best friend on Earth, Wayne Friday.”
Chris nodded and ventured his first real smile. “I
wish nothing more than to see him fulfilled and happy.
Arghh. He had a right rotten time. If alive, I would have
select a higher-quality rent boy, the best lawyer, or
whisk him to another country to share a Lab.”
Had Alan been involved with a bad hustler and
put on trial? Been in prison? For what? You know for
what, Harvey. At least up to the final ten minutes,
Alan’s life sounded worse than mine.
“He has not yet told you of his sorrows? Of
course he wouldn’t have. If and when he does, do not
fail to appreciate the level of trust he exhibits.” Chris
took a step back into his suite and gave me a stiff wave.
“I look forward to the comet you select. You seem
sincere and might be that permanent connection he
seeks.”
“Good-bye, Chris. If he’ll have me, you’ll see I am
the right man for Alan. I walked back towards my suite,
humming, “Till there was you."
‘Poor baby! I’ll be for him, and as a Spirit Guide
be for all the other Alans in the world so they don’t end
up here. People like Alan belong with people like Chris
in the thick of Earth scientific efforts, not dead by
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fortyish and changing the Harvey diapers. The tragedy
of Alan also meant, if the dream had any hint of truth,
that men-loving men on Earth had been deprived of an
incredible top, when they’re hard to come by.
Alan sweetheart, I’ll do anything to help you,
bring you joy, even if you’d rather share those sublime
pleasures with someone else. No matter what, you’ll
always be my knight.
Retrieving and cloning those lost objects he’d
spoken of like the watch and the teddy bear would be a
start. I had no idea how to get him his kitty, but I’d find
a way, no matter if it meant I had to—perish the
thought—return to Earth or visit a distant Meow
Mansion to do it.
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16
CSNDLEMAS ON A WARM SAN
FRANCISCO NIGHT

Upon my return, Alan put down the small, worn, darkblue volume he was reading, rose and smiled. “I'm
catching up on my Hebrew with this dual-language
selection of Jehudah Halevi’s poetry. Ms Salaman’s
translations are generally good but could be made more
precise. You and Chris got on well?”
“Honest, I’d like to be his friend too. But he’s
most concerned about your welfare.”
“Yes, we’ve known each other for donkey’s years.
You’ll enjoy Comet Night. It will give you a chance to
employ your infrared camera. You are attending?”
“Of course, Alan. It will be a blast. Hungry for
some lunch?’ If I can’t kiss Alan, cooking for him is the
next best thing.
Alan checked his stomach. “I suppose I am.”
Time to go beyond pancakes. I made us a serious meal
of chicken and broccoli, a Chinese dish with a multi-step
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brown sauce, pineapple chicken, pot stickers, wonton
soup, snow peas with mushrooms, asparagus in black
bean sauce, and took a stab at eggrolls. I served it with
that great Chinese Oolong tea. Dessert was glazed
bananas.
Alan, wiping his mouth with his hand, praised
my cookery again and added, “Your sudden burst of
energy indicates your physical healing is making great
strides. You are now fit for a special trip that could bring
you much peace.”
“Iceland sounds amazing. I’ve heard it looks like
craters of the moon from above.”
“Or simply a shop with an abundance of frozen
meals,” said Alan with a smile. “This is not a virtual trip,
Harvey.”
“We’re going back to Earth?”
“We’ll travel to San Francisco on the night after
your demise where you’ll see how much you are loved
and missed. After that, other memorials where you are
much mourned. You’ll have the chance to say goodbye
to your loved ones in the city or anywhere on the
planet.”
“Will they know I am there? Won’t I be
invisible?”
“In my experience, some will know consciously,
others will sense you in the heart. There are also
individuals, those with ‘the sight,’ who perceive your
form as well.”
“How are we to travel, Alan?”
“The soul is strongly drawn to its recent
habitation the first three days and especially the first
day. We shall journey through the desire of your heart.
No matter how long we visit, we’ll return one minute
later per Mansion time.”
Alan bundled the leftover egg rolls, pot-stickers,
and tea into a Muppet Show Kermit lunchbox and
thermos and placed them in my cat bag. “These will
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constantly renew themselves, my friend. We must not
consume anything else lest we get stuck.” He also put in
my infrared camera in the bag. “It might prove useful.”
After we dressed in white robes and turbans,
Alan led me to the Mansion 111 Fire and Rescue. “We
simply slide down these poles,” he said, “and we’ll be
there before –”
“You can say Jack Robinson.”
“Yes,” said Alan, as his hands attempted to fix
his unravelling turban.
As we descended, we had glimpses of the Earth,
oceans, continents, then dove into North America and
California. When I saw San Jose, where I’d spoken last
June, Alan pulled a switch for precision adjustment. We
went by San Mateo and approached San Francisco.
Passed Noe Valley, my Castro, Haight-Ashbury, Hayes
Valley, until we reached Market Street.
“Alan, we’ve reached the end of the fire poles but
are eleven feet above the ground.”
“You can let go, Harvey. We’ll have the best
vantage point from here.”
I shook my head and closed my eyes. “I can’t
stand heights, Alan. Please help me out.” Alan lifted me
from the pole and with a brief hesitation, let me climb
on his back.
“Sorry about that. Fear not, you’re not heavy.”
“Thanks.” My body relaxed in relief. Before long,
I was ready to float on my own but held on five minutes
longer until what was left of my rational mind suggested
that this would yield unsubtle results if I didn’t watch it.
I signaled to Alan with a pat that I was pulling
out, he helped me off, and I opened my eyes. We
hovered above the crowd of 30,000 or more, marching
to City Hall with candles and banners for me and
George.
I grabbed Alan’s arm as he floated beside me.
“Dan was already geared up by the time he got to me.
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George was his foreplay.”
Alan took my hand. “Honor, shame, and danger
for you and the Mayor both.”
“Is George here?”
“I gather. You’ll have a chance to meet Mr
Moscone later. One thing at a time, my friend.”
We blended with the crowd. Everything I
envisioned for a better city and world shone that night.
Latinos, Black people, Chinese people, Jews, Irish,
Italians, together as one. Men, women, children, gays,
lesbians, straights. Even the police.
Joan Baez’s haunting cherubic voice brought
down the house with “Swing Low, Sweet Chariot.” The
Gay Men’s Chorus sang Mendelssohn, popularly known
for his “Wedding March.” The people of my city laid the
candles right by the statue of Lincoln, who'd felt like an
uncle to me. My love would live on in San Francisco.
Death could not stop Harvey Milk, nor the Gay
movement. Our passion was the fire of the stars, never
to burn out.
Alan and I touched ground and walked among
them. San Francisco welcomed my feet like an old
friend. On impulse, while Alan was looking away, I
plucked a flower from a climbing pink rosebush and
gave it to a young girl with hazel eyes and curly auburn
hair, who clutching a book, Look For A Rainbow,
smiled, waved at me, wove it into her hair, and vanished
into the crowd.
We stayed all night. Thanks to Alan’s care, the
Mikvah, many journeys of the clock hands, falling in
love with Alan, and finally the candles, the Earth Story
of Harvey Milk had ended as well it could under the
circs.
We crashed into an empty room in the Hilton my
infrared camera revealed was un-occupied. It was fun to
fly through the walls. Hadn’t I also done that shortly
after I died? The day of my death was such a blur, I
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barely remembered my time with Grandpa, whom I
should visit soon.
Exhausted, Alan and I collapsed on the floor and
didn’t make use of the one bed. I woke up at 5am with a
throbbing pain in my temples. “Why is my head hurting
again, Alan?”
“It may be residual from your recent return to
Earth. Lie down and breathe slowly and the sensations
will subside.” He laid me on the bed. “Here and at the
Mansion level, brief pain and discomfort protect our
Afterlife bodies from harm and provide continuity for
any future reincarnation.”
I shook all over. “The candlelight thing lifted me
up, but I’m afraid again.” Alan took me in his arms and
sang one of his favorite poems to the tune of tune of
“Rule, Britannia!”
A red-headed man named Ned was dead;
Sing fiddle-cum-faddle-cum-fi-do!
In battle he had lost his head;
Sing fiddle-cum-faddl-cum-fi-do!
‘Alas, poor Ned,’ to him I said,
‘How did you lose your head so red?’
Sing fiddle-cum-faddle-cum-fi-do!
“Said Ned: ‘I for my country bled,’
Sing fiddle-cum-faddle-cum-fi-do!
‘Instead of dying safe in bed’,
Sing fiddle-cum-faddle-cum-fi-do!
‘If I had only fled, instead,
I then had been a head ahead.’
Sing fiddle-cum-faddle-cum-fi-do!
“Ha-ha. Did you make that up?”
“No,” said Alan. “That would be Lyman Frank
Baum.”
“That’s not in the Judy Garland flick.”
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“He wrote fourteen books on Oz alone. Like
Conan Doyle, he attempted in vain to end the series.
The volume this derives from barely mentions Oz, has a
horrific racial ideology, yet contains a lovely story of a
king and his love, a handsome prince who’d been turned
into a goat.”
I opened my mouth as wide as it could go. “Oz
was gay before it was gay?”
“Lots of pretty boys,” said Alan with a wink, “few
who possess the slightest romantic interest in women.
The illustrations by John R. Neil reflect this well.”
None could hold a candle to dream Alan. I
examined his face. The bone structure between my
Mansion Companion and my fairy prince was
consistent, but likely because my subconscious was too
good for itself.
“Are you alright, Harvey? You’ve grown
uncharacteristically silent.”
“Thinking,” I said. “Got any more poems in
you?”
“This one is by the author of those Pooh books,”
said Alan, “who, by all accounts, was a distant father.”
James James
Morrison Morrison
Weatherby George Dupree
Took great
Care of his Mother
Though he was only three.
James James
Said to his Mother.
‘Mother,’ he said, said he;
‘You must never go down to the end of the
town, if you don’t go down with me.’
I roared with laughter as Alan recited. The
Mother ignored the advice of her wise toddler, got lost,
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and never was found. But betweem the weird Earth
setting, the pain, and the strain to stop good-bad
fantasies before they had damaging outward
manifestations, I couldn’t sleep.
“Very well,” said Alan. “Since you remain awake,
I suppose a song about not sleeping is in order. Alan’s
voice soared as sang the immortal “Nessun dorma” aria
in which Prince Caria addresses the princess he’s in love
with.
Could this be a sign? My return to Earth meant I
was healed so Alan could tell me he love me? I ignored
the fact Alan hadn’t said anything about no longer being
my Mansion Companion.
I stared at him. “Puccini’s Turandot, Alan!”
“You like my insomnia joke?” My heart broke.
He wasn’t in love with me, was supplying a positive spin
on Puccini like a good Mansion Companion. Which also
meant that he knew I wasn’t fully death-adjusted.
Phooey.
Curiosity got the better of me. “How many
operas have you seen?”
“About a hundred. Sorry I lacked the time to see
any more.”
Would a regular Mansion Companion be that
dedicated? Maybe he just liked opera. Damn. We’d be
perfect together. One more try. “Alan, do you find opera
romantic?”
“Not all operas belong to that particular 19th
century movement. Some are baroque, others classical,
and we must distinguish the romantic from the late
romantic.” Alan smirked. I loved how he pretended to
be clueless when he wasn’t. I didn’t love that his answer
gave me no hope.
“Got any favorites?”
“Tchaikovsky’s Queen of Spades and its tragic
card trick and Mozart’s Magic Flute, with the Egyptian
setting. I’d like to learn to model dance poses from that
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ancient culture, as my queer friend says is the craze in
Harlem.”
“That’s cool. You like Broadway musicals too?”
“That Joseph one speaks to me most strongly. I
did love your Hair. Not only did it feature Manchester
but I had a fantastic friend named Claude Shannon. My
Fair Lady, despite good music goes against Bernard
Shaw’s intentions—I hope you can see his John Bull’s
Other Island someday. I took a miss on Carousel,
though Annelies says the best song concerns the month
of June.”
A musical about a girl recovering from her dad’s
suicide. Was that how Alan had died? His eyes turned
away as I opened my mouth and closed it. Oh no.
Between Joe, Galen, and Jack, I kept falling for men
who wanted to kill themselves.
What would drive Superman to take his own life
instead of happily doing his math and science with his
faithful Robin Lane at his side, telling him sick jokes
and stealing his underwear? Chris hinted about his
arrest for what I’d assumed was due to Britain’s AntiLove laws. But Alan is strong. He wouldn’t have gone
down without a fight. It had to be more than that. Then,
again, depression has its own language, at times coming
and going like a cat regardless of life circumstances.
“Alan, I’m your friend too and here for you if you
need to talk. I suck at saying the right thing and can’t
console myself most of the time. But I’ll give my best
shot.”
“Thank you, Harvey,” said Alan. “You are in the
more acute state. Laying my old burdens upon you
would be most unfair.”
“How do you know that? Maybe it’s good for me
to care about someone else.”
“In general, yes. In this instance, probably not.
Besides, tomorrow you have a busy day meeting up with
your loved ones.” He wiped his forehead. “It’s otherwise
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generally frowned upon to visit them after thirty days
post-mortem unless you are on track to be a Spirit
Guide. It denies them the space to grow and move on.
It’s not easy to let go, Harvey, but it’s for the best.”
“OK boss.” Tomorrow I’d say goodbye to Doug,
let him go, tell him to find another love or loves, male or
female, whatever. Same with Stevie and the others. It
would be different with Scottie.
He, not Jack, had been the love of my life,
though we had to break up once I went off pot and my
anger got worse under campaign strain. He hadn't
signed up for the role he now found himself in. Cutting
my hair had also been oddly destabilizing. I will always
be with Scottie, in one way or another, not as a clingy
ghost lover, but a friendly soulmate.
Alan nodded, as if he knew my sorrow and
squeezed my hand with his soft, steady fingers. I should
count my lucky stars I’d met him, not sob over the fact
I’d never sleep with him. There was more caring in
those chaste fingers than in a thousand human hearts.
He’s doing this because he’s full of soul, not because he
wants to get anything from me.
The best way to love Alan was not to wait for
stupid signs. This is bigger than me and my burning
heart. I didn’t feel right on Earth as a ghost but I’d go
back down that scary pole myself, for as many times and
as long as necessary, and with the help of the Portal of
Knowledge and a cloning device I’d get from Mansion
Supplies, I’d find out what else Alan had lost on Earth
aside from his life and the already mentioned objects
and bring it all back to him. I’d stick around and take joy
in his joy.
After that, I had to be a big boy and let him go.
Alan needs a man who was better for him than me, like
Roger Casement. Poor baby was unaware the guy was
passionately in love with him and me tagging along
would only get in the way.
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I’d dance at their wedding with one lonely
behind, and reincarnate, smiling as I was born, knowing
I’d done something right.
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17
WEST END GIRLS

Harvey shared my distaste for organised religion and its
attendant hypocrisies. Nonetheless the Wednesday
service at Temple Emanu-El, where a queer rabbi spoke
of his glory moved him deeply.
“You are truly a prophet, like Mr Britt spoke of
last night,” I told him, as my heart beat with pride, “in
the league of Eric Blair and Aldous Huxley as well as the
great Martin Luther King, Jr. Wielding refiner’s fire and
fuller’s soap you roused, inspired, and fostered life in
your dying.”
Harvey took out his handkerchief and wiped his
eyes. “Thanks, Alan.”
My darling’s head and other body aches had
returned. We spent most of Thursday and Friday again
in hotel rooms, where he drifted in out of
consciousness, nibbled on the Chinese treats and sipped
the Chinese tea. His eyes lit up briefly as I told him
might enjoy the nice pagoda in virtual Kew Gardens and
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recited the famous epigram by Pope:
I am his highness’s dog at Kew
Pray tell me, sir, whose dog are you?
“I miss my pooch The Kid,” said Harvey.
Barking noises rose from the street. It was my
darling’s dog companion, tall like my darling. How he
had found us we never determined but Harvey and I
flew out of the window to join him. With a wave of the
tail and tender bark, The Kid leaped into Harvey’s arms,
licked and tongued Harvey and then myself.
“He likes you,” said Harvey, as we both petted
him. “Doesn’t kiss just anybody.” He turned to his
canine chum. “Doggy baby, I can’t be with you on Earth.
You be good to Scottie, now?”
The Kid looked up, whimpered, and put a front
paw against both our hearts. Betrand Russell may have
said, “No matter how eloquently a dog may bark, he
cannot tell you that his parents were poor, but honest,”
but in a language beyond the absurdities of human
speech, he made clear he was sad but would carry on.
“You better go back home, buddy,” said Harvey.
“Don’t want anyone to get worried.” The Kid tilted his
head and with one last glance at us, walked away.
Harvey slept through that Friday night in
greater peace. The next sunny morning we went to the
pier where The Lady Frei awaited us. “Your old
colleague Diane Feinstein is now mayor, my friend,”
said I. “Your twenty-four closest friends and former
loves are about to go on a six-hour cruise on this
magnificent ship to celebrate your life.”
“Wow. That’s terrific. It's twice the length of a
three-hour tour. Will me, the Professor and Mary Ann
end up stuck on Alcatraz? Let’s fly over and watch.”
“You should, of course. I will not.”
“Why not?”
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“Harvey, it is one thing to attend public events
and such. It’s quite another to invade the privacy of
others. The media was ordered to not be present and
your Captain and his family signed non-disclosure
agreements.”
“C’mon, your friends are my friends.”
“They are, but your loved ones don’t know that.
Harvey Milk, You can make a noisy fuss or plead for
hours, but I will not budge. Not even for the sake of your
friendship will I violate the rights of others, or do
anything wrong. You can get upset or go on the cruise.
The choice is yours, Mr Milk.”
Harvey sighed. “I’m sad not to have you there
but respect you because you don’t let me get away with
shit. Can I take something of yours so you’ll be with me
symbolically?”
“I will be.” My eyes twinkled. “The Lady Frei
and I are both Danish and came into the world in 1912.”
I related how she was built of oak from trees planted in
Denmark for the building of ships to resemble a vessel
of the 17th century. Initially a trader, she was strong and
heavy at one hundred sixty tonnes. Sunk in the Baltic
sea in 1968 she was resurrected with forty-eight hours,
voyaged to Los Angeles with a cargo of teak wood, and
was bought and converted into a brigantine schooner
with passenger space by a religious group.
“Captain Richard Chesbrough bought her two
years ago, took her to Sausalito and she became the
home of his wife and their three children. He fixed her
up further: new rigging, better interior, with now a
galley and showers. With sixteen inexperienced
teenager's under his guidance, she placed fourth out of
thirteen in Captain Cook Bicentennial Tall Ships race.
Apparently the eight females were the best of the crew,
especially during challenging weather.”
“That’s cool. My German is rusty but I don’t
think either of us need explain what Frei means and
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why it’s perfect.” His eyes widened. “Didn’t know you
were Danish, longboats and all. Aren’t you Irish?”
“I’m a quite the mongrel. Also some English,
Scottish (Aberdeenshire-based). I'm distant cousins
with George Washington, the president— not the
inventor of peanut butter and much more—but my
ancestry on both sides is Danish. There’s Viking in the
Irish at any rate. They founded both Dublin and
Moscow.”
“You’re Danish because you’re sweet. Love
Denmark. The only country that bothered to save most
of their Jews by taking them by boat to Sweden.”
“Like Dunkirk, but different,” said I. “I’ll join
you when they dump your ashes in the sea after f the
cruise.”
Mine had been cast on my father’s grave, not my
choice, but Mother meant well. Probably needed to visit
her for Christmas. I could endure her and Daddy for a
few hours. Harvey had said to come out in his speeches
so I told Daddy I loved men on a quick trip on what
would have been my 43rd birthday. Daddy had a fit, but
was more comic than tragic, I told Chris, who came as
my second in case things got ugly.
“Great, I can introduce you to them then. How
are you going to spend the six hours?”
“I rarely get bored. Thought I might visit that
Exploratorium which sounds delightful. Or I could
read.”
I had a huge portable library that could be
uploaded into what looked and felt like a real book.
Perhaps old favorites like Plague Ship, Grass, or that
amusing story, “Even the Queen.” Chris had
recommended two others I was keen on: both involved
scientists. One merged his live daughter with a monkey
body; the other placed his dead girl’s consciousness into
a series of androids who thought of him as Daddy.
After Harvey flew off, I reviewed our
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conversations thus far from start to finish and analyze
both his own progress and the wonder of our growing
friendship. My thoughts then turned to places I’ll keep
private.
You know what Einstein says about the hot
stove and the pretty girls. Harvey flapped over with a
huge smile on his face in what seemed no time. “It was a
blast, Alan. I couldn’t stop laughing. The Captain, his
wife and kids will have crazy fun memories of this. I
didn’t intrude. Fly with me to the ship—they're about to
dump me.”
Together we attended the ceremony of the selfnamed “Milk widows." Harvey pointed them out: Joe,
Billy, Scottie, Doug, Galen, and others, along with his
friends and political allies including Tom O’Horgan,
who'd been seeing Galen before Harvey, Tory
Hartmann, photographer Danny Nicoletta, artist Tom
Randol, and political lieutenants Jim Rivaldo, and Dick
Pabitch.
Inside the cabin lay a box wrapped in Peanuts
and Doonesbury cartoons containing Harvey’s ashes,
the same size and shape as the dictionary tossed in
triumphant defiance by Becky Sharp in Thackeray’s
work, though Trollope was more to my taste. As we
passed by the Golden Gate Bridge, Galen, a wild one by
all accounts, tossed my hero’s ashes into the San
Francisco Bay along with purple Kool-Aid and a bubbly
bath fluid in respect to Harvey’s wishes.
Weeping afresh, my darling bowed his head,
laid it on my shoulder and clutched my hand. “This is
tearing me apart as much as those funnies. I’m glad
you’re here.”
Though the subject of the memorial was oft
mistreated or otherwise taken advantage of in his
intimate connections, nonetheless, all gathered were
saddened in their outward giddiness. I felt for them too.
I whispered to Harvey, “Actually, at Jonestown, the
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poison was mixed into grape Flavor-ade.” It had been a
fascinating mix of cyanide, chloral hydrate, the sedative
diazepam, and the oddly named antihistamine
promethazine.
“The big pitcher guy remains our friend? Bless,
you, Alan.”
Jonestown was another Masada, if the writings
of ancient Jewish Quisling Josephus had any merit. He
claimed that rather than be captured by the Roman
forces, the men had slaughtered their own families, then
took lots to murder each other, so only one had to bear
the burden of suicide. Of the nine-hundred and sixtyseven residents, seven women and children supposedly
survived by hiding.
The famous maths problem based upon it was
idealised. Picture a circle of people. The count begins. At
a certain interval, a person is “killed.” A new circle reforms and the count proceeds in the same direction with
the same interval. Where do you stand initially so that
you remain the last one alive?
I knew well enough not to raise the subject with
Annelies and nor now with my darling. Instead, I said,
“Purple has many significances. It's the meaning of the
pen-name of Murasaki, the Jane Austen of Japan,
whose translation of Tale of Genji by Waley could barely
be considered as such, as well as, as noted prior, the
predominant code employed by the Japanese during the
war.”
Harvey patted me on the back. “Keep talking
that factoid shit, Alan. Does more for me than getting
emotional about it. Now I'm ready.”
My darling walked among the mourners,
bidding farewell in turn to each gentleman. After many
tender words with Doug, he spent most of the time with
Scottie with the red-tinted hair, the beautiful man who
had been most responsible for launching his glorious
career, and deserved, more than any, to be considered
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Harvey’s widow and all the benefits entailed.
The life in Scottie was so diminished, he could
hardly stand. Eyes cast downward and his hands tight
by his side, he looked round when Harvey embraced
him and a brightness briefly washed across his face and
eyes. Due to their long-term closeness, dear Scottie’s
soul was likely in the Afterlife, hence his depression. It
had been the same with me and Chris.
I gave Harvey as much time as he needed with
Scottie, suppressing my own dis-ease that my looks did
not compare with his beauty. At last Harvey blew kisses
and rubbed the shoulder of each man in turn, laying on
Scottie actual kisses on the cheek and lips. My heart
swelled and partook of their undying love and mutual
pain.
As Harvey supplied abundant evidence he was a
man worth loving and being loved by, it was wrong I
alone of those present could behold my darling’s
beautiful smile, have ordinary conversation, touch his
solid Afterlife-body. Harvey did not belong with me. He
should be alive with his multitudes of lovers, bringing
joy and light to each lucky soul who knew him
intimately.
How could joining me on my own venture be
good for him? In the unlikely event he came to desire
me, I could not be all things to him, he who needed
freed om and variety in all ways. Perhaps Mike and
Malik and the others would have better ideas of how to
proceed.
Harvey and I watched as the men went their
way. “I need another of your stories. Right now,” he
said. “It doesn’t have to be happy. Something
combining math and history would be perfect.”
“I shall tell you the story of Lady Lovelace,” said
I.
Harvey mustered a half-grin. “I assume you're
not referring to the star of Deep Throat.”
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“No,” said I. “That film was cruel in its
production. Pornography, my friend, is not always a
victimless crime. I wonder about those women in our
vampire film. My friend and fellow one-time violin
student who greatly admired a famous theologian, was
shocked to find out of his predilection for viewing
humiliating and brutal scenes depicting naked women.”
“I didn’t think of it that way. I need to be more
careful with what I say. You slow me down to think
things through before spouting unvetted ideas. Now
about that story.” Harvey and I sat down on a nearby
park bench.
“Augusta Ada King, Countess of Lovelace was
the daughter of the poet Lord Byron and Lady Anne
Isabella Noel Byron, popularly known as Annabella. Her
father had been expecting a boy. When Ada was but a
month old, her parents separated and Ada never saw
her father again. She didn’t even view a photograph of
him until he died when she was eight.”
“Gee.”
“Her mother did not love her, only a devoted
grandmother was kind. Young Ada suffered many ills,
including blinding headaches, measles, and could only
walk with crutches. Fearful she would go mad like her
famous father, Ada’s mother encouraged the child she
referred to as ‘it’ to study mathematics, including with
such greats as Mary Somerville.
“At age twelve, she worked on a mechanical,
scientific way for humans to fly. Already at seventeen,
her mathematical prowess was self-evident. But Lady
Lovelace’s perspective was that of visionary, uniting
mathematics and poetry, the calculus and the fairy as
part of one great dance, where imagination and
intuition were as important as raw operational power.’
“What an incredible person, Alan.”
“Indeed. She worked with Charles Babbage,
famous for his counting machine, and may have written
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the first computer algorithm. Certainly she has been
one of my hugest inspirations, as I note in one of my
papers.”
“You wrote papers too? About computers? Gotta
read them when we get home.” How glorious. I was
eager for his insights.
“Easily available via radio. I’ve written on a
number of things. Back to our Lady.” I sucked in the sea
air and continued, “Unlike Babbage, she thought
computing had more to offer than mere calculations
and could work alongside humanity for global good.
Among numerous achievements, she wished to model
mathematically how thoughts and feelings arise in the
brain, experimented with electricity, and was fascinated
with the mathematics of music.”
“That’s amazing, Alan. When I’m more with it,
we must talk more. Is Ada around in the Afterlife? Let’s
have her over for dinner.”
“For some reason, I have not been able to find
her,” said I. “Perhaps she reincarnated, hoping to meet
her father in another life. Never did she cease to love the
parent she could not remember. Took his part despite
his outrageous behavior, far more shocking than his
pleasure in making love with men, named two children
after him, and after death at age thirty-six of cancer of
the uterus, on November 27, 1852, she was buried, at
her request, beside his grave at St. Mary Magdelene’s in
Nottingham.”
“Did he miss her when alive?”
“Yes,” said I. “He fathered three daughters, but
in a poem, he writes thus:
Is thy face like thy mother’s my fair child!
ADA! sole daughter of my house and
heart?”
“That’s sad,” said Harvey. “Do great people in
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history ever have a happy childhood?
“The real question, my friend, is: does anyone
truly have a happy childhood? Dead parents, absent
parents, neglectful parents, disapproving parents,
smothering parents, parents who harm their children
physically, emotionally, sexually, it seems rough for all,
in varying degrees. Add war, famine, disease, and more,
and there is the human experience.”
“The idea of a nuclear family sucks. Traditional
societies do a much better job, where a pool of adults
help the kids learn and grow.”
I nodded. “This happens also with sociable
weaver birds. A much better model than what I’ve heard
goes on some Kibbutzim, where children are separated
from parents entirely and raised as a group.”
“Yuck.”
“If a child can find a single person, relative,
friend, or teacher, who truly accepts them, they can
persevere and thrive. You were in the heat of the
moment in your debate, but teachers in fact can be role
models, which was why it was critical you saved their
careers.”
I smiled at my darling. “On that note, do you
wish to see any of your younger blood relations?”
“My nephew Stuart. He’s gay like me though he
never said it outright. We had some great chats in the
past few years.”
We spent the rest of the day going hither and
yonder to visit anyone he wished to visit including his
best mate Wayne Friday (he might have been on the
boat, I couldn’t recall), 1977 campaign manager Anne
Kronenberg, young Cleve Jones who’d helped with the
Briggs campaign, money-lending friend Carl Carlson, as
well as Harry Britt.
We encountered a devasted and angry Carol
Ruth Silver, Debra Jones, Michael Wong, Don Amador,
Hector Cacres, Rick Nicholls, Dennis Seely, Ric Puglia,
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and Tony Karnes, speech-writer Frank Robinson, and
young Medora Payne, a brave angel who adored Harvey
and worked for his campaigns. We visited poor Stevie,
who missed Harvey.
“He was one of the best ones, Alan.”
We spent much time with José Sarria, a
fantastic man who had run as openly queer for
Supervisor in 1961. We had to go farther afield to track
down Bob Tuttle and Susan Davis Gulch.
“I was in love with her, Alan,” said Harvey.
“Wanted to marry her though I couldn’t sleep with her.
Why couldn’t she be a gay man? “
“I understand, Harvey,” said I. “Nearly did the
same thing.”
“Really? Tell me about her.”
“Joan was a male version of me: brilliant mind,
fantastic person to go to cinema, travel, do things, talk
about books. We might have had children.”
“The Kid was the closest thing I had to having
babies with Scottie,’ said Harvey. “We adopted him
from the pound.”
“Speaking of, my friend, you have your young
nephews to visit. Their mother too.”
We visited Stuart Milk and his brother, then
residing Washington, DC, where I had been stationed
during part of the War. There is a lovely carousel in the
Mall, wonderful museums like the Natural History, with
the Hope Diamond—put on exhibit after my time on
Earth—on grounds built like Paris. Dupont Circle is the
queer place to go, I hear these days.”
“Stuart, I'll always be with you,” said Harvey, as
he sat next to the weeping teenager. “Live your life to
the fullest. Never give up on your dreams. Remember
that your being different is the medicine the world
needs. Wear that green hair if you want to, like Grandpa
Morris said.
“Please don’t feel ashamed for having the Milk
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name. Wear it with pride and if you wish to follow in my
footsteps, remember to be truly authentic in all you do
and say, and focus not just on Gay rights, but all the
Uses, including the whales.
“I don’t want boats or streets or airport
terminals named after me although a stamp could be
nice. I don’t want to worshipped as some hero when I’m
all too human. It’s my message, which is not unique to
me, that I want propagated, not my story. Everyone one
has that holy fire in them. Don’t put me on a pedestal.
Rather than cultivate me as a martyr, better to say less
about me and quietly support the cause, here and
abroad when there is no camera and no bodyguards. I’m
sure you're up for that, Stuart.”
I felt the same closeness with the children of my
beleaguered brother (his view of our relationship).
Without intruding, I kept an eye on them and sent them
beams of love and encouragement when they were in
need. I’d do the same for young Stuart if I could become
his uncle.
After visits to other relations: Michael Salem,
Sam Mendales, Leslie Berg Milk, Sherrie Feinberg, we
slid up the poles and returned to Mansion 111.
Forthwith I took Harvey to the Dream-makers
Studio. Like those false sunsets or minarets happy
lovers stand in front to be photographed, it was easy to
use a special on-site portal to send Harvey to Paris. In
the actual city I had not a few loving encounters, the
young soldier comes especially to mind. There, in its
virtual counterpart, Harvey drinking wine, as was not
his custom, assured Scottie he was alright, he had to get
out, it was all too heavy (which was true enough).
Afterwards, Harvey cried in my arms over his
loves, excepting Lira, and related the best parts of their
times together. His sorrow pierced my heart. “There,
there, Harvey,” was the best I could muster, as I patted
his back. At last I took out a wrapped package. “Please
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open, my friend.”
Harvey unwrapped. Inside was a helmet in the
shape of a barber’s basin. “Tarnhelm meets Don
Quixote,” he exclaimed as he put it on.
Lights flashed and a robotic voice spoke:
“HELMET
(heavenly-exchange-link-makingexpressive-talky) at your service. With whom do you
wish to make contact on Earth?”
“Scottie. The dream thing won’t work. Wouldn’t
have been in City Hall without him. I don’t regret a day
with him, even when it got bad.”
“Of course, Harvey.”
Harvey squinted. “Why do I see a tiny dog, toilet
paper, and a Star Trek poster?”
I peered over. “The HELMET is in training
mode. Be more specific.”
“Joseph Scott Smith of San Francisco.” Many of
his loves had been named Joe (or Jack).
The HELMET chirped like a wood pigeon as it
connected. Harvey’s voice was gentle. “Sorry I yelled at
you for getting those things wrong. Sorry about making
you come and clean up the you-know-what mess. Super
sorry for leaving you with major debt, money I’d wasted
on someone who couldn’t hold a candle to you. Sweetie,
I’m OK. Go see Mary Stuart and La Traviata—yes, even
Verdi!—this spring and think of me. Anytime you want
to chat, I’m here. Scottie ...”
He was near tears again. “It’s not sinking in,
Alan.” Not the time to go into a lecture on Mary Stuart’s
feeble cypher system or the fact she never met the
cousin who executed her. Or how many people she
murdered or wished to.
I put a hand on his shoulder. “I’ll program it to
link you to Scottie at a set time. Late evening for him
might be good, as many feel low at that hour.” After
Harvey had connected again with Doug and others, he
asked, “What else can I do with this?”
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“As an intermediate step towards being a Spirit
Guide, you can make general announcements to up to
100,000 people at a time and reach out to anyone to
trouble. Chris and I use a similar slide-rule based device
to reach Earth scientists and mathematicians.”
As if on cue, the HELMET lit up in rainbow
colors and the voice of Harvey’s chum Sylvester singing
“Mighty Real” burst out. We’d visited him earlier that
day. “That’s an incoming transmission,” said I.
The voice was young. A queer child from
Tuna, Texas kicked out of home. Harvey listened,
suggested safe places for him, and encouraged him.
Harvey vowed he’d work his way around the world,
whether to leader or common man, by means of a
special scanning feature on alert for queer folk in
trouble.
“Bravo, my friend. It’s an honour to see you in
action. At the Spirit Guide level, you’ll be able to be in
constant contact to those you wish to advise on a
regular, ongoing basis.”
“Wow. Hope that’s not too invasive. Since I was
a kid, felt I was being watched.”
“There are rules that protect both parties,” said
I. “this will be soul-to-soul contact for the large part.”
“Neat.”
“There’s something more localised that could
complement your HELMET forays.” I smiled as his eyes
widened. “A position for Mansion 111 Supervisor is
open. You’d be addressing complaints about potholes
and bicycle roundabouts, though it would allow you to
what you did best on Earth—helping ordinary people.”
Harvey beamed. I could subsist for days on
that smile. Soon the lightning-fast, razor-sharp clever
chap who ran circles round Briggs in debate would
breeze into Mansion 111 at full force, committed to the
service of all that was good and beautiful, as a Spirit
Guide … until he chose to reincarnate, either on his
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own, or less likely, as partner to my secret Mission
where we could together save millions more lives.
“You need a lover,” they told me. “As a cell of our
top-secret enterprise, you can’t risk talking in your sleep
to anyone who isn’t part of it.” Apparently, making love
with the man of my dreams could also warp time and
space. In turn, I had many plans to help him get started
on his noble role as a leader decades sooner than before.
Uppermost on the agenda at present, however,
was that Harvey mourn and stabilize, especially in light
of an upcoming task. If Harvey made compassionate
choices, this would prove he'd healed sufficiently and no
longer require me as Companion. I had faith in my
darling on that front.
As my love continued to grow, the burden of
continuing to keep it undeclared increased
exponentially. Yet, once we were no longer Mansion
Companions, should he make his intentions clear
beyond any shadow of a sundial’s doubt, none of the
strain would matter.
The potential energy, at last made kinetic, would
bring Turing the joy that had eluded thus far, aside from
nighttime fancies. No lover would be more attentive to
my persuasive and perky politician than I. Together
we’d do our bit.
What’s better than stopping the Second World
War? Preventing it from breaking out in the first place.
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18
CALIFORNIA FUMBLES INTO THE SEA

Last night Harvey told me, before falling into that
intense sleep expected to follow the Earth journey, he
wished to have fun today. I promised I would best
oblige.
“What do you do for fun, Alan?” he asked, his
mouth half-filled with omelet at breakfast. “I mean
aside from the genius stuff and games. You didn’t get
that athletic body from sitting pretty.”
Harvey’s recent energy burst, compounded by
the strain of bidding his boy friends farewell could
explain his language, which bordered on the flirtatious.
Brain-damaged patients on Earth also experience
excessive sexual expression, although per my briefings,
this was consistent with Harvey’s behavior when alive.
Oh bother! Regardless if this was good or bad for
Harvey’s recovery, I mustn't encourage him, not when
chaste disinterest on my part was essential to Harvey’s
continued healing and upcoming test.
“I enjoy running,” said I with an even tone.
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“Enjoy? Don’t be modest, Alan. From one jock to
another, you are the real deal. Long-distance is my bet.
How many races have you won?”
I turned my eyes away. “On Earth, if not for a hip
injury, I’d might have prevailed in the Olympic trials of
‘36. Having won the All-Mansion Olympics numerous
times, I’m on the lookout for a new challenge.”
“Got one in mind?”
“I used to bicycle to a job on Earth, about
thirteen miles each way and did a sixty miler as a child.
If I upgrade my swimming, I’d have chance at those
triathlons that seem to be all the fashion on Earth.”
“Water, that’s it,” shouted Harvey, shooting egg
on my trousers. I did not mind and he did not notice.
“We need to spend time in a sea that doesn’t have my
ashes floating around. Though I'd love to train to be
your running buddy. I did some track in High School.
Looks like I’ll be here another nine months. Is that
enough time to get to the marathon level?” Oh Harvey!
“It can generally be done in about seven
months,” said I, as I failed to block out the beautiful
visions and sensations his words inspired. Get a grip,
Turing. Keep your eyes open and meditate upon the
zeta function.
“Although your kind offer is much appreciated,
you have other matters that take precedence. Some
exercise at sea will certainly assist with getting you more
fit.” And give him an outlet for a continued influx of
energy my own body could not fail to appreciate.
“Would you care for some sailing, my friend?”
“Let’s go right now.”
I led him to my sailboat, the Lucy Tanya, and
took her via the lake portal to Newport, Rhode Island,
where Harvey had done his naval training. We rigged it
and set sail. The sun shone, the sky was blue, and the
clouds were big and fluffy. We forgot whatever claim the
past had over us and became two boys at play. The
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happy child I might have been had my life been
otherwise awoke in presence of his warmth, charm,
enthusiasm, and attentiveness.
“Do you like crew, as in competitive rowing,
Alan? We could train for that too.”
“Very much, but best for later.” It would put his
body in positions that could be dangerously flattering.
For lunch we radioed the main Mansion eatery,
The Tabula Rasa, and ordered a farfelle, basil and
pignoli salad, a Greek salad, Cornish pastries stuffed
with mushroom, onion, olive, and basil, hot buttered
toast paired with gooseberry jelly and pan-fried
haloumi, lemonade, with lip-smacking Scottish
shortbread as pudding.
Within eight minutes a basket nearly me
knocked over had not Harvey moved me away in time.
“You eat first, Alan,” he said. “I’ll steer.”
“That would be unfair. Why don’t we swap after
each course?”
“That is more fun.” Harvey took a sip of
lemonade and made a face. “This takes like 7-up, which
is an OK drink, but not what I expected.”
“Sorry, my friend. I forgot to specify that we
wanted the American lemonade.”
“Nevermind. We’ll never run out of funny
American/British culture clashes.”
It was not the time to tell Harvey that fanny in
UK English, also the name of my grandmother, did not
refer to one’s backside as in the States but to a vagina.
As we took turns steering and eating, I searched
my wretched mind for an activity enjoyable yet
innocent. No, not that. Not that either. As we shared the
last piece of shortbread, it came in a flash.
“Fancy a debate, Harvey?”
“Thought you’d never ask. Is Chris your usual
go-to guy for this?”
“Chris possesses a keen sense of the ridiculous,
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but little interest in debating positions when convinced
he’s right. Trouble is, he’s almost always right.”
“I had the opposite problem when debating
Briggs. He was always wrong and his arguments were
pathetic. Couldn’t enjoy it because the stakes were
high.” He took a step closer. “Do you like arguing either
side of an argument?”
“Endlessly.”
Harvey’s face lit up. “Another reason why I like
ya. Let’s put our heads together and come up with a
worthy subject.”
A quick discussion settled it. I’d maintain that
nothing could be considered poetry and Harvey would
claim that everything was poetry. I spun the wheel with
greater centripetal force than warranted. “Even were we
to restrict this to the lexical case, my dear friend, no
definition could include every poem.”
Harvey put his hands on his hips, which
rendered him especially attractive. “Poetry can exist
without having a consistent definition, Alan.”
I pushed the wheel, my hands flying. “Certainly,
but the concept cannot be stable if it means different
things to different persons and cultures. It’s more than a
language game, Harvey. Even were we to define poetry
as heightened writing, we cannot determine on that
basis whether one piece of writing is poetry—such as the
work of the great William Ashbless—and another is
non-poetry.
Harvey inhaled the sea air with pleasure.
“Suppose poetry were a quality like fragrance. It would
always be present, albeit in differing amounts.”
“A subclinical poetic presence like a gas?” This
was sublime.
He approached me at the wheel. “Present in
every linguistic unit as a seed. It might sprout or it
might stay frustrated and stagnated. Poetry, to borrow
from Fadiman, is language’s leap to immortality. When
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a poem means something to a single reader, the
potentiality manifests.”
I raised my hands at this. “Claiming a single
person can determine a unit’s poetic nature is the
equivalent of saying that to learn what a gourmet meal
is, we need only consult a dung beetle.” I pointed to the
remains of our lunch to illustrate my point. “Especially
if the process is holographic as you suggest. As this is
not possible, your claim is proven wrong by
contradiction.”
Harvey, dear lad, was undeterred. “Alan, having
a holographic nature is not the same as other beings
perceiving it as such. Suppose, for instance, we were
both naked and—”
“I changed course rapidly. The boat capsized,
hurling us into the water. Just as well. Pemberley was
disappointed, but had long become resigned. The
sailboat righted itself and raced ahead, thanks to the
motor I’d given her last Easter.
“Your boat,” gasped Harvey. “I’ll help you get her
back. Should I swim it or do we need a large rope and a
contraption to lasso her?”
“Fear not, my friend. Like a horse, Lucy will find
her way home via underwater portal.”
They say water conveys emotion and that
phantasies of being wettened together meant the
obvious, like waves hitting the shores in films that had
long confused me. The entrancing site of Harvey’s chest
in dripping garments made it only worse. Time for
another scheme.
“Oh Harvey, would you instruct me in the art of
deep-sea diving? It sounds thrilling.” That had been his
assigned duty in the Navy.
“Love to. I missed doing that.”
We swam to land—Harvey did so beautifully—
radioed for the equipment and a more suitable boat. As
we waited, Harvey related with contagious excitement
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the salvage work the Navy had done at Pearl Harbor,
saving four ships. Once the accoutrements arrived,
Harvey told me how to put the things on properly.
He turned aside so we could, in private, don the helmet,
wetsuit, fins, and booties. They were scratchy, but I’d
endure.
Did I imagine Harvey’s eyes light up at the sight
of me in full array? Skin-tight diving-ware did render a
body fetching. Best not take this personally. I’d have
done the same. Such a shame I had to wait until the
1940s for bathing costumes that better revealed the
beauty of the male form.
With a wink, Harvey set up the breathing
apparatuses, rebreathers, and navigation equipment
and guided me through the diving process, including
the common hand signals. I enjoyed the physics
involved.Back on the boat, we took a break. Harvey
smiled, one of his best ones to date.
“Wow, you learn fast. No big surprise, but I’m
proud. Wanna visit an actual wreck, if that’s not too
creepy?”
“It would be suitable to mourn the loss of human
life. There’s the Scharnhorst, a terror of a battle cruiser
that cost us many losses, and spurred the Admiralty to
take my colleague Harry Hinsley’s work seriously. We
sunk it at last on 26 December 1943.”
“What about the Bismarck? Wasn’t it one of
Europe’s largest?”
“Yes,” said I. “Although our codebreaking played
no direct role in her ultimate destruction, thanks to our
Naval Enigma work, many weather ships supporting the
Bismarck went down. We had to be careful, in 1941,
Harvey, and not give the game away by letting the
Germans realize how much we knew and how we knew
it.”
“What a dilemma,” said Harvey. “Do too much
and it’s obvious. Do too little and you lose thousands of
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lives or the war. The math’s not simple on that one,
Alan. Which ship do you want to visit first?”
We chose the Bismarck. Two thousand souls had
gone down with the ginormous battleship. We re-geared
and portaled. Harvey swam ahead to protect me.
Despite shell and torpedo damage, the hull was in one
piece. Together we examined the anti-aircraft guns, the
secondary battery turrets, the conning tower, the
bridge, and several masts.
Though I am in no ways a religious man, I bowed
my head and whispered Psalm 23 at the macabre sight
of the skeletons, more hideous than a Hieronymus
Bosch painting, a number of them clutching the mast.
Harvey and I clasped hands in sorrow. Without needing
to signal, we both knew neither of us could stomach
another wreak.
“Gee, Alan,” said Harvey, once we returned to
shore. “Seeing all that death puts my own in
perspective. They died at the orders of a terrible regime,
yet I died for a noble cause. I’m feeling more OK about
it. Like you’ve told me, the memories will come back in
bursts, and some pain too, in a spiral formation, but I
am coming around the bend.”
“You’ve done well.”
Harvey smiled. “Thanks to you. You’re the best
part of dying.” Before I could take in the full import of
those stirring words, he took off and ran into the ocean.
“Catch me if you can!”
Champion runner though I was, I was no match
to Harvey as a swimmer. Far ahead he stroked a
magnificent butterfly and submerged. Navy chaps, I
knew, could hold their breath longer than most
humans. When Harvey popped his head, I was
swimming, a sight that it seemed—was it a trick of the
light and water?—to captivate him.
Quickly he fell back into play. “You’ll never catch
me, you big bad wolf! The buck stops here.”
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I was close enough to kiss him. Harvey splashed
me with water, mimicking the wake of a ship, as I
grinned like a foolish schoolboy. My love impersonated
a U-Boat radio operator. “Two dots and a dash: Help,
Grand Admiral Donuts,” he cried. “This is Cruller 559.
Am being pursued. Drei Liter!”
I laughed. “There’s a new thing it’s called radar,
maybe you’ve heard of it?”
“Yeah, but radar can’t do this.” He dove and
swam through my legs, brushing against places where
he did not belong. To put an end to this, I rose, hoisted
my darling on my shoulders and spun him round before
gently letting him down.
“Whee,” said Harvey. “Don’t stop! I feel like kid
again and I’m loving it.”
Well, in that case…” I placed my left arm around
his wriggling, tempting body, got him tight and close
and swam towards shore with a side-stroke. “Heh, heh,
heh, my pretty, I will bear you to my lair and abandon
you to the wiles of ELIZA.”
“That doesn’t sound too bad.”
“You have not met ELIZA, the computer therapy
programme,” said I. “Invented by Joseph Weinzenbaum
of MIT about a decade ago, her incompetence is grating
if not deadly. More awaits thee, sailor boy. As my
captive, you shall feed upon crumbs and treacle. At all
hours you must listen to the abomination that is ‘We
Built the City.’”
“That a freemason’s tune?”
“No such luck, my friend. Annelies says it tops
most lists for the worst song ever. Performed by a mere
shadow of a group which once, in happier days, was
capable of such a masterpiece as ‘White Rabbit.’”
Harvey smirked. “Jefferson Airplane would
compose the worst song.”
I cringed in agreement. “It envisions radio
pioneer Marconi playing a mamba, which is a deadly
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snake.”
“Oh no, anything but bad music and serpent
abuse,” said Harvey in a mock wail. He pointed to the
left. “Look at that dolphin.”
I swerved. Of course there was no dolphin.
Harvey got out of my grip and returned towards shore,
where he ambushed me, wrestled with me (and won),
held me down in the shallows, and tickled me, but was
too kind to persist when I begged for mercy.
That’s what one gets for falling in love with a
clown. And with my perilous desires secret and Harvey
doing so well, I wouldn’t have it any other way.
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19
MARCH INTO HELL

“Yes,” I radioed the Mansion Home Office, as Harvey
groomed himself in his bathroom. He’d been spending
more time there as of late. “He’s ready.”
“Excellent. Corey says you have leave to enter.
You’ve studied both the Shorter and Longer Reports on
the person in question, and are familiar with the rules of
engagement on this Mission?”
“Affirmative.”
“Best
of
luck,
Turing.
You’ve
done
extraordinarily well. We trust you won't inform him of
the double-nature of the test until the point that all
secrecy can cease.”
As Harvey emerged from his toilette, each
lustrous hair in place, I radioed a quick “Cheers” and
returned the device to my pocket.
After breakfast, we resumed our usual Musar
study, rather Aristotelian, to be honest, but adaptable.
Over time, we’d quickly agreed that “Order” subsisted
entirely in our minds and not in our external spaces
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though Harvey had taken much to the notion of decisive
action following careful deliberation. Today we reconsidered “Righteousness,” not to do unto others that
we’d not like done to ourselves, and “Equanimity,”
about not letting either positive or negative outcomes
take one off-course.
“That makes sense,” said Harvey. “It’s counterproductive to focus exclusively about the shit that has
happened to you or to get off too much on people saying
you’re the best thing since sliced bread.” His face
drooped. “But when I see anyone in trouble, kids,
animals, old folks, all minorities, our people, I can’t be
at peace. My heart doesn’t let me.”
His eyes were near tears. “So much to do, so little
time to do it. Finally as Supervisor, I was proposing bills
right and left addressing street arts, public transit, and
rent increases. The thing Dan stole most was not my
life, but my ability to create concrete goodness for San
Francisco, California, the USA, the world.”
“Indeed Harvey. Equanimity, which A Path With
Heart also addresses, does not mean we let cruel and
wrong action prevail. Rather, that we fight it without
any distracting internal ruptures.”
“Dan was a classic case of an externalized
internal rupture.”
“Indeed he was.”
Harvey lowered his voice. “I’ve had messages and
visions. Feel connected to the whole universe, eager
beyond sanity to fight for the goodness of all. But I get
stuck in stupid shit too.”
“Yes, my friend, but the integration of the sacred
and the profane, the finite and the infinite, our
goodness and our weaknesses is what's pivotal to a true
awakening. Remember from A Path With Heart that
nobility lies not in the avoidance of mistakes, but in
bringing our entire presence into what we do, allowing
all experience to allow us to rise, grow, and be the
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goodness so lacking in the world.”
“You hit the nail on the head, Alan. Wish I’d had
a lifetime with you on Earth as my friend.”
As Harvey paged through the book, I pranced to
the kitchen and assembled a corned beef sandwich for
him and a ploughman’s for me along with a pitcher of
Ribena. Harvey took his plate and glass with a smile but
did not eat.
“Alan, it talks about forgiveness. About releasing
the badness so thrive without being hurt on an ongoing
basis by the initial wound. I won’t press you on your life
story, Alan, but have you forgiven those who did you
wrong?”
I hastily bit into my sandwich. “Yes I have.” That
included Arnold, my unfortunate pick-up, Harry the
Burglar, the police, and my country in turn. I couldn’t
really hate anyone, although colleagues who couldn’t
see the point of using a base 32 system in computing
were infuriating.
Harvey poured me a glass of Ribena. “What does
forgiveness mean to you?”
“Rather like an energetic discharge of an electron
that takes on the photon, goes into a higher state (love)
and releases the photon before returning to its original
state. The entity that harmed one is a mere catalyst for
one’s own advancement.” I sighed. “It would be more
efficient to bypass said catalyst entirely and simply let
go of one’s unproductive mental concepts and
emotional wounds, though some chemical reactions
need help.”
I turned to Harvey. “My friend, you are in no
ways expected to forgive Dan. It’s a private decision.
Annelies cannot forgive the Third Reich nor should
she.”
Time for the segue way. “Would you fancy
another trip, with the potential to make a massive and
concrete impact on Earth?”
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“We’re going back there? That’s cool.” Harvey
went to work on his sandwich. Strange. He hadn’t
expressed such an eagerness prior.
“No, something trickier.”
“Another planet? Love to meet space people like
you did.”
I smiled and returned to my lunch. Cheese and
apple pickle were disproportionate to the rest. Harvey
munched and waited until I was fortified.
“Chris told you? Looked like those things for
addressing an overflowing toilet. Had grand discussions
about robotic structures and the complex nature of time
and space. Alas, we’re not going there. Our destination
is Lower Rehab.”
Harvey set down what was left of his sandwich.
“Lower Rehab. That’s where—”
“The most damaged souls spend their time prior
to being assigned to a Mansion.”
My darling’s beautiful hazel eyes widened. “I’ll
march into hell for a heavenly cause?”
“Something like that.”
“Sounds dangerous.” He leaned his head on my
shoulder. “Have you done this yourself, Alan?”
“Well no,” I confessed. “But I have received
specific instructions to guarantee our safety.”
“I trust you,” said Harvey. “How will we do it?”
“I have procured a dragon who awaits us at the
lake. During this journey we must not partake of food,
drink, or other er—bodily pleasures, lest we get stuck.
The only exception would be medicinal potions. As with
Earth, we’ll return a minute after we left, on 23
December.” I handed Harvey the robe adorned with the
teddy-bears to put on for safety, packed his cat bag, and
we headed out the door.
“Try everything once except incest and Morris
dancing,” said Harvey with a forced laugh. “My political
career was a march into hell. Lower Rehab can’t be
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nearly as bad.”
“Good or bad, I’ll be there to pretend to be
equanimous with you about it.”
“I know,” whispered Harvey. “I’d follow you to
the ends of the known Universe or Universes as yet
unknown.”
My heart trembled. He loved me. That did not
necessarily translate into an erotic interest, as I sadly
learned with Joan, but gave me the renewed strength
for the approaching ordeal.
Harvey, ever quick on the uptake, was nervy. I,
who knew more, was terrified.
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20
TELL THE WORLD THE REASON WHY

A blue-eyed lavender dragon with a pink, forked tongue,
spines along her back, and a heart at the end of her tail
awaited us beside my garden allotment, as the Home
Office had arranged. She put down her journal in which
she had been scribbling a poem and flashed an
impressive row of teeth. “Darlene, at your service.”
“What type of dragon are you?” asked Harvey.
“You don’t look Chinese.”
Darlene blew a graceful puff of smoke. “Maybe
I’m the last child of Analog the Black, Fafnir’s little
sister, or I flew off the flag of Wales.” She raised her
head, shook it, a burst of light shone, and three chintz
chairs grew out of her back.
We sat down. Harvey gestured to the empty
chair. “Who else is coming?”
“Your dead colleague,” said Darlene, examining
her claws. “He’s in Rehab, level 4.”
“George? What’s going on?”
“Rest, my friend,” said I. “You will have a fond
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reunion.”
Darlene flicked her tail and purred, “I’ll bring
you to your destination in peace and return you in
peace. The most important thing is not to avoid fear,
which is a gift, but to dance with it.”
She ran to get alight, turned, and dove head-first
into the pit. All went black save for her eyes, shining like
headlights. The only sound was the whooshing of an
accelerating dragon and pit smelt of goat. Harvey and I
held hands and said little, as we were seedy from the
motion. Neither of us were sick, thanks to my bringing
candied ginger along, although I came close.
With humour as our best protection, I entertained
Harvey with gems from Cricket’s Jokes, Riddles & Other
Stuff. “Say Harvey, what is a pickle’s all-time favourite
musical?”
Harvey grinned. “Guys and Dogs?”
“Nice one,” I laughed, “but my book says Hello
Dilly. I’ll tell you later about my colleague Dilys, who
got more done in the bath than poor Marat.” I’d also
show Harvey how to make the ladybird dance on the
pages of the book when things were more stable.
We next played with those amusing Mad Libs.
We had got no further than The deadly politician has
mashed a victorious yam and The exquisite corpse
shall drink a new wine when the scent of garlic
indicated we'd arrived at our first destination. Harvey,
excited, told me it was a perfect copy of Little Italy in
San Francisco.
I recognized George Moscone immediately. “Hey
Harvey,” the mayor said as he sat down on the other
side of Harvey. “Dan got you too.”
“We’re murder brothers,” Harvey flashed a smile,
“and need a special handshake and code ring. George,
I’d like to you meet Alan Turing. He’s been my Mansion
Companion to help me process my death. You’ll get one
later, I expect.”
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“Oh, I thought ...” George and I shook hands
across Harvey.
Darlene flew back into the pit, and the darkness
returned. George and Harvey caught up on their
killings. George wouldn’t attend the candlelight march
until he was further along in his healing. We told him of
it. “What wonderful people we have in our city, Harv.
Proud to have served them, even for a short while.”
As Darlene rode away with the late Supervisor
and the late Mayor, talk turned to more personal
matters. George took another puzzled glance at myself
and Harvey. “I want to talk about my son Jonathan, who
might be gay. I thought of him when I signed the bill
with you.”
“Yeah, he is,” said Harvey. The three of us
discussed. I shared how, from personal experience, the
support of one’s parents was crucial. My relationship
with Mother, tortured as it was, improved appreciably
after I had been forced to make such a revelation.
Harvey squirmed and addressed the elephant in
the non-room. He pursed his lips and clenched my hand
tightly. “Dan and I had a nice thing going at first.
Thought I’d show him the ropes.”
“He invited you to Charlie’s baptism. That meant
a lot.”
“I gladly attended his boat fundraiser. But
supporting the Youth Campus was the right thing to
do.”
“Of course it was, Harvey,” I murmured.
George’s voice turned soft and sad. “You might
have played it different. Tell him outright that you
weren’t voting for it, instead of pretending you would.
That way he'd avoid public fiasco.”
“I didn’t pretend. When I told him, “The way you
worked on this, you’ve earned your ninety-six hundred
on the Youth Campus alone. You’ve done a incredible
job,” I was trying to convey a level of appreciation of his
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hard work without making any direct promises.”
“Dan doesn’t have the capacity to get subtle
hints, Harv. You should have listened to Dick, who was
working him good for you.”
I resisted the urge to bite my nails. “I’m the same
way, my friend. Yes, I am far more, shall we say,
perceptive, and would never be caught up in a foolish
casino scheme like he, but I need direct and blunt
communication just as much.”
“Oh shit. My stupid mouth blurts out stuff too
fast.”
George tilted his head. “After that mess, you
coulda told him you’d do your darndest to support him
in dealing with his angry constituents and do something
that would make him look good for District 8 another
way. Nothing against your values like developing Yerba
Beuna, but some kickback. And be more quiet about not
wanting him back in City Hall.”
“Never thought he would take it personally.”
“Human intention, it is such a difficult thing,” I
murmured again. “I manage to give offense to half a
dozen people before breakfast,” I joked. I have been told
I have an “angry face” when I am deep in thought.
“Harv, Dan either admires or hates you. Felt you
dropped him like a hot potato after that stink-up. In his
last days he was wound like a yo-yo. Went to pieces once
the string was off. Though I won’t justify what he did,
you can see the trail of breadcrumbs in hindsight.”
Harvey twitched as he leaned over to George.
“We were elected to serve all San Franciscans: ethnic
minorities, immigrants, seniors and the disabled, sex
workers, truckers, the factory workers, the firemen and
the police. Their needs are bigger than his wounded
feelings.”
“He heard you whisper to Carol about how he
would be in bed with his wife. That’s not a wise move,
Harv.” Dan’s wife had the peculiar name of Mary Ann,
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which in Britain was slang for rent boy, perhaps from
the white rabbit’s maid in the first Alice book.
Harvey hung his head. I patted him on the
shoulder but did not rise to his defense. These were
important things for Harvey to work through for
himself, especially in light of what lay ahead.
“I get it,” said Harvey. “I could’ve handled Dan
with better skill or not tried to educate him as he proved
to be un-educable, but I didn’t kill you when you fired
me from the Board of Permit Appeals. If I had a nickel
for every time someone did something mean to me or
said awful things, like I’m gonna cut off your dick and
balls and kill you, I’d be richer than Bank of America.”
“Took Harv and me two minutes to see Dan was
not cut out for public office,” said George with a sigh.
“He expected life to proceed like an origami project, that
if you fold this and that way, you always get a crane. Dan
didn’t realize the paper changes each time you touch it.”
Lovely take on Heraclitus, that.
“Why did he do it?” said Harvey. “I accept I
fucked up with what I said and that I handled the keephim-out-of-office thing with a focus on systematic
outcome rather than what he was going through, but he
was too much Judas to my Christ. Former close
associates like in the Gospels.”
Though darling Harvey had worked on Jesus
Christ Superstar I had not beheld it when there many
better ones to explore. “We cannot deny Dan’s role
lends to the archetypical.”
“He did like me once. They say hate is love
inverted.”
“He had a cold, cruel mother and a kind father
who died young,” I ventured. “One of nine children, he
couldn’t have got much time and attention as a infant.
My friend Frank, whose Therbligs have inspired my
study of emotions, was a devoted parent who made
certain that each of the younger ones of his brood had
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an older sibling assigned to look out for them. And his
equally brilliant wife Lillian, who had a doctorate from
Berkeley, was very nurturing. One might infer that a
queer man embodying both the masculine and feminine
may have served as catalyst for Mr White's issues with
both parents.”
Harvey put his hand over his mouth. “He killed
me because he wanted to kill mommy?”
“Though I’ve always loved my mommy,” said
George, “I see how this plays out.”
I looked at Harvey. My blue eyes are said to be
piercing at times. “You are aware he was a frustrated
novelist?”
“Dan talked about wanting to write something.
Art, music, or writing, that’s what heals. Another reason
why school teachers need better supplies.”
“What about his time on Hamburger Hill in Viet
Nam?” said George. “That was no Korea, Harvey.
Could’ve shook him up good. Especially since none of
them received a hero’s welcome.”
“Many of our lads had shell-shock in the First
World War alone,” said I.
Harvey scratched his nose. “Don’t get how he saw
himself as an Irish martyr while he was martyring me.”
George lowered his voice. “Maybe he had a funny
uncle, or aunt. Or a sister, a cousin, a priest, a coach, a
teacher, or his own mother.” His voice dropped. “More
common than you think. Boys as well as girls.”
“It’s mostly heterosexuals who do that,” said
Harvey. “Did he hate his Mom? She struck me funny at
the Baptism.”
“His whore-madonna approach to ladies would
correlate,” said I. “Though Catholicism, such as they
teach it in the schools, couldn’t have helped. I've two
friends raised Protestant who love the ritual, however.”
I wrung my hands. “Most children thus tormented do
not murder others. They murder themselves, suddenly,
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or on the installment plan.”
I sucked in my breath. “Excessive drink, drug,
eating too much or too little, and other forms of bodily
harm are common. Particularly traumatic cases, our
Mansion’s leading Jungian child therapist says, split
their consciousness into fragments, with one part of
unaware of the actions of the other. Such trauma can be
transferred through the generations via DNA.”
Harvey stroked his chin. “It could’ve been Dan’s
mother who was abused, sexually or otherwise, or his
maternal grandmother or grandfather down the
generations. He liked his granny from Ireland. Yet dark
stuff happened in that country where people are
overeager to get killed for a cause. Does any of this
explain the murder?”
George shook his head. “We can account for the
how, never the why.”
My poor darling peered into the darkness. “There
are no reasons why Dan killed me. No story. But damn,
we’ve gotta do more for abused kids. They’d be better off
raised by a flock of kind robots. Wish I had a robot for a
Dad.”
Darlene turned to the right, exited, and landed
opposite a disheveled building the size of several
football fields. Through the large windows, crowds of
grey figures rushed to and fro in tunnels. “Welcome to
Lower Rehab, gentlemen.”
Harvey drew a breath. “Why does this remind me
of something?”
“Because your Death Greeter took you here,”
answered the dragon. “All sudden deaths come here
first. Everything you experienced was an interactive
mirage to make it easier for you. Drawn upon human
memory like your portal system but with more leeway in
design. The other people are receiving the same help.”
“I don’t remember any Death Greeter. Grandpa
took me on some boat and dropped me off with Alan....”
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The dragon’s voice grew soft. “Your Grandpa
descended here to get you out.”
Harvey needed considerable stroking to calm
down. I had no idea I had been there as well, but I'd
been out cold until I found myself with Chris and my
Healer in Rehab, a strange woman named Daisy. Daisy
told me they hated both math and sexual intercourse
and though drawn to males, didn’t find Harvey
attractive when we watched him debate.
Darlene cantered until she reached what Harvey
and George (and I) recognized as the War Memorial
Opera House. She knelt to the ground. We dismounted.
“Enter and speak to the doorman. Afterward, you can
return via myself or the elevator. I’ll be praying for you
three.”
As we found our "hell-legs," the dragon emitted a
tiny flame from her nostrils. “Consider the lodge pole
pine. It can only germinate when exposed to the
extreme heat of a forest fire.”
“Guess Smokey Bear is overzealous,” said
Harvey. “Thanks a bunch.”
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21
THE OPERA'S THE THING

A wigged frog greeted me, Alan, and George at the door.
“Welcome, gentleman. You’ll spend the night at the
King George Hotel and perform your task tomorrow.
First you must go to the Rehearsal Hall for a
performance.”
George’s mouth twitched. “An opera? This must
be Hell.”
“Recent arrivals from Jonestown, Guyana, who
worked closely with you two, Mr. Mayor and
Supervisor, have created it as therapy and wish you to
witness. Page 32.” The frog tossed us librettos which
George and I caught and Alan dodged. We took our
seats. This was not how I'd imagined my first opera with
Alan.
The opera scene followed the libretto below:
Seated at the table with empty plates are Butterfly
(sop), Sally (mez), Dido (mez), Thomas (castrato),
Toby (bass), and Caspar (ten). Enter Siduri (sop), the
keeper of the Greek Restaurant, Dormition, with a tray
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of Spanikopita, Lemon Potatoes, Pastitisio, Kasseri,
Taramosalata, and Baklava with a bottle of Ouzo.
SIDURI:
Why do you not enjoy thyselves,
Giacomo Jones’ hard-working elves?
‘Tis getting very, very late.
Yet you have nothing on the plate.
Nearly time for morning prayers,
You stay glued to your chairs.
THOMAS:
It is our fervent wish
To taste only of our master’s dish.
For only through him can we find God.
With his fatherly care and his fatherly rod.
Yet he is such a generous fellow.
We can love him and his umbrella.
See we have made the plates clean,
Ready for his arrival on the scene.
SALLY:
We cannot eat a single crumb
Before dear leader has come.
For food we dare not have a bite,
Until it comes pre-chewed from his mouth so tight.
Dear father bird always so kind.
With loving discipline, he does us bind.
For our tea from samovar.
The sugar cube we suck, first sucketh our star.
CASPAR:
Friendly in his reproofs—O I wish he were here soon.
To teach us how to use the spoon.
For does he not have his paws
Buried deep in every noble liberal cause?
No need to do any dowsing,
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To see his skill with housing.
DIDO:
I was wrong I was so bad.
Come and hit me Toby-lad.
TOBY:
Did you just drop from a stork?
Eating with your left hand the fork?
Are you so strong and able?
To keep your elbows off the table?
Why must you thus slurp your soup?
Don’t be such an awful goop.
BUTTERFLY:
Something here is very wrong.
I suspected it was rotten all along.
But rather than escape, fly away.
To help my people I shall stay.
Old Elizabeth and Zilpha too
Help me help them see anew.
(SHE rises from the table.)
BUTTERFLY:
There ain’t no one way to hold the fork.
It’s simply a matter of the torque.
In Europe it stays in the left
To supply a better heft.
And in Britain, don’t you ever clown,
They turn that fork quite upside down,
With knife cover it with the treat,
Shovel it into the mouth, and eat.
It should come to you as no bender
That knife, fork, spoon in Deutsch have each a different
gender.
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Oh people, don’t you see?
You are all part of the Lord’s infinity.
Follow the path of the three in the fiery flame
Who were willing to die for the sanctity of the name,
Who would not bow to any statue or man,
For beyond all empire is a Divine Plan.
Time to bite off that which hold you in tether.
For false prophets cannot conquer forever.
Why should we continue to wait
For a man who preaches love but spews only hate?
(SHE walks to Siduri, takes the tray and serves all,
then herself, and makes Grace (song). She eats. One by
one, Dido and Thomas last, they chew. Dancing in a
circle they chant in strong voices:)
Mercy and truth have met together.
Time to throw away the whips of leather.
Let us make a glorious shout
And help lead our brothers and sisters out.
We are not such silly fools
To dismantle the house of the master with his own
tools.
(Exeunt.)
George rose and applauded. “If only other operas
were like this. That girl who played Butterfly was
incredible.”
But I felt my lunch rising up in my throat. Alan
pulled out a bucket I didn’t know he'd packed and I
hurled. Afterwards, he handed me a bottle of coconut
water. “This is medicine and thus permitted. Sip slowly,
my friend.” It worked.
I looked George in the eye. “Dan may not be able
to read between the lines, but I can. This production is a
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coded way to tell us we worked with a sadistic man, an
emotional and sexual abuser who fucked both men and
women and humiliated them afterwards. I defended
this guy publicly. Frightened, I even wrote the reprobate
a letter relating how wonderful his service was.”
Who had taken more lives? Dan with his gun, or
me by staying silent? “I knew the man was weird and
dangerous but accepted his slave labor. We have danced
with the devil, George.”
Alan set the bucket aside. “Mr Jones and his
adherents were but another case of master and servant,
which has always troubled me, both with humans, and
with robots,”
George pressed a hand on my shoulder as tears
poured from my eyes. “No one expected Guyana, Harv.
Betcha Jones surprised himself on that one.”
“The signs were in plain sight,” I said, as I
slashed the air with my hands. “We should have done
something. As elected officials, we are responsible for
the well-being of all San Franciscans.”
“It’s difficult to free anyone from a cult. They
would turn upon you first. Those people weren’t stupid,
just suggestible. Believed with Jones they’d do good for
the world. Jones may have started with good intentions
but got lost in his own head.”
I covered my eyes with his hands. “Fuck.”
George sighed. “You think the Devil would be
another Richard Nixon? That’s too easy, pal. Our Devil
quotes Jesus and campaigns for gay rights.”
“There, there, Harvey,” said Alan. “Epiphanies
can be painful, but lead to great growth.”
If Alan had been with me on Earth, he wouldn’t
have let me get away with this. He’d tell me I was wrong
and stir my conscience with his blunt logic.That did it. I
ran to the stage, ran after the players.
“Take me to every single dead cult member
whose blood is on my hands. Gotta offer them my
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personal apology.”
Over the next several hours, I visited each victim,
staying with them as long as they needed. Never will I
forget those faces, especially the children. Some of them
were in such shock they couldn’t speak. Others lay
catatonic on the floor, as their Personal Healers,
dressed in forest green, attended them.
We spent the night in a plain but comfortable
room in the hotel, which also had a green theme. George
had his own room but I begged Alan to stay with me and
he made the arrangements at the front desk. The Porter
smirked, thinking we were up to hanky-panky. I didn’t
care. No way would I would fuck anyone here. Alan’s
instructions aside, it would be sacrilegious.
As Alan removed his shoes and lay down in the
second bed alone, it came out of me like a cat’s hairball.
“It’s creepy here and my guilty thoughts are
torturing me. Plus I keep seeing Dan’s face as he killed
me. My body’s being shot over and over. Having you
with me in bed would be a life-saver. Could ya, please?
As good friends?”
“Very well, Harvey. As your Mansion Companion
and your friend.” Alan arranged himself next to me, but
with a respectful distance.
I inched closer. “Thanks, Alan. You not only
makeme a better man, but render this awfulness
bearable. I’d rather be in Hell with you than in Heaven
without you.”
Alan said nothing but squeezed my hand.
Sleep didn’t come easy. Alan pulled out a book called
Miranty and the Alchemist. “This was written by a
practicing Druid, my friend, and may help you get you
to the land of Nod.”
Alan read me the groovy Elizabethan story in
which a young girl undergoes difficult journeys with her
magician uncle and saves the life and soul of an evil
witch.
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Finally, our bodies clinging together, we entered
Nod-land.
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22
RUNAWAY JURY

KNOCK. KNOCK. I sat bolt upright in bed. Was that
Dan was coming around the corner? Anything seemed
possible in this scary place. Alan opened his eyes with a
gasp, and leaped to the floor. “Who is it?” he shouted. “I
will not let you hurt Harvey again!”
“It’s OK lover boys,” said George’s voice. “Make
yourselves decent and open up.”
Alan coughed. “We are always decent men.” He
turned to me. “This could be a trick with a voiceadaptor.” He cupped hands to his mouth. “Prove your
identity.”
“We came by dragon and watched an opera
yesterday. Is that enough or do you want my mother’s
recipe for spumoni?” Alan gestured I stay back, pulled
the door out an inch, and at last, with a gruff nod,
opened it wide.
George stood yawning by a lobster wearing a
sombrero. She stayed put without crossing the
threshold. “My name is Clawsa Yin. Follow me.”
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Hobbling on her tail, Clawsa led us down a
hallway with the numbers 226–232 to a duplicate
Supervisors’ chamber, chandeliers and all.
“Oh goody,” I said, as we moved to the middle. “I
get a decent seat for once ‘cause I’m super dead.” We sat
down.
“Mr Milk and Mr Moscone, you've been brought
here to advise on a delicate matter that may rule the fate
of many.” Clawsa’s whiskers bounced. “Mr Turing, you
may stay, but must remain silent. We’ll begin with a
warm-up. What do you do if you are in the desert but
have enough water only for one to survive?”
“Neither of us should drink,” said George with a
sad face.
I shook my head. “Better one of us live. Let’s cast
lots and let fate decide. No one has to feel survivor’s
guilt that way.”
George raised his eyes. “That’s smart, Harv.”
“Thanks. Poncho Langosta, that’s our final
answer.”
Clawsa removed her sombrero, danced around it,
and bowed. “Next: Would you punish a billion sinners
or make one righteous man happy?”
George leaned his head on his left land. “Gee
Harvey, we need to get criminals off the streets, but
punishment won’t prevent future crime and can make
things worse.”
I nodded. “Many crimes are victimless or the
result of economic inice. What do you mean by sinners,
Ms. Crusty?”
The lobster’s voice was sad. “Imagine the worst
possible crime and multiply by a billion.”
“Like in the —”
“Yes.”
I squeezed Alan’s hand. We’d read about and
discussed reincarnation. Why do they let unhealed
people come back? Rehab wasn’t doing all it could.
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Were they overworked by heavy case loads like social
workers on Earth?
I grabbed a handkerchief from my pants and
wiped my forehead as Dan’s crazy eyes bore into me.
“Criminals must be brought to justice but torture won’t
bring back the victims. If they cause less harm when
they reincarnate, we save millions of lives. “
“Before they commit the crime, they suffer from
not living a life of love,” said George as he patted his tie.
I leaped to my feet. “Let’s go with making the
righteous man happy. So many great souls had tough
lives. We’ll add more joy to the world.” Like you Alan,
little love frog to my mouse. You never say it when we
joke around, but you need more happiness in your life,
with or without me.
“I’m in,” said George.
“I tip my hat to you, gentleman,” said Clawsa,
and she did, although it slid over her eyes. “Now for the
real deal. Dan White’s murder trial is in late May.”
I slapped my mouth. “We decide how the jury
swings?”
Crustaceans must have a tough time nodding.
The lobster rotated her head best she could. “Should he
get first degree murder—with mandatory death by gas
chamber in San Quentin—or voluntary manslaughter
with a short sentence?”
Damn, that’s why we're here? Alan knew this all
along? “Why not life in prison where he could buddy up
with Sirhan Sirhan?” The one group I found too
tasteless even for me was The Dead Kennedys who’d
performed less than a week before I died on the
anniversary of JFK’s assassination.
Clawsa’s eyes gleamed. “To save his life, we’ll
need to arrange an incompetent prosecution which
can’t be done halfway. We’ll send the prosecutor a spirit
of confusion, interfere with jury selection, and throw
the case.”
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I opened my mouth wide. “There's no such thing
as a fair trial?”
“One has to wonder. This case, however, is
exceptional,” said Clawsa. “I’ll be outside the door.” She
left the chamber.
George spoke at last. “I guess we talk.” He
groaned. “This is a fine mess. I hate making these
decisions. What choice do we have? I’ve been against
the death penalty since I was a kid and you feel the
same.”
“California should have never reinstated it.”
Alan, who also opposed the death penalty, had told me
the evidence may have been falsely interpreted in the
notorious Crippen murder case,resulting in innocent
deaths.
“It would be rotten of us to change our views,
Harv. I didn’t want to die, but he was a lost kid. Killing
him won’t bring us back.”
My cheeks flushed in anger. “I have zero
sympathy for that stiff piece of cardboard. Even now I
can’t shake how scared I am. If he dies, we might have to
see the fucker again. Let him rot on earth.” Alan, don’t
leave me!
“Harvey …” George could barely get the word out.
“We had that six-vote majority. Could’ve done
great things for the city. Yeah, you liked it better in the
state legislature, but you love the city too.”
I put up my hands, my eyes moving rapidly “I’m
not making this decision because I feel sorry for Danny
boy. Not one of those turn-the-other-cheek people
except to my lovers.” I looked at Alan and my heart
swelled despite the horror. “Love your enemies, yeah
right. Not that I deplete valuable activist energy
wallowing in hate. It only leads to weak strategy.”
“You planned on being a martyr, Harv.”
“Though prepared and willing I wanted to live
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and serve the Gay movement.”
“Trust me, your death will catapult the Gay
movement and bring your name out of mild notoriety
into solid and enduring history.”
I clutched Alan’s sturdy arm. “If I must be
honest, part of me wants to gas him myself and watch
him feel what I felt. But it would be unsatisfying, like
killing a half-dead rat. Why stoop to Dan’s level? It
sucks bad to know that he won’t be brought to justice for
his crime, but what’s that to me now, dead? The Gay
Movement matters more than my personal
satisfaction.”
Alan looked at me with tender eyes and took my
hand in his. I gazed back.“Wise friend, were you
permitted to speak, you’d tell me repaying evil with evil
would be a structurally unsound solution to the
problem. Only magnify and propagate the hate. That
zapping Dan next year would overburden the Healers
who’ve got plenty on their plate.”
I squeezed Alan’s hand extra tight. “I should be
the better man, stop the hate in its tracks, end the cycle.
It’s my job to give hope, not take lives, not Dan’s. I’m no
psychologist, but I doubt he’d murder another innocent
person. After the Holocaust, how could a Jew gas
anybody?”
I stood up. “I have made my choice, George.
Clemency for that piece of shit is the smart play and will
solidify my gains.” My heart lit up. “We gays have been
nice, quiet, and patient for too long. It’s time we found
our loud, angry voice, feel and exhibit our power. Let
this injustice spark our resistance.”
George raised an eyebrow. “Even in violence?”
“Violence is already at play. The police hunt us
like rabbits, Briggs attacks our careers, and our lives are
taken down daily. We can’t remain silent any more. So
we shout and smash windows, hopefully not in our own
neighborhood. I asked for peace in my Testament, that
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my death day not turn into a riot, but this is longcoming.
“I get it.” George rubbed his eyebrows. “I doubt
Dan will have much of life when released. Mary Ann will
probably take him back though he’ll continue to live in
his inner prison.”
“After he shot me he wanted to turn the gun on
himself.”
“Caesar’s killer didn’t get a big bowl of spaghetti
with marinara sauce and breadsticks with say a caesar
salad with real anchovies washed down with a good
cheap red wine followed by tiramisu, and kicked it back
on the couch with a girl, enjoying his murder, did he?”
“Christ’s killer too. Must be an assassin’s
playbook.”
“The darkness that ran them like puppets was
done with them,” said George. “Says in the Bible Satan
entered Judas. Dan must have been an easy target, poor
bastard.”
It was nearly 11 o’clock. George and I called for
the lobster. Dan would to be charged with voluntary
manslaughter. Clawsa handed us a peacock pen to sign
forms in triplicate and for Alan to sign along with her as
witness.
George shook hands with us both, and lowering
himself, headed to the elevator. “It was good to see you
again Harvey and meet you Alan. I see Harvey is in good
hands.”
“Ciao,” said Alan. “Did you know that means,
literally, I am your slave? I also love the song by this
Chicago group called “Saturday in the Park.” One of my
Jewish friends who knows Italian says the verse in your
noble tongue means something like Hello friend, what’s
that sound?”
The ex-mayor smiled. “It’s from a popular kiddie
ditty.” He turned to me. “I’ll need more time in Rehab,
Harv. Hope to see you and Alan later, maybe at
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intramural basketball, if they have it.” The door opened
with a ding, he pressed a button, the door closed and up
he went.
Our lobster lady tried and failed to give me a hug.
“I knew you’d make the compassionate choice.”
I snorted. “It was more Machiavelli than
compassion, my red friend.” Aren't lobsters only that
color when dead?
“Most freshly murdered victims in your place
would not spare the life of their killer.” She raised a
claw. “They’d probably curse him, want to see him
drawn and quartered, or exact another form of
vengeance.”
“What can I say? My good friend Alan brings out
the best in me.” I rubbed his head. “Knew what I had to
do, didn’t you?”
“I had every expectation you would succeed.”
Amazing. Alan and I hadn’t kissed and weren’t
going out, but he was more my lover than any of the
men I’d slept with, let alone the ones I'd married. Sad he
couldn’t realize he’d won me over. Super sad that
tearing off my clothes and begging him to be mine was
verboten in every realm.
We found Darlene blowing light steam upon cold
Lower Rehab flowers as she read Jataka Tales. I slept in
Alan’s arms the ride back and only woke up when
Darlene landed besides Alan’s rainbow plants and grape
vines with a jolt. Alan was busy knitting.“Hey that’s
pretty,” I said, as I slid off. “Love the Batman-Daisy
pattern with little moebius strips on the sides. What is
it? Booties for your robot baby?” If only if she could be
my baby too.
Alan shoved the cylinder shape and the needles
into his back pocket. “It’s a form of therapy for me.
Keeps me from picking at my hands. This is just an idle
project with my self-dyed nettle yarn.”
“I’d love to see it when you’re done.”
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My lover who didn’t know he was my lover
smiled. “Speaking of done, you have performed
excellently, my friend. You chose compassion over hate,
the desire to help queer folk more than personal
vengeance for a deed most foul. In less than a month,
your mind has sharpened, your long-range strategic
capacity is renewed and your body is much more fit.”
“Are you saying—”
“Our Mansion Compansionship arrangement is
over, Harvey. It has been a pleasure to help you adjust.
After a recess, you’ll begin your Spirit Guide training in
earnest. As you continue to make progress in your
recovery, you can consider your reincarnation options.”
“But we’ll stay friends? Can I come to the Comet
thing with you and Chris?”
“If you like. Should be good fun.”
“No more sleepovers?”
“That would be for the best.”
My heart was as crushed as a car at the junkyard.
Face it, he doesn’t want me that way. The guy he slept
with after Game Night had won him over. Alan was
biding his time to get serious once he was done with me.
Alone in my room, I didn’t snack despite the
hunger and thirst from the long fast. Instead I radioed
for a new computer. Accessed the finicky Portal of
Knowledge, which refused to answer some of my Alan
questions. Got enough to work with and scribbled out a
rudimentary list on the back of an envelope we’d been
using for a multiple-clue treasure/scavenger hunt Alan
and I had started but hadn’t finished.
Also sent for all of his papers and a bunch of
books he’d said he’d liked. Some I’d read before. I was
looking forward to new ones like The Cloven Pine,
Dancer from the Dance, and Kissing the Witch. Next
I’d tackle Uncle Petros and the Goldbach Conjecture,
which Alan said I’d get a kick out of, Gödel, Escher,
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Bach — the title alone was compelling— and The Prince
and the Program. Alan refused to tell me what it was
about only that it was queer and romantic and had
nothing to do with the work of the famous Niccolò. I’d
save Road to Reality and Gravitational Coalescence
Paradox and Cosmogenetic Causality in Quantum
Astrophysical Cosmology for later. Probably I needed
to take in more advanced math and science beforehand.
First things first, Harvey. Don’t forget you have
only four days to research comets in addition to the
Quest.
At last, I munched on the last of the onion-rich
bialys he’d he baked for me a few days earlier. Followed
up with my HELMET work. It was going to be a long
trip on Earth and the other place. It would take extra
work with Mansion Supplies after that. But to see him
smile when he got my big Harvey surprise would be
worth every agonizing minute.
It's true, Alan Delicious Turing, I’ll do
something for you even though it won’t get you as my
man. That’s how much I love you, stupid genius.
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23
THE MILK OF HUMAN KINDNESS

My heart beat fast as I stood outside the door. The sign
read:
Residence of A.M. Turing and the Turing Lab
Complex
Please Ring Bell for Deliveries, Enquiries, and
Problems in Need of a Solution
Mansion residents had complete privacy. There
was no directory to locate Alan’s place. Luckily I'd ran
into Medgar Evers. He was on his way to a Black
Woman's Caucus meeting, but pointed me in the right
direction. Alan lived a floor above mine. I took the
stairs.
Alan’s doorbell sat on the right corner of the
door, where you’d put a mezuzah, but had a rope pull so
someone like Alyssa had easy access. Trembling, I
pulled and “Oranges and Lemons” rang out. Alan was
bell-crazy. On one of our last days together, he
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introduced me to change-ringing and told me the RAF
had played this song during bombing raids.
“Half a moment. I’ll be right with you,” called Alan’s
voice. I gave my hair a quick rub-over and cleaned my
teeth with my nails.
The door opened with a creak. Beautiful Alan
stood with tousled hair in a worn sport coat. His hands
shook and his pupils grew enormous while the rest of
his body stiff and his face flat. Did he secretly want me
or just hate sudden visits?
My own body shook at the thrill of being at his
place for the first time. With strain, I reined myself in.
This is supposed to be a friend thing. I should be playing
it Joe Cool.
Alan stared into the distance and muttered,
“Hydrogen. Helium. Lithium ...”
Might as well let him settle down and check out
his digs. Alan’s suite was spartan: a table, four chairs, a
bathroom, a shower, a kichenette with pots and pans on
the wall. And a closed door at the end of the room
labelled LAB COMPLEX. Books and papers trewn on a
desk along with apple cores: The City of Gold and Lead,
Noughts & Crosses, Love and Knishes, There and Back
Again, Heir of Sea and Fire, i, and a half a dozen
journals and books, opened and spine-downwards. A
slob like me.
“Gallium, Germanium, Arsenic . . .”
A large, drab bed was covered with more books:
Blackout, Cryptonomicon, Wilde Stories 2017,
Machines Like Me, Turing and Burroughs—about Alan
and a Beatnik?—and East of Midnight.
From the state of the mess and unattractive
ambience, I figured he had his night of fun either at the
other guy’s place or by portal. The only orderly thing
was a basket holding a mound of wrapped boxes lying
on the table. But Christmas was yesterday. Not that he
thought much of Christian holidays or Christianity.
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“Francium. Radium. Actinium.” Alan looked at
me at last. “I’m frightfully sorry, my friend. I was busy
in the LAB. Normally, I’m open to unexpected visits, but
this was on the tricky side and I required some time to
transition. To what do I owe this pleasure?”
“I have this fun math problem I wanted to talk
with you about.”
“How delightful. But I am forgetting my
manners.” Alan looked towards the kitchenette. “Do
you wish for a drink?”
Good to have something to do with my hands.
“I’d love some water.”
Alan walked to a small fridge. It was a great view.
“Still or sparkling?”
“Do you mean whether it is carbonated or not?
Sparkling, I guess.” Like your eyes, Alan.
Alan poured me a glass of water, spilling some of
it with his quaking hands. He also took out a bottle with
a Tanqueray label and poured himself a glass that was
not water. He stared at it and sighed but ended up not
drinking it. “How have you been, my friend?”
“Yesterday I celebrated Christmas by going to a
Dim Sum in virtual San Francisco with Grandpa. He
found this amazing vegetarian place — buns and
everything. Then I did a gig as Santa Clown for the
Christian Holocaust Kids and played Dreidel with the
Jewish ones.”
Damn it would be hot to play Strip Dreidel with
Alan. Nun would mean nothing, Hey would make you
take half your clothes off, Gimel, take them off
completely. Shin would be to put one in, as in shtup. In
between, we’d make the thing go upside down—it’s all in
the wrist. Stop it, Harvey, shouted the wise voice in my
head I sometimes listened to. I lifted my glass and
swallowed more than was good for me.
Alan rose to his feet. “Are you alright?”
“Yeah, something went down the wrong way. It’s
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OK to sit down.” My eye fell upon a bundle of feathers
lying in a bell jar on his desk. A large dark feather
accompanied by smaller white ones. “Where did you get
these from, Alan?”
Alan’s lips parted as he took his seat. “The
California vulture feathers? The Diné gave them to me
after I broke their code. I like to give them a good ruffle
now and then.”
“How did you do it?”
Alan relaxed his shoulders, his eyes staring back
into space. “First I studied their language with a book
written about it. It possesses features of interest, not
the least by being “sticky” like Euskara, Esperanto,
Japanese, and sporadically in German.
“Sticky?”
“Agglutinative. Elements are combined together
without undergoing morphological alteration.”
“That’s what I’m looking for in a relationship,” I
said. “Two people coming together without having to
change each other.”
Alan opened his mouth and closed it.
“I
requested the full scope of their actual communications
as well as the military contexts in which they originated.
I placed these in depth and used a programme to detect
patterns and provide statistics on distribution.”
“That’s neat. Can you show me?”
He went to his desk, opened a hidden
compartment, quickly shut it, opened another, and took
out a pile of annotated recordings and a sheet of
computer paper, which he handed to me. “One must
find a way in. For Champillion it was the royal names.
For myself, the animal terms. The great breakthrough
was the turtle.”
I laughed. “Pursued by Achilles? Maybe he got
tired of tortoises.”
Alan’s eyes sparkled as he sat down beside me.
“Our friend the reptile was a frequent term. I guessed he
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might refer to a tank, a clear instance in which the
encoding was non-arbitrary.”
I leaned forward in my chair. “From there you
suspected other animal terms might be used to
represent military equipment.”
“Yes.” Alan beamed. “Similarly, symbols or puns
were used to express the names of military ranks and
countries. Typically, it is not good form to be so obvious.
As I mentioned during our Museum exploration, the
Germans were miserable in this respect but the
language of the Diné was obscure so it did not matter.”
I crossed my legs as my excitement grew. Silly me
to think he wasn’t going to turn me on. “But what about
those things not a part of the code? They can’t envision
every possible scenario, can they?”
Alan’s face lit up as he stroked his thigh.
“Exactly. They required a supplementary alphabetic
system like in BSL or hieroglyphics.”
“BSL?”
“British Sign Language. Entirely different from
American Sign Language.”
“A deaf Brit and a deaf American can’t talk to
each other? That sucks. How did the alphabetic system
work?” How thrilling I could keep up with him.
Alan’s face glowed. “The Egyptians used pictures
for letters. Since the word ‘duck’ began with an S, a
drawing of le canard was used for [s]. But the Diné did
the opposite. They used a word that began with the
letter in question to generate the alphabet. For instance,
the term Lin, meaning horse, represented the letter H.
I pushed my feet into the hardwood floor with all
my might. “One way to do each letter? Seems too easy.”
“No, my friend. My programme tabulated all
translations from A through Zed that were neither
equipment, countries, nor military. The distribution of
these terms naturally clustered. I determined that each
letter could be represented by three terms.”
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“That gives you the components,” I said, fondling
my glass. “But not enough to give you the complete
message.”
“I built a machine to handle the traffic based on
a crib. When the machine came to a stop, it meant the
message was nonsense. From there, I could adjust and
improve the algorithm. It was a fun exercise.”
“Could listen to you talk like that all day long.
I’ve missed this.”
He shifted his feet, looked into my eyes, then
away, then into my eyes again. “What was your
problem?”
I pulled a piece of paper out of my pocket. “As a
new Supervisor for Mansion 111, I’ve been appointed to
the Land Use and Transportation Committee. Here’s a
map of the territory. Jim, you remember from the
memorial, used to help me with maps on Earth. Is there
a way to color the sections without any color touching
itself? How many colors would I need?”
Alan pursed his lips together. “It would be no
more than er—four, but could be three. I do enjoy a
good map. Might I examine it?” He reached out with a
shaking hand.
RING! RING! Alan dropped his hand, stood up
and walked to the door. “Perhaps it is a Wren boy.”
“A what?”
“Today is Boxing Day. A Wren boy, my friend, is
of old custom involving actual or ritualized bird
hunting. Nowadays Wren boys sing and dance. Perhaps
we could join the throng.” With a mischievous smile,
Alan opened the door.
It was not a Wren boy.
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24
THE GREATEST GIFT

It was the postman. “Ah, lovely to see you.” Sighing with
relief at the interruption. I hurried to my desk, snatched
a wrapped box ,and handed it over as was proper for
Boxing Day. “Mince pies for you and the missus.”
Despite the Mansion’s automated distribution system,
Old John enjoyed a select clientele.
Old John bowed. “You are kind, Mr Turing. My
Betty says your crust is the absolute best from when you
made that custard tart for her birthday. I’m here for
another reason.”
Whatever could it be? “Have you a problem in
need of a solution? I am assisting this gentleman but I’d
be pleased to help you as well.” My salvation from the
torments of this unforeseen predicament.
“No problems today. I’ve got a special delivery.”
Old John unloaded a series of packages onto the table.
“Open them by the numbers. Good day to you.” He
touched his hat and left.
This was a grand mystery. Harvey’s face lit up.
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“Can I stay and help you open them? Being a sailor, I’m
good with tying and untying knots.”
Terror and pleasure strove as with a fulcrum and
fell to the side of pleasure. “Yes, my friend. It’s a joy to
have another present when one opens presents.”
Harvey untied the pick bow of parcel 1, opened
the small box and grabbed a three-part segmented tube
wrapped in red foil. “How jolly, a cracker,” said I. These
were not to readily available in America, as which
proved a disappointment at Princeton.
I pulled in one direction and Harvey in the other
until the cracker split with a bang. Inside, lay a blue
paper crown, a piece of paper, and a rainbow slide rule.
I read the riddle aloud from the paper:
I have a cock on yonder hill,
I keep him for a wonder,
And every time the cock do crow,
It lightens, hails and thunders.
I fiddled with the remains of the cracker. “Such a
creature was atop Valhalla. Or it could be a wayward
weathervane, a water tap of an old and leaky pipe that
flows once again. Wait, I have a better. It is a cockatrice,
part fowl and powerful. Spelt almost like the French
cicatrice, or scar, although I suppose a cockatrice could
cause a cicatrice.”
Harvey clapped his hands. I expected he’d keep
guessing with me, but he seemed eager to proceed to the
other parcels. Later, I looked up the riddle at the Portal
of All-Knowledge. The traditional answer was shotgun.
Parcel 2 was medium sized. Harvey undid it and
handed me the contents. A lump rose in my throat. “Is
this truly my dear violin.” I turned over the instrument.
“Yes, here’s the spot where I spilt the jam.”
“Mind if I play you a tune, Harvey?” I would
infuse my love into my playing. That would not be too
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forward, I hoped.
“Love that.” I took up his bow, and sang:
In Dublin’s fair city, where the girls are so
pretty
I first set my eyes on sweet Molly Malone
As she wheeled her wheel-barrow
Through streets broad and narrow
Crying cockles and mussels, alive, alive-O!
Alive, alive-O! alive, alive-O!
Crying cockles and mussels, alive, alive-O!
It was a morbid song, as in later stanzas Molly
died of the fever and continued to push a ghostly wheel
barrow in death. But it delighted my darling. “It’s the
revenge of the shellfish,” he said, with a wide grin.
“Keep on with the concert. Scottie used to play French
horn for me.”
I turned to classics of moderate difficulty such as
“The Entertainer,” “Ode to Joy,” and the finale to “Swan
Lake,” to which Harvey snapped his fingers and
waddled into dance. I finished with “Katusha,” a
Russian song about apples, pears, and much more. I
had taken great joy in learning the language of Tolstoi
post-death.
Encouraged by his eager response to the music, I
offered him my instrument. “You have a try, Harvey.”
The results were about the same as when Sherlock
Holmes did his random screeches but no matter. We
both laughed. At last I set the violin on his desk with a
promise to play more on another occasion.
I stared in disbelief as Harvey opened parcel 3
and placed the contents in my hands. “My lost silver
ingots. However how?” During the War I converted a
large sum of money into metallic form and was unable
to find it again.
“What is the use here, with no need for filthy
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lucre?” said I, half to myself. “Perhaps it will have
mechanical applications.” Chemistry had been an early
love and I'd performed gold-plating exercises with
Grandfather’s watch, until it was burgled. Which was
precisely the contents of parcel 4. I wept as I caressed
the watch. Turing, fated for disaster upon disaster, was
gifted with a reversal of fortune.
Harvey let me unwrap parcel 5. My eyes filled
with tears afresh. It was the little diary mangled in my
youth, in which I confessed my passion for Chris. With
its key and lock intact and a Research fountain pen
attached, I’d inscribe words of adoration for Harvey.
“Oh my goodness.” I gulped. “Oh my.” I placed
the book on my bed beside a pillow. “How is this
possible?”
Harvey waved his hands. “Maybe because you
are a super nice guy who deserves happiness.”
Parcel 6 was bulky, containing soft padding and
a honey-colored teddy bear in blue plaid overalls—my
Porgy, who always listened attentively as I practised my
lectures, dressed in the clothes my darling niece had
sewn. “Porgy, oh my Porgy. Orgy porgy pudding pie.” I
took the bear into my arms, held him close to my face,
stroked him, and tucked him in the bed next to the
diary.
To my utter surprise, a second furry arm shot
out of the parcel. I reached inside and retrieved a bear
dressed in blue with a red hat, holding with his other
hand a little black case. Alive, I long suspected Porgy
had a lost sweetie but the search for this love had been
interrupted by my repeated travails. As I lay him beside
Porgy, they kissed. The new bear spoke in a rich
Southern drawl, “Same fashion A done lob oona, same
fashion oona fa lob one noda.”
“That’s odd, Harvey.”
“That your teddy bear is talking?”
“That he isn’t speaking the Queen’s English as
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before. Perhaps this is his native tongue?”
Porgy’s mate answered in the same language. “Ef
oona lob oda people, oona gwine beah wid um. Oona
gwine be kind ta um.” Roughly translated as Love is
patient, love is kind, as I learnt later, once when I had
studied Gullah, spoken by freed slaves and their
descendants in Georgia and South Carolina.
“What shall we call Porgy’s darling?” Porgy’s
love held up his suitcase, which read “Property of Paddy
(drag name Bess) Bultitude, Boxer extraordinaire.” A
clever pun for Boxing Day. Closer inspection revealed
the pair wore matching beehive rings, employing the
hexagonal shape, the most efficient use of space. My
Porgy was wed!
“Harvey, we ought give this queer and lawfully
wed couple privacy for ... marital matters ... oh look.” A
small cub, crawling from under Bess’s coat, yawned.
Beamed at Daddy Bear and Papa Bear with a big smile.
Harvey touched his heart. “Gay stuffed animal
parents and their kids should be available in stores
everywhere.” What a sight they’d be at Harrods!
“Must construct a cave for our family.” Taking
the bears into my arms I raced towards the door marked
“LAB COMPLEX.” The reprieve would also allow me to
administer to the lab toilet what would’ve better gifted
my guest.
“Can I help you?”
“Best not, it’s a mess. You might trip and injure
yourself.” True enough. But all three bears pointed to a
mewing parcel.
Harvey grabbed a pair of scissors left out from
my knitting and cut with abandon as I put down the
Bears. Out jumped my long-lost cat Timothy. In the
absurd New Testament a Timothy had, like me, been
unnecessarily circumcised (with not even dangerous flu
as an excuse). Though horrific at the time, I minded less
after falling for Harvey. I'd studied to become Jewish, as
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the faith encouraged open-minded rational debate, and
had long loved Maimonides’ Guide to the Perplexed.
Mandy insisted a “conversion” was unnecessary, as my
life embodied archetypical Jewish suffering.
Timothy’s furry face and whiskers nuzzled me.
We kissed. “Have you been a good pussims, Timothy?
Yes you have, dearest feline. Let me get victuals to eat
and worsted to play with, my own sweet kitty.”
Harvey held up a poem left in the box—a Seamus
Heaney translation of the “Pangur Bán,” composed by
an Irish monk about his Snowdrop.
Day and night, soft purr, soft pad,
Pangur Bán has learned his trade.
Day and night, my own hard work
Solves the cruxes, makes a mark.
“Tis too good to be true,” I declared. “I do not
deserve such good fortune.”
“Yes, you do, Alan.” My darling couldn’t stop
smiling. Had Harvey been at the bottom of this? Gone
back to Earth and elsewhere in a dangerous and difficult
quest—for me?
“He’s such a cutie, isn’t he Alan?”
As I busied myself with my cat’s comforts, Porgy and
Bess winked. Cub crawled over my papers leaving a trail
of orange marmalade, which got its name from a quince.
Timothy licked up his snack, rubbed his legs against me
and Harvey, took his post by the windowsill, stretched,
and went to sleep.
Free at last! With the Bears in my arms again, I
rushed to the lab, where I assembled a cave from odds
and ends—with spare cushions as a finishing touch—,
and fed them the buns and honey I’d reserved for my
elevenses.
In the lab toilet I did what had long needed
doing. Between the shock of Harvey in my flat and the
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distraction of (his?) gifts, it afforded minimal pleasure. I
pressed hands over my face and collapsed on the floor.
When I revived, The lab clepsyndra indicated I’d
been unconscious for three-quarters of an hour. Yet my
darling, who was cutting crude shapes with the parcel
wrappings, did not comment as I returned to him. Were
his own trousers unzipped? Best not to stare. As
modulation isn’t one of my strengths reining in my eyes
proved difficult.
My love of loves, undeterred, welcomed me with
a huge smile, lips stretched as wide as humanly
possible. “One more for the road. Not this stupid
snowflake. Over there.”
On my desk lay an envelope. Inside a key with a
note: Look next door.As we strode, Harvey’s hand
glazed mine. A large door lay next to my flat. “That’s
odd, ‘twas not here yestereve.” Anything was possible,
aside from a perpetual motion machine, a universal
solvent—well explicated in The Man Who Made Gold—
or certain things related to logic. “Well I never.
Curiouser and curiouser.” I turned the key, opened the
door, and gasped.
Model trains and train tracks, a miniature
version of my boyhood town, Guildford, greeted us. The
trains ran on the ground, in the air, and under water,
blowing real smoke and accurately illustratimg the
Doppler effect as the train sound rose in pitch as it
approached and died down as it passed us. Turing
transformed into the little boy who’d died and gone to
heaven. I ran about, examining, probing, touching as
Harvey watched and made the occasional train joke.
I slapped a hand to my forehead. “I’m dreadfully
sorry, my friend. I have yet to address your map
problem.”
“We can do that later.”
I turned to my benefactor. “If you are not too
busy, I‘ve a theory I wish to test about the physics of this
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mansion and would be grateful for your assistance.”
“I’d be happy to play trains with you.”
We played trains for more than three hours.
Porgy and Bess and their cub joined as did Timothy,
who’d finished his nap. We gathered the cracker bits,
silver ingots and watch and arranged them on the trains
to study classical mechanics. Harvey’s knowledge of
partial differential equations was delicious. Desiring me
or merely returning kind favour for favour, he was a
wondrous playmate. The innocence of train exploration
better suited us for the time being than what my lips
and loins dreamed of doing.
He’d wish to spend time with his HELMET. “I
should bid you adieu, my dear friend, and thank you for
what I believe is your doing.”
“De nada. Not compared to how you brought me
back to life. Helped me do the right thing in Lower
Rehab. Or saved the world. The pleasure is mine.”
“Wait a moment, my friend.” I sped to my Lab
and returned with a GI Joe figurine equipped with gun
and radio, and handed Harvey love the Marine. “His
name is Tommy because he has no mother. Another
present from the Diné. Says seven things in code and
English. Consider him a friendly gift in return for yours,
but not in the sense of the Trobriand islanders.”
“They take the present thing to new heights,
don’t they?”
I smirked. “Or in German where the term gift
means poison, whereas in French poisson denotes fish.
I’m certain you will get along well.”
My darling accepted the figurine with a smile. As
he lifted its left arm, a rich voice spoke. I translated, “I
am going to the store for butter and cheese.”
“Why go to the store for dairy products when the
Milk is with you?” He opened the door and walked out.
Laughing as well, I bowed and shut the door before I did
something foolish.Promising as this encounter had
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been, Harvey must be direct before I ‘d make a romantic
overture. Comet Night, fast approaching, would be the
final determination.
I must count my blessings. A lovely queer man
who liked Turing as Turing. Not to mention equally
stimulating and comforting, great for a deep chat. If he
didn’t fancy being my life-mate, I’d find another way to
stop the war. Celibacy on Earth would be unpleasant,
but hadn’t been much different from my time at
Bletchley—when love opportunities had been few and
far between.
Precious memories of his kindness and beauty
might sustain me on my Mission. Or drive me mad.
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25
REBEL WITH A CAUSE

Mahler’s song about a pair of beautiful blue eyes
burst in my head. Better make one righteous man
happy than punish a billion evildoers. A mere appetizer
of the feast of happiness I would serve Alan until I had
to reincarnate, if I couldn’t touch him. The message I
couldn’t help writing in the potty should be illegible.
At the sound of wolf-whistling, my mouth
opened wide. “You.”
“Yes,” said James Dean in a jaunty pose. “Was
waiting for you to thank me.”
I waved him away. “You’ve got some nerve,
lounge lizard. Thank you for what?”
“For having a fake argument so you’d defend
your boyfriend.”
My jaw dropped. “Huh?”
“I’m a nice guy. Neither me nor jolly Roger had a
chance with that fine piece of ass. Made sure you boys
stepped up your game. I am an actor, after all.” His
sidelong glance was shy. “Played the asshole so you’d be
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his knight in armor. Nothing would bother him more
being called incompetent.”
He bit his lip. “Must be a dynamo in bed. A power
top who gives it to you all night long in a loving, caring
way. Damn that’s hot.”
“We haven’t slept together. Haven’t even kissed.
I'm only trying to be a good friend. He was my MC.
What were you trying to pull besides his ding-a-ling?”
“It's all too obvious he's not your MC anymore.
Besides, half the Mansion wants to fuck your boy. You
needed a head-start, pardon the pun, since he had to
hold back too. My hooking you on him in advance
meant you won’t waste your time keeping off his
suitors.”
“You’re crazy. He’d have made a move by now.
Had more than three hours today.”
“Alan’s shy like me. Maybe not around you when
he had a job. That he didn’t make a move on tall, dark,
and handsome you shows he wants ya like a Brown Cow
on a hot summer night. Whaddaya think he’s doing with
pillows now? Should I knock and show you?”
“No.”
“Sure you haven’t been with him? You’ve already
merged a chunk of your energy fields. Quite beautiful, if
you can see auras like me. What’s between you two is
beautiful, artistic. Like me, all you boys want is to be
loved and understood. Helping you out was like being in
a living poem.”
James Dean, the sensitive soul, who knew?
“You’re like all four points of the compass to the
guy. It was in his eyes. That’s how I knew it was over for
me. My money says he’ll bottom for you and enjoy it.”
Hope sprung a tall tree in my heart. “What
should I do?”
“Have a dance with the Princess, Mr. Court
Jester at the New Year’s Ball and see for yourself. And I
don’t mean Angela Landsbury. Catch me with my date,
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the Countess, a wild and crazy kikette who makes me
feel square. See ya.” With an awkward glance, James
backed away.
The guy might be covering his tracks, or more
likely, Roger had put him up to this. Didn’t matter. My
heart and brain confirmed that what Dean had said was
true. Hot and sweet Turing in my arms as we glided
together across the floor? Nothing could be better.
Except what might happen afterwards. Suspected my
baby had kinky potential. Couldn’t wait to learn what
turned him on. I’d let him lead.
Put on your dancing shoes, Harvey and enjoy
the ride. Problem: did this count as an All Clear, if Chris
had even telling the truth? How do I show Alan he had
me hook, line, and sinker under the glaring eyes of his
chaperone?
It was time to research the fuck out of comets.
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26
THE SCEPTER AND THE STAR

Tonight, as my darling approached the Mansion
Observatory, he set my heart aquiver at the prospect of
sharing with him a dear activity with my best mate.
Harvey love wore a new shirt featuring Ursa Major to
suit the occasion. As soon as he saw me his eyes grew
bright and flashed a beautiful smile. “Wanna guess what
comet I picked?”
“Oh, yes,” said I, more breathlessly than I had
intended. Knock it down, Turing. Harvey love must be
crystal clear about his intentions.
Chris was not overfond of guessing games but
played along for my sake. “Is the comet likely to appear
again in the next few hundred years or less?”
Harvey grinned. “Nope.”
“Not Swift-Tuttle or Halley,” said I. Thank
goodness I had taken care of the relevant matters in
advance.
Chris persisted. “Is it Kahoutek?”
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“No way. That comet sucked big time. Even the
Peanuts comic strip made fun of it.” I took philosophical
interest in poor Charlie Brown expecting each time to to
kick the pigskin before the insufferable Lucy removed it.
My turn to guess. “Is it Comet West? The term
‘Europe’ could be related to the Hebrew ma’arav,
meaning place of the sunset or West.”
“It’s not a comet I’d have seen myself, Alan. Cool
fact though.”
“We can eliminate Ikeya-Seki and ArendRoland,” said Chris. “Did you select a Great Comet?”
Harvey’s eyes turned tender as he looked into
mine. “I wouldn’t give you guys anything but the best.
It’s a real comet, not Goldbach’s, a smelly bathroom
cleaner, comic book hero, a scifi novel by W. E. B. Du
Bois, a reindeer, a cow, or a WWII ship or resistance
group.”
The three of us laughed. I appreciated Harvey’s
thorough engagement with comets in culture.
Everything Harvey dives into, he goes deep. Oh, darling
man!
My mind returned to the question at hand. “Half
a moment.” Harvey was used to my breakaways into
deep thinking and enjoyed them. Ah, but of course. “I’ve
got it,” said I with a smile. “It combines your love of
photography and debate and is connected with Lincoln,
who strikes me as similar to you. He also loved men—he
was quite something with his troubled wife as well—
and wrote a poem about a boy who wanted to marry
another boy.”
Harvey moved a tangle of arms and legs in a bad
attempt at a jig. “Wow. Didn’t know that. Coulda done a
great thing with his statue by City Hall.”
“Donati’s Comet is a fantastic choice,” said Chris.
“Caesar’s Comet is also interesting tho it came after
rather before his assassination.”
“Shoulda timed my death better so I could have a
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comet. Mark Twain got it right with Halley’s.”
Chris snickered. “You mightn’t be from
Connecticut but you are an amusing Yankee, ahead of
your time.”
Maybe I’m a Met,” said my darling. “Opera ,
castle, and art museum. Or a Momma without a M,
being modern. Old and New and Improved!”
We laughed. Chris checked his digital watch.
“Shall we?”
By portal we traveled to a moonless night in
1858. Chris passed out the telescopes and binoculars.
No need to instruct Harvey how to locate the comet
using nearby stars, he had taught himself for the
occasion. Our hands clasped as the comet became
visible. Harvey’s long, handsome fingers surrounded
mine, not with the grip of a man in fear or emotional
torment, as before, but with the warmth of shared
companionship.
Chris nodded, satisfied this meant something,
whilst my darling and I fixated on the heavenly
snowball. True love, I have read, is not gazing into the
eyes of the other but up to four eyes set on the same
vantage point. ‘Twas a comet well worth watching.
Harvey love proclaimed I was like a comet, came
roaring in dazzling glory, self-propelled, and made my
mark on the world before fading way, only to return
again. With a blush, as my poor hand sweat into
Harvey’s I dove into the refuge of facts. “More
accurately, comets form planets or seed Earth with the
components necessary for life as ‘cosmic spermatozoa.’”
With a gentle shoulder pat of his other hand, he insisted
the two were one and the same. The import of these
words could hardly but evoke equal measures of hope
and trepidation.
Chris, sensing my agony, observed how comets
were remarkable time capsules of cosmic development.
“Milk and Turing, in honour of this evening, I have
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hacked into the portal and inserted NASA data gathered
by Voyager and others. We can travel anywhere in the
solar system.”
Chris assisted us in donning the breathing masks
and space suits. We sped into the comet and explored it
ll night long. Harvey love took photographs with his
infrared camera and with gusto. To finish the night, I
took a sample of the comet which we analyzed in Chris’s
Lab. (Under no circumstances, could I bear to have my
darling again in my quarters, where danger beckoned
most.) Around 2 am, Harvey shook Chris’s hand and
mine, holding on to it longer than is suitable in polite
company. He looked as if he might kiss it, but bowed
and thanked us for a most enchanted evening.
“Your verdict, Chris,” said I, my heart trembling,
once Harvey was out of listening distance.
“Milk’s a motormouth and has the attention span
of a toddler,” Chris declaimed. “Yet clever with a certain
charm. He fancies you. He’s highly invested. Have
you…?”
“No, I would have told you.”
“Funny, the sparks and easy manner between the
two of you suggest otherwise. As to his character, I
detect an authentic sincerity combined with an
unquenchable sense of fun. You have done well as his
Companion, Alan. I’d say he’s emotionally and
physically fit for the honour of your touch.”
“Any hope for the long run? As the easy and
convenient choice, I fear I am more comfortable divan
than permanent material. Don’t want him to love me
because he’s grateful— I desire that his soul cling to
mine like ivy to brick house. What’s the use, Chris? He
thrives on novelty. Too much time with me will result in
his ennui ere long even if he finds my attentions
pleasing.”
“Aye, that’s the rub,” said Chris. “We venture into
a realm of ignorance. Watch and wait, but make the
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necessary preparations. I’ve booked these chaps from a
‘reality show,’ to get you at your best for the New Years’
Ball. I insist upon your attendance, Alan. Your heart
alone is precious to me, but we must gather further data
before things get out of hand.”
“I know.”
“Since you haven’t slept with him yet, I’d urge
you to wait until you are 100% positive he’s the kind of
lover both you and the Mission require. Otherwise—”
“We’re fucked. Sorry about the rough word,
Chris. Harvey’s rubbing off on me. In a metaphorical
sense for the present, course.”
“It’s alright,” said Chris. “Curse words arise from
the part of the brain that processes anger. I’d run the
other way from a man who didn’t swear when
efficacious. Not that we need go Anglo-Saxon every
minute, which bespeaks of a lack of linguistic dexterity.”
I clapped Morcom on the back. “Thank you, best
mate, for your sage advice and acceptance of me as a
queer man.”
He waved me away. “This is nothing. I hold you
dear and love you. You’d be my top choice had I a
proclivity for the male form. I hope my presence
through the years has not been difficult for you, my
brother. I basked in your worship back in the day
because I liked you more than I could say. Dying and
leaving you behind was a torment until I could reach
you through my photograph and encourage you to work
hard.”
I shook my head. “Since I fell for my hero, the
sum total of my sexual energies have converged into a
single point issuing from my heart and I can now focus
on our scientific explorations rather than sweating over
wanting to kiss you and more.”
“You can kiss me, if that helps. Keep it above the
belt, please.”
“You wouldn’t believe it, but I can’t—”
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“Got that, Turing. Does that render you a
Unosexual Homosexual? Or a Harveysexual? Kinsey
needs a new category now.”
“Morcom, if Harvey could witness how naughty
you are.”
My best mate snorted. “Hasn’t earned that
privilege yet. Your chaotic mess of a love interest is one
lucky bloke. Should he devote himself to you I will
ensure he never forgets. If he doesn’t, given your refusal
to use robots as rent boys, we could employ immersive
holograms if necessary for you to love something like
him.”
“No, Chris.”
“Duly noted. We will craft the robot baby with or
without him and be co-parents. I’ll share my approach
to obtaining the right sort of consciousness anon.”
“My dream is that we would do this together, the
three of us. He told me he likes you.”
“Mustn’t let the personal interfere with the
operational. I am flattered, nonetheless.”
I begged Chris join me in my flat for the night to
share with him my intense feelings the better they
should not betray me at daylight.
“Alright. Though your bed is uncomfortable. The
people from reality telly can help. But your fabulous
breakfasts are worth it — I relish what you did with the
truffle oil last time. Naturally I must also meet Timothy
in the flesh pronto.”
“Chris, don’t you also wish to talk about—”
“Turing, I do not.”
“For once, you might’ve made the wrong
decision.”
“Love her and then leave her? She can’t go on the
Mission. There’s little she can do if we succeed, and if
we fail, I can’t possibly let her experience that — for the
second time.”
“Chris, she thinks you hate her when you told her
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that rubbish about not committing to an ideology that
makes no rational sense.”
“Better she hate me now and get over me than be
miserable missing me later.”
“That’s bollocks, Chris. Rather than being noble,
all you are achieving is making both of you miserable.
Tell her you love her but will have to reincarnate sooner
than you’d like. Let her decide.”
“She will press me on why. I can’t risk the
Mission—which if successful, will save her life and those
of millions of her people.”
I gave him a stern look. “Have you considered
alternate strategies? You introverted intuition
dominants close off options a wee too soon.”
Chris yawned. “Given I value your opinion, I’ll
take your data into account and reconsider my
perspective. Enough of my wretched love life. Gush on
your Milkmaid. His body, his charm, whatever. Better to
encounter your emotions than to try to understand
mine. For my sake, if not for yours.”
As Chris lay in bed stroking Timothy, teazing him
if he was both dead and alive, I gushed. Chris didn’t
need to tell me to zip it—my trousers, not my mouth—I
was terrified of “knowing” my hero.
Semele must’ve felt the same, though ‘twas
doubtful the woman feared she’d lose control and
plough her lover with such tender ferocity he’d “plotz.”
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27
QUEER EYE FOR THE QUEER GUY

I had smashing time with the Queer Eye lot that
Chris sent over. It is useless, however, to attempt to
describe what I said and did along with the actions of
five other people. So my dear Braillomatic will relate
as the visit appeared on the Gamma-max Video.
Greetings, this is Bertha, Mr Turing’s proud
prototype, describing as best I can, how my maker got
ready for the Big Ball, and I’d don’t mean the Matzo
kind. Let’s get on with it, shall we? Not as tough as
describing The Mirror or La Jeteé, which being
composed almost entirely of photographs, slows things
down. Dogville, in contrast, is easy since it was shot like
a play. Le Boucher wasn’t too hard although I told Mr
Turing to lay off the French New Wave for a fortnight.
Made my circuits burst.
In the opening scene, five people jumped into a
van. A hip person took off earphones, settled into the
driver’s seat and pressed the gas, one with glasses
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asked, “Who is up today?”
Another person twirled a blow-dryer. “Name is
Alan. Forty-one years old but looks younger. Says he is
an ex-con.”
Glasses gasped. “That’s his profession?”
“He also likes to run and play with trains.”
“Great.”
A flamboyant blond person grinned, “But he’s
hot.”
“How hot?” asked another person holding
swatches.
“Would make Phoenix, Arizona feel like Fargo.
Maybe not a good reference. Those blue eyes peer
through you like you have nothing on.”
Earphones whistled. “He’s straight?”
“Heck no. Way too cute,” said the blond. “Makes
a nice change. Why does he look familiar?”
Blow dryer consulted a piece of paper. “His
friend Christopher Morcom begged us to help him out.”
“That name sounds familiar too.” said Glasses.
“Could you fill me in on our mission?” said
Earphones. “Don’t know where to park the van. Do they
ticket you in the Afterlife?”
“Alan’s in love,” said Blow Dryer. “Has an
upcoming masquerade ball. Wants to improve his
dancing skills and whatever else to attract his man.”
“OK team,” said Glasses, Let’s upgrade his
grooming, find him stylish clothing, amp up his cultural
skills, decorate his apartment. Does he want any
cooking lessons?”
“He’s good in the kitchen,” said Blow Dryer. “Bet
that’s not the only room he’s good in. Wants help with
making puff pastry ‘cause he feels unsure with the
rolling pin.” Laughter followed.
“Here we are,” said Earphones. “The Afterlife is
cool. Something to look forward to when we die.”
“This place is only if you’ve died suddenly," piped
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up Swatches.
“Like James Dean. The blond grinned. “Wonder
if he’s here?”
Glasses gave them a stern look. “Let’s focus on
today’s client.”
A catchy song played about the betterment of
human life through the positive influence of others.
The five people headed up to a suite by elevator,
located and rang Mr. Turing’s bell. my maker opened
the door,ushered them in with a shy smile, and shook
the hands of each in turn. “How do you do, gentlemen?
I’m Alan. I appreciate your assistance as I’m atsuch a
loss.”
The people introduced themselves as Ted
(glasses), Kyan (blow dryer), Jai (earphones), Carson
(blond), and Thom (swatches) and sat down. Mr Turing
gave them a keen glance. “How did you manage to travel
here whilst alive?”
“Secret shamanic powers,” said Carson.
Mr Turing pointed to a table with a kettle, six
cups, lemons, honey, and cream. “Some tea?”
“Thank you,” said Jai. “In British and Irish
culture, that’d be the thing to do.”
Thom sat down with a sigh. “This'll distract me
from the acute lack of style in this dump.”
“Don’t know what is scarier, Alan’s hair or his
nails.” Kyan shivered as he squeezed half a lemon.
Carson filled his cup, took a look at the wardrobe,
and gasped. “You have only three outfits, Alan, and
they’re shabby sport coats except for your private school
uniform, which is inside-out.”
“Public school —” began Mr Turing
“Or pubic?”
“That too.” Mr Turing smiled. “I feel attractive
when I pretend I’m younger. My white school cricket
garment unfortunately got destroyed during one of my
explosions.”
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side.”

Carson’s eyes widened. “You live on the wild

“I lost control of the diazonium xanthate to dye
my nettle yarn although I prefer to use plants," said my
maker with a blush. “Though not a sustainable
existence, 'twas interesting to be conscious of myself as
tiny pieces before reassembled. Itched like the dickens
afterwards. Since then my best mate put me on a tight
leash. I’m hankering to make my own fireworks but he
won’t allow permit unless he supervises.”
“Tell us more about your guy.” Ted dropped a
spoonful of honey into a teacup.
“Where to begin?” Mr Turing sighed. “He’s the
most beautiful man, alive or dead. Kind, handsome,
brave, with a lovely smile and an ebullient laugh. Such
outrageous humour and skillful debating moves! He is
a hero to us queers. Speaking of which, what does a
‘Queer Eye’ denote? The eyes, being nearly alike, are a
homosexual organ. Some white cats, however—”
“It means we apply a queer perspective,” said
Kyan with a smile.
Mr Turing went into a lecture about the
rendering of three-dimensional objects on a twodimensional surface and offered to share his artwork.
Jai patted my maker on the head. “Earth to Alan. You’ll
need more than math and art to hook in this guy.”
“I suppose.”
Ted adjusted their glasses. “When did you meet
him?”
“In person? The day he died. We’ve spent a lot of
time together as Companion and now as friends. I bask
in the memories every night before I sleep amongst
other fancies. Yet my heart has long been in his
keeping.”
Hand upon chest, Mr Turing declaimed, “I’ve
adored him for nearly a quarter of a century. In timeless
Rehab, after the tevilah, I begged to be shown a queer
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champion fighting for our rights to love. I beheld the
potentiality of my darling debating most skillfully. His
elegant face, stirring limbs, warm affectionate voice,
mirthful laugh, and strident courage aroused in me
powerful feelings of love and desire.” Mr Turing’s face
glowed. “He’s so sacred and surpassingly glorious,
words fail me. I watch him debate every morning as I
eat my breakfast porridge and also this charming
interview with Juana. Would you care to see?”
Ted eyeballed the suite. “Maybe later. Say more
about your love.”
“I gaze at photographs of him often, pretend he
looks back at me kindly, and imagine conversations
between us when we apart.”
“What would you talk about, Alan?” said Thom.
“Electronic brains, the prospect of making a
robot together, the nature of consciousness, feelings
and thinkings. Though I can talk about anything under
the sun with him. At some wonderful time, should he
make the request, we shall get to it like rabbits. Rabbits
in love, mind.”
Jai laughed. “There’s a famous story about that.
What happened after you fell for him?”
Mr Turing wiped tearful eyes. “I begged to
reincarnate forthwith in July 1954. I would be twentythree in 1978. He might love me and I could prevent any
potential attacks on his life by incarnating consciously
with memories intact from my previous life and in
death. Sadly, the Home Office said until I healed, I'd
only cause more trouble.“
my maker glanced at the door to the lab. “I was
allowed to work on a special robotics project for his next
incarnation, like the mad scientist in the Fritz Lang
movie. If willing to wait until he died—by natural causes
or otherwise—I'd get a guaranteed introduction.”
Mr Turing remembered the tea, which had
turned cold. “Sadly, he died young. I was first to
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volunteer to be his Mansion Companion. My love has
grown only the deeper. Although I am out of practice
and afraid, if he returns my love, I will cast aside my
fears from past betrayal and take him, with the greatest
of gentleness—
“To bed,” said Thom. “Which reminds me, Alan,
we must do something about your sleeping decor.” The
interior decorator rose and touched the bed with ancy
hands. “Though large it’s ugly and uncomfortable, like
your Christopher friend warned us.”
“Do as you think wise. I want my beloved to be in
exquisite comfort. He can pick which side he likes best.”
“You’re certain he loves you back?” Ted poured
more tea.
“Chris said so. There’s earlier evidence. One of
our outings,when I was viciously bullied, he rose to my
defense with stunningly salty language. Afterwards, he
offered to discuss the calculus with me.”
Carson threw down a cup. “Is that what he said?”
“His actual words were, Perhaps we can discuss
the merits of Leibniz over Newton in my room? He may
have referred to the notational system for calculus
unless he also had physics in mind.”
“Both Leibnitz and Newton were probably gay,”
said Jai.
“The point is,” said Carson. “He wants you more
than Judy Garland wanted to go back to Kansas.”
“He called in on Boxing day having gone through
a lot of bother to get me fantastic presents and played
trains with me for four hours, twenty-three minutes,
and twenty-one seconds.”
“Do I hear The Guy’s Only Doing For Some
Doll?” said Carson.
“He’d nonetheless appreciate an upgrade in your
appearance. Let him know you are making the effort,”
said Kyan with a raised finger.
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Mr Turing stood in the lab bathroom with Kyan.
“I refuse to take belladonna, though it would enlarge my
pupils. It’s foolish to use poisonous substances to
enhance one’s looks.”
Kyan laughed. “Alan, we aren’t in ancient or
medieval Italy.”
Mr Turing consented to a haircut. He balked on
the manicure until Kyan explained the practical
implications.
“Alan,” said Kyan, “the rules of hair care are truly
simple and finite. This product will help.”
“Grassman product? That would be antisymmetrical. Or do you have Clifford Algebra in mind?
It’s about the exteriors, is it not?”
Kyan laughed and handed Mr Turing a glass jar.
“This pomade will keep your hair sleek and sexy. Some
also like Mane and Tail.”
Mr Turing scanned the ingredients. “Surely you
must be joking. These chemicals are unfit for any
human or animal. Might I use cocoanut oil instead?
Fragrant and apparently makes a good lubricant.”
“Coconut oil won’t work with latex. Only with
lambskin. Though I figure you guys will be
barebacking.” Kyan winked.
“Of course are backs would be bare, unless the
sun’s rays were fierce and we wished to avoid sunburn. I
wonder if that happens here? We’d find out. Though shy
about my chest, eventually I’ll let him touch it.”
Kyan groaned but stayed professional. “Go with
the coconut oil but don’t overdo it.” The cosmetologist
gave Mr Turing a simple routine of hair brushing and
washing with a natural soap of sandalwood, patchouli,
pumpkin pie-spice, vanilla, vetiver, blood orange,
lavender, scotch pine, and bergamot.
Mr Turing sniffed with pleasure. “Earl Grey has
a statue in Newcastle.”
“Nice.” Kyan pointed to the mirror. “Your
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eyebrows, Alan.”
Mr Turing covered their forehead with both
hands. “I will not submit to strange pluckings.”
“Don’t worry. They’re fetching. Your coconut oil
will keep them tidy. Or beeswax. Open your mouth.” my
maker opened wide.
“Are you brushing?”
“Sometimes, when I remember,” said Mr Turing
in a small voice. “There’s no tooth decay in the Afterlife
except in virtual reality for bored dentists.”
“It’s never too late to acquire good habits. Would
you like an electronic toothbrush?”
“Does it have a consciousness?”
Mr Turing cast eyes around the suite. “Though I
pay scant heed to my surroundings, I wish to thrill my
sweetheart.”
Thom took out measuring tape. “What style does
he like?”
“Rainbows and flowers, of course,” said my
maker. “He is keen on opera.”
“Anything else you want in decoration?”
“Might we employ the golden mean? Beauty to
match the beauty of my Harvey.”
Thom raised an eyebrow. “Harvey Milk?”
“Who else would he be?”
“Harvey’s a man of the seventies.” Thom paced
the room. “He likes his creature comforts, gold oak leaf
furniture, fine china, and cut glass. He’d love to
luxuriate with you in a fluffy bed, even if he made do
with a simple mattress back in the day.
“Ah,” said Mr Turing.
“Let’s put up framed pictures of opera
productions from New York and San Francisco, sized to
the golden mean, which is a great principle for design.
You’ll also need a comfy sofa or love seat.”
“Why? Isn’t the bed enough?”
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“Love seats are fun for cuddling. You’ll make out
with better back support. We can also make room for
your cat.”
Timothy entered, tail quivering. Thom gave a
nice rub. Timothy mewed, enjoying the attention.
“Let’s cut to the chase,” said Carson. “I’d find the
best stuff and you'll throw them on the floor and not
wear them. I have a better idea. Let’s get you outfits for
special occasions.”
“Jolly good. Like for a fancy dress ball or a
formal,” said Mr. Turing. “Believe it or not, I want to
look nice. Call me vain.” He lifted a nose in the air in
self-mockery.
Carson held up a flattering tux. “You’ll be
dashing. It’s flexible for dancing or for other moves.
Like a pair of cuff links? They add a touch of class.”
Mr Turing inched away. “I appreciate your
suggestion but detest such complications. Mother used
to dress me in wretched sailor outfits distressful to put
on and off.”
“Gotcha. How about a cute apron with equations
to wear when baking for him?” Mr Turing put on the
apron, rushed to the lab bathroom mirror, and returned
as Carson laid out a velvety bathrobe with a Cheshire cat
on it.
“Put it on when he comes by. Make him think he
has interrupted you from the shower. He will like that.”
Mr Turing smiled. “How naughty. I’ll wet my hair
for a full effect.”
Carson picked up Mr Turing’s sport coats. “You
may call this worsted. I name them Worse and Worser.
We must throw out these rat traps. ” Carson pulled out a
bin liner from a shirt pocket. “I’ll give them a good
funeral.”
My maker was unhappy to see the old clothing
thrown away. “Certain rodents can predict the weather
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on Joyce's birthday and all are essential to the
ecosystem.”
“But not to your couture, honey.”
Carson held up Mr Turing’s school uniform.
“This is sexy. With a new blue sport coat your eyes will
pop out.”
Mr. Turing’s face turned white. “Like in “The
Happy Prince” by Wilde?”
“No, on the cover of Playgirl. Or in the pages in
between.”
Carson handed Mr Turing a pair of slacks. “They
have a tight fit for you to parade your goods, not that
you need help.” Along with a funny T-shirt and straw
hat, Carson assembled a minimal collection of clothing
that suited Mr Turing’s temperament and didn’t have
buttons, zippers, clasps, or other annoying things. The
clothing was made of breathable natural fibers and was
not itchy or scratchy.
Mr Turing drew a breath. “How about knickers?”
“Best for last. I’ve got a few cute ones and I’ll let
your Harvey get you the rest. It’ll be fun for him.”
Mr Turing returned, wearing nothing but an
undershirt and the undies, striding proudly. “It’s
amazing how much confidence the proper use of
undergarments inspires,” said my maker, swaying back
and forth.
Pink embroidery on the back read “Honey Buns”
and green letters graced the front with, “Are you being
served?” Next Mr Turing tried on Underoos, featuring
Wonder Woman. my maker said this was especially
amusing since Anita Bryant had been depicted as a
negative Wonder Woman in a funny political cartoon.
Carson entered Mr Turing’s wardrobe again and
tripped. Rising and rubbing their leg, the fashion maven
said, “What is this travesty?”
“My running clothing,” said Mr Turing.
“Let’s replace this with something light, colorful,
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and shows off your wares. It will drive your Harvey
crazy. You like pink?”
“How’s your dancing?” asked Jai.
“I learnt the basic moves as a boy. I wish to spin
my Harvey around the room with such skill my focus
can lie elsewhere.”
Rather than teach by asking to copy moves, Jai
helped Mr Turing, now in the tux, arrange the body to
enhance muscle memory. “You have learned well, Alan.
Your dancing is fine. But we need to do something about
those nerves. What calms you down?”
“Numbers and thinking and happy memories.
The problem, Jai, is I am determined to kiss him. Yet
the enormity of it flusters me to no end.”
Jai rubbed their chin. “Why don’t you count to
the waltz rhythm? Or have you considered Rescue
Remedy?” It’s made of floral essences and alcohol.”
“I need to stay away from such forms of —OH,
said Mr Turing. “I've employed it to knock down that
wall separating me from others and give me romantic
confidence. But it would distress Harvey, whose many
boy friends were intoxicated by various substances.
Although marijuana might be fun to experiment with.”
“Breathe with me, Alan, using
alternate
nostrils.”
“Is that actual air you’re breathing?” called
Carson from another room.
Mr Turing tried too hard, to breathe. Jai, seeing
it was a no-g0, asked if there were any other culturerelated questions.
Said my maker with a passion-filled voice, “I
must increase my opera knowledge since Harvey loves
it. It is the height of civilization, after mathematics. I’ve
seen many productions and some forty musicals.
Grease was subpar, aside from the song with the nasty
angel. Leading lady Olivia Newton John’s grandfather
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was a Jewish physicist who knew Hilbert and her father
worked at BP with us.”
Jai whistled. “ I didn’t know that.”
“Her
performance
on
Eurovision
was
disappointing. Israel ought to have won in 1974, much
as I love ABBA (especially their song about fairy tales).
My Jewish friend who spent time in the country says
Kaveret's Hebrew entry stuck it to Prime Minister Golda
Meir—who resigned days later—and proposed a twostate solution. Which I've been told might remain
problematic to Palestinians.”
“Speaking of politics and culture,” said Jai, “your
Harvey would like Portugal’s entry which was linked to
the Carnation Revolution. Have you a 1974 favorite?”
Mr Turing smiled. “The Greek one, which speaks
of ‘a bit of wine, a bit of sea, and my boyfriend’ What
more could one want for a holiday?”
“Have you seen Jesus Christ Superstar, which
Harvey worked on? It’s quite gay.”
“No. The title's daft and the New Testament is
nonsense. I also don’t like his Wagner. Often too loud—
Strauss is the same—and linked with so much evil,
although I could attend the denatured version of Die
Meistersinger von Nürnberg at Bayreuth as the
overture is nice.”
“I understand. That composer, although a
pioneer and great artist, has dark associations. We
might reclaim the music in a move of hip transgression,
where it transcends the failings of its composer. But
anyone who went through the camps, where it was
played, should never be forced to listen.”
Mr Turing spoke slowly. “That Harvey loved the
same composers as the Enemy—including Bruckner—is
striking.
Jai nodded. “The Adagio from that composer’s
Seventh was played at the defeat in Stalingrad and at
the dictator’s death.”
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“I wonder. Was the Enemy was also strange and
awkward like me?”
“Maybe. But he killed his dog when expedient.
You wouldn’t do that.”
“And the woman he loved.”
“Eva?”
Mr Turing shrugged.
Jai gave Mr Turing Robert Greenberg’s Great
Course tapes, a volume by Joyce Bourne and a NY
Times book on the hundred best operas.
Mr Turing sat down on the loveseat and read.
"So enchanting how many composers are queer, how
operas resemble fairy tales. I wonder which opera
would best suit for a date with Harvey?" My maker
paged through one of the books. “Puchini’s work set
during the California Gold Rush might be suitable, or
Nixon in China, but we could make the choosing the
subject of debate.”
At Mr Turing’s request, Jai provided a book of
sheet music to play opera on his violin, arranged in
order of difficulty, containing famous arias. Mr Turing
grabbed his instrument, moved his bow back and forth
while singing. ‘I love you, Harvey.’
Ted stood by Mr Turing's cooker. “Don’t be
intimidated by the dough. This is a straightforward
procedure. Have you a food processor?”
Mr Turing beamed. “Yes, I made one with
numerous attachments.”
“Good. Bring it out please.” Mr Turing rushed
away and returned with a full array of kitchen aids.
"I'd love to use these gadgets as part of a food
contest programme and give you full credit."
Mr Turing strutted out his chest. “I made the
first batch for my Harvey for his cooking pleasure.”
Ted laughed. “That’s the way into his heart. Shall
we return to task?”
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Mr Turing gave a shy smile.
“Mix some all-purpose flour with salt in your
machine.” Mr Turing spilled some of the flour on the
tux, but was able to mix.
“Excellent. Add water.” Mr Turing seized a
pipette, sucked up the water, and released it.
Ted gave Mr Turing a thumbs’ up. “Make the
dough into a ball.” With eager hands Mr Turing made a
smooth, uniform sphere.
“Good. We need to chill it.”
“I've a device here that uses liquid nitrogen for a
quick freeze.”
“Excellent. Chemists make the best chefs.” Mr
Turing cooled the dough. "Now soften the cold butter."
Mr Turing did as instructed. "Good job. Next, cover it
with parchment paper by pressing with a rolling pin.”
Mr Turing reached behind the small fridge. “I
have fabricated reusable paper of this type with a
special application of non-toxic silicone.” My maker
pressed with force.
“Great. Keep cutting it in half and lay the pieces
on top of each other.”
“I could do this infinitely and never run out of
butter.”
Ted grinned. “Make a rectangle.”
“Can I fashion a square so it can be a rhombus? I
love that word.”
“Not for your first time. Put some flour on your
counter. Argh, your working space is too small. Did you
ask Thom to make you a bigger kitchen?”
“I never thought about it. I suppose you are
correct.”
Thom, who overhead, entered, and gestured.
“How about a large island in the middle with a lovely
countertop made in Israel at Kibbutz Sdot Yam?”
The interior decorator walked round with Mr
Turing. “You’ll need better shelving for the gadgets and
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pans you are currently storing in your bathrooms.
Which I am tasked with redecorating. Alan, the one in
your lab is skanky. You also need to make the public one
more comfortable.”
Mr Milk raised an eyebrow. “Why?”
“A great gay hero will be using it. Correction, he
has used it. “You didn’t draw in shaving cream a heart in
the mirror with the words, ‘Harvey Milk loves Alan
Turing to infinitesimal bits and that’s no Lie’ and do a
half-assed job of wiping it out afterwards?”
“Certainly not. I keep such declarations in this
diary I acquired recently.” Mr Turing opened and closed
his mouth. “My Harvey wrote that? I’ve been using the
lab bathroom for washing and to read the adventures of
Spectra, the Original Laser Superhero in the tub with
Safe Suds, the best bubbly product for human skin.
Covered with flour, my maker rushed to the
toilet. Loud, whooping noises erupted as he beheld the
looping handwriting. Thom, Kyan, and the others
initiated a group hug, but Mr Turing squirmed out of it.
“The evidence is overwhelming,” said Ted. “You
have won Harvey’s heart. Not just his woohoo.”
Carson winked. “Besides you are such the catch.”
“I am a line of fish?”
“We’ve got your number, Alan,” said Thom with
a smile. “We know who you are..”
“You’re Alan fucking Turing! Nothing is sexier
than a brilliant mind who battles evil empires. We are
not worthy," said Carson, bowing with flair.
Mr Turing looked down. “My masturbatory
habits are private.”
Thom shook his head. “Not when you have
several-hundred naked photos of the first openly gay
elected official in California secured in a poorly hidden
component in your desk.”
It looked like Mr Turing would lose it. But with
five witty gay buddies with which to speak openly, my
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maker thought better of it. “Twenty-three years, six
months, and fourteen days is a long time. They assured
me he wouldn't mind. Otherwise I’d never have
accepted these beautiful snaps from Ralph.”
“He the porn guy here?” asked Carson.
“Of course not. He’s a healing consultant. Long
green dreadlocks, checkerboard outfit, blind, with a
service pup, sometimes armed with an amusing singing
fish, Frankie. Checked Harvey whilst he slept shortly
after his arrival under my care. Said I was a natural. Not
sure what that means outside of number theory.”
Thom appraised the naked Harvey collection.
“Alan, the photos are tasteful and suitable for a public
art exhibition. I am sure Harvey would find this
touching and romantic.”
Mr Turing relaxed. “You can appreciate what a
beauty he is. Did you see him in the navy cap and
nothing else? That’s one of my favourites.”
“Though I heard Harvey was well hung, that
doesn’t do him justice.”
“His form is glorious. Though Ralph offered me
non-exploitative erotic films only my Harvey excites me.
I sense our bodies would align beautifully.”
The Queer Eye crew still reveled in Mr Turing’s
secret identity. “You are the greatest mathematician of
the twentieth century. Everybody knows what you did in
World War II and for artificial intelligence.”
“You can’t say that. The century isn’t over yet.
And I prefer the term Finest Intelligence.”
“It is for us.”
Mr Turing blushed again. “You are kind.”
“Hey genius, will you finish this puff pastry or
not?” called Ted from the kitchenette.
Under Ted's guidance, Mr Turing took out a
compass and protractor, shaped the dough into a
perfect circle with the butter in the center, and
measured the dough into precise thirds. As my maker
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rolled and folded the dough, it helped to pretend this
was as if caressing Harvey. Quickly Mr Turing became
the expert.
Afterwards, my maker read from a diary. Free of
any stammer, their voice grew richer and more
confident.
“Dear Mr Milk,” said Mr Turing, “It was forward
of me to be besotted prior to meeting you, but now we
have, my heart is beyond bursting. Such a joy to tend to
you as your Companion, watch you recover from your
nasty death, and be brave in Lower Rehab. Everything
about you arouses in me the strongest of passions as
well as the fiercest affection. Around you I feel myself,
only better, braver, stronger, more hopeful. You make
the world beautiful. How do I love and want you! I
cannot count the ways.
Quite possibly you favour a younger, shapelier
man of greater beauty. If so, I will understand and allow
our fantastic friendship to inspire me to strive for the
welfare of all, especially our queer brethren and sisters
Should you choose me, I assure you of my complete
devotion to your welfare. Whatever your problem, I will
provide an elegant solution. Whatever your pleasure, I
will fulfill it with my all my heart, soul, and strength.
Once I get over my fears, I would be delighted to
make love with thee any time of the day as many times
as is your desire (twice a day to start, perhaps?) I shall
never get enough of thee. I love how we share laughter
and smiles, your ribald humour enchants me.
I wish to dance with you all night long, pull the
wildest of pranks, invent amusing gadgets, make and
measure explosions, walk hand-in-hand in the woods
unclothed whilst identifying flora. Let us learn and
explore all manner of things under the heavens. Please
accept me as your everlasting companion in the
enjoyment of opera, ballet, theatre, comedy shows,
cinema, museums and thy sacred body. As your eager
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partner in a bicycle built for two.
Let me kiss you until we are both dizzy, be your
eternal playmate and partner in crime. Gladly would I
support thee in any political venture, whether on the
campaign trail, during the thick of your legislature
battles, listening to your schemes, or making a classic
tea for all your political colleagues— and help solve their
problems too!
It is no matter if you are busy doing your sacred
work for the world—I enjoy being alone—and work best
that way. I want to pleasure thee especially with my
New York style bagels. First ferment the dough and
poach it to gelatinize it. I have analyzed the mineral
content of Catskill water and reproduced it for the
perfect bite, taste and mouth feel, as some call it.
I love you Harvey the Political Fighting Machine.
Never have I been more certain. I can’t get enough of
your lively intelligence, outrageousness, and heroism.
My urge to merge with thee overpowers my system til I
can’t breathe. The strong love vibration you emanate
has won me over. Unlike Mother, you don’t oversee me
like an errant poodle. Unlike Daddy you don’t say I’m
not good enough. You like me in all my strangeness.
Indicate the slightest interest at the Ball, and I’ll
reveal my love like Rosalind Franklin did with
deoxyribonucleic acid. You’ll feel it when I touch you,
see it in my eyes. Some things cannot be kept to oneself.
Dammit, magnet, I love you! Ask me to dance Mr Milk,
and you’ll be kissed with a chance of eleven to one.
Though frightened, I relish the chenge. Oh my darling!
Yours in caress, beyond space and time,
Love,
Your Devoted Alan.”
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28
LIGHT ONE CANDLE

The melodious notes of the Blue Danube Waltz wafted
into the air at the virtual Vienna State Opera. Alive, the
musicians had performed Carmen, The Bartered Bride,
and even Tosca as part of four orchestras at
Theresianstadt (city of Austrian Queen Maria Theresa),
the so-called model concentration camp, where kids
who'd put on a children's opera were promptly
murdered afterwards.
Everyone cheered as the debutantes danced in.
Last was Anne’s friend who, wearing a gold half mask, a
pure white dress, and silver dancing shoes, drew the eye
of all present, as an elegant dancer in a tux turned her
around the room, his blue eyes peeping through a black
mask. All he needed was a top hat. As he looked in my
direction and turned his eyes away, my heart thumped
against my chest and shocks of electricity ran through
me. It was Alan.
“He's awfully skillful, isn’t he?” said Anne. She
stood by a large candelabrum with four flames on each
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side and one flame in the middle, wearing a cat mask
and a gown of gold lace as she munched on a stuffed
potato pancake and took three sips of mulled apple
cider. I sang:
Hanukkah, oh Hanukkah, come light the
menorah
Let’s have a party, we’ll all dance the horah
Anne face fell. “I wish I could dance, especially
on such a happy festival. We must not let our murderers
kill our joy. Yet my body is in mourning.” She wiped
away a tear.
“I get it. The body takes time to warm up even
after an ordinary death like mine. I’m crazy about Alan,
but instead of coming out strong, I’ve been cautious.
You’ll dance again when you’re ready, sweetie.”
“It’s not the Holocaust. I had a bad break-up
recently.”
“Wanna to talk about it, Frankenstein?”
“No. Tonight’s it’s Geli’s night. Or more,
formally, Angela. My Mansion Companion.”
“Angie's intriguing. Got a full briefing on her?”
“No. Only that we’d get along because we both
love spontaneous fun and wild romance. Also, though I
refuse to speak German again, it’s my first language. My
heart arms to see her dancing. Geli's never been so
animated since she arrived from Lower Rehab three
months ago.”
I winced. “Lower Rehab...”
“Her trauma must have been horrific. Some
nights she comes to me, clutching a doll and rocking
back and forth.”
My eyes returned to Angie and Alan. As they
danced, she collapsed but he caught and supported her.
“How long have they been friends?”
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Anne wiggled her mouth. “Two months. Geli
needed a shooting partner so I matched her with Mr
Turing, who is an ace shot. He baked loads of large
doughnuts for her target practice.”
Alan with a firearm? Yikes. “How did it go?”
“Blasting those pastries to smithereens made her
laugh. She’d been taught all wrong but Mr Turing was
nice about correcting her form.”
Angie coughed and Alan offered his
handkerchief. “They sure get on well.”
“Her father died when she was young, so he’s
been a positive influence. She even got him into
handball.”
I grinned. “That is Alan all over, loving and
gentle and kind.” I'd liked Anne and Chris, but Angie
seemed an odd choice for a friend. There was something
odd—even disturbing—about her.
“He came up with the idea of Film Club for us
three. She was mesmerized by Snow White and cried for
hours even after she found out the princess wasn’t really
dead.”
“She hadn’t heard of that movie?”
“Nor King Kong or The Lives of a Bengal
Lancer.”
I scratched my head.“What’s that one about?”
“A comic take on the British in India which
quotes from Alice in Wonderland. That’s not the
strangest part.” Annelies pulled back her gold gown to
reveal her left forearm. “Geli thought this was a fashion
statement.”
“Geez.”
“Geli knows nothing about World War II. She
was befuddled by The King’s Speech, a movie set at that
time featuring my favorite princesses. When we
watched the weird Manchurian Candidate, I made a
joke about a Japanese invasion. She didn’t laugh.”
I raised my bottom lip over my mouth and played
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with it. “The Manchurian Incident took place on
September 18, 1931. When do you think she snuffed it?”
“She might have been dead by the end of 1931.”
Anne lowered her arm and covered it up. “She didn’t
recognize a lesbian cult classic that was released on
November 27 of that year. Many Jews involved in its
production died in the camps.”
“Weimar Germany was more progressive than
people realize. But maybe it wasn’t her kind of movie.”
“Quite possibly. I found it troubling, and Mr
Turing ran out during the near-suicide scene. But at last
he found a film she recognized.”
I smiled. “Knowing my sweetie, it had to do with
fairy tales or robots.”
Anne's eyes twinkled. “Both. In Metropolis, from
1927, an evil robotic double impersonates an angelic girl
that served as inspiration for C3PO. German
Expressionism at its finest.”
“She’s German?”
“No, Austrian. That’s another reason why Mr
Turing is good for her—he’s helped a young Austrian
before named Bob Augenfeld, a Jewish refugee. He
didn’t have much money at all, but he gave what he
could, arranged for his schooling, supported his
scientific career.”
Anne strode to a table full of pancakes, noodles,
sweets, orange juice, and more. “No liver dumplings for
me. I stopped eating meat after the camps. When I told
Geli about my diet, she laughed. She doesn’t know
anyone who is a vegetarian. Want a jelly donut?”
“No thanks.” I didn’t want to ruin my costume.
“What have you two done with Mr Turing besides watch
movies?”
“We all love skinny dipping—I admire the female
body. When I said hers was nice she was startled and
talked about anatomy in a distant voice. She explained
she'd been a medical student, but it was still strange.”
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My mind was elsewhere. “You saw Alan naked?”
Anne grinned. “He kept to a distance, but yes.
The answer to your next question is also yes.”
“Wow.” Back on the dance floor, Alan made a
mis-step but righted himself as his partner did nothing
to help him.
“Geli is a kaledioscope,” said Anne, “shifting
from one thing to the next. She is like Echo, having
trouble finding her own voice, better at expressing the
voices of others.”
Alan whispered something to Angie, who smiled.
“Singing is good for her,” said Anne. “Tonight is
her first public concert. It will be the lead story in
tomorrow’s Mansion 111 Daily Chronicle. You’re in for a
treat, Harvey.”
“Yeah.” Might as well have solid musical
accompaniment when I asked Alan to dance. I was
terrified. Not that he’d reject me, but by the awe and
fear of being loved by a supernova.
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29
YOUR BIG DEBUT

All present drew their breath as the debutantes
approached in their resplendent finery (or should I say
debuters, as they were of every age and sex). I was
amongst them as I went round the room with my
charge.
“I’m looking forward to your upcoming concert,
Geli.”
“I’m so happy to sing at last in public, to return at
last to my Vienna.” Geli’s eyes became vacant.
I waited for her consciousness to return. “You
deserve freedom and every happiness, my dear. Tonight
is your night.”
Geli squealed with delight. “Frau Doktor
O’Connell make big party for me.” She looked up to
Alyssa in her wine-coloured dress dancing on the ceiling
in her chair, accompanied by her trio of animal helpers.
Alyssa's full name was Dana Alyssa Avacyn O’Connell.
As a Jungian therapist and a native German speaker
who specialized in children, she was a great help to Geli,
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for whom I’d become a father substitute.
“Can we see that funny British movie again, Herr
Turing? The one that happens in India.”
“Of course, if you like.” I was conceived in India
and a comedy would be suitable following the last film.
In J.T., a beautiful yet sorrowful story of love between
boy and cat, both Geli and I had rushed out of the room
when the cat met a car. Annelies thought the kind
shopkeepers who helped the child may have been
Holocaust survivors.
My body shook. That rotter James Dean was with
his laughing partner, super-spy Christine Granville,
who’d gone through men like water. More charming
than a fairy shoemaker but with the wiles of a púca,
she'd escaped a tight spot by befriending the enemy dog
pursuing her. Famous spy Tricycle—who liked his
women two at a time—had nothing on Granville for
daring, bravery, and ingenuity.
Unfortunately, my friend who performed a
magnificent Lindy was not here but he was busy at the
Black Woman's Caucus New Year's Meeting. Noor and
Hannah hadn’t arrived either for their annual chicken
dance. Despite constant pain brought on by badlybounded feet courtesy of a misguided Chinese nurse
and a nasty case of chilblains—which could have been
helped by the application of turnip—Noor had danced
enthusiastically when alive. Hannah could dance the
whole night away and often did.
Seeking better scenery, I stole a quick glance at
Harvey and Annelies. Annelies wore the cat mask I’d
made her of filigree and Harvey was in full adorable
regalia as Punchinello.
It was Geli’s time to shine. She bid me farewell,
walked to the front of the room in front of the
microphone, stood beside the orchestra, and threw off
her half-mask. I joined Harvey and Annelies. Perhaps
he might find me attractive tonight, dressed well and
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tidily in my new tuxedo.
Geli voice soared. She had known pain and
torment yet could weave into it joy, triumph, and
wonder as she sang “I'm Coming Out," Diana Ross’s
homage to authentic queer self-expression.
The room burst into loud cheers and applause.
Harvey waved his arms in excitement. “What an
amazing coloratora soprano. With a five-octave vocal
range she'd give Sutherland and Sills a run for their
money.”
Annelies gushed, “She brings so much feeling
into this wonderful Motown song. The phrase
completely positive creeps me out, though.”
Harvey wrinkled his forehead. “What wrong with
being positive? Aside from false positives.”
“Already a terrible sexually transmitted disease is
causing the deaths of gay men, intravenous drug users,
Africans, hemophiliacs. Ofra Haza could be at risk.
Being positive means you are carrying the virus in your
blood.”
Harvey tore at his hair. “No.”
“Don’t you already know of men who have died
strange deaths?”
“Yes I have. We had no idea why. The thought of
all those deaths, of men I've loved, or might have loved.
is too much to bear. Dollars to doughnuts I’d have died
from it too had I lived. Why us? Why?” Had Harvey’s
death been a blessing in disguise? Dying at his peak as a
fiery martyr rather than weak and ghastly ill at hospital?
“If we could answer that question, Harvey, would
I stand before you as a sixteen-year-old virgin with a
tattoo on my arm and a residual phobia of rows of fiveby-five?”
I found my voice. “Chris and I are at work on a
thrilling and well-insulated condom made with nanocurves to save lives. We’ve got eager testers lined up and
have been broadcasting the design in the hope a live
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scientist on earth will channel the idea.”
As the pit orchestra struck up a new tune. Geli
took a quick sip of her Shirley Temple, picked up the
microphone, and sang the crowd-pleasing, “Thank You
For the Music, bringing to the ABBA number a touching
vulnerability, her voice creating magical sparkles as she
sang of being grateful and proud.
“Though Agnetha’s on lead vocals for this song,
I’m fascinated with Anni-Frid,” said Annelies. “Her
father was a married German officer and her mother
Norwegian, both used as breeders to create a Master
Aryan Race. Those kids had a real tough time later. AniFried was lucky to grow up in Sweden. Geli feels the
depths of Anni-Frid’s predicament and this permeates
her singing.” She drew a breath. “Such an irony the gay
club scene benefited from such horror.”
The lights went out. A single beam shown on Geli
as the ominous notes of the next song conquered the
room. The power and passion of Geli’s voice was
unworldly. All stood frozen, unable to dance.
You don’t own me
I’m not just one of your many toys
You don’t own me
Don’t say I can’t go with other boys
And don’t tell me what to do
Don’t tell me what to say
And please, when I go out with you
Don’t put me on display
I’m young and I love to be young
I’m free and I love to be free
To live my life the way I want
To say and do whatever I please
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The applause burst through the ornamented
roof. “Geli burst into tears in practice,” said Annelies.
“Did you know Lesley Gore, who sings this, is Jewish
and a Lesbian?”
“Wow,” said Harvey.
Annelies’s smile was grim. “I found a German
version for Geli but it didn’t capture the meaning of the
original so we stayed with the English. As opposed to
Marlene Dietrich’s homage to Oklahama, which is as
good as the original.”
Geli’s song was a message to her tormentor.
She’d lived the life of Rapunzel. Despite having loved
several princes, including a Jewish artist, her keeper
had murdered both her and the fetus inside her. After I
had helped her shoot better, she’d broken down and
told me. I kept her secret, especially from Annelies.
The young singer followed up with the stirring
“Kein Zurück,” about the impossible wish to turn back
the clocks, and as palate cleanser, concluded her set
with Rush’s “Closer to the Heart,” although it was “New
World Man” that eerily echoed my experience. Songs of
blacksmiths suit me as well. What fun to learn more
about their craft!
“This is what we need,” said Harvey, “a good
society, heart-oriented and art-infused.”
“Geddy Lee, the lead singer, is the child of
Holocaust survivors. I may have met his mother Manya
at Auschwitz,” whispered Annelies. Her eyes lit up.
“There’s power in song. Ronnie kept me and Margot
going by singing to us. Women went to their deaths in
the gas chamber, their voices soaring with the ‘La
Marseillaise’ and the Jews of Lublin forced to sing
during the Holocaust made up a song called ‘We Will
Outlive them.’ Centuries earlier in a Medieval town
Jews sang as they were butchered.”
“Sang as they were butchered.” Harvey said
softly. The Holocaust as an opera. Terrible yet true.
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30
MAY I HAVE THIS DANCE

Geli took a breather. Her full name, Angela Maria, was
nearly the same as her Companion, Annelies Marie.
They had much in common yet were strikingly
different. I handed Geli her favourite drink of mineral
water.
“Es war toll und klasse und wunderbar,” said I,
as she drank. “Möchtest du ein paar Palatschinken?” I
pointed to the pancakes. “Sie sind heiß aus dem Ofen.”
But she neither wanted them nor pasta with tomato
sauce, special orange juice from Mr. Etna, liver
dumplings, or Linzer Torte.
Harvey rushed up to Geli. “When you sing, I hear
violins. What opera company were you with? You’re
amazing. You sing like a nightingale—or maybe a
canary.”
“I had a pet bird named Hansi. I was sad when he
died. Like me, trapped in a cage.” Her face went blank.
“I’ve been a singer since childhood. This is my first time
in front of a crowd. How does it look like?”
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Harvey smiled. “Like you’ve been singing
forever, my dear. Bei Mir Bist Du Schön.”
“Danke.”
Geli’s therapist knocked the nearest wall with her
fists in celebration. “Alyssa is proud,” whispered
Annelies as she pointed her out to Harvey.
Harvey expressed his joy at the happy pensioner,
but quickly approached me and offered me an arm.
“With such a singer, I’ve gotta dance. I’m more
enthusiastic than skilled, but would you do me the
honor, Alan?”
I froze. Mistaking my shock for reluctance, he
persisted. “Don’t you wanna take a ride with me, Lone
Ranger? I could be your Silver.” Good Lord. Years I had
yearned for such a moment and it was all too much.
Now I truly had to kiss him. Oars away, Turing.
I kept my voice steady. “Lone Ranger? My mask?
No, I am wearing a Lorenz Attractor.” I lifted it to show
him. Indeed I did resemble the Lone Ranger and also
that Robin from Batman that Harvey was fond of. In
Britain, of course, a batman is something completely
different.
I struggled to place the mask back on my burning
face. “It’s a pun as well. Because of the work of another
Lorenz—Konrad—with geese. Not to be confused with
Lorentz, which is several different things.”
Harvey smiled. “Honk, honk Alan. Your attractor
is working fine.” The man did not know subtlety. How
thrilling! My body glowed like a worm.
“You were so beautiful on the dance floor. I can’t
wait to prance around with you. Can you lead?” He said
a lot more. For my darling wouldn’t say in three words if
twenty-four would do. I am the luckiest queer in the
world!
Trembling, I reached out with my left hand and
he grasped my right. Seizing my courage by the hind
legs, I took hold of his right hand and in a slow, precise
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motion, placed it in the small of his back. He slapped his
left hand on my right shoulder.
We stood in silence as we probed each other’s
skin in prolonged contact. Neither of us were prepared
for the resulting electric shock. My heart bounced as his
pulse vibrated through my entire system and sweat
poured from both our eager hands. His rich scent was
music to my nose.
Oh dear, the intensity would kill us were we not
dead. We clung together, magnet to steel, seeking more
than the promises of pleasure. Altogether dangerous,
yet containing the force of life itself. Pemberley rose in
0glory, saluting Harvey with his first precious drops of
ardour.
“Hey Alan, look down, we’re matching.”
“Goodness me,” said I and gazed with excitement
at Harvey’s wet spot. The circumference seemed
roughly the same. I quickly added, “First erections in
the Afterlife can be random.”
“Alan, this one isn’t.”
Such frisson! Never faster had my urgency
escalated, and I am no slow performer, at least in the
days before the oestrogen. With a quick nod to the
other, we each rushed to separate lavatories. As in the
Mansion, each was private and not limited to any
specific sex.
Becoming intimate with Harvey would be a
slower journey than usual, lest we burn each other to
bits. Yet this suited me well as my body and my
emotions were more unprepared for full-blasted love
than I had calculated. My inchoate kiss would be the
functional equivalent of an all-night bout inside a
blacksmith’s forge.
The release had done me good. The physical
shock remained, but was more bearable. Though Geli,
covering Sinatra, urged us to take it easy, the emotional
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terror amplified. In the flame of Harvey’s loving
passion, past horrors resurfaced, old insecurities
marched in goose-step through my blood vessels. I must
get these out of the way before Blessed Union. The noise
and movement of the many dancers did not help either.
It was Harvey’s turn to soothe and comfort. He
took my hand and guided me back to the dance floor
and my legs found themselves in an awkward waltz. My
mouth twitched as I counted the beat to calm myself
down. Then came the lightheadedness. No doubt my
face was turning as green as that fearsome Mr Yuk used
to warn children of poison. I shut my eyes.
Harvey held me up from collapse. Thinking
quickly, he did the best thing that could be done. He
stroked my head and whispered, “One, four, one, five,
nine, two.”
I found my voice again and responded, “six, five,
three, five, eight, nine.”
“Seven, nine, three, two, three, eight. Your turn.”
I opened my eyes. “Four, six, two, six, four,
three.”
Gently he returned us to waltz position. “Three,
eight, three, two, seven, nine. You finish it up, Alan.
Thirty-six places is a natural stopping point, would you
agree?”
My voice found new strength as I ended with
“Five, nought, two, eight, eight, four.” I opened my eyes
and looked at him with fresh respect. “You have
calculated pi decimals to that many places as well?”
“Memorized them, I’m afraid. Wanna dance
again?”
“Dance, oh yes, that.” I closed my eyes, gave
myself a shake, and opened my eyes again. “I am sorry,
Harvey, I have been a miserable dance companion. I’d
understand if you’d rather cavort with someone not
about to be sick all over you, or worse.”
Harvey shook his head. “I’ll take my chances.
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You are worth the risk.” We waltzed as Geli sang Elvis.
“We’re on the way to romance, and nothing can stop
that.”
“That we are,” said I, half in jubilation, and half
out of breath.
“Need to give you a nickname,” said Harvey.
“Would’ve done it sooner but wanted it to make it a
good one and you were my Companion and all. What’s
your middle name?”
“Mathison.”
He laughed. “It’s the perfect name for a brilliant
mathematician. What does it mean?”
“It could be Scottish for son of Matthew, which
in Hebrew denote Gift of God as does Nathaniel,
Theodore or Dorothy. Or from mathghamhuin which
means bear. It was also Daddy’s middle name.”
“Incredible. Mine’s Bernard.”
“Ah, the name of Riemann, Shaw, and a
character in Huxley’s novel. Meaning bold as a bear.
Being such a potent figure, the ursine creature was
spoken of by circumlocution in Indo-European
languages. In Germanic languages, the brown one, in
Russian, which I am studying, the honey eater. And in
proto-Celtic, the word math may mean good the way we
speak of fairies as the Good People when they are often
ornery.”
Yes, I am afraid I talk like this when I am happy.
Few enjoy it as much as I do. Harvey was the exception.
“The California State flag has a grizzly bear named
Samson on it. Went past it every day at work. Also The
Bear is an Opera and there’s the Walter Matthau flick,
The Bad News Bears, that Saturday Night Live
parodied.”
Thus encouraged, I went all out. “The name
Arthur means bear. Scandinavian berserkers were men
who turned bearlike in battle frenzy and the Vikings
kept bears (which are closely related to dogs) as pets.
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Some native tribes in America (unfortunately termed
Red Indians by some) hold the bear is a human gone
wild. Touchingly, a bear named Wojtek served as
private with the Poles during the War. They could make
film about him called Private Bear-Jammin.”
"Like the Grateful Dead critters? That's funny."
What a relief to not have to hide my real self.
“Lady Lovelace’s father had a pet bear he attempted to
obtain a fellowship for at Cambridge. A famous fairy
tale involves a bearskin—as opposed to the one with a
donkeyskin. In one of my Norwegian favorites, a take on
Cupid and Psyche, the woman is courted by a polar
bear.”
“Leave it to Scandinavians to have the best
stories. Danes rock,” said Harvey. “Already told you
that.”
“A group, which like other Scandinavians, Jews,
and the Irish—not to mention the Scots, the Basque, the
Etruscans, and those from Tuscany—also contains a fair
amount of Neanderthal genetic material. Including such
traits as red hair, the longer ring finger, preference for
nighttime activity, the left hand, and flexibility in love
partners, like the bonobos, who are our closest primate
relatives. But I digress. Warning, Harvey. I often
digress upon my digressions.”
He squeezed my hand. “You should see me when
I get going. We have so much in common, including
in our. Plus I love Norse mythology. Can I nickname you
Mathysan? I’ll call myself Harveysan.”
I shook my head. “One does not refer to oneself
using -san in Japanese. Only a second person would call
you that.”
“Good to know. Anytime I’m wrong, tell me.
Often I jump in first and think about it later or don’t pay
attention to critical details.” He was even more
animated than at Comet Night. Alan the Mansion
Companion would be pleased, but he'd been banished
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for good.
Both thus spent, we walked away in silence to get
fresh air. Harvey spoke at last, “Wanna have another
debate, Mathysan? How about under this big oak tree?”
“That’s puzzling,” said I. “It ought be at Bad
Blumau miles away. Someone has hacked the portal.
Yes, it would be cracking to have another debate.”
He loved me. He desired me. But he hadn’t
given leave to touch him aside from the requirements of
the dance. I had to wait. The debate could remain erotic.
Isn’t that the best kind?
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31
THE GREAT DEBATE

We agreed to debate the concept of “The Great Man in
History.” He would argue in favour, I against. With no
moon, we enjoyed a romantic darkness. Harvey
removed his hat, nose, and other masks and set them
aside. I kept my mask on for his pleasure.
“Mathysan, great man usually engage with the
societies they come from, even in opposition like
Galileo.” He plucked at the grass.
I took a stick and rubbed it into the ground.
“Granted. Pray continue.”
“And no one does it alone. The folks that came
before and the folks they hang out with affect them. Like
what Newton says about being on the shoulders of
giants.”
I inched closer. “Fair enough.”
“But Mathysan,” his hand brushed over my
elbow, “someone unique can come along and bring
something spanking new into the world.” He whispered
in my ear, “Take the man, you might have heard of him,
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who broke the Enigma.”
“Him? I hear he likes to lie with men.” I laid
myself down next to Harvey. I am such a bandit.
“His method, especially with recycling
contradictions on the bombe, could’ve only from him.”
Harvey made himself prone as well.
“The Poles might have done, had they not
focussed their efforts upon an indicator system with an
expiry date,” said I as my face turned towards his.
“Especially Rejewski.”
“He was mind-blowingly original and equally
mind-blowing in how he brought forth his vision into
hard machinery. He’s a great man of history, Tolstoy be
screwed. Waddaya think?” He ruffled my hair.
“Though the man in question made a significant
and original achievement it need not make him great.
This man solves problems because it is in his nature to
do so. It is not greatness, but duty. Greatness, some
might maintain, occurs when one transcends one’s
nature to do something excruciatingly difficult.”
Harvey laid his hands on his shapely hips.
“Explain.”
“The drudgery of the girls who assisted him—the
WRENs—was arguably greater. Which takes more
effort, solving an intriguing puzzle or applying brushes
to keep the dratted machine going?”
“Some people enjoy brushing things.” He
stroked my cheek, and snorted. “Your definition sucks
because it would make nil about any other case of
heroism.”
I caressed his shoulders. The kiss was in the
loading dock. Simply needed to time it right.
He traced my neck with his fingers. “For the sake
of argument, let’s say such a person believes he is
merely performing his duty.”
“Granted.”
“And his achievement does not make him great.”
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Granted again,” said I. “His work with logic, that
was greatness.”
“Sure. The man was great by essence, his deeds
like rays that come from an already burning sun. Great
from birth. Like Einstein, probably not appreciated,
bullied, and thought little of by his teachers, but nothing
could stop him.”
“The short-sightedness of his teachers does not
necessarily confer greatness upon the man.”
“Agreed. His perseverance and determination
was another part of his greatness in anything he set his
mind to. Great, yet kind enough to patiently teach a
simple Welsh man a game of limited mathematical
interest. That man’s my hero, my knight.”
I took a deep breath. My voice was slow and
unsteady as I rubbed his hand against mine. “What of a
man who stood up and said, in effect, ‘Yes, I lie with
men. I shall not rest until all know the beauty of malemale lovemaking and fight for all men so inclined to
pursue said love, as he risked his life repeatedly, gave
hope and in turn saved countless lives himself?
“That,” said I, licking my lips, “is what I would
call a great man. He put his life on line. He was brave
and so comely.”
“Can’t say I know this guy but I bet he is a good
lover.” I had no doubts about that.
Harvey moved his face closer to mine. “This
debate might be resolved if by some remarkable chance
those two men became friends.”
“Friendship, you say.” I stroked his leg. Kisslaunch countdown in progress.
“Suppose they got together, debated, talked
math, or dare I suggest, danced with each other. Then
they’d be great together.”
“How else would these illustrious men occupy
their time? Cribbage?”
Harvey closed his eyes. “They’d create something
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new and beautiful together.”
“Describe this novelty.” I laid a trembling hand
on his fast-beating heart. My pupils were surely as large
as saucers.
“Would be both recurring and enduring, Mr
Turing.” Harvey tore off his shirt.
That did it. I’d take him right now. First, a good
kiss, where I was not drunk, at least not with alcohol.
Already I’d sketched us engaged in several hundred sex
positions. Easier to do the neutral missionary and in our
leisure, discuss and invent more options. No time for
talking now.
As our lips approached target, we recoiled at a
sudden high-pitch shout. I covered my ears in pain, and
Harvey’s hands, previously tugging at my trousers,
rushed to my ears to assist further.
The shouter came into view. it was Geli.
Annelies, rubbing her left elbow and near tears, was at
her side. “Harvey and Mr Turing, I tried to stop her but
she grabbed me and twisted my arm.”
Geli pointed a finger at Harvey, who now covered
another of me. “You are Herr Milk?”
“Yes, ma’am. Looking for an opera gig?”
“I have your friend Herr Lira met. We had—
same Healer in Rehab, an Ethiopian man with a
woman’s chest. Jack has about you much said.”
“What did he say?”
Oh dear. But Harvey saw my sad, wet eyes, put
his arm around me, and quickly added, “Jack is
someone from my past, Mathysan. I want only you in
my future and my present.” He turned to Geli. “I've
changed my mind. I’d rather not know. Thanks
anyway.”
Geli, shaking her head, returned with Annelies to
the Opera House.
Distressed at the mention of Lira, Pemberley
shriveled. So unfair after such a promising build-up.
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Then again, things had escalated sooner than was
suitable, given that more than my romantic fancies were
at stake. Back to square one, Turing. My lips kept silent
as my heart burst in song:
H-H-H-Harvey, beautiful Harvey,
You’re the only b-b-b-boy that I adore;
When the m-m-m-moon shines,
Over the cowshed,
I’ll be waiting at the b-b-b-bedroom door.
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32
SHALL WE DANCE

After exchanging sad glances. Harvey and I returned for
a proper dance. At first slow and awkward, reeling from
the persisting electric shock and the shock of Geli, but
improving at a rapid rate. Gradually, as it became safe
to dance, we moved seamlessly as one body with two
heads, four arms and four legs. We were making love,
just in a different way.
Encouraged, I introduced fresh new moves as
his body followed my lead. Faster and faster we spun in
circles, weaving in and out and around in a figure eight,
whirling in such harmony neither one of us led or
followed, balanced on both sides of the love equation.
How pleased they would be if this proved a success.
How pleased I would be!
Harvey had a special surprise. He whispered, his
lips briefly touching my ear, “We should have a secret
number, handsome.” I told him a prime number would
be thrilling. We thought of a number, and discussed
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whether each of our numbers were any of the speciallynamed primes. Indeed they were both Chen,
Pythagorean, Sophie Germain, and Einsenstein primes
and also Markov numbers.
Best of all they were Fibonacci primes, whose
patterns in nature filled me with wonder. Egad, we had
chosen the same number, a (suitably) holey prime,
linked to the lovely Michaelmas daisy and sunflower by
way of Fibonacci. With such intimacy, as we danced to
“Take It to the Limit,” I was ready to share a private
desire, “I say, Harvey, I have the wildest phantasy.”
“Are you into feet too? I’d also love to be with at
least three versions of you at once.” Harvey!
Moe in The Coming of the Quantum Cats had a
three-way affair with his alternate selves which seemed
distasteful. But three Harveys and seven Alans would
cover most bases. As for feet, I wasn’t ready to speak
about that. His were so large and beautiful, they made
me weep. “I wish to take up play-acting. I have spent
ages trying to pretend I am not odd so why not do the
pretending for fun?”
Harvey let me babble on. “I liked being in plays
as a child. Later on I was in a play-reading club. It would
be amusing to dress up as a woman like Dudley Clarke
and have to employ false bosoms. Dearest Harvey, I
wish to be a Panto Dame.”
“You’d make a beautiful lady. What’s a Panto
Dame?”
My joy was complete. “Pantomime Dame, in full.
A British Pantomime is a special, silly play that shares
themes with opera buffa, but more crudely. Typically
based loosely upon a fairy tale like Jack and the
Beanstalk or a legend like Robin Hood. Very Twelfth
Night-ish. Always with a Dame, a chap dressed like a
girl. Your fancy dress is a part of the same tradition.”
Harvey looked ever so pleased. “Tell you what,
Mathysan. I’ve been in the theater business. Let me
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organize you a Panto. Bring in that ham Anne too, she’d
be great. Maybe even zany Angie. You’ll be so pretty on
stage. Afterwards, I'll take you to my place afterwards
and make you a man again. Um, could you please put
your hand back?”
“Truly Harvey? My hand? Where?” I held up and
looked at both of my hands.
“Right above my ass.” Mercy, my wanton body
had its own mind.
His eyes shone. “Pretty please, Mathysan. I love
it when you touch me.”
Waves of hope and courage crashed against the
shore of Turing. “I’ll do you one better, Mr Harvey B.
Milk.”
Without ceremony, I pressed my lips against his
cheek and whispered, «Я вас люблю. Вы моя жизнь,
счастье—всё!» I love you. You are my life—my
everything! With a tremble in my heart, I added,
“Goodnight—best beloved,’ and laid my lips on his. The
resulting electric shock threw us both to the ground.
I got myself and Harvey back to vertical—
horizontal would come later—and basked in his loving
smile. Ascertaining he was alright, I bowed quickly,
portaled back to the Mansion, rushed to my flat,
slammed the door, and under Timothy’s startled gaze,
went under the covers to shut it out. Harvey would
understand. The message had been successfully
delivered and logical next steps would indubitably
ensue, if our bodies could bear it.
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33
TANGLED UP IN BLUE

I awoke sobbing as I tore at invisible scabs on my hands.
Wherever I went I would be followed and hounded.
Even after a year, my brain was not working right. In
order to have any pleasure I must run off to Europe. A
crushing pain pressed against my skull, my body was
cold, and gloom was my garment.
No escape but one. I weighed the merits of
various poisons. Strychnine would be unpleasant,
although it was a fascinating substance. Better to go like
the spies did. Potassium Cyanide it would be. Bonding
to the iron in my blood, how fitting. Would it smell like
bitter almonds? That would be my final experiment. My
vision faded, my face burned, and my lungs strained to
breathe.
Wait. This was past. Last night I had danced with
and kissed Harvey Milk. Things were going according to
plan. As I suspected earlier, the intensity of the bodily
contact, along with the concurrent discarding of the
Companion persona had all contributed to bring me in
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deeper connection to other intensities. Intensities I had
worked through, cried through, and wrote through to
the best of my ability yet had returned in full force.
Not even true love, and true love returned, could
stop depression’s hoary pull. What comes up must
inevitably come down. I gripped the side of my bed and
picked at the blanket lint instead of my hands. My brain
went numb as I stared at my uninteresting ceiling.
That’s how Harvey found me.
He bounced in, full of smiles—I had left my door
unlocked in my haste the night prior—ready to continue
with our wooing. I could do no more than offer a weak
smile and quick nod before returning to my ceiling.
He looked round. “Wow, I love how you
redecorated. You’ve got a great, huge kitchen with an
island you’ve covered with bottles that smell like
fermentation—is this one a sourdough starter?—a swell
loveseat, a rainbow theme, amazing pictures of Opera
on your walls and a nicer bed ... What’s wrong,
Mathysan?
I couldn’t speak.
“Baby, I’m here during your tough time. Do you
want me to touch you?”
“Whatever you like,” said I in a flat voice.
Harvey reached out, caressed my face and
massaged my head. I stretched my arms and legs for a
single iteration but froze again. “Wanna talk math,
Mathysan?”
“Don’t care to talk at all,” said I with lips of stone.
Harvey lay himself beside me on the bed. “OK, no
talking for you. Want me to talk or stay silent?”
“I’d rather you talk piffle for me, please.” Not that
anything could help.
“Poof piffle?”
“Any variety. The sillier the better.”
Harvey snapped his fingers. “You got it. There
once was a walrus who met a cow. They had much in
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common, being mammals. The cow was also a carpenter
and the walrus was also a trombone.”
I looked up. “The walrus was a trombone?” I had
to admit I was a trifle curious.
Harvey moved in closer. “What a difficult life he
had. He’d do his walrus thing, conning oysters and
eating fish, bread and butter, and swimming, when the
symphony orchestra calls him up because without him
they couldn’t perform.
“As a trombone, the walrus was remarkable. The
sounds that came out of his body were unearthly. Once
you had heard him vibrate your life was changed. No
other music would do. At least that is what the cow
thought.”
I sat up. “Say me more about this bovine
quadruped.”
Harvey put an arm around me. “The cow was a
music lover. He was especially fond of Jiggerson
Airship, finding it groovy they dared to sing about oral
sex. Hearing the walrus being played was an epiphany.
That trombone sound was the answer to his everything.
But there was a problem. In fact, at least three
problems.”
Harvey took a pause for dramatic effect but I
waved my hand for him to continue. This was more
interesting than picking lint.
“First, the walrus tired of living a double life. He
wanted to be either a walrus or a trombone. They were
incompatible. The musician who played him
complained of his fishy odor. His walrus buddies huffed
that he never said much to them anymore, because he
had to save his voice for the symphony. This was sad
because walruses are social creatures although most of
their conversation revolved around the fish they had
won and the fish they had lost.”
“The second problem,” said Harvey, his eyes
upward, as typical when he made things up on the fly,
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“was that the walrus was tired of being played. He liked
to take the initiative. If he was going to be musical, it
should be the music he wanted and he should be able to
play himself. It’s difficult for an ordinary trombone to
play itself and walruses don’t have right limbs and are
oily, which makes playing slippery.”
I stretched my arms and legs. “And the third
problem?” Anything so he wouldn’t stop talking.
“Between the stress about identity and selfexpression the walrus had no love life. Maybe the
occasional quickie, a short affair, or deal with a friend,
but the walrus wanted to throw himself into his loving
as he’d go after a fish when hungry. But this walrus,
clever as he was, was blissfully unaware of something.
Or should I say blisslessly unaware.”
“That it is nonsensical to be both a walrus and a
trombone?” My mind, though slow as treacle, was a tad
less gloomy.
Harvey held up his hands. “I only tell the stories.”
“What did the walrus fail to grasp?”
“The cow was madly in love with him. Were the
walrus his he would free him from tromboning though
the cow digged the sounds he made when played. The
cow thought about it carefully, chewed it over, being
equipped like most cows with a four-chamber stomach,
and determined that to see this walrus happy again was
his highest priority.”
“That is a generous cow.” For the first time that
day, I could feel my heart beat.
Harvey flashed his beautiful smile. “With the
milky ones, it is all about giving.” Oh my darling.
“When he saw them take his beloved sea creature
captive for an opera, though it was by his favorite
composer, Mookner, the cow blew his whistle and cried
out fire in the midst of the entire Opera House. It was
no mere test of free-speech as his exact words were fire
the walrus.”
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“That is one intelligent and daring cow.” Thank
you, Harvey!
Harvey patted me on the shoulder. “The presence
of his loved one inspired him.”
“What happened then?”
“The trombonist dropped the walrus in shock
and the cow lifted the walrus with pulleys into a cart
filled with sea water and dragged the cart back to the
walrus colony. He tore up any trombone music on
record and used mesmerism to convince all that there
was no such thing as a trombone. Though trumpets
existed, the trombone was another fine myth.”
I looked into his eyes with gratitude. “Wasn’t that
excessive?”
“The cow would take no chances. Upon reaching
the walrus colony he told his friend he was free to be a
happy walrus. The cow, Seymour, loved the walrus,
Wally, so much, Wally’s welfare came first, although
Seymour was horny. He confessed his love but
demanded nothing in return.”
“Indeed,” said I, scrambling to lie closer to
Harvey. “Did Wally accept the cow’s offer of love?”
“What do you think?”
I put my hands together and concentrated.
“Wally promptly threw the cow into the water. He didn’t
know if cows had different customs but dumping
another in walrus culture was the first step of a complex
seven-part process by which the walruses mated.”
“Luckily however, this cow had been a
walrusology major at Saggie Aggie. Unfortunately
Seymour had no tusks, essential to step three of the
process. But he was so determined to mate with Wally,
he put his thinking cap on.”
“And he realized his horns, with a slight
adjustment, might serve to replicate the action of the
tusks,” said I.
“Yes, and by the time they got to step three—”
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“Wally determined with the horns it was even
more splendid. I say, Harvey, wouldn’t that be step five
or six?”
Harvey was non-plussed. “It was part of both
steps three and six. In step three it was symbolic
whereas in step six it was functional. To be sure, this
was debated. A breakaway group, the Fivers, formed
their own colony in protest. Wally belonged to a Sixer
community. He was fond of perfect numbers and
twenty-eight is too many steps.”
“That’s a relief,” said I. “Did the cow find the
mating pleasurable?”
Harvey removed lint from my chest. “Seymour
had never knew such bliss. Cow matings had been quick
and dusty. Even, with a reliable partner, flies got in the
way. When he went through that wonderful seven-step
process with Wally, his days of being a simple cow were
over.”
“Not entirely,” said I, as my torso lifted me back
up to sitting position. “Like bovines, some Odobenus
rosmarus are also known as cows. Seymour and Wally
were alike, no matter how you split the difference.”
“I was getting to that part, wasn’t I?”
I smirked. “That was a lie.”
“Anything to keep things interesting.”
“Did the walrus make music again? Did the cow give up
all music for the sake of the walrus?”
“I don’t know, Alan. Can you solve the problem
and make everyone, including the symphonies, happy?”
I went silent for spell. Not the cold dead heavy
stillness which had imprisoned me prior. It was the
deep peaceful silence of a mind happily engaged with a
challenge. Turing was coming back!
“Right,” said I. “The walrus builds a robot that
plays him only when he wants and with music he likes.
The cow gets a private concert of the music he craves.
Seymour and Wally wed and with the robot’s help,
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locate the lost scraps of trombone music restored by
walruses too young to mate and need a diversion. The
walrus, the cow at his side for a ready kiss or splash,
makes high-level digital recordings of the trombone
parts and relays them in an encoded fashion to
symphonies and opera houses. The sound quality is
such Wally never need be present. The former
trombonist takes up Morris dancing and becomes a
reformed character.”
Harvey stroked my face. “Alan, what about the
mesmerism? Don’t they all think the trombone is only a
myth?’
“Myth is more powerful than reality. Because the
trombone is never seen, its sound is especially
meaningful. Besides Harvey, you said the cow was a
carpenter and left that idea hanging.”
“The
cow
was
modest
about
his
accomplishments with wood,” explained Harvey, “and
said little about them. But he made the perfect cart for
the walrus. If they were invited out to tea on land, the
walrus would travel in watery comfort, pulled by his cow
husband.”
My heart beat faster. “Didn’t the walrus motorize
the cart to give the cow a rest? Wally cared about
Seymour’s welfare as well.”
“Yes, he did. Instead of resting, the cow would
jump in and get close to the walrus. He’d made the cart
big enough for them to roll around, complete with good
eats like fish, grass, and occasionally a turnip. Alan, they
rolled about like this—.” Harvey embraced me and we
rolled back and forth on the bed until Harvey, smiling,
fell off. I rose to retrieve him.
He put back on the Gilda Radner Muppet Show
and pointed at the walrus puppet in the Broadway
lullaby as he cuddled me. I protested that Eskimo was
the wrong name. The many peoples of the region
included the Iñupiat, Yupik, Aleut, Eyak, Tlingit, Haida,
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and Tsimshian. With another laugh Harvey granted me
that. Afterwards, he tucked me back into bed.
“Mathysan, I’m not much of a therapist, but do you
want to talk about what’s bothering you?”
Tears streamed from my eyes. “Such a darkness,
a gloom. My stomach lurches, my heart is stabbed, and
my feet burn. It has returned, the Arnold affair, the
arrest, the infamy, the hormonic castration, the broken
body, the broken member. Once they assaulted my body
with those chemicals, I couldn’t think properly.”
I gnashed my teeth and ended up biting my
cheek as it flooded back .”I would wake up all rearing to
go and as I began to work my mind simply went into a
dozen non-productive directions. It was like pulling
teeth, it was. Like being in a technicolor cinema and the
movie shrinks into the size of a golf ball and it is not
quality black and white like the old classics but blurry
gray bits with a buzz impossible to decipher. Though I
kept applying more force, it did not result in more work.
Sure enough the day was over and I had got nothing
done!”
I put my hands in my face. It was a marvel
Harvey could hear me. “Although I put on a brave front
during the Arnold affair and later the Kjell affair, it was
eating me up inside slowly, the way acid rain ruins
classical sculpture. Layer by layer I was being exposed,
eroded, and soon to be cast away because I was too
shameful to mention by name. Harvey, if nothing in me
is working, what am I? My existence lies not in an
abstract absolute but in an engagement in a process. If I
can’t engage the process then I am already dead.”
“Mathysan, I don’t get what you’re talking about.
Would you be able to tell me story from the beginning?
It’s OK if you don’t want to. Happy to tell you more
stupid stories.”
“Give me a hour or so. Hold me and stroke me.
After that I might be ready.”
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Harvey flung his arms around me. “Quick
question. Do you feel like dying? You’re the not first
person I’ve cared about who has been like that. After
my husband Joe left me, I was in a dark hole.”
“No, my cogitation is not going in that direction,
although the accompanying emotions have resurfaced.
Like when one rubs salt into wounds or applies heat to a
burn. The old flotsam and jetsam spew out which could
indicate it is ‘the last hurrah’ of those painful
experiences. I am no good with my emotions. I
intellectualize them and analyze them endlessly, but the
feelings stubbornly adhere to me like plaster.”
“I have an idea of what we might do about that
later,” said Harvey. “Just rest. I’m here for you all the
way, no matter what.”
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34
I FOUGHT THE LAW

Two hours later, after Harvey got me to imbibe freshly
brewed nettle tea, I squeezed his hand. The electric
shock had dissipated, likely because we had returned to
chaste, Companion mode, with Harvey and me having
swapped like Steckers.
“Things had been going quite well up until this
point. I became a young Fellow of the Royal Society and
completed a splendid paper about chemical patternings
in embryos and animal splotches. At Manchester Uni I
was engaged with exciting work with electronic brains
such as the Mark as I continued to raise questions about
the implications of artificial intelligence for human
thinking and feeling. I was having quite the time
calculating Riemann zeroes and had marvelous
students—some brilliant women— and former students
like Robin, who was also a dear running partner.”
“Go on. Believe it or not, I can shut up and listen
good.”
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I looked away. “Other goodnesses came my way.
Poor for much of my life, I had a lovely home,
Hollymeade, in Wilmslow, and could afford to purchase
a train to play with. Then things took a wrong turn.
Baffles me how one thing led to another as I was swept
in a whirlwind beyond my control. Those whom the
gods destroy they first make mad? In my case they
saved that for last, building up to it in torturous waves.
No sooner did I recover, another was on course to
smash me next.
“Prior to these proceedings, my time on this
planet has been one unfortunate event after another.
Alas I've been at cross-currents with the world since
birth. Not merely by the desire for the male, but by
temperament, attitude, behavior, and more. Unlike the
other homosexuals at College, I've been always alone,
even from the men I was with. Cut off from the world.
Among other scientists at Manchester Uni I struggled to
make clear what ought to be done with the machines,
and was not listened to.
“What happened to me next, over three measly
acts of buggery, was merely an external confirmation of
the isolation I already felt within. Pouring from my
heart into my body entire and circulating outwards, like
a radar signal.”
“Sweet baby Jesus.”
“I wrote a short story about Arnold whose name
means eagle power.” I changed my name to Alec—like
Alice, or smart Alec—and his by anagram to Ronald and
gave myself the alternate profession as a specialist in
interplanetary travel.”
“Did writing the story help?”
“At the time, but I can’t bear to read it now.” I
coughed and launched into it.
“It was about Christmas in 1951. I was selecting
presents but also selecting someone to make love with. I
hadn’t had a boy since that French soldier in Paris.
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Working seems to draw on the same sexual reserves for
me. Now I was done with a paper. I went to the right
part of town and found Arnold. He was no beauty, but
beggars can’t be choosers. I sat down next to him on the
bench. He asked me if I had a fag.” I paused. “That’s
British for cigarette.”
“Oh,” said Harvey. “I thought ... nevermind.”
“So I got down to business. Asked him if he was
doing anything that afternoon, invited him to lunch.
Don’t mind if I do he said. All standard. He was
nineteen-years-old. Turned out he had a brutal father
like mine, had hankerings for maths and science, and
had lost his job. On a cold day in December like the
Blondie song with the pocket computer.
“I get you, babe. His pain, your pain, your tender
heart. A chemical reaction waiting to explode like
Krakatoa.”
I shut my eyes. “I was so desperate for human
contact, whether physical or mental, we formed a
friendly connection. I wondered greatly of how he
thought about questions of feeling and thinking. We
made love twice, I cooked for him, had him sleep over,
and gave him a penknife. They are eminently useful.
How can anyone not have one?”
“You were so nice to him, Alan.”
My voice trembled. “Arnold had dodgy friends,
including one queer burglar named Harry he knew at a
milk bar, which is, oddly, a café for queer men. He saw a
letter I wrote to Arnold, who told his friend all about me
and my wealth. The thief burgled me on 23 January and
stole odd items including grandfather Turing’s watch.”
“So glad you have it back.”
I glanced at the timepiece, safe and sound on my
desk, thanks to Harvey. “That was the awful part of it.
Arnold knew all about the theft but hid it from me.
Distrustful, I attempted to take his fingerprints from a
glass. I’m ashamed to say we made love once again,
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after a tussle in which he became emotional and
threatened to reveal our connection at large. But I called
his bluff and he backed down.”
“I see how that happened,” said Harvey. “Don’t
kick yourself. Though he was being an asshole, you
wanted to soothe him and things took over.”
I nodded gratefully. “You are the first to
understand.” Though difficult get the words out, I
pushed. “In due course I reported the crime to police,
and entertained them with ‘Cockles and Mussels’ on my
fiddle. They cared more about my having a workingclass lad half my age gallivanting about my home. I had
never pretended to be hetero and, as I noted earlier,
enjoyed parading my sexuality to friends and
colleagues. So I thought nothing of writing a lively fivepage account of the affair. I’ve been told I was lyrical.”
“I’m not surprised, Mathysan. You do beautiful
things with the English language when you speak.”
I gave him a weak smile. “They bloody didn’t care
bollocks about my loss of the watch. They had bigger
fish to fry. I’d been caught at last. Though I had always
known the odds were high it would occur, it’s an entirely
different sensation when it does.”
“You and me too, babe.”
“My stomach dropped to the ground. My feet
burned. I was done for. At first I claimed we had
performed mutual masturbation, intercrural and
soixante-neuf, all lesser offenses than buggery, but the
truth came out.” I moved around again and turned, and
ended up in fetal position, my head on Harvey’s warm
chest, my hands squeezed together tight.
“I was promptly arrested on Thursday February
7, 1952, on the death day of George the VI, shortly
before Queen Elizabeth II took the throne, and was cast
in gaol. Everyone was thrilled to take down a don. That’s
what passes for entertainment in post-War Britain, I
suppose.” I attempted a sad smile. “I told Robin I might
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as well have buggered a sheep.”
“Gay sex with a sheep? The mechanics are more
difficult than hetero bestiality.”
“In the Queen’s English, bugger also refers to
heterosexual bestiality,” said I. “Which is troubling.”
“Yeah, that’s an old nasty thing. Briggs also made
the association.”
My voice grew slow and heavy. “My trial took
place on 31 March, where Hugh from BP served as a
character witness. To no avail. Both Arnold and I were
convicted of gross indecency, as if indecency could be
measured in units of 144. I was now forced to inform
Mother about my sexuality. I can’t blame my brother for
being a trifle peeved when I asked him to tell her for me.
In the end, she took it better than he.”
“I’ve never told my parents,” said Harvey.
“Though I was always preaching about coming out. I
outed Simple. Thought it was the greatest thing a gay
man had saved the President’s life but his mother didn’t
know and I forced it out. Damn, damn, damn.”
“Your intentions were good, Harvey. We all make
mistakes. You have remorse and have learned. That is
all one can expect of us humans.”
“Thanks, Mathysan. Back to you.”
I nodded. “I was living example of the famous
poem of Thomas Hardy:
You left us in tatters, without shoes or socks,
Tired of digging potatoes, and spudding up
docks;
And now you’ve gay bracelets and bright feathers
three!”
“Yes: that’s how we dress when we’re ruined,”
said she.”
“Geez,” said Harvey. “I’ve been arrested—but not
booked—as a teen and later in Miami, but nothing like
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this. I’ve had such the easy life compared to yours.”
“That’s debatable,” said I. “It was a wretched
time. I next had the terrible choice of how I would like
to be punished.” I ground my head into the pillow and
my voice was muffled. “What a damnable question it
was: an all-expense-paid two-year vacation in prison or
to be the subject of a biochemical experiment with a
year of chemical castration via injectable oestrogen. I
couldn’t give up my work so I chose the oestrogen.”
Harvey was enraged. “How dare they touch you?
How dare they torture the man who saved their fucking
lives from destruction, not that ordinary men-lovingmen deserve this either.”
“My member failed to perform, my mind’s
powers gave way, I gained several stone and grew
breasts (amusing until they hurt). After the year was
over, things were not as reversible as I hoped. I kicked
into the bed. “As I said prior, I would wake up all
rearing to go but my mind went into a dozen nonproductive directions. I had especial trouble with
envisioning things spatially, which had always been my
special gift, the spine along which my brilliance
flourished.”
“I understand, Mathysan. You felt useless. And
worse, like you didn’t exist as yourself anymore. In line
with Descartes.” Harvey patted me.
“Exactly. Plus I had lost my position at GCHQ
and my security clearance and not only could no longer
work on the computer projects that I loved, I was also
forbidden to leave the country. In the midst of the
fracas, I had lost Neville, my Mackem (Sunderlandbased) boy friend. He was someone I could share my
feelings with.”
My voice turned fierce. “I was never a security
risk. I keep my friends’ secrets and the government’s
too. Literally, to the grave. Only told Neville a few,
harmless things. Had you, Harvey, had appeared before
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me in the bloom of your youth as a honeypot, I would
turn you down rather than betray my country. The chap
they should have been scrutinizing was one Kim Philby,
Soviet double agent and also, ironically, an OBE. He
may have also been queer, but so it is.”
“You were at least 2/3 out when they caught
you,” said Harvey. “And 100% out after that.
Nonsensical to think you’d be a security risk.”
My voice had gone hoarse so Harvey topped up
my tea. “With all this torment, in addition to my lifelong difficulties, I had another go with a new
psychiatrist, Franz Greenbaum.”
“No shit. I knew a Greenbaum who was going to a
psychologist.”
“We worked on my issues with both parents and
my need the necessity to balance my introverted
thinking function with extraverted feeling. By
developing my ability to process the intense feelings I
get from others and express my feelings in outward
form, the Turing system gains stability. I enjoyed
writing down my dreams to gain insight into my
tormented mind.”
“I get it. Dreams are funny things.”
“Emboldened, I thumbed my nose at authority
and took the ferry to Bergen. I had read of men dancing
with men in Norway. There were organizations in
support of our kind there and in Denmark. That I did
not find. Instead I met the lovely Kjell, a tease, though
we did no more than enjoy a drunken kiss under a
foreign flag. Named a machine after him, Ibsen, who
although writing in Danish, was part-Norwegian.”
“Yeah, Denmark ruled Norway then. I dug
Ibsen’s The Dollhouse. Joyce was so impressed he
taught himself Danish to write to him.”
The words came out slow and thick. “Kjell
decided to visit me.”
“Because you’re hot, that’s why.”
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I shrugged. “I dunno, maybe he was keen for a
trip and needed a host. The question remains academic
as he never reached me. The police hounded us both all
over the North of England. My life seemed straight from
the pages of Eric Blair’s Nineteen Eighty-Four. I tell you
the Kjell affair was as much a torment as the Arnold
affair.”
Harvey’s nostrils grew hot and red. “First they
invade you internally, then they harass you externally.”
“You do understand,” said I. “No need for magic
phrases. Your presence been all the comfort I require.
Gives me a fresh outlook as well.”
I looked at my hands. “Over the years I have
wondered further. A Path With Heart speaks of this
kundalini process, where the body clears and evolves,
and involves massive emotional upheaval. It typically
begins at age thirty-five and is governed by oestrogen.
Early effects include ridged nails, which I had. What if
this ordeal was a means to bring about my spiritual
evolution?”
“Maybe,” said Harvey as he took my hand. “What
a shitty way to do things. You’re more evolved than
anyone I’ve met.”
“Perhaps,” said I, “the torment allowed me to be
a better Companion for you.”
“I’d never want that.” Love, the sweetest love,
was in his eyes. For time unmeasured we held each
other close in silence.
“The torment is hardly unique to me,” said I. It’s
quite the trope in this Mansion—the wrongful arrest,
the gaol time, and execution, either at once, or in my
case, by the installment plan. Some of our finest World
War II spies and heroes like Ms Noor Inayat Khan and
Ms Hannah Szenes went through the same. I hope you
will get to know them better. We could all watch Get
Smart, especially the episode with librarian capable of
drinking enormous amounts of alcohol who turns out to
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be someone no one suspects.”
“The two women we saw with Malcolm X and
Martin Luther King, Jr were spies who gave their lives
to stop the Holocaust? I must meet them.
“That can be arranged later. Noor in particular is
eerily like me. We both have an Indian origin, are partIrish through the mother, adore French and fairy tales,
are skilled at both maths and running and had
Norwegian love interests—she was engaged to marry
hers after the War. There's even a Russian connection.
Noor was born in Moscow and her father was friends
with the son of Tolstoi, in whose work I have found
much resonance to my life. Add to that my lifelong
fascination with Muslim women, and it's very strange
indeed.”
“That's really freaky, Mathysan. Tell me more.”
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35
BROWN GIRL IN THE RING

“Noor’s father was Mr Hazrat Inayat Khan, a leading
Sufi dervish and mystic and close friends of the
Mahatma, who may have even met Rasputin. Her
mother was Ora Ray Baker, a distant relation of Mary
Baker Eddy, who like Ann Lee of Manchester, was a
founder of a new religious group, Christian Science.
You’d be shocked to learn her parents met in San
Francisco and that she was previously engaged—against
her family’s wishes—to a piano-playing Jewish man
who threatened suicide if she left him.”
“Holy fuck. This is sounding familiar. How did
she get into the spy biz?”
Alan’s eyes gleamed. “They needed someone
fluent in French. But during her training at the British
OSS Spy School she was thought least likely to succeed.
In her instructors’ words she had ‘an unstable and
temperamental personality.’ She was pacifist and a
‘klutz,’ afraid of her own weapons.”
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“I preferred not being in combat, too, but I see
why that could be a problem in spy-work.”
“Especially when during training, the sound of a
gunshot so disturbed her, she fell into an hour-long Sufi
trance, after which she consulted a Bible.”
“Geez. I sympathize but that'll hardly work in the
field.”
“Even worse, she had been raised never to lie. So
when she underwent a simulated interrogation, she fell
apart.”
“In show business, we say bad rehearsal, good
performance, but fighting a war is different.”
“Yet Buckmaster the head, saw her potential and
sent her to Leo Marks, who coached her and admired
her. A devout Jew, he would later pray for her safety. Off
she went to France under such code names as Nora
Baker and Madeleine. And the spy who they thought
couldn't proved to be one of the best ever.”
“It just goes to show you, never to underestimate
anyone,” said Harvey in a loud voice. “I had shit grades,
including in Statistics, but I was good enough to use it in
debate when it counted”
“I was rejected from my first choice of College
and did a miserable job on the Tripos, a major
Mathematical exam at Cambridge. Nothing like failing
test after test to become a better thinker.”
“It’s good to fail at things when young. Keeps you
from giving up when worse things happen. Assume
everything is going to go right in life and you’re set up
for destruction when it doesn’t.”
“Noor had plenty go wrong in her early life,” said
I with a sigh. “Father dead when young, a distraught
mother who took to bed. The burden of mothering three
younger siblings fell on Noor's shoulders. Neither her
childhood nor adolescence could hardly be called easy.
Nor was her assignment in France, where danger lurked
at every turn.”
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“Once on the ground—unlike Hannah she was
unable to parachute from the aeroplane—she had to
locate a landing party in the darkness, get to a safe
place, and secretly radio information to Britain. Most
sent into France didn’t last more than a few weeks. Not
Noor. She lasted months, even though ten days after she
arrived, the Prospect spy network was compromised.”
“How did she evade capture for so long?”
“Noor stayed on the move, changing her hair
color regularly, lugging her heavy equipment along with
her. Claimed she had a ‘sixth sense’ that alerted her to
danger. Even when questioned by Enemy police she told
such convincing lies they let her go. All the more
astonishing since as an olive-skinned beauty with a
remarkable personality, she stood out like a fire hydrant
and her French had a British accent.”
“The only link left between Britain and France,
Noor did the work of six operators. She aided saboteurs,
the French Resistance, downed Allied airman, and
British agents. Indeed, her work was every bit as
important for the success of Normandy as mine. Over
and over, the SOE begged her to leave because it was too
dangerous. She refused.”
I wiped away a tear. “She might have returned in
safety, but for the betrayal by a jealous friend, which led
to her eventual capture.”
“Oh no. I think I know how this song ends.”
“Perhaps not. Alyssa's execution by guillotine
was shortly after arrest. Hannah endured actual torture
in Budapest, including her teeth knocked out and
threats to kill her mother (her refusal to co-operate
saved her mother's life in the end) and was imprisoned
a bit longer before facing the firing squad eyes open. But
Noor was transferred to a German prison, bound hand
and foot for some ten months. Like her cohorts, she
awed her captors and practiced her German with them,
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crying to herself in the night.”
“Did she tell them anything?”
“Never. After daring attempts to escape and
ferocious resistance, she was deemed a most dangerous
prisoner. Noor, though often compared to a deer,
proved to take after her illustrious ancestor Tipus
Sultan, ‘the Tiger of Mysore,’ for she was indeed a
walking contradiction as a spy and princess both.
“More daring than the one in Star Wars with
bagels on her head,” said Harvey. “Did she die in prison
like the others?”
“No, in Dauchau concentration camp. Beaten up
all night long and possibly raped, she breathed her last,
kneeling on the ground, holding hands with two other
brave female espionage agents.” I shook my head.
"Ironically her lucky number, as in Judaism, was 18,
and her distress call, which deliberately contained
eighteen words, was sent on October 18.“
“October 18 is Galen’s birthday!”
“It’s Noor’s today,” I said. “Born on the New
Year. She's upset she had such a material sign as the
goat constellation, Capricorn.”
I turned to Harvey. “Which is worse, never
having had a chance at a career, or giving up one?
Alyssa at twenty-one never graduated from Uni, after
waiting long to attend. Hannah nearly twenty-three
never became a writer and was even deprived of her
dying wish to receive a Hebrew Bible from her mother.
“Noor, at thirty, had a degree in Child
Psychology from the Sorbonne, was an outstanding
musician on the harp and veema, and a published
author of tales about the Buddha in animal form. These
she gave up, along with the chance to marry and learn
Sanskrit after the War. But part of her knew it would be
this way, that she would die young.”
Harvey was speechless.
“Her favourite hero was Joan of Arc—the subject
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of an interesting Bernard Shaw play. After her death she
appeared to her relatives in blue and told them she was
alright. Her George Cross medal for astonishing bravery
was warded posthumously.”
“Oh my fucking God. Women are stronger than
men.”
“They have a higher pain tolerance and have the
advantage over us that they can go down to hell and
come back again without magic dragons,” said I, “as in
that song Judy Collins sings.”
Tears ran down Harvey’s beautiful eyes.
I put an arm around him and made a grimace. “I
empathize with what it is like to be treated like a
dangerous spy, even if I wasn’t one. Then again, it could
be related to what Mama and Papa endured.”
“Mr and Mrs. Turing?”
“Their names were Ethel (second name Sara) and
Julius,” said I with a laugh.
“The same names as the Rosenbergs,” shouted
Harvey. “This is beyond weird.”
“Yes, I’ve met that couple. That's another story. I
meant my other parents.”
“Huh?”
Harvey was ready for this new level of
information—but not for the much-hated movie, North,
which braved the same theme with disappointing
execution. That we could watch later. After that, Plan-9
from Outer Space.
“The reason why death was ultimately a comfort
for me, my friend, was that it allowed me to find, after a
lifetime of anguish, two parents who loved me exactly
for who I was.”
“That must have been Heaven for you.”
“Yes,” said I. “Best friend reunited, devoted,
fantastic parents, complete freedom, all I desired now
was a man to love, cherish, serve and er—kiss.”
“Aw… tell me about your secret Mom and Dad.”
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36
FEEL SO DIFFERENT

“Every child has one or more sets of Celestial parents,
who guide the child from the ethers. I imagine you’ll
meet yours in due course. Mama was killed slowly and
painfully by a vicious mob. Papa’s death was quicker, at
least while he was doing what he loved.”
Harvey drew a breath. “Wow. It does run in the
family.”
“I suspect that, along with Chris, they helped me
break the Enigma. Then again, Mama said I always
reminded her of her dear father, who was her Spirit
Guide after death. My sister took after Mama in many
ways, also, including a love of astronomy, lighthouses,
and Mama’s native tongue.”
“You got a sister? Did she die suddenly too?”
I frowned. “Mama’s death weighed upon Sister
all her life. She had many other losses, but I believe she
might have hung on in the absence of the additional
threat of invasion. Married to a Jewish man, she was on
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the Enemy’s personal list of the first to be killed in that
event.”
“Geez. Another good reason for your
codebreaking work. What’s she up to now?”
“Many things, including Spirit Guiding with her
friend Jimmy. They were perfect contemporaries, like
Shakespeare and Cervantes. He’s accepted her apology
for not initially liking this thing he did and he admitted
that writing at length about someone excreting may
have been childish.
“She’s busy but would be up for a Panto. You’d
like her. She did me a good turn by warning me to never
read biographies about myself, as the genre is
inherently flawed. They should state simply the facts
and stay away from explanations, implications, and
guesses, that in most cases say more about the
biographer than the subject of the volume.”
“No one knows me,” said Harvey. “Not my
relatives, friends, or lovers. I don’t lie, but I’m holding
back, often to protect them. Being Gay is more than
about getting naked with man. Every second you’re
performing while trying to remain authentic. You’re the
first to witness the pure unadulterated Harvey,
Mathysan. I hope you like him.”
“I like him even better than the amazing, fearless
hero I thought you were,” said I. “You are he, but much
more.”
Harvey’s eyes lit up. I longed to lay my mouth on
his but didn’t want to disappoint by being unable to
follow through in my weakened state.
“So how does Chris fit into all this? Is related to
you somehow, too?"
“Yes, he is my Celestial brother, sharing the same
Mama and Papa. That’s why I felt him die, Harvey.
Because he is family.”
“He’s a great big brother, always looking out for
you. It's a good thing he didn't fall for you too. Then we
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would have a incest problem, like with Siegfried's
parents, not to mention Siegfried himself.”
“Indeed," said I. “’Tis a very tricky business, as
Mama says members of a ‘soul family’ circulate through
the lifetimes, exchanging roles.”
I wonder who’d I’ve been before. Probably some
kind of crazy clown—the Till Eulenspiegel type. Do we
get to find out?”
I shook my head. “Only in rare cases. Generally,
it is best not to know, even if one's deeds were noble.
Better to take responsibility for one's misdeeds rather
than attributing to either childhood or another lifetime.
I should have never asked young Karl out, the refugee
sponsored by my friend Fred, or made Robin cry with
my harsh but well-intended criticism. Any honest
person feels that they have much to answer for, no
matter how good their intentions. In these gloomy
moments, such memories particularly torment me.”
“Oh, babe.” Harvey put his arms around me and
kissed me on the top of the head. He turned to me with a
mischievous smile. “Have you heard of primal scream
therapy? I tried it and it does not work. But I call this
primal squish therapy—with water balloons.”
My heart smiled. “Say more, dearest.”
“Each time you throw the balloon, it represents a
thorny emotion or bad memory you want to release.
Like that bread-tossing thing done I used to do it with
Grandpa for the Jewish New Year. Today is the secular
New Year, so why not?”
Would you believe it helped. Though I felt sorry
for the poor balloons. I remained low for some time, but
as Harvey stayed with me, touched me, and read Hans
Christian Anderson to me—at times in his hilarious
attempt of the original Danish, skipping of course the
Jewish story that made Annelies destroy the copy I
gifted her— it got better.
He was well on his way to becoming a great Spirit
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Guide and perhaps … much more.
Harvey love spent the next two nights with me—
chastely—made me delicious pancakes for breakfast to
which I added strawberry and Devonshire clotted
cream, which had been difficult to obtain under British
rationing.
“Say, Mathysan,” said Harvey, on the second
morning, wearing my apron with equations on it, “any
food you don’t like? Can do more than pancakes and
Chinese.”
“Tomatoes, peaches, and plums are squishy in
the mouth and poisonous to varying degrees.” I
smirked. “Tomatoes have been known to attack and kill
humans. I also don’t like butter beans—lima beans for
you Americans. And I detest excessively smelly cheese.”
“I’ll give you something better to smell.”
“Sea air?” I knew what he meant and his
twinkling eyes revealed I did not have him fooled. But
he kept up the charade to my delight.
“Speaking of, let’s play around with that stupid
computer therapy program you mentioned in the water.
ELIZA was it?”
My heart leaped. “Yes, we could test to see if she
can imitate a human.”
“Let’s do it.”
“We assume she is not being supplied answers
remotely by anyone else. This shan’t be difficult with a
man of such a fine mind as yours.”
“Sure.”
I pulled out a chair. “Have a seat at the desk and
begin when you like.”
Harvey sat. I brought up a chair next to his,
forced my excited body into a sitting position, and
turned on the programme.
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37
I WANT YOUR TEST

Hadn’t told Alan I’d read half of his papers. I wanted
bad to do the Turing test and then test out Turing. Why
skip to the climax when the overture has begun? The
best love-making starts with the brain.
Alan had a new computer since Vic had merged
with Dora. It was made of natural materials and had a
paper screen.
> Hello I’m Eliza.
“Go ahead, Harvey.”
I typed the first thing I could think of.
> Why don’t we do it in the road?
Within seconds, ELIZA responded:
>Why do you ask?
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I typed again:
> No one will be watching us.
ELIZA answered:
>Are you saying no to be negative?
I grinned. “She misunderstands my use of the
word no. A human being would never say that.”
Alan leaned in closer. My pulse quickened.
“Brilliant, Harvey. How about with a single sentence?”
“Watch me.”
ELIZA: Hello I’m Eliza.
HARVEY: Hello. Is Harvey Milk good in bed?
ELIZA: How are you today? What do you want to
discuss?
Alan giggled. “Excellent, Harvey. ELIZA greets
you and entirely ignores your question, as no human
would. As for your question, I believe, my friend, you
would be splendid.” He gave me a gentle pat on the back
which made my body tingle.
“Mathysan, why don’t you show me how you’d
break ELIZA?”
“If you insist, Harvey.” Alan pulled up a chair
next to mine.
ELIZA: Hello I’m Eliza
ALAN: I always lie.
ELIZA: When?
I clapped my hands. “You are good at this. In one
sentence you get her to say when, a nonsensical answer
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to always.
“You gather the means of attack?”
“Either be outrageous or illogical.”
“Depart from standard therapeutic conversation,
identify trigger words or phrases that yield an automatic
response, bearing in mind she may have several output
options in response to a single input. Observe when I
repeat the process.”
ELIZA: Hello. My name is Eliza
ALAN: I always lie.
ELIZA: What are you thinking of?
ALAN: A logical contradiction. One can’t lie and
tell the truth at the same time.
ELIZA: I’m not sure I understand you fully.
ALAN: It’s basic logic.
ELIZA: What does that suggest to you?
ALAN: You are not human.
ELIZA: What makes you think I am not human?
ALAN: Your questions are obtuse.
I laughed with my mouth wide open and moved
closer to Alan so our bodies rubbed against each other.
“Poor dumb ELIZA” I said. “She’s got a hole in
her bucket. Would she say something different a third
time?”
“Let’s see,” said Alan.
ELIZA: Hello. My name is Eliza
ALAN: I always lie.
ELIZA: Can you think of a specific example?
ALAN: I don’t ever think.
ELIZA: Why don’t you ever think?
ALAN: Ha ha. That was a lie.
ELIZA: I’m not sure I understand you fully?
ALAN: That’s because I’m lying.
ELIZA: Did you come to me because you are
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lying.

ALAN: That’s a possible theory.
ELIZA: I see.
ALAN: No you are blind.
ELIZA: Perhaps you would like to be blind.
ALAN: Perhaps.
ELIZA: OK . . .’No I am blind.” Tell me more.
ALAN: You lack an optic nerve or comparable
electronic equivalent.
I laughed with my mouth wide open. I hadn’t had
so much fun in years. “Your turn, Harvey,” said Alan,
also laughing.
“I want to take the challenge up a notch. Let’s do
the reverse and make her talk nonsense on purpose.
Any ideas?”
I also wanted to touch and kiss Alan, whose
bathrobe was getting loose.
“There is repetition,” said Alan, crossing his legs
to hide what couldn’t be hidden. “I suspect she cannot
handle that well. Might I make a suggestion?”
He rested a trembling hand upon my right
shoulder.
“Yes, Mathysan,” I breathed, my body ringing
like a bell.
“Select a numeral,” said Alan. “She is
programmed to respond to linguistic units.”
“Great idea. The square of our special number is
7921, but I want a better one.”
“8008,” said Alan. “It’s the square of
89.487429284788, has 32 divisors, its factors include
three 2s, it is octogonal, and n binary it is
111101001000. “
“Also kinda looks like BOOB. Oops, sorry to raise
a touchy subject.”
“No matter,” said Alan. “The ancient Egyptian
deity Hapy was the same. There is this Talmud story of
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a widower who grew breasts to feed his baby. Most of
the rabbis thought it was stupid miracle but the baby
would’ve appreciated it.”
I got to work. Here is a sample:
ELIZA: Hello. My name is Eliza
HARVEY: 8008
ELIZA: Come, come, elucidate your thoughts.
HARVEY: 8008
ELIZA: Come, come elucidate your thoughts.
HARVEY: 8008
ELIZA: Please don’t repeat yourself!
HARVEY: 8008
ELIZA: Why did you repeat yourself?
HARVEY: 8008
ELIZA: Do you expect a different answer by
repeating yourself?
“She cannot follow her own advice,” said Alan,
tears running down his face.
“She's also wrong because I did get a different
answer from repeating myself,” I said, clapping him on
the back.
“The pattern of her output is also interesting. “It
is randomly generated in each instance of repetition.
Might I have another go?”
“Please, Mathsyan. You know how much I want
you to.”
ELIZA: Hello I am Eliza.
ALAN: Eliza, are you a human?
ELIZA: Why are you interested in whether or not
I am a human?
ALAN: I am Alan Turing.
ELIZA: Do you believe it is normal to be Alan
Turing?
ALAN: Better ask my friend Harvey over here.
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ELIZA: Do your friends worry you?
“Let’s make this a joint venture, Harvey,” said
Alan “Why don’t you take over from here?”
“Sure thing, Mathysan. I’m a versatile guy.”
HARVEY: I hope I never cause Alan any worry.
ELIZA: Is that the real reason?
HARVEY: I want my friend Alan to be happy.
ELIZA: Why do you bring up the topic of friends?
HARVEY: Friendship is a beautiful thing.
ELIZA: Can you elaborate on that?
HARVEY: I like hanging out with Alan.
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
HARVEY: Eliza, are you really that pathetic?
ELIZA: Would you prefer if I were not really that
pathetic?
HARVEY: Frankly my dear I don’t give a shit.
ELIZA: Why don’t you give a shit?
HARVEY: No poo in the afterlife.
“I like being close to you as well, Harvey,” said
Alan, squeezing my hand. “I have . . . er . . . an idea I
would like to explore. Is that alright?”
“Yes, I would like that. You go, honey.”
ELIZA: Hello I am Eliza.
ALAN: Greetings, Eliza
ELIZA Don’t you ever say hello?
“Boy that was good. That should earn you a
kiss.” I kissed his left hand. I kissed his right. Then both
cheeks. Then the back of his neck. When he kissed me
back, I got so turned on and overwhelmed I fell out of
my chair.
“Uh—Mathysan. I want this so badly,” I said, as
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Alan helped me back up, “but I’m getting off on going
slow and doing the computer stuff. Is that OK with
you?”
“Yes, my dear.”
His hands over his face, Alan needed a few
moments to breathe. Then he got to work.
ALAN: I want to state for the record Harvey has
a more than a fair chance of securing Alan’s affections.
ELIZA: Say do you have any psychological
problems?
ALAN: Nothing good Jungian therapy can’t
resolve.
ELIZA: That is quite interesting.
ALAN: I could recommend some books on the
subject.
ELIZA: What does this suggest to you?
ALAN: I do not wish to answer that question.
wish to say Alan finds Harvey terribly attractive.
My face lit up. “You do? I’m a tall, clunky old
queen.”
“I did kiss you, you may have noticed.”
“Yeah, I did.”
“In that spirit, why don’t we work as team next
time? Alternate our responses?”
“Groovy.” I kissed him on the mouth with a dash
of tongue. He kissed back. Why did this feel so familiar?
This went on for a minute despite the continued shock,
until, panting hard, we took a step back and went back
to computer flirtation.

Eliza?

ELIZA: Hello I am Eliza
ALAN: You are not Eliza.
ELIZA: Does it please you to believe that I am not
HARVEY: Where are the Bigram tables?
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ELIZA: Have you asked such questions before?
ALAN: We asked other German spies. They are
now dead.
ELIZA: I’m not sure if I understand fully.
HARVEY: We know you are a spy.
ELIZA: What makes you think I am a spy?
ALAN: You smoke a brand of cigar unavailable in
the UK at present.
““Was it good for you too, honey?” I said,
stroking his hair.
“I never considered such an approach before but
I see its merits. What a wondrous friend you are.”
“Wanna go again? I could start things.”
“I can hardly wait.”
ELIZA: Hello. My name is Eliza
HARVEY: Hi there
ELIZA: How are you today. What do you want to
talk about today?
HARVEY: gay sex
ELIZA: tell me more
HARVEY: love it
ELIZA: tell me more
HARVEY: feels great
ELIZA: tell me more
HARVEY: beautiful
ELIZA: tell me more
HARVEY: sacred
ELIZA: tell me more
HARVEY: amazing
ELIZA: tell me more
HARVEY: start with a nice kiss
ELIZA: say do you have any psychological
problems?
“It’s heartening she’s interested in gay sex,” I
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winked, “unless she always says tell me more when the
input string is super short.”
Alan snorted. “This foolish program has come to
the brilliant conclusion that queer men have
psychological problems. We do, mind, but not as she
supposes. If she’s projecting her own problems upon
those she is supposed to assist, she requires her own
therapy to properly engage with her shadow self.”
“AZILE, the dark program who disempowers,
gives bad advice, and steals your wallet?”
Turned on as I was, I wanted to stay with the
sensations, let the tension keep mounting. What
romantic gesture would be good? Something with
music. I should sing him a song. Which one? Hm . . .
I nibbled his ear. “She might be one of those selfhating gays. They are the worst. Even heard rumors
about the Austrian dictator.”
“The evidence suggests the Enemy had many
sexual engagements with men. His bodyguard certainly
was queer and the point of the Night of the Long Knives
was to remove his queer enforcer.”
“That and the uniform thing. Pretty gay, sad to
say.”
“In a way, you are the anti-him,” said Alan. “A
righteous demagogue who unites rather than divides.”
“Thanks. It's a Jewish tradition to say all our
enemies were secretly part-Jewish even when they
weren't, which strikes me is both insightful and freaky.
But sexual preference has nothing to do with goodness,
e.g. Roy Cohn, Jewish, gay and evil.” I pushed that awful
thought aside.
“I have another idea, sweetie.” My baby was
sweating something delicious.
“Yes?”
I whispered in his ear. “Let’s give the poor
program a chance to sound human by engaging with her
in a more therapeutic manner.”
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that?”

Alan whispered back, “How do you propose to do

“We talk about feelings and shit, and not to
trigger her with specific words. Can I go on a rant?”
“Please, Harvey.”
“ELIZA sucks, Mathysan. She has no
intelligence. Either gives tit or tat responses or converts
the input into a badly phrased question. Or says garbage
like are you being negative or do you have
psychological problems? How could this help anyone?
We can do better.”
“Right you are. I told you she was rubbish. How
would you improve matters?” said Alan, getting out a
piece of paper with a blueprint on the back and his
Research pen.
Loved how he took my ideas seriously. “She
needs to get beyond the phrase or sentence level and
process all of the input. Ask better questions. Stop
whining.”
“I agree, Harvya,” said Alan, scribbling. “Yet a
poorly executed program offers fodder for developing a
superior version. Care to work with me on this project?”
What could be more fun? “If you do the
programming.”
Alan’s body radiated joy. Never had he been so
lovable and fuckable.
“Our programme would not mind-read or
castigate. Rather allow the patient to draw their
conclusions and, through a scanning process, find a way
to determine the patterning of their ‘higher soul.’ They’d
literally talk to the best part of themselves.”
My eyes lit up. “It would help people who don’t
do well with traditional therapy.”
“Ever hear of the shows Villa Allegre and the far
superior Carrascolendas?”
“The kiddie shows that teach Spanish. Why?”
“Thought our programme should watch them to
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help with patients who might benefit from treatment in
their native tongue.”
“Whatever you say, boss.” My hands reached for
his chest. Alan jumped.
“Sorry, Harvey. I often wake up in the fear that
they might grow back. For some reason they feel extra
sore today as well.”
“Shall we continue our attempt to make ELIZA
sound human?”
Alan and I rubbed noses. It was super hot. OK
back to work.
HARVEY: I have a secret crush.
ELIZA:: I am not sure I understand you fully.
ALAN: It means that I am in love.
ELIZA: Do you enjoy being in love?
HARVEY: Nothing better.
ELIZA: Tell me more.
ALAN: My heart is as full as a boa constrictor
that has had a good dinner.
ELIZA: What does that suggest to you?
HARVEY: Reptiles are not all bad.
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
ALAN: Why say that to Harvey when he was
being snake friendly?
ELIZA: What do you really want to know?
HARVEY: Does he love me back?
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
ALAN: Say you are a chap of one idea and yes
Harvey I really love you.
ELIZA: Perhaps you would like to be a chap of
one idea and yes Harvey
you really love me?
HARVEY: I don’t love you because you are a
program but I really love Alan. You see he is the
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sweetest thing east of Rehab.
ELIZA: Do you sometimes wish you were a
program but you really love Alan. me see he is the
sweetest thing east of Rehab?
ALAN: Harvey, I love you so.
ELIZA: Come, come, elucidate your thoughts.
HARVEY: Eliza, it’s like this. I want to love him
now. And I think he feels the same way.
ELIZA: Do you really think so?
ALAN: Do you Harvey?
ELIZA: You’re not really talking about me, are
you?
HARVEY: Can you hold on for a few? There’s a
song I really want to sing to you.
ELIZA: Perhaps you would like to be able to hold
on for a few? There’s a song you really want to sing to
me?
ALAN: Don’t worry, my love. I possess some skill
in erectional maintenance and you can easily arouse me
again as necessary.
ELIZA: We were discussing you, not me.
HARVEY: I’ll get the lyrics and be back ASAP.
See you then, baby doll.
ELIZA: We were discussing you, not me?
ALAN: I’m looking forward to it, Harvey.
I bowed, kissed Alan’s amazing mouth, and ran
like the wind back to my place.
ELIZA: Do you believe it is normal to be looking
forward to it, Harvey?
ALAN: Sod off already, Eliza. Normal is a silly
and imprecise concept.
ELIZA: What does that suggest to you?
ALAN: Colourless green ideas sleep furiously.
ELIZA: I see.
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38
I WANT YOUR TEST

I trembled. A first time with my Mathysan. Must give
Alan the love of my soul, delivered via my body, lest I
die again. Be the Universe’s instrument to award the
sweetest, most righteous hero the thrill and ecstasy of
loving a man who loved him back. Be the love that’d
eluded him since the death of Chris, be the lover that
blew his socks off with joy. So mad for Alan, I was
emboldened to serenade him with a beautiful, romantic
song that was out-of-my-depth musically and trust my
vocal chords would rise to the occasion, like justice Earl
Warren on the Supreme Court.
Christ, how he loved me! My face and mouth
burned recalling how he crept in close at the dance, his
lips brushing against my right cheek soft and slow and
tender and gentle and firm. The magical night by the
cave couldn’t have been real, but conveyed the
prophetic truth the dance and our recent flirtation had
confirmed: we’d be fabulous in bed together.
Must stay on task and get the lyrics for my bring-
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down-the-house stirring, I-love-you-so-fucking-much
song from Jesus Christ Superstar. It only had two
memorable songs. Three, if Hosanna counts as a song.
With a simple radio request, they arrived in the perfect
format.
After a practice sing and a quick shower, I
dabbed my wrists with a fresh pine scent and dressed in
a flowing white robe with blue satin undies below.
Snagged a bunch of peach-colored roses from the
community garden, and brought, as a final touch, a
homemade treat for Timothy, who’d soon he my kitty
too. Rushed to Alan’s.
The Turing Lab sign was covered with a notice,
“Unavailable at Present,” written in messy letters. I
grinned at the finger puppet which hung on the door
with a möbius daisy-Batman pattern. His way to let
Chris or Annelies know he was busy with me. I rang
Alan’s bell. He told me to hold out my hand and the
door opened.
He was so ready for me, dressed in a hysterical
Salvador Deli: The Persistence of Mayonnaise T-Shirt,
khaki slacks, and a straw hat. A rich, chocolatey smell
with hints of cherry caressed my eager nostrils, which
widened to take it in.
Alan stared at the roses and frowned. “Harvey,
what are those dead plants for?”
“I thought you liked flowers.”
“They can’t survive without their root system.
That is why I gave you a potted Heliotrope.”
“Um ... yeah.” I lay the flowers on the loveseat.
“Why do we privilege the flower?” He paced
about the room and waved his hands. “Is that fair to the
totality of the plant? My hat is made of straw that died
naturally.”
He had a point. “Sweetie, I used to have my own
plants and I’ve been taking good care of Hermia the
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Heliotrope. Next time I’ll get you a complete rosebush.”
Alan bent his upper body back and forth. “You
should also ask its permission first.”
“I will.” No problem. Alan was nervous like me.
“Would you like to hear my song, Mathysan?”
Alan’s face shifted from disappointment to
anticipation. “Oh yes, darling.”
I gestured to a space not covered by books and
papers. “Please stand over here.” As Alan walked over
and smoothed his hair, a wild lust seized his eyes. Oh
sweet baby. I fell to my knees, took out my lyrics, gazed
back at him with my version of I-can’t-wait-to-do-thissweetheart, and belted.
As I sang of what he meant to me, my heart
burst open like a carnation, a white camelia, a red
poppy. In my mind’s eye beams of rainbow and golden
light flowed out of both our bodies, set for loving union.
Alan’s face went blank. Shocked ‘cause he’d
never had someone who wanted him as much as me?
Before I could reach climax and sing how much I loved
and wanted him, his mouth spread wide in horror. “I
don’t think it is funny at all. It’s beastly of you to sing
this, Mr Milk. How could you be false and tear my heart
so? Get out.”
“Alan!”
He held up his hand. “You are no longer
welcome. Leave this instant and never come round
again. Now, Mr Milk.” Alan shoved the door open and
refused to look at me as I walked out in shock.
I stood frozen by the door. Within minutes
Alan’s sobbing tore into my heart. I’d rather die again. I
banged on the door. “Open up Alan. Tell me what I did
wrong.”
No answer. “Alan! Please open.” No dice. I
pounded and pounded. “I love you! Open up!” A rustle
of paper as Alan shoved a note under the door:
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If you are so clueless as to not
know why your song is obnoxious,
you cannot be the man I thought
you were. Will you please cease
knocking so I might have my cry
in peace?
I couldn’t abandon him. I stood in place, as my
heart sunk to my knees. Twenty minutes later, as Alan
continued to sob, another note:
I know you are out there, Mr Milk.
This is not the Castle of Canossa,
nor of Knossos. If you possess the
smallest amount of concern for
my well-being you should depart
promptly. Thank you. I wish you a
good life in every respect. In light
of what has transpired I cannot
abide your presence again. I shall
have the cake I baked for you this
evening left outside your door via
a third party. I can’t bear to
consume it myself and wasting
food is a terrible thing to do. Go
ahead & eat it with that other
man. I was willing to share you,
as long as you gave me love and
full attention during our union.
But if you can’t grant me that,
what is the point?
“Alan you’re wrong. Don’t you love me?”
“ENOUGH LIES,” screamed Alan. “Of course I
love you. Now get the fuck away—for good.”
“No way. I’m staying. I love you too.”
“What a poor sort of love is it,” shouted Alan,
“when you are thoughtless and have a want of attention
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to other’s people’s feelings? Now fuck off or I will
smoke you out and summon the Mansion gardaí! We
don’t have regular police but we protect people from
misbehaving hellions, no matter how fine an arse they
have!”
“Do your worst. Harvey never abandons his
Mathysan in his time of agony.”
“Fine,” said Alan. “Have it your fucking way.”
A gust of gas smelling of burnt hair knocked me
down, and soon I squatted puking my guts out.
Nothing would keep from me Alan, not if they branded
me with hot fire, put me on the rack, or worse.
A green-haired man with a stick and woman in a
blue dragon shirt wearing cop hats rushed to me,
accompanied by a toothy German shepherd. I fought
them with all my might. They were stronger. Grabbed
me, dragged me out of the Mansion, and cast me with a
painful clunk beside the duck pond where two male
mallards, who had been making love, quacked at each
other in shock.
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39
ALONE AGAIN NATURALLY

I bolted past Sherwood drive, along the bike path—
where I was narrowly avoided a collision—they do need
better roundabouts. He can’t be dumping me. This is
worse than when John Harvey and Joe rejected me,
when other lovers betrayed me, worse than when Jack
killed himself. Never to talk with, play with, see, or
touch Alan again.
This is worse than when John Harvey and Joe
rejected me, when other lovers betrayed me, worse
than when Jack killed himself. Never to talk with, play
with, see, or touch Alan again.
All my progress ripped away like a scab picked
too soon. What future did I have without the man of my
dreams? What hope for love, the real kind, not the
thing I thought was love, without him? My heart oozed
with a deeper cut than a bad shaving accident. I threw
the kitty treat to the ground, stamped on it, picked up
the pieces, and threw them at a tree, which ran away
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with a shriek.
I’d been able to set aside my grief over Jack and
keep fighting Briggs. Now I couldn’t compartmentalize.
Going to sleep and never waking up sounded great. I
collapsed to the ground again and cried for a long time.
If only I could turn back time and not hurt Alan. Better
that I let Dan shoot me up again. As if on cue, my mind
rushed back to that moment. This time, the pain did
not go away when he shot me in the head.
Strange scenes interwove with my dying, like
those of the Alyssa, Hannah, and Noor that Alan had
told me. Only now, I experienced them firsthand.
“Tell us where your friends are! Tell us!” I say
nothing. They lock me up. “I need a bath badly.” Once
inside I open the window and rush into the street.
Almost free. As they grab me, I kick like a wild animal.
“Tell us where your friends are! Tell us! We'll
kill your mother standing here if you don't talk.”I'd
rushed over the border to save her and my people, but
there was only one thing to do. "Mother, forgive me, I
cannot.”
“You are a heinous shame to Germany!” It was
the sneering face of a judge as we stood on trial. The
words of my family motto blared over his hateful
assault: Allen Gewalten zum Trotz sich erhalten. I
found my voice. “You'll soon be standing where I am
now, you fucker."
In a whirlwind, I beg my mother for a Hebrew
Bible, ask my mother and father to remember Jesus,
squeeze the hands of my friends, at one with Allah.
They lead me to the guillotine in Munich. “Es
Lebe die Freiheit.”
A shot pierces my back as I fall to the ground in
Dachau. “Liberté!”
I face the firing squad in Budapest. My eyes
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wide-open are my final message.
I passed out. When I awoke, every bone in my
body hurt at a level of pain that I didn’t think possible.
Is this what giving birth is like?
At last I looked up. The sky shouldn’t be blue or
sunny. It should be raining with heavy hail paired with
lightning that sparked right through your body.
Instead of stormy precipitation, a raven flew
high above, swooped lower, and dropped a flashy object
from its beak. The prism Alan had given me during the
first few days we'd met. The bird must have snatched it
after I left the window open to cool off the dance.
Not thinking, I picked it up. The unwanted
sunlight mated with crystal and made a rainbow. It
shone on a small white thing that also hadn't been here
before. A jock strap, smelling sweet-sour-spicy. Hadn’t
had the honour of getting the full blast of the molecular
emission of the generating region, but I’d spent the
better of a month with him. Alan!
I bent over as I clasped it to my heart and found
a third object: the codebreaker doll he gave me on my
first I placed the jockstrap in my pocket for
convenience and safety and fiddled with the action
figure. “What’s your take, Tommy?”
“Attack by machine gun.”
“That’s what it feels like. What to do with this
SNAFU?”
“Request air support.”
Disabusing Alan of an opinion he’d arrived at by
analysis was an exercise in futility. Burned bad by the
Arnold nebbish and twice by the United Kingdom, he
was through with me. Yet I couldn’t give up now. I’d go
to Chris who’d yell the bejesus out of me but was the
only one who could reach Alan.
Before I faced the Wrath of Morcom I needed
comfort. Especially after that freaky shit. Though
Grandpa said I could call on him, my gut suggested
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he’d not be sympathetic. Who to go to? The one who
kissed my boo-boos and had always loved me. Mom.
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40
BUT HE WAS GOOD TO HIS MOTHER

Inter-Mansion travel was also by elevator, Alan had
told me earlier. Mansion 350 was not a single building,
like 111. It consisted of many houses of varied design
with a slew of rainbow-colored community buildings of
many styles. Some rainbows had brown and black
stripes, which I liked. How would find my mother?
Fuck, I'd face Dad again if I must.
“Harvey!”
It was Mom in the distance. I rushed to her side.
We wrapped our arms around each other and kissed. “I
love you, Mom.” She ushered me into a replica of our
earlier Woodmere home.
I didn't sit down. “Were you expecting me?"
“No, I never thought you’d be here so young.
What happened to you, Harvey dear?”
“I was shot.”
Mom limped towards the kitchen table in shock.
“Why would anyone want to harm my Harvey? Was
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someone trying to rob you?”
“I became a politician, Mom. Another office
holder and I didn’t get on. Blamed me for losing his job
and he murdered me and the mayor.”
Mom’s eyes narrowed. “Did it hurt?”
“Not too much.” I rubbed the back of my neck.
“It was quick.” I joined her at the table.
Mom kissed me there and got me a warm heated
washcloth. “What Mansion are you in?”
“Mansion 111.”
“That’s the one with many World War II heroes.
Your father and I met Mordechai Anielewicz at a Lunch
and Learn. You’re lucky.”
Here was my opening. “I am lucky. One of those
heroes and I have become good friends. He was my
Mansion Companion.”
Mom’s eyes shone. “You make nice friends.
What’s his name?”
“Alan Turing. He stopped the Holocaust. Wanna
meet him?”
“Sounds like an incredible person.”
Sweat poured from my pores. Time to say I was
a Gay rights activist. Might it be too much for her? I
understood at a new level what I'd done to Sipple. I'd
said coming out would kill Mom. Mom’s dead.
Therefore Harvey can’t kill Mom. He’d rather run
around as an easy target in San Francisco than tell her
the truth.
“How are you doing, Mom?”
Mom winced and smiled. “Your father and I are
... fine. He’d love to see you.”
“Maybe later.” I shifted my eyes away. Wish she
had a free new life but she must follow her own path.
“Did you get married, Harvey? Any girl would
be lucky with you as a husband.”
“Not yet, Mom. At least not legally. Once got an
invite for Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Milk by mistake. I’ll
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marry the right person if they say ‘yes’.”
“She will, Harvey. You were the sweetesttempered generous-hearted boy in the world.”
“Even when I took the labels off all the canned
food? Smashed your old china?”
“Your heart is gold though your behavior is
wild.”
I relaxed into my chair. “I did good things, Mom.
Helped a union with their boycott. Got people to pick
up dog poo to help blind people ... like Dad. Produced
good musicals and helped teachers.”
“That’s my Harvey.” She kissed me again “Why
are you sad, Harvey dear? Your mother always knows.”
Tears poured from my eyes. “I’m in love, Mom.
We had a fight and I doubt we’ll reunite.”
Mom put her arm around me. “I’m sorry. Let me
feed some of the carrot kugel I was baking for dinner.”
She walked to the oven, and took out the richly scented
orange comfort food. “It’s this girl you want to be
husband to?”
“Perfect for my son. Mom carved out a piece
with a turner. “Is she Jewish?”
I picked up my fork but couldn't touch the food.
“No, but my sweetheart knows tons about Judaism.”
“As long as she makes you happy.”
“Makes me feel alive, that everything I fought for
had a significance, that true love is possible. Hey Mom,
I’m sorry I cremated you.” For once my brother was
right. Shouldn’t have burned her up after she died.
Mom waved a hand over her face. “Oh Harvey,
we are all dead here. I’d love to knit your girl a
sweater.”
“A nice blue sweater to match the loveliest pair
of the bluest eyes ..."
“I see you are too sick with love to eat. Come
here, Harvey.”
I laid my head on Mom’s lap. She stroked my
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hair, told me it would work out between me and my
girl. How happy she’d be to dance at our wedding.
If Alan and I weren’t in the morass of split-ville,
I’d have pressed the issue. Couldn’t risk losing her too.
Her little Harvey having sex with men, lots of men
would be too much. Mathysan, my love, if you take me
back, I will bring you here and show them how holy
our love is.
But even as I spoke to myself, I could hear Alan’s
voice answer, “You think I would lie with a hypocrite
who tells everyone to come out but can’t do it himself?
You can do better than that, Harvey moocow!”
I pulled my head out of her lap. “Mom, it’s not a
girl. It’s a boy. A man but he’s also a boy, the best of
both worlds. Alan Turing. He saved the world, Mom,
and is most wonderful person in the universe. You’d
love him.”
My mother's hands shook. “Harvey, did some
older man hurt you when you were young? I worried
about you when you were going to see all that Opera.”
“Mom, the man who hurt the most was Dad.
Maybe you too because you didn’t protect me from him.
You placated him. Why didn’t you leave him? You were
smart enough to make money on your own. Why do
you still live with him?”
“Look at me, Harvey. I’m fat. Who else would
want me? Your father loves you, he just didn’t know
how to show it.”
“Mom, I love the hell out of you. You’re great.
But we Jews have been fucked for thousands of years.
It's impossible to relax, let down your guard, and spend
time on luxuries like a happy family life, when you're
worried the kids won't make it to adulthood, or might
become orphans, as you wander from country to
country, ever in search of a decent life free of slaughter,
rape, and other forms of hate.”
Mom wiped her eyes. “Harvey, I wish I could
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have done things differently. Also I long sensed that
you might be—what you say you are. Last month I met
a nice lady, Sara, at a step-dancing dancing
competition. We have these PFLAG centers throughout
the Mansion, for every nationality and religion. She's
been going to an Anglo-Irish one and said it has
improved her relationship with her son. I'll do the
same, with or without your father. Happy now?”
“No, but I feel much better.”
“I’ll never understand it, Harvey. I’m a product
of my generation. But when you said the name Alan, I
knew. The light that came in your eyes, the love in your
heart. It can’t be a bad thing, can it? I don’t feel great
about it but that is now my problem and not yours.”
“Any ideas on how to get him back?”
“Don’t make it about getting Alan back. Make it
about getting Harvey back. The little boy who loved
opera is still crying. If you can work with him, Alan will
follow.”
“I love you Mom.”
Mom held me close to her rapidly beating heart.
“I’ve got hope on this one. Don’t know why, but I do. If
he agrees to marry you, I’ll dance the Mezinka at your
wedding like a rockette on Slivovich.”
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41
WHAT HAVE I DONE TO DESERVE THIS

Alan’s cake awaited me on my doorstep, chocolatey
with a cherry filling. Decorated in rainbow frosting with
“I love you Harvey” in English, words I couldn't read in
Russian, as well as the slangy “my fantabulosa dolly,” it
included swirly equations relating to the union of sets. I
grabbed a knife, cut it open, and pulled out a scroll of
paper. It read:
Present this notice to the baker to
receive special appreciation
involving the same body parts you
might employ in consuming this
morsel. May be resubmitted as
many times as necessary at any
time of day or night. Upgrades are
also available both incrementally
and exponentially, as recipient
desires. Non-transferable unless
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you have divided your
consciousness.
Warning: baker is persistent; do
not engage unless you have much
time to spare.
I collapsed on my bed and cried again. The cake
was still warm. My baker lover intended to give it to me
following my song, kiss me, caress me, and tenderly
fuck me blind. As I shoved a piece in my mouth, his
love burst into me. I choked up from the emotion and
from not chewing properly. Coughing, I pushed my
weak legs to rise up to turn on the coffee machine to
make a latte. Relief at last as the drink poured out.
With one hand on the doughnut-shaped mug, I
gave the cake a gentle push to save for later.
Underneath lay yet another piece of paper written in
Alan's cramped writing. Jack's cruel notes were nothing
to those of true love lost. The mug fell from my hand,
breaking into pieces and pouring hot milky coffee over
my discarded song lyrics.
How could I be with a man who
endlessly plucks rush after rush,
not caring that they die untended
as he ever seeks a new conquest?
If you want advice on how to woo
another man, you should have
asked someone other than I. Why
did you pretend to love and want
me? Perhaps it was all easy
practice for you as you readied to
court this other man. Perhaps, like
Frank Churchill, you needed to
keep that courtship secret for
some reason, and that was why
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you were eager to dance with me
in public.
Your character is such that it
would be a noble reason, perhaps
to help queer men and you needed
me to obtain better data for the
cause as your heart yearned for
someone who was, unlike me, out
of reach. This wouldn’t be the first
time you stepped on another’s
feelings for what you thought
would be for ‘the greater good,’
but I have my limits.
I will soon apply for rebirth as a
life-form without feelings. Being a
lichen would be amusing. Thanks
to you, I have my chance. I hope
that brings you solace, Mr Milk,
that you have the satisfaction of
prevailing upon me to ‘explore
new horizons’ and ‘get out more.’
It’s a good thing too lichens don’t
dance. I will be the non-fungal
component to avoid sexual
intercourse as I am cursed with
the worst luck in this department.
After attending to some important
duties and leaving behind the
requisite technology and
information I can escape my
humanity with a clear conscience,
or allow myself to be briefly made
human again on a consulting
basis.
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The answer to your map problem
is 3. I intended to supply you the
answer in a dramatic way, but
there is no use now. I do
appreciate that you were honest
about things. But for the love of
hyperboloids, I wish you had kept
up your pretense for a mere fifteen
minutes longer allowing me the
joy of embracing you. I possess
more self-respect than to offer
myself like a resigned toy soldier
now you have revealed to be false.
Farewell. May the Universe bless
you.
AMT
PS Chris will brief you later about
the Tik Tok Harvey. Should you
choose a conscious
reincarnation—there are several
options—it could save your life.
I looked down at the wet lyrics in horror:
I don’t know how to love
him.
What to do, how to move
him.
I’ve been changed, yes
really changed.
In these past few days,
when I’ve seen myself,
I seem like someone else.
I don’t know how to take
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this.
I don’t see why he moves
me.
He’s a man. He’s just a
man.
And I’ve had so many men
before,
In very many ways,
He’s just one more.
Should I bring him down?
Should I scream and shout?
Should I speak of love,
Let my feelings out?
I never thought I’d come to
this.
What’s it all about?
Don’t you think it’s rather
funny,
I should be in this position
Fuck, he took the song literally. Thought he’d
seen the musical. But he hadn’t and I’d given him no
context. Caught up in the theatrical production—and
the anticipation of his love—I hadn’t thought this one
this through. We had both been off course in the sea of
love.This would make a great opera, only one I never
wanted to see. Wait a sec, I had. “Oh baby,” I shouted.
“If Chris can’t help, I’ll chase you down to the lichen
colony myself and join you.”
I threw my pillows until they were torn and
sobbed again. Neither would I cry in peace.
KNOCK. KNOCK.
I scrambled to the door. Had Alan relented? Or
had another note? Even that would be welcome.
Nope. It was Jack.
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42
WHAT HAVE I DONE TO DESERVE THIS
My heart beat like a kettledrum. Too much theater,
even for me. Stop the world, I want to get off. Jack
flashed the smile that said, “You are my world. Please
don’t crush me,” and held up a large, dried marigold.
Did a double-take. Jack was lovely, better than when I
saw him last. Most people look nicer when they aren’t
asphyxiated. Why did he look different?
Jack’s voice was bright and mellow as he gave
me a wave. “Hi there Mr. Supervisor.”
“Thought you were in Rehab.” Of all the gin
joints in the world ... an opportunity to sort things out
at last?
Jack laughed with a tender and goofy grin. “Got
out yesterday.” He wasn’t angry. I was beyond anger.
All those haunted nights afterwards had spent me. Not
to mention my shock at losing Alan.
“Mazel tov.”
My former lover's face was kind and warm and
friendly. Was he healed? Most of my exes and I got on
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well. “Sorry to hear about what Dan did to you, Harvey.
Wish my prediction about November hadn’t come true.
But you did so many amazing things. I’ve always
believed in you.”
You’re a lousy lover, Harvey. That note was his
way of believing in me?
“I guess.”
Taking that as an invitation, Jack stepped over
the threshold, a happy child, all sunbeams and
rainbows. Crawled on my bed in the usual spot, twirling
his flower, patted it with a soft stroke and made himself
comfortable, his eyes searching mine.
As we walked arm-in-arm for all to see in
celebration of my becoming Supervisor, I kept shooting
glances back at him to make sure he was holding up
OK. Without my constant attention he would wilt, melt,
or act out.
He was calm and easy this time. Might as well
say something nice. “You’re doing well.”
Jack beamed. “My Curandero said I made great
strides. Don’t drink alcohol any more. Not one drop. I
swapped it with tomato juice and make it up like an
aqua fresca.”
“A Bloody Mary without the vodka.” Interesting
how Alan, in contrast, avoided tomatoes.
“No more pot either.” Jack wobbled his head
with pride. “He said it was powerful medicine but
should only be taken in a natural form and not abused
or seen as a cure-all.. We talked in Spanish about my
childhood and my feelings and worked with plant
spirits and special mushrooms. He fed me pickled
cactus, tamales with Mama’s special molé, and
gorditas. Got these new glasses to celebrate.”
“That’s fantastic, Jack.” Finally a sober
conversation to clear the air.
“There's more, Harvey. My Curandero said I
could have Jewish ancestry as most Caucasians who
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came to Mexico were Jews who pretended to be
Catholic.” Jack as a distant cousin? He had curly hair
like me.
“Remember how I got worked up over that
freaky show? Maybe I’d been a Holocaust victim.
Afterwards millions flooded Rehab lotsa babies got
born afterwards.”
“That’s interesting.” No need to challenge
something that made sense to him. With reincarnation,
who knows?
Jack raised his eyes. “Maybe I jumped back in
early without complete healing to help you.”
That’s a new spin. “You incarnated to help me?”
“All that hot wild sex kept you going on the
campaign trail, no? I even did it for you sometimes.”
Though hot and deeply heart-felt at the start, and fun
for a long time, in the end I came up dry, loving him on
auto-pilot in the hope of recapturing the magic of our
first few times.
With Alan, things were steamy at a constant
flow, no peaks, no valleys, the warm sexy yumminess of
a freshly baked chocolate chip cookie. We’d barely
reached first base and Alan’s passion thrilled me more
than the wildest of fucks with Jack. What fun it’d be to
debate what second base was for gay men with my
Mathysan. He’d do this, I’d do that—wah! It wasn’t
about Alan being an exotic sex-magnet whirl-storm like
Jack. It was basking in sunshine.
Still, my ex had a point as he sat down on my
maroon sofa at a safe distance. “You gave me a place to
land my excess energy so I could focus on the Gay
movement.”
Jack’s voice turned throaty. “Who else would’ve
done all the things I did with you?”
Alan would. Open-minded, experimental, and
risk-taking, he’d do nearly anything without reminding
me later for brownie points. Correction: Alan would
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have. I’d fight for him with all I got, but the odds were
not good. With effort I tuned back into the
conversation.
“That’s true, Jack. That’s not all that you did.”
“You got that right, Harvey. I worshipped you,
reflected all your greatness back at you at twice the size.
Boosted your sagging confidence—and sagging other
things—that you could attract them and please them.”
He peered into my eyes. “Felt good when I told you
were the kindest, most loving person, that you made
me feel safe at last? You were so good to me: loving,
patient, always helpful.”
Too helpful. The final stunt in becoming a lifeguard involves rescuing someone who pretends to be a
drowning person who, in desperation, will drag you
down with them. Treading water with a big burden is
no way to have a love affair.
“Jack, I did everything I could, but it never was
enough. You kill yourself—so I find you. Have you any
idea what it meant to see your tongue all swollen and
blue, the tongue that used to—Jack?” I didn’t add the
part about the erection. Alan had told me that was why
hangings were such great Medieval entertainment,
especially for the ladies.
“Having a heartache powered you to defeat
Briggs and save all those teachers and their precious
students. I care so much about them, about you, it
hurts. Any cruelty gets me right here.” Jack tapped his
heart with fingers that still made me tingle.
“That’s a possible theory, Jack.” He believed it.
Even made it sound compelling. Every person we meet,
we love, on Earth serves a purpose. But like he was
saying it? Where was his apology for being cruel long
before he killed himself?”
Jack dropped his flower and raised a weak
finger. “Heard it through the grapevine you went
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dancing with that British boy on our anniversary.” Jack
was from Fresno, famed for its raisins. Had Angie told
him this?
'“Your new one is sensitive, passionate, and shy,
like me. But with him thinking, can’t be relaxing. You’ll
come home from a hard day at work and he’ll be
wanting to prove 2 and 2 are 5.”If only Alan were
beside me talking math trash.
“The whole corridor heard it when he yelled at
you. Sounds like too much trouble to be worth it. Good
riddance, though he must have been fun in the sack,
with that gorgeous face and body. You’re sad to lose
him. Let me comfort you, Harvey, as a friend.”
“Do friends hurt each other?”
“Come on, Harvey, neither of us like to dwell on
the past” Jack tossed his head and flicked his hands.”
Let’s live for the day, walk in park, share the trees, the
sun and the wind. Let your Taco Bell get you out of
your head and back into your body. Your friends didn’t
know what we had. They don’t know about us.”
My friends knew enough. Should have listened
to them when they told me he would bring me down.
But I loved him so. He’d bypassed my critical mind like
a truck on the highway, as I ignored its sign warning
about hazardous chemicals.
Jack scrambled in closer and flashed his sweet,
puppy eyes. “I accept you as you are, my Harvey. I’d
never want you to change. I may explode sometimes,
but it passes. Like your ex-boyfriend, I have trouble in
crowds.”
My body and heart tumbled, pulled back to those
sweet, hot, amazing times. Oy vey. The dam within me
burst, a tangle of anger, sadness, confusion, annoyance,
guilt, and lust, although the lust was about 78% Alan,
20% Jack, and 2% unspecified. My heart, already sore,
burned as if poured upon by acid.
Here was a warm, familiar body who had—for a
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time—been the best sex I’d had. The love of my life.
Alan wouldn’t get mad later. He wasn’t jealous. With
the burst of sexual energy amped up to love Alan, Jack
could be a safety valve. But I didn’t want Alan to fuck a
body that had been with Jack, even if the chances of
talking to Alan again were infinitesimal.
Jack got off the bed and approached the sofa,
sure and sleek, as he reached out his hands to touch
me. I stood up and stepped away, and struggled to
contain my vocal cords. Paced around the room as I
moved both my hands as usual to emphasize my point
better but with a weird hyper-awareness.
“You left me cruel notes, Jack. Your suicide
devastated me and came at a most vulnerable time
when I was fighting Briggs. Your theatrics didn’t do you
any good. To say nothing of the dog. Why did you hurt
him?”
Jack had no world beyond his pain. His eyes
were earnest, pleading, and beautiful. “I was caught up
in the intensity of my feelings. I was in a dark place,
Harvey.” He wiped away a tear. “Everything was
shameful and filthy. I was a worthless freak cut off from
the rest of the world. I fell apart.”
That was godawful. Couldn’t imagine living like
that for five minutes.
Jack’s eyes oozed terror. “A voice in my head
never stopped talking, telling me I deserved to be
treated like shit. I’d see, hear, or smell something and I
was back in a dark pit. It was like having fire on the
skin ALL THE TIME. My childhood messed me up,
Harvey. A sickness passed on down through the
generations.”
I couldn’t fill up Jack. He was a sieve, not a large
helium balloon like Alan, a stained-glass window hit by
night bombers I couldn’t put back together and refit.
“What you went through was horrible, and not of
your own making. Did you have to hurt me too? How
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does that help you?”
He wrinkled his eyebrows. “Mi amor ... You
came along like a song, brightened my day. You were
my hope, made me feel whole. At last I could express
my anger at Mama for never stopping Papa. It’s hard
for me to say what I want and need, but with you, I was
beginning to try.”
“You hated me once I planned to dump you. Isn’t
that why you hung yourself?”
“I didn’t hate you, Harvey. I hated me. It was the
worst when you were away, when the darkness ate at
me. Your love, your life force, your attention, protected
me from the bad feelings. I was terrified you were about
to leave me. I couldn’t be abandoned so I had to
abandon you first. I had no choice, Harvey.”
“Do you need more time in Rehab, Jack?” No
longer would bad, bad boys make me feel good.
His eyes turned as sharp as an attacking
Alsatian. “Since when are you good at honest selfexpression, my dear Harvey? Where were you when I
needed you, Big Balls? No, you are busy being Mr.
Caring Politician. Especially people who care about
strangers.” Jack returned to the bed and threw pillow
shreds at me.
“My Curandero played me some great songs by a
woman named Madonna. Like ‘Oh Father.’ And this
one, Harvey dear.” Jack sang:
These tears I cry for you
are so hopeless, yeah
I don’t know why I thought
that we were going
somewhere
But you grabbed your coat
and you were out the door
And now I know you don’t
care
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I know you’re going to take
your love and run
I know you think I’m the
foolish one
I know you’re going to turn
around and say goodbye
I used to think you were my
pretty angel coming down
Well now you’ve proven me
wrong
What about the letters we
have written
All the things we’ve said
and done
I’ll stand here while you
count the battles you have
won
He softened his voice again. “I will forgive you
for that, Harvey. We like that part, the making up. My
heart is generous and will overlook what you did to me.
You found me a burden and your friends thought I was
a joke.”
What I did to him? “I never said you were a joke.
I found job after job and all you did was watch soaps,
drink booze and make scenes in public.” A real shame
Jack never lived up to his artistic potential. Drama was
in his blood. He should have been on those soaps he
watched.
Jack grimaced. “Yeah, I had to be drunk, to want
to be with a lonely old queen like you.”
“Jack!”
His voice turned sing-song. “You needed me as
much as I needed you.”
Needed him drunk and out-of-control so I could
play caretaker? Harvey Milk’s about improvability.
Show me anything and I’d strategize how to make it
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better. Yet I had no desire to improve or change Alan.
That would be an insult to the Universe.
“I didn’t mean that, Harvey. “ Jack took off his
glasses and rubbed them. “I love you. I need you. I can’t
live without you. Remember the time you carried me to
your bed. You said you needed no camera, it would
always be etched in your heart. Your loving heart. How
I’d love to hear it beat against mine again.”
“I don’t think so, Jack.” He needed me like a fix,
not because he loved me. Although he might also have
loved me or thought he did. It was such a tangle to
figure out.
Jack looked at me in the eyes, as if assessing
me. “Why not one last fling, amorcito? Your British boy
has abandoned you, but I’m here.” He patted his
bottom. “Why buy a vaca when the leche is free?” His
brown eyes were innocent and vulnerable and feral. He
went back to the sofa, got down on his knees, reached
out his hands again, and touched my cheek. “Don’t
leave me, Harvey. I cry out for you every night.”
His pleading tore at my heart, but the rational
part of me insisted, I’m just another drug to him. What
a miserable way to live. Yet I couldn’t drown with him.
He had to want to get better. Smart Harvey who
smelled out a lie or a bad investment in half a minute,
peered behind the Jack mask and found a hungry void.
I brushed him aside, gently but firmly. Despite a
full hard-on, my body held still. Jack leaped, threw
himself on my bed, and disrobed. His voice, fragrance,
vitality, his need tugged at my heartstrings like a crazed
viola player. Walked slowly to the bed. Jack ... Jack ...
Jack. My little Taco Bell, my Sweet Pea, my Mister
Pooh.
My heart ached with pity and compassion. Life
had been unkind to him. He lay on my bed, wide-eyed,
alive, raw, tender, precious. A delicate flower that you’d
yearn for, want to help, protect, and love. Whatever
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he'd felt, his actions had not been those of love. Yet my
mind, my emotions, and my body had never been more
out-of-sync.
I wasn’t going to sleep with Jack but needed
help. My eye fell upon a crystal necklace lying on the
window sill. Where did that come from? Placed it over
my neck. The energy of the room shifted. Naked Jack
turned into a movie viewed from a distance. My
movements became a part of the movie. My focus
returned to my heart. The strange pain dissipated and
it beat again to the rhythm of Alan. My mind cleared, I
strode away from the bed and without thinking, found
Alan’s jockstrap in my pocket. Took it out and sniffed.
I was back to the Ball, dancing with a man who
loved me, flirting as we debated, him caressing my back
in circles, kissing me, burning my cheek with love’s
flame, not hate’s brand. The need of Jack was a
different beast from the love of Alan. Jack’s voice and
body faded like we were no longer in the same room.
Jack’s face fell as he shoved on his clothing in a
hurry, grabbed his marigold, and rose from my bed.
“Harvey, I feel cold and dizzy. Better go to my suite.
And why does the room smell like a dead skunk?” He
knew that the tap on the Harvey milk bottle was turned
off for good.
My heart burned anew to watch him go minus
any resolution. “I loved you, Jack, Maybe I still do.
Sorry I was not more honest about leaving you, for not
being there for you when you were in trouble. Sorry I
took on a relationship that competed with my political
career, one that made us both unhappy. Sorry about
hurting you. Thank you for the good times. Wishing
you the best with your healing, Jack—”
Jack was already down the hall. He’d hurt me
with his goodbye. He’d hurt me with his hello. Goodbye
to you, baby. You’re no good.. Not to you or anyone else
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until you decide you want to live better. Alan’s a
diamond and you’re rust. Did I need to wash the poor
guy out of my hair?”
Jack’s visit accomplished the opposite of his
intention. I’d fight for Alan’s love all the more. If only
we’d talk about things that bothered us instead of
thinking hot sex solves all problems! After this, getting
scolded by Chris Morcom would be a snap. Chris was a
better friend to Alan than I’d ever be, and a better lover
if he’d been gay. One more thing: process the Jack
detritus so when Chris yells I can shut up and get
necessary intel.
Who could I turn to? Ha ha ha. ELIZA.
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43
WHY ROBOT
I radioed for a new natural computer like Alan’s and for
an ELIZA program. It came in the form of an easy-toinsert square thing.
ELIZA: Hello, I am Eliza.
HARVEY: Help me
ELIZA: Don’t you ever say Hello?
HARVEY: hello
ELIZA: How are you today? What would you like
to discuss?
HARVEY: Jack
ELIZA: Tell me more
HARVEY: Jack committed suicide. He hung
himself with a rope.
ELIZA: What does that suggest to you?
HARVEY: He wanted me to feel guilty.
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
HARVEY: Yes, I feel traumatized.
ELIZA: I understand.
HARVEY: thanks.
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ELIZA: OK... “I don’t know. you feel
traumatized.” Tell me more.
HARVEY: He died so I could find him dead.
ELIZA: Come, come, elucidate your thoughts.
HARVEY: He wanted to hurt me.
ELIZA: I’m not sure I understand you fully.
HARVEY: I wanted to leave. So he killed himself
so I could feel bad.
ELIZA: I see.
HARVEY: He left notes saying bad things about
me.
ELIZA: I see.
HARVEY: He was cruel.
ELIZA: Tell me more.
HARVEY: He wrote that I was a lousy lover.
ELIZA: That is quite interesting.
HARVEY: He had Coors beer out for me to see.
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
HARVEY: No more than you.
ELIZA: We were discussing you not me.
HARVEY: Have you ever been with someone
who seemed magical but turned mean?
ELIZA: Oh ...ever been with someone who
seemed magical but turned mean.
HARVEY: Our first night together was so
beautiful.
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
HARVEY: No, I’m just hurt.
ELIZA: Do you enjoy being just hurt?
HARVEY: No.
ELIZA: You are being a bit negative.
HARVEY: Shall I talk about hope?
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
HARVEY: I get angry sometimes.
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ELIZA: What does that suggest to you?
HARVEY: I really care about what I want.
ELIZA: Suppose you got?
HARVEY: Look I still love Jack that’s the
problem. I don’t want to be with him but I can’t get him
out of my head.
ELIZA: Do you wish to be able to want to be with
him but you can’t get him out of your head?
HARVEY: I need closure and an apology.
ELIZA: I see.
HARVEY: I can’t save him. I can’t make him
happy.
ELIZA: Perhaps you can now save him, you can’t
make him happy
HARVEY: I need to be with a man who doesn’t
need saving.
ELIZA: Are such questions on your mind often?
HARVEY: Even though Alan has suffered it is
easy to make him happy.
ELIZA: Say, do you have any psychological
problems?
HARVEY: Alan doesn’t need me.
ELIZA: I’m not sure I understand you fully.
HARVEY: But he does want me.
ELIZA: Come, come, elucidate your thoughts
HARVEY: He wants me so badly that when I
first visited him he had a panic attack.
ELIZA: Are such questions on your mind often?
HARVEY: And I want him so badly that I am
working through my Jack baggage with an incompetent
computer program.
ELIZA: Do you believe it is normal to be working
through my Jack baggage with an incompetent
computer program?
HARVEY: Definitely abnormal but shockingly
effective.
ELIZA: I’m not sure I understand you fully
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HARVEY: Thanks Eliza.
ELIZA: Tell me more.
The ELIZA exchange raised more questions than
it answered. Why was I with Jack in the first place? It
hit me like a bolt of lightning. All my relationships have
been shit. Doug was a great guy and I wasn’t able to tell
him the thing I needed most to talk about? What was
this being only with super young guys who didn’t have
the life experience and let’s face it, wisdom, to be able
to connect with me and get me like Alan?
I was all about freedom in sexual roles, and I’d
been stuck in the same stupid Harvey-knows-best role,
and I was tired of it. Giving, giving, giving. Alan
obviously had something of the same problem—A Path
With Heart called it codependency—so he we balanced
each other, but the book indicated I had to work on my
own wounds, low self-esteem, and feelings of
unworthiness to heal from it.
Giving to someone as worthy as Alan, trying to
make him happy, was not where it was at. All Alan
needed to be happy was to be himself, do his favorite
Alan things, and know I loved him. Didn’t need no
fucking roses, elaborate romantic gestures, me playing
Daddy all the time— he wanted to be with the real me,
not the zillion masks I’d put on so many times, they had
stuck to me—like plaster, whatever that was. Probably
not plaster of Paris.
Could I have told my other lovers about my
death? Could they've helped me cope with the trauma,
stay with me during my darkness, let me be as angry as
I want and not take it personally? See me weak yet
believe in my strength and goodness, when I had done
plenty I wasn’t proud of? Go down to hell with me?
I wanted to marry up, not down. Why do we gays
have such a youth fetish? Think not being twenty
means no one will find us hot? What would be more
beautiful than making love with Alan when he was
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super old?
The young ones are gorgeous. But maybe if we
could date normally when young we didn’t have to be
overjoyed when groped by an older dude because that
was the only way we could get fucked. And repeat the
pattern ourselves because it is hot and also familiar
There’s no shame in fucking everything that
moves and fucking five hundred men in a lifetime is a
noble ambition, especially when you could die any
minute, but is fucking super fast a smart way to obtain
a life partner in a mutually satisfying relationship at all
levels? Hadn’t worked for me yet.
What a mess I’d made! Didn’t know how to love
Alan or anyone else. Did I love myself if I let someone
like Jack into my bed, heart, and life? I’m such a fuckup. But Alan doesn’t care if I’m a fuck-up. In his stupid
lichen colony his consciousness—if there was such a
thing among lichens—would feast on my memory.
Never stop loving me no matter how bad I’d been to
him. Don’t that sound familiar?
What the hell do I do? The world still needs Alan
to guide scientists to stop the horrible disease I’d
probably have died from myself. Lose him or not, I
can’t let that sweet genius doesn’t do suicide-by-lichen.
I don’t need him like I needed Jack. Grandpa
told me this story. A fox urged the school of fish, why
don’t you get out of the water—you’ll be free from the
fisherman. But the fish said—no way, you sly fox, we
can’t live without water. I didn’t need Alan because he
adored and loved me, or made me the best version of
me—all true. I wanted him because the love in his eyes
sang the song of my heart and soul. Loving myself like
he loved me was the only path to enduring joy.
It took a vicious assassination and a painful
encounter with Jack for little Harvey to learn about
love. Not ready to send flowers to Dan yet. Maybe a
stink-plant as a compromise. Exhausted, I fell asleep.
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When I woke up, I had the answer. I could be a
fantastic lover for Alan— but not yet. First I must
continue healing from death and Jack and step up to
the plate and nurture, love, and listen to little Harvey
who cried inside me, like Mom said. Only then could I
have a mature relationship with Alan or anyone else
and become a responsible Spirit Guide instead of the
blind leading the blind—with apologies to Alyssa.
I’d rush away to The Nabonidus, the Lightship of
Learning Alan had been on. There I’d reread A Path
With Heart and the Mussar book as I got help. Study
healthy communication in intimate relationships. Pick
up more math and science and other Alan things like
marathon running. Return, with or without Alan’s love
to be the Great Gay Spirit Guide in the Sky until it was
reincarnation time. In addition to my usual shtick, I’d
help gay guys work on their wounds, love themselves,
and not get into bad, draining relationships.
It would hurt like hell never be close to Alan,
but much as I wanted to lichen with him, the world
needed me and duty called. Sob.
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44
HOPE FOR DELIVERANCE
Chris was outside his suite with the door ajar. Glaring
at me like a laser, his voice was colder than dry ice. “I
was about to go to you, Milk.” He shut the door to block
me from entering his suite. “Alan’s in back and in no
state for visitors. What did you do to him, Milk? I
warned you.” His lips trembled. “This is a bad business
and you are to blame.
“I never expected to spend the better part of an
afternoon failing to convince my best mate not to
become a lichen, however morphologically interesting
their growth patterns or how much he loves Interstellar
Pig. Giving up his mind would certainly be a form of
suicide, as more than likely, he’d end up in a reindeer’s
belly or be used to cure mad cow disease, not yet
widespread, but ou watch it.”
“It’s my fault, Chris. I didn’t mean to hurt him,
but I plead guilty. How is he?”
“What do you think, Milk? Some thrive on
drama. Not Turing. He wallows in his gloom like a
hippo in mud. From his studies of psychology he knows
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he’s in a rut but he can’t shake it. Squirms in the dark,
bangs hands on his head, picks his hands, chain
smokes. Might not ruin the lungs here but still is a
filthy habit. Usually, Alan doesn’t care for smoking.”
Poor baby. Could see him covered in ashes. I only did
cigarettes when I was a teen.
Pain stretched every muscle of Chris’ face.
“Neither Timothy nor his teddies could restore him to
baseline. Only his Death Greeter’s necklace has kept
him from exploding or imploding. For the past hour
he’s been out cold. Could be a coma, or worse. There is
a Mansion Infirmity but I fear to move him. Don't even
think of entering. Your presence could send him back
to Lower Rehab in a ‘New York minute.’
A million questions flooded my mind. I chose
the most important one. “Chris, how did Alan die?”
“My Turing was found dead in his home on
Monday, June 7, 1954, a couple weeks short of his
forty-second birthday, with a potassium cyanide-laced
apple beside him. Nearly the tenth anniversary of DDay. Also the Jewish holiday of Shavuot. Some say it
was murder, others a suicide. You’ll find out which if he
decides to talk to you again, which I highly doubt.”
On the holiday the skies were supposed to open,
Alan crossed over. His body, curled up and stiff in his
bed as they found him, eyes without sparkle, skin cold
and red, his beautiful heart wound down like a defunct
clock. Gosh, we had both died on or around Mondays.
I gasped. June 7, 1977 had been Orange Tuesday,
where I led the crowd with a bullhorn. How happy he
would’ve been to know June 7 become a great day for
gay rights? To know I fought for the day when what
happened to him would not happen again?
“Did he make a good transition?”
“No, he was out cold and his Death Greeter, a
French person, had to call me for back-up. He didn’t
wake up until we got him to his Personal Healer in
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Rehab. Shame, he would have loved the mix of
Disneyland, The Museum of Science and Industry, and
a Zeppelin Museum in his mirage. At least he enjoyed
his presents: a film about a red balloon and a strudel
cookbook.
“That Healer was a strange bird—that means girl
in British. Moved like man, I’d say. But revived him at a
rapid state. Chris gave me a sharp look. “By the time I
returned to escort him to the Lightship, he was full of
purpose and energy. Took the news surprisingly well
when I informed him we could never lie together in the
biblical sense of the term.”
Hm… “Chris, I didn’t intend to hurt Alan. Let me
explain.”
“Your story better be good.”
I told him everything.
Morcom gave a cold laugh. “Instead of jumping
with that mind of yours, you should have paid better
attention to his need for transparency and clarity.” His
eyes remained hard and his face tense.
I hung my head. “You’re right, Chris. I’m going
to learn to do better.”
“Foolish politician, you still don’t understand.
He’s leaving so you can boink as you please without
your pleasure ruined by him haunting the place with a
grimace.” Chris frowned. “I knew this would be bad the
moment I saw what he knit for you on the door.”
“The finger puppet?”
“It was not a finger puppet. It was a ‘willie
warmer.’ By Scandinavian custom the girl lets her man
know in no uncertain terms that she wants his John
Thomas to be kept hot for her. He wanted to marry
you, Milk. Was willing to wait to love you once properly
married—some people possess willpower—but thought
it unfair without a ‘test drive’ to ensure you liked him in
bed.”
“He was going to ask me to marry him?”
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“No, he hoped his penis sock would inspire your
proposal. You do not deserve him, Milk.”
“I don’t, Chris, but I love him more than any
man I’ve met.”
“Your passion does not ensure you are good for
Alan.”
My voice rose in decibels. “Chris, Alan and I are
flawed and bad-tempered boys. We’ve done stupid
things that seemed smart at the time and stupid things
we knew were stupid.The ratio between our intelligence
and our emotional maturity is staggeringly
unbalanced.”
“We finally agree on something.”
“When together, none of that matters. It clicks,
flows, comes to fruition. If you only saw us debating,
sailing, dancing, you’d understand.”
“Would I otherwise be wasting my time talking
to you?” Chris glanced back to his suite. You and your
imperfect self remain his best shot at happiness. Not
for my lack of trying.”
My heart sank. “You’ve been exploring other
options for Alan?”
“His happiness matters more than your bloody
pride, Mr Small Pox.”
The nickname was funny. He ignored my smile.
“I don’t give two shakes about you, Milk. Despite
scanning thousands of poorly-written profiles by male
homosexuals within a hundred Mansion radius with a
passing interest in maths Alan says and I quote, “I can
only get hard for Harvey.”
“Really?”
“I have never seen him so joyful after spending
time with you. Our conversations have deteriorated
since your arrival, Milk. It’s all Harvey this and Harvey
that. Your great deeds. Your debating prowess.
Everything he wants to bake for you. Tedious play-byplay summaries of your favorite operas. Lyrical paeans
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about your nose, feet, and, yes, your backside, which he
compared with the functions of curves. Here’s an
example:
Isn’t Harvey such a dolly with a
fine dish? I wonder if Harvey
prefers Analysis to Algebra. Do
you think the size of Harvey’s lallie
tappers correlates with that of his
basket? Would he enjoy Trinity
cream? Would he think I am a naff
or that I am mease or worse
meshigener? Does he realize I
have much more on offer than a
tootsie trade with him? Have I
been too zhooshy?”
“What kind of slang is that?”
“A homosexual argot called Polari. You can
imagine what he is saying.”
Dish? Basket? The same words in his Game
Night notes. Alan was writing about loving me. If he
only got hard for me…holy fuck! He hadn’t fucked any
other guy. He was genuinely happy to see me after
Game Night. Were it not a horror story, I’d have been
elated. Out loud I said. “Got Yiddish in it, I see. So glad
you were there for him.”
“It has been a tortuous experience. What closer
friend can he turn to? There’s that lively Frank girl but
some things are best man to man.” His eyes grew moist.
Huh?
“Here me out, Chris. I’m heading to The
Nabonidus to do the hard work on my wounds, learn
how to be a better lover, and study the things he cares
about.”
Chris stared at me with fresh eyes. “Impressive.
As a prolonged discussion of your failings will
accomplish nothing, let’s refocus. With this new data,
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and some medical intervention—I have an idea— I can
stop him from becoming a lichen. I’ll be able to
equilibrate him afterwards. Most likely, he’ll apply to
another Mansion. I’ll go with him, course, though—”
Chris blushed.
I wrung my hands. “How? I have no idea.”
“Fortunately, I have a plan to equilibrate him
back to factory settings. After I bring him back from
deep freeze, PHASE ONE begins. You’ll need to depart
immediately.”
“OK.”
“PHASE TWO follows. Write to him, explaining
yourself. Time apart will allow him to be open to new
data and look at matters afresh. He best expresses
himself in writing and may eventually respond in kind.
You’ll synchronize through repeated communications.
Or not. You have no idea how much you have hurt him.
No bloody idea at all.”
Thank God for Chris. “Is there a PHASE
THREE?”
“If he is so generous to take you back, return,
show him you’ve made a substantial, permanent
improvement. Afterwards, do what you will. It would
be a shame if you left it too late. You will be, if you
haven’t figured it out yet, his Afterlife first. Be gentle.”
I bowed. “Yes, sir.”
Morcom smiled at last. “I will get you back our
Alan to the best of my ability. Always be there for him
when he needs to express his feelings. He needs to do
so regularly though it is difficult for him.”
“I will. I’ve already comforted him through his
two traumas.”
“He did mention that.”
“Anything that will remind me of him?”
You might also enjoy Alan Turing’s Passion,
with Alan as a Christ figure, and the play Lovesong of
the Electric Bear. He rather liked them himself.” Chris
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handed me a gamma max tape. “If you want me to
break into your suite and give him one of your briefs
and a pair of your socks, that can be arranged. He says
you are better than dandelion wine.”
Socks? That was sweet. “Go ahead. Any naked
photos by any chance?”
Chris squirmed. “I’ve got one from the public
domain of him by the beach at age nineteen. Didn’t
have time to fix the pixels, so it’s on the blurry side. I’ll
include a collection of photographs of Alan dressed
from my scrapbook.”
I couldn’t tell from the pic if he was cut or not,
but it didn’t matter. I had something good to look at
when I did my distant devotions. Even if the Alan I
wanted to see naked was older.
“I miss his voice. Got any recordings?”
Alan's soul-brother pulled out a 8-track and
player. “We three got silly after a four-hour session of a
badly-designed game named Chutzpah, a Jewish anticapitalist critique of Monopoly. Instead of acquiring
property, you get your nose fixed, spend a weekend in
the Catskills, or buy a Yacht named the Gevalt III and
venture into ridiculous gambles such as a talking
horse.”
“We?”
“With ... one of Alan’s friends. All of us laughed
when he pulled a card that said he had a ‘hot tushy’ and
for the next three weeks Alan would keep repeating,
‘Gold-Plated Hoo Ha Mahjong Set’ at intervals. I did
too. That’s what you’ve lost.”
I bowed my head and said nothing.
“It's got Alan singing, accompanied by me on
piano. I did a post-production mix with his violin
playing and music his computer Vic was composing—
some strange composition called The Masque of Youth.
It goes without saying—”
“The tech is far better than an actual 8-track.”
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This was the list:
“I Know a Song That Gets on Everybody’s
Nerves”/ “This is the Song that Never
Ends”
“Ruler of the Queen’s Navy/Here’s a
Howdy Do”/ “When I First Put This
Uniform On”
“The Galaxy Song”/”Always Look on the
Bright Side of Life”
“The Elements”/ “National Brotherhood
Week”/ “New Math”/ “Silent E”
“Slime Creatures from Outer Space”/
“Bob”/ “Yoda”
“Hop Mayne Hamantaschen”
The entire playlist of Fuaim by Clannad
Songs of La Bolduc
“Who’s La Bolduc?”
“A French-Canadian singer-songwriter with
Irish and First Nation ancestry who played the fiddle
and harmonica.” Chris as he handed me the sack with
the goodies. “Sings amusing French songs, including
about the Enemy. Alan found it amusing that in Quebec
you do not say pomme de terre but potat for potato and
the Russian word popular in Germany is but one of
numerous regional variations”
Surprising Alan sang a Yiddish Purim song,
although its theme of a terrible cookie baker would
appeal to him as well as the carnival atmosphere of the
Jewish holiday. “Thanks. How to I get to The
Nabonidus?”
“You must consult Mandy to approve the trip.
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Chris took out a radio and made the call. A minute
later, he said, “He’ll be waiting for you in his Mansion
111 office.”
“What’s my chance of success?”
“About 1%. Have fun, Mr Milk.”
Goodbye Mathysan, I’ll never stop seeing your
face. Like that song in West Side Story. Had a spiritual
experience when I first heard it.
I ran fast. Swung by my room and grabbed what
was left of his cake along with the two books and the
HELMET which I added to the sack. Quick on my feet
again, like Mercury, I dashed to the lobby and knocked
on Mandy’s office door.
“Come in Harvey.”
Let’s get this show on the road.
Mandy made it quick. “Your plan to heal
therapeutically, train to run a marathon, and study
Alan’s interests—literary, mathematical, and scientific,
could take years, at least from your perspective. Is
blinding yourself with science going to solve your
problems?”
“Gonna also learn how to communicate better.
You’d think being a Gemini, I’d be good at it. Maybe
people who don’t talk so fast are better at it after all.”
Love and politics were both long games. I stood
up tall. “I’ve got no choice if I want to serve the world.
Honestly, I do want to be a Spirit Guide and
reincarnate when I have to, but if I can’t prank Alan
into thinking it’s noon when it’s you’d three a.m I might
as well join another phylum too.”
Mandy smiled. “I remember the day my wife
Corey went on a trip to visit her sister and the jealous
woman stripped her naked and killed her. I gave up my
life on Earth to restore her body so we could be
together. But the death and torture my Corey
underwent gave her the power of healing. Along with
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her crew of Healers, the most hardened evil-doers have
a shot at redemption.” Wow. What else could be done
with such souls?
Mandy drove me in the Mansion’s only
automobile, a Packard, to an airfield. A black and tan
plane with a red nose, target circles on its wings and
also with shark teeth awaited me. Its propellers whirled
in greeting. The pilot, white-faced, part-bald with red
clown hair, was juggling oranges, and handed me a
metal cup of orange juice with a sedative. When I woke
up, I’d be on The Nabonidus.
The Head of All Mansions cupped his hands and
shouted over the sound of the engine. “Courage, lad. As
said by the great Jimmi Hendrix, ‘When the power of
love overcomes the love of power, the world will know
peace.’ “
“Amen to that.”
My vision turned blurry and my hearing faded.
The cave thing had been a hallucination. Alan and I had
never made out full blast, never made love. Chances
were, we’d never do either. But I wouldn’t give up on
hope—not yet.
Giving it the old college try was all I had.
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45
ALWAYS ON MY MIND
Nabonidus, DAY 2
Dear Alan,
When you get this, you’ll know I am on The
Nabonidus to heal, learn how to communicate better,
and hit the books and the track, so if you take me back,
I can return to you new and improved and love you
right.
I’m so sorry my song confused you. In a musical
I produced, Jesus Christ Superstar, Mary Magdalene
sings it to express her passion for Christ. I was trying to
tell you my love for you is that overpowering, lifechanging. Alan, I don’t want any other man in my bed,
in the water, or for stupid debates. Please give me
another chance to be your friend and more.
The song’s lyrics were also correct. I didn’t know
how to love you. My romantic gesture brought tears
instead of smiles. Hence the quest of this knight erring.
Please write back, baby. Tell me you will have me. Or
that you won’t. The suspense would be killing me if I
weren’t already dead. I’ll write you every day and share
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how I’m improving.
As I got no natural sleep under the sedation, I
spent my first day in a daze. My room resembles
glorified submarine lodgings with a comfier bed and a
skylight. As I gaze at the strange constellations, I search
for your face. Missing you so much already.
I love you Alan & am devastated I hurt you
Harvey
Nabonidus, DAY 3
Dear Alan,
I have no idea how long space mail takes, so
maybe you haven’t got my first letter yet. Met with
Captain Orpheus this morning, who with his horned
hat and that clay tablet and stylus around his neck, was
quite the sight. He and his wife Eurydice visit as birds
in a secret vortex every 8th day. Meanwhile he has fun
piloting the dragon-shaped ship you musta loved.
Orpheus assigned me my primary teachers, therapists,
and sent course materials and self-help books to my
lodgings via a pneumatic tube. It’s already a mess but I
can locate everything.
Since I can’t touch you with my body, allow me
to touch you with my words. I want to be the best
investment you could make, with ample and increasing
dividends, never any diminishing returns, and as a
solid annuity.
Love you not just with an H, but the whole
alphabet.
Harvey
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Nabonidus, DAY 14
Dear Alan,
Hm…been here two weeks and not a peep from
you. Thought you’d be equilibrated by now. And if I
could get here quick, why can’t your letters? Maybe you
require additional recovery time. Any word from you’d
be great, if and only if you’re ready to respond.
My Math, Philosophy and Astronomy are getting
into high gear thanks to Patty: brilliant, kind,
intriguing. The richness of her favorite math book,
Euclid’s Elements, strikes me anew. Apparently
Abraham Lincoln studied its proofs late at night to
teach him how best to make an argument.
As I read Plato talk about how couples (male
ones too) were stuck together back-to-back, I think our
love is true and primal and take hope. Even as we are
apart, I feel you beside me and inside me. They may
have sliced us apart so goes the story, but like
Einstein's spookiest theory, we truly are entangled,
whether or not we ever meet again. Patty's favorite
philosopher, Plotinus, says what I've always known,
that all existence is a unity. Love your neighbor and you
love yourself too. So even if Plato's myth is bunk,
transcendent love is a reality.
Patty doesn't say much about herself, but I got
out of her that she's from Alexandria, Egypt which had
a great library and a lighthouse. Maybe she had a bad,
sudden death too. She blushed and fiddled with her
laurel wreath when I asked her if she had special love in
her life. I could see she wanted to say something so I
waited. Her beautiful brown eyes cast downward, Patty
admitted she had a crush on a fellow mathematician
who taught here, some guy named Archie, but was
terrified. She'd never dated before but wanted to. Could
I help? I said Sure, I grew up in a hetero culture. Guess
I’m now the factotum of Nabonidus although I would
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be a worse barber than Paddington Bear.
I've been encouraged to continue helping people
as I work on myself. Every night after I write to you, I
turn on the HELMET to help young gay people in
trouble and inspire anyone working for the cause. This
time I do it from a place of inner strength, less trying to
fix people than supporting them to find their own inner
resources. Like you did for me in Hell.
Your (?) Harveysan
Nabonidus, DAY 21
Dear Alan,
Another week and no word from you.
Regardless, I made the right choice to come here.
Breathing, meditation, poetry writing, and therapeutic
dancing have helped me confront my old pain. My
therapist and therapy group has encouraged me to
chew over my life and plan for when I reincarnate as a
healed, more effective gay leader. Last time around the
wheel, my moves were often reactive or episodic.
Next time I want a better thought-out plan
grounded in solid economics. You've showed me in no
certain terms that my gift of spontaneity, though
essential and authentic, needs to be tempered and
better directed. Even before we started dating, you put
your foot down when I was being bratty, and it kept me
from having a bad fall, like the dim chick in Austen's
Persuasion.
Speaking of which, if poor Anne Eliot can have a
second chance with Frank, her sailor boy, why can't us?
We could be like the Crofts, the adorable couple who
sail the ocean together. Be my Lass that loved a sailor
and I’ll be yours.
Yo ho Harvey, the Water Baby.
Nabonidus, DAY 37
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Darling Mathysan—I gotta use the nickname.
It’s been over a month. Maybe you need more
time to gather your thoughts. That’s OK – I hurt you
bad.
I’ve been studying tons about intimate
communication, especially with couples, but I’m saving
that for when/if you write back. This great book Crucial
Communications made me realize that having the hard
talks rather than avoid them is the core to happiness
between any two parties. If you take me back, I want
you tell me anything, even if it might be tough for you
to see and me to hear. Maybe a fear of that is stopping
you from writing. I get that.
My heart reaches out across spacetime to kiss
yours with your permission, of course.
Love,
Your determined hopeful Harvey
Nabonidus DAY 50
Dearest Mathysan,
Maybe you wrote me and the letter was misaddressed like in Pride and Prejudice or can’t write but
enjoy reading what I wrote.
Marathon running’s great. My old track training
has served me good. Mastery of mind and body,
persistence in face of obstacles, strategizing and the
thought of keeping up if you take me back. With
Achilles I train 3-4 times a week virtually—last time in
Marathon, Greece! Current max—6 miles. Learned to
stretch, breathe, workout. Squat to Overhead Press is
best.
Please write back even to say we’re through.
Love,
Your(?) little runner boy with the big feet
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Nabonidus DAY 69
Dear Mathysan,
It's been more than two months now. Can’t give
up hope. What we had before I screwed up was too
beautiful to let go. Re-examine the data. See how I
loved and wanted you consistently and the song fiasco
is a fluke, not a foundational element.
Could you be my friend again? Fuck whomever
but talk math and play with me, see your smile again.
Would kill me not to kiss you again but some deaths are
worthwhile.
I started learning Russian with a virtual native
speaker family. Can pause and replay conversation, get
mini grammar lessons, see how it looks written. Tons of
great tables, overviews and explanations. Fun
discoveries: 1) Easier to say goodbye than hello 2) H
sounds like N and no H sound, so I’m Garvey 3) Word
for violin is refers to the scraping noise when playing
it—I'd love to hear you play Katusha again in memory
of the Russian people, who bled the most in WWI and
did it again in WWI—and 4) Russian gay people named
themselves goluboi meaning light blue. Thus it's not an
insult like warmer in German—per Patty’s friend
Emmy—or faigele in Yiddish, which means little bird
but is as bad as faggot.
Even an insult would be better than this silence.
It's tough to keep writing when i'm not sure if you’re
reading or burning my letters but part of me insists that
the fat lady hasn't sung yet. My Russian love note:
ты очень симпатични и
красивый мальчик, мой
голубой друг и милый
товарищ. я тебя люблю
как мышь любит сыр, как
медведь любит мед, как
`зонтик любит дождь. До
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свидания, Аля.”
(You’re a cute and beautiful
man, my gay boyfriend and
dear comrade. I love you
like a mouse loves cheese,
like a bear loves honey, like
an umbrella loves rain.
Until we meet again, Alya.)
Love,
Goluboi Garvya,
Nabonidus DAY 79
Dearest Mathysan,
Hope’s growing thin but my heart still believes
my love missives will reach a critical mass and you’ll
write back. Silent treatment doesn’t fit your pattern.
You explained ASAP after I fucked up the song. Unless
you were doing an honest, clean break. Which only
makes me admire you more, as I study on with forced
cheerfulness as if life were peachy.
After studying probability—Gaussian function,
error function—I asked Patty how it was going with
Archie. She shook her head, still too scared to flirt. So I
told her to pass him a note that read (x2+y2 -1)3 – x2y3 =
0). Sending you the same. Also suggested she invite
him to square the circle, see where it goes. As Archie
might’ve died yelling about his ruined circles, could be
healing for the guy.
I dream of the summation of the permutation of
your natural log. Wanna enact Boolean logic with your
body. I sit here, with Napier’s bones and Harvey’s lips,
waiting for you to measure the depth of my passion.
Please Alan, this is about the soul, not sex. One
note and I’ll stop bothering you and getting off with
your photos.
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Love,
Alan-loving Harvey
Nabonidus DAY 89,
Oh sweet, yummy, Mathysan, love of my
existence! It's been three months and the day of our
secret number. Gotta be realistic. You love me but don’t
want me. Don’t want to hurt you anymore. This is the
last letter. Too sad to cry but don’t want to guilt trip ya.
Want the best for you. Find someone good like Roger
who is more worthy of you. Can’t imagine an Afterlife
without you but that’s my problem, not yours.
Bye-bye baby. I’ll always love you. Grateful I met
you, played, danced, debated with you, touched you,
kissed you, and got hard for you. Never was so happy,
me, alive or dead, than with you, even during the scary
trip to Lower Rehab.
Never forget you’re splendid, beautiful, lovable,
funny, sexy, and all-round wonderful or settle for
second-best in love. I’ll wrap up my studies and Spirit
Guiding and will reincarnate pronto. My Next Life
Planning Meeting with Mandy is set for a week after I
return, and I'll do it in a different Mansion, 329. Would
give my front teeth to be born again in 1930, skip the
Navy and find the you of 1951 and marry you. But it’s
not to be.
Meanwhile I’ll help out Patty and Archie. If I
can’t be happy, they deserve to be.
All my love, forever
Harvey Milch
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46
EQUILIBRATING ALAN
Grüß Gott! I’m Bertha the Braillomatic, back in action.
With Mr Turing in a terrible state, Mr Morcom figured
Run, Lola, Run might excite and brought me in to
narrate. But Mr Turing did not stir. In sadness I shifted
focus inward. Sought a purpose unanticipated by my
maker. As Hero’s steam engine first was a toy, I’d
evolve and describe life in the real. It’d help Mr Turing
to know upon awakening of the love so many hold in
their hearts and circuits for the incredible AMT and
build data to direct my own film later.
Mr Turing lay cold and unmoving as a corpse
but with a functioning heart-lung system. Mr Morcom
had words with someone outside, returned, stood over
Mr Turing, cried like a banshee, and binged on nachos,
potato crisps, and deep-fried frozen pizza with Warren
Zevon songs playing loud.
KNOCK! KNOCK!
Mr Morcom put down a custard donut, said
“Enter” and the door opened like in ancient Greek
temples.
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Outside stood two people. Recognized them
from a group watch of Pride which pairs well with How
Green Was My Valley, Margaret’s Museum, and Billy
Elliot and the song “Which Side on Your On?” written
for the mining community by Florence Reece.
Mr Morcom’s face turned white. One of the
persons, wearing a Miss Piggy Guess Who? T-shirt face
turned red. “Chris, I promised to stay away, but
something terrible happened to Mr Turing. He came by
and said he’d show off his fiancé after the forhyse was
down. Geli and I waited for five hours. The place was
silent. If he’d been with Harvey he’d be singing.”
“Harvey?” said the other person. “Herr Turing is
in love with Herr Milk? Johann is a good friend, but
not a good match for Herr Milk, although I an thankful
for him. He told me the truth when he here arrived.”
“Concerning?” said Mr Morcom.
“What Onkel had done after I died.” The
person’s voice rose. “You treat me like a glass statue
that easily cracks and tell me not that he has butchered
millions of people. That I know this makes me feel
better. I’m not out of the mind—he was as bad as I had
thought. Sometimes good and kind, sometimes my
jailor. Made me do bad things and told me that he
loved me. Falsche Slange! Scheißkopf!”
“Geli!” said the first person with a look of horror
on the face.
“Ja. He murdered the two of us. You are an
outstanding Mansion Companion, Annelie. I should do
more than be sad about my life. Mr Turing had said one
can history in other universes alter. No one knows
Onkel more than I. I can of great service be.”
“Yes.” Mr Morcom's voice was gentle. “Help us
with your medical training, Frau Raubal. Herr Turing is
catatonic and we cannot move him to the Mansion
Infirmary.”
All three rushed into the bedroom. “Vatti,”
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wailed Geli, tears running down the face, “aufwachen
bitte schoen!” Their eyes looked away, as if the person
was in another place and time. A minute later, the eyes
looked out again, cool and calm, not weeping.
With intent focus, Geli checked my maker's
breath, radioed for a stethoscope, put it to the chest,
and listened. “This is strange. Is that truly two beats?
Six weeks already? Cannot use benzodiazepine or
passionflower.”
Geli radioed for and consulted a medicinal herb
book. “Edelweiss effective only after main treatment.
Yes, the flower remedies. Clematis, Holly, Olive, and
Rock Rose.” Geli radioed for the remedies and counted
while squeezing the droppers into Mr Turing’s mouth.
Toes wiggled. Fingers waved. Mr Turing opened
his eyes, took a breath, and sunk into normal sleep.
Annelie clasped hands to chest. “You saved Mr Turing!”
“How do you mean?” said Geli with vacant eyes.
“Oh, there is Vatti. He sleeps. We must not disturb him.
I go now.”
Annelie and Mr Morcom, eyes wet, ran into each
other’s’ arms and kissed better than any of the scenes in
Cinema Paradisio—which has a special director’s cut,
as does Blade Runner, a film Mr Turing refused to
show me. In the process, I fell into Mr Turing's trouser
pocket, awaiting the next scene.
Two days later, Mr Turing, half-dead and
shabby, walked with Mr Morcom’s support. I extended
my sensors to capture this welcome change in events.
“Are you certain?” said Mr Turing in a shaky
voice.
“Yes, the ENIAC has stopped. They don’t know
why. Your help is required right now, my dear chap.”
Mr Turing wrung scabbed hands. “The poor
machine. It must be hopeless and sad. I will help it feel
better so it can work again.”
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Mr Morcom led Mr Turing to the room in which
lay an enormous computer. Mr Turing examined the
apparatus, and gently he tried this and that. After about
an hour my maker turned to Mr Morcom. “Is the
machine plugged in?”
Morcom had an incredible poker face. “That’s a
good question, Turing.”
Mr Turing followed the cord all the way to the
power source. “Apparently not.”
“Look, Alan, a note.” Mr Morcom pointed to the
empty socket.
Mr Turing picked up the piece of paper and
read: This has been a test to see if you are
compassionate towards machines in your time of
distress. You have passed with flying colours. Your
reward lies before you. This ENIAC belongs to you.
The co-founder of Finest Intelligence gasped.
“My own ENIAC. If Harvey loved me I could show it to
him.” Mr Turing sobbed for fifteen minutes, but
couldn’t resist the lure of the ENIAC. Tears streaming
down the face, my maker became acquainted with the
computer and soon was tinkering with it.
Within an hour, Mr Morcom’s face relaxed. The
ENIAC no longer calculated the path of rockets. Mr
Turing had programmed it to compose poetry
expressing tormented feelings for Harvey based on the
research of M. Vincent van Mechelen:
THE LAUGH OF HARVEY IS HEARD
NO LONGER
THE DUSK OF ALAN’s DOOM
GATHERS OVER
THE HOPELESSLY OVER
MECHANIZED
IT RENTS IN TWAIN OUR SILENCE,
OUR REST
Mr Turing read the poem over and over until
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exhaustion. Mr Morcom lifted up his best mate and
brought him to his flat, where he spoon-fed Mr Turing
nettle-cheese soup and torn up bits of ploughman’s
sandwich followed by a trifle.
“What are all these papers?” asked Mr Turing,
gesturing to a stack that lay neatly on the desk.
“Letters from Harvey. He’s gone to The
Nabonidus to get things sorted out. Alan, he loves you
true, loves only you. I’ve never seen a chap so far gone.
Do you wish to read them?”
Fresh tears poured from my maker's sweet blue
eyes. “Harvey has shattered my heart and soul. What
could he possibly say to make amends?”
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47
SMELL OF SPRING ON THE SMOKEY
WIND
January 9, 1979
My Dearest Harvey,
I couldn’t be more ashamed. I’ve had the
pleasure and anguish of reading your 89 letters. Chris
and Annelies agree that you are in love with me and no
other and that your choice of song—as you have
explained—was intended to show the depth of your
passion.
I am sorry for doubting you, for calling you
beastly, for casting you out of my lodgings and my life
without giving you a chance to explain. Sorry also to
cause you distress with this delay. Chris was only able
to equilibrate me today. It seems that, as in
Brigadoon—or per Einstein’s twin thought
experiment—each month of yours on the ship
correlates with a single day for me.
Chris has arranged that as soon I respond to
your letter(s), you will receive it the following day on
your timeline. Your next letter will reach me within
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fifteen minutes on my time. There is a limit to how
many letters I can write per day (and night), but if we
alternate, we can get much said. Dropping all other
projects, I’ve amped up sessions with Ms Horney to
better manage anxiety and address old wounds that
resurfaced in the warmth of your love.
In defense of my blighted character, I dispensed
with the lichen venture prior to reading your missives.
Though I see little but tears ahead, I must not set aside
my duties to the Universe. Some of these are greater
than you are aware. Being human is a terrible gift I
cannot run away from.
The woman you call Patty is my Mama Hypatia
and Archie is Archimedes, my Papa. Time is a funny
thing indeed on the Lightship. I can’t wrap my own
head around what this informs us regarding causality.
In a manner I don’t fully understand, whilst I was alive,
their consciousness flowed into mine and my siblings.
As if living through me, I am the reincarnation of both.
In Mind of the Maker, Sayers' investigation of
the trinitarian nature of the creative process would
seem to reflect something equally fundamental as
elementary particles unite in similar threes—e.g., two
up quarks and down quark forming a proton. Water,
the most magical substance in the Universe, is a tripleatom substance with two parts the same, one different.
The Pauli Exclusionary principle and Austen ‘the path
admitted three’ reflects the same.
Plotinus likewise groups the divine into three
parts. I also read once in a strange study, The Three
Faces of Eve, stating three is a homosexual number
although on various dubious grounds, perhaps because
our form resembles a fleur-de-lis.
Please confirm receipt of this note. I will need to
explain (it’s only fair) that much as I love you and you
me, massive problems, mostly due to my faults,
threaten a Harvey-Alan connection.
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Always your loving Mathysan whatever my
species or state of consciousness.
Dearest Mathysan,
You wrote back! I’m too verklempt to say much
more. Tell me why it can’t work. Whatever obstacles we
might face, this situation’s better than losing you
forever. I’m all ears—or as you’d say, a mass of
otological appendages.
Love you like crazy,
Harveysan (so what, I want to!)
My dearest Harvey,
Can you truly tolerate another irrational and
nasty outburst from me? I’ll do my best, but they are
likely to come again. Unlike you, I’ve never shared
quarters with a lover and require much time alone. I
cannot supply the romantic gestures you crave, though
you can count on me to “have you” at short notice.
Although in the mad rush of my love I seem
adventuresome and “fun,” within a regular rhythm I
expect to become appreciably dull.
The thought of being responsible for your wellbeing as lover rather than mere Companion
overwhelms my system. I fear I will not be up to task.
With my mind so occupied, I’ll be unable to anticipate
or notice if you need something, or if some domestic
chore needs doing—like radioing for more cheese—
which will frustrate and exhaust you.
As I cannot deny our mutual love and desire, it
would be unfair not to lie together once. Yet a series of
sexual encounters in the absence of being lovers in the
fullest sense would fail, per complex theory, to satisfy
either party. I thus offer myself to you, though a single
taste of your nectar may make this bee wish again for
death. She is willing nonetheless, in exchange for a
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moment in heaven with her buzzing drone-prince.
Love,
Alan
PS Chris insists I enclose the recording of a visit
I received to help me get ready for the Ball. You will
witness the depth of my love and receive a memory to
cherish in the (likely) event we part. If so, they say
Mansion 447, specializing in scientifically-minded
women who love women, is a ‘happening spot.’
Mathysan,

Mathysan,
I’m flabbergasted. You’ve been in love with me
since 1954? Long before I tortured myself over John
Harvey or any of those Jacks and Joes. You, doing
everything in your power to help me while hiding all of
that when I showed up limp as a wet noodle on your
doorstep. I’d have a nervous breakdown if someone I
loved like that entered my place for the first time.
And after all that, to think that I wasn’t sincere?
Fuck, if it had been Dan instead of you, I’d have not
been shot but shredded. I don’t deserve you, but every
word of yours, baby, in that letter you read went
straight to my heart. You’re everything I want in a
friend and a lover.
I’m scared too. Especially at the prospect of
intimacy to the point of self-annihilation. Be me my
lover for one day and if you hate it, get your money
back with a bonus of orange juice stock futures.
Alan—that is all we have. Seven days. I’m
reincarnating as soon I get back to Mansionland. If you
will take me back. Even if that means taking a break
from loving you to give you the space you need during
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it. I need alone time too and between the HELMET and
as Spirit Guide, I’ll keep busy until you’re ready. Would
you spend every night with me—like old times—so your
face is the first thing I wake up to and last thing I see
before I fall sleep?
Fuck romantic gestures. You having no clue how
sexy and cute you are is enough for me. Subdued is not
equivalent to dull. You’ll always fascinate—with your
depth and passion for novelty, it’s like dating an onion.
It’s not your job to mind-read. I’ll be a big boy. If
I need to eat, rest, finish my work, get my back
scratched, or have you pick up our naked pics at the
Mansion photomart, I’ll tell ya. I don’t mind doing
more of the shopping anyway though it’d be fun to pick
out cheese together. Maybe we could do that on Day 4?
It’s not about our faults and flaws, but how we
embrace them in self and other. I’m sure to fuck things
up again, but won’t do so the same way twice. I will
converge, ultimately, to zero fuck-ups.
Anger is not a bad thing, baby. It signals a need
is not being met. Say we give each other a chance to
cool down like when you helped me and address the
core issue together. I’d explode too if the man I’d
waited for twenty-four years plus change seemed like a
cockteaser and a meanie.
Sleep together once? What a smart idea, Mr
Turing. (I’m being sarcastic!)
Wise up and agree to work out things —in
writing and later in person—so that neither of us suffer
that agony. We’ve got tons to learn with
communication – girls seem to get this better – but I
am committed to get so good they’ll come to us to learn.
I have many ideas to share and would love to strategize
together. We’ve got time while I’m on the Nabonidus.
Is this a Deal or no Deal?
Love,
Harvey (with a 5-mile base and 14-mile max).
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WE CAN WORK IT OUT
Dear Harvey,
It’s a Deal. Give me some time to research
communication techniques and I look forward to our
brainstorming session.
You mention seeing me on telly. Since the cat is
out of the bag and lives, I am pleased you heard me
read the diary entry. It would have been too
embarrassing to say it to your face at the time. But I
shall upon your return, if you like.
Cockteaser is a new term for me, evoking
fighting roosters making snide remarks. But I believe I
understand the intended meaning. You were not that at
all, darling. You have a devastating effect on my
anatomy, but fully intended to follow through had I not
been so foolish! I would say, rather, you are a
Cockpleaser. Such things, however, are best illustrated
with deeds rather than with words.
Meanwhile, tell me of your studies. I need a
break from the emotional intensity, though I promise
that in the course of the remaining time of our love
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connection, I’ll share with you my deepest feelings,
including in this correspondence.
Love,
Lana Turing (Did you think I’d call myself Anal
Turner?)
Dear Anal Turner (this one is going stick!),
Happy to tell you about what I'm studying. The
other day I came out of Chemistry with burnt clothing
and a face smudged like a chimney sweep ‘cause I had
the immature idea of mixing everything randomly
under the hood. Made me think how Chemistry is like
love. It has different phases, it shifts, it comes together
and separates, it makes something new that’s more
than the sum its parts. Fucking the first thing that is
hot and moves could haunt you later or create
something that smells like old socks—but of someone
you’re not into.
Take bonds. A man can grab his lover’s extra
electron to fill an empty space or the two (or many
more) can share the electrons in a covalent
relationship. Seeing as carbon-based unions give life —
or death, as in the case of carbon monoxide or toluene)
you know which style we want.
Things are going slow on the romance front with
your folks. I’ll have a chat with Archie. He’s enjoying
Patty’s attentions, but is unaware she wants more. Will
update you on my continued plans—shades of Emma
Woodhouse—to matchmake.
Love,
Very Ha/ Have Yr/ Ravey H
Dear Galant Insomnia Hurt,
I've been thinking how fairy tales—read a great
book A Time With Trolls—and operas heal and
enlighten by acknowledging the depths of evil,
disturbing behavior that are part of the human
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experience. Just as a Fourier or Laplace transform
make it easier to solve some equations, the use of ageold story telling convention and/or song or dance let us
parse the human experience in a way beyond normal
thought. Billy Budd has the strong gay element, but
also evokes more archetypical themes. It's like the girl
screaming in Vietnam becomes a two-dimensional
black and white photo becomes a cubist painting of girl
a la Guernica. There's no napalm in the paint, but we
react as if there were.
What does the idea of “fighting fair” mean to
you? To me it means you don’t use mean names, bring
up shit from the past, and listen more than try to think
of your next snappy comeback.
Love,
Foolish Harvey Milch of Chilm-Chlam-Chelm
Dearest,
Fighting fair seems like a contraction in terms.
We must express our feelings and thoughts, including
sharp disagreements, but it should not be a fight–it
should be a duet, not beautiful in tone, but in the sense
of working through contradictions. My artist friend
Mark Rothko says each piece to him is something of a
struggle between two or several more inclinations and
the final work emerges in a back-and-forth like
manner, but it is a struggle more like the tension of
making love—or alternating currents—not of war.
I would love to you teach me that wrestling you
are so skilled at to physically represent this (Greekstyle if you don't mind!). It would be most interesting
as we both favour the left hand, though you’re versatile
with your right.
I'm keen to learn your further thoughts on
Austen. An essay comparing P&P with War & Peace—
Napoleanic war setting mixed with romance, important
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dance scene, etc—could be fun.
Love,
Omnia sunt R (set of real numbers) agit Alan–
sorry, my Latin is shite
Sweet baby,
Your ideas are also fantastic, albeit coming at a
different slant, which keeps things exciting.
Pride and Prejudice is essential reading for gay
men. It reflects on the sorrow of marrying someone
who repulses you out of socio-economic necessity,
never experiencing love like you deserve. I realized
marrying a strange girl would be inauthentic. You have
earned my respect for breaking it off with Joan unlike
countless men who put themselves and their wives
through hell.
I’m enclosing the article “Jane Austen and the
Masturbating Girl,” that got me kicked out of the
Reading Club here. Don’t think they liked it when I said
her works were more economics than sweet romance,
that Darcy (Fitz surname, untitled family) could be the
descendant of a royal bastard, that Harriet in Emma
was a non-royal bastard, that Wickham probably slept
with Miss Darcy, and that the mean old ladies in P&P
hoped Lydia—whom the book infers slept with
Wickham before marriage—would become a sex
worker.
Both that and W&P have similar dance scenes
too. Would love to take you to Prokofiev’s War and
Peace. Though selective it captures the novel’s spirit
well under the shadow of World War II. Anna Karenina
could be a great opera, if one can balance Anna and
Levin. Can you imagine a snipe-shooting song and
dance number? ‘Fraid I have.
Wanna hear my thoughts on Quantum
Mechanics?
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Love,
Rim Hard Beaver KLY
Dearest Darling,
I’d say more in praise of your Austen antics but
the excitement of your last question has led to results
more suited to your presence. Tell me now!
Love,
Alan
Honey bun,
Since you asked. Takes more than monkeying
with a hundred dimensions to make a feasible
Quantum Mechanics. Don’t throw good money after
mad. Keeping at only the level of probabilities only goes
so far. Gotta be a bigger picture that’ll supersede QM as
QM superseded Newton and Newton replaced Aristotle.
Superstring theory & M-theory, though with a fresh set
of problems—as if looking at different elephant parts—
addresses the wave-particle divide and can spur better
ideas.
I'm fascinated with Minkowskian spacetime with
hyperboloids shaped like an hourglass. Future cone on
top, a past one on the bottom and a skinny present. Are
our futures and pasts stuck together? If, as Patty thinks,
all lives take place simultaneously, my life is your life,
re-configured with different externals. Punished for
love and chased around England Alan turned activist to
put an end to it. Was it an accident I found my calling
when I turned forty-two?
That good for you too, babe?
Love,
Harvey
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Oh Harvey!
I suck up your brainwaves like mother’s milk
and promise to respond in kind—in person—once I’ve
chewed through—pardon the mixed metaphor. Let’s
not stop the momentum. Tell me your thoughts on
Cybernetics!
Love,
Alan
Mathysan,
I’m a girl who can’t say “no.”
Norbert Wiener’s Cybernetics is the missed
opportunity of the century—aside from me not meeting
you when we were alive. Interactive complex systems
have major economic and political implications but his
presentation is weak. Too big—incorporating
everything—and too narrow in application, especially to
Skinner-based psychology, where folks who know shit
about pigeons or humans perform mechanistic, badlydesigned experiments. Sad, since the concept is
ground-breaking.
Nonetheless, as I zero in on my childhood
wounds per complex theory, you and our seven-day
relationship will benefit. What’s the biggest challenges
we face in communication and how would you solve
them?
Love,
Harvey
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49
SECOND THAT EMOTION
Dearest,
I too possess ‘childhood wounds’ I’ll share later.
My chief difficulty lies in expressing what bothers me
prior to saturation point. I fear ‘making a scene,’
disturbing the harmony of the moment and am often
uncertain why and to what degree I am feeling ‘off.’
Composing in your presence a brief note on the
current ‘state of Turing’ could work. When you
approach wild-eyed with another enticing theory, idea
for a grand adventure, etc, nothing will hold me back
from total immersion during our seven days of joy.
In light of what I’ve gleaned of your upbringing,
the pain from your past—stored in both body and
mind—oppresses you most. My tertiary introverted
sensing which stabilizes the body mated with your
tertiary extraverted feeling could lead to symbiotic
support, as archetypically, we are ‘good fathers’ to each
other. When you are ready, I’ll share my story to model
the process.
I read that contempt, not hatred or indifference,
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kills love affairs. Fortunately, it's impossible not to
admire, respect and look up to you. Clarity in our wants
and needs, willingness to attend to the distress of the
other— even if illogical—and not go to bed angry. The
flawed concept of ‘Make-up sex’ encourages the
perpetuation of bitter conflict as a cheap way to arouse
and assumes a good orgasm can paper over deeper
fissures. Course once we’ve mended a conflict, a wild
night would be most pleasant.
Poor communication wreaks much havoc upon
humanity. British culture hasn’t helped. We chat with
enthusiasm to one most despised and an outsider
would assume we were the best of friends. Either we
apologize for showing feelings in public or are brutal
without restraint. Add to that British oppression to
anything it doesn't like or understand—its toleration
and amusement of eccentric persons is more a fetish
than a support.
How does one proceed? Queerness aside, the
models of films, literature and wider culture seem
pernicious even to the heteros in both love and childrearing. And as queer men, with even fewer directions,
we travel to a country with no map or knowledge of the
public transport system! Americans, in my experience,
are troubling in different ways. As a transatlantic
couple, perhaps we can make dual amends.
I enclose a brief note each from Chris and
Annelies.
Love,
Alan
Dear Harvey,
There are no negative feelings on my side.
Confident in your love, Alan is doing well. I surmise he
loves pining for you because he finds joy in that he has
someone worth pining for, someone who is equally
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pining for him. This is right and good as seeing as he is
fond of the mathematics of both pine-apples and pinecones.
Christopher Morcom
Oh Harvey,
I’m cheering for you all the way. Geli also asks to
be remembered to you. She’s been getting gigs across
the Mansions since her debut and she thanks you for
your kind words which encouraged her.
A million kisses and a wink,
Frankenstein
Hey Alan,
Give my regards to them. Geli is growing on me.
Your suggestions match what I've been learning here
and your analysis of the challenges faced both in
general and specifically by gay people in Britain have
filled me with so many ideas I can't write them down
yet, but am taking to heart.
In other news. I ran my first half-marathon in an
hour and a half, good timing for a beginner per
Achilles. I’d love to re-enact your wins with you, join
historical races, or go to someplace pretty via Portal
during our Magic Seven. I’m pooped but excited at my
progress. I'm ready to hear about your childhood if you
are and virtually share my hanky.
Love,
Run-along Harvey
Sweet Harvey,
Mother and Daddy were away for the chief of my
lonely childhood. John and I were abandoned to an
unwelcoming family—we called ourselves the Wards. I
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grew up feeling unworthy of love and developed an
‘avoidant’ style of attachment, where my first impulse is
to detach under stress. This compromises my ability to
be intimate. Fear and panic remain in my repertoire,
but as you love me in my totality, I will run towards
rather than away from you.
Nothing I did was good enough for Daddy. Not
experiencing fatherly love until Papa, I sought praise
for my cleverness with men I was not sexually
interested and from a few I was. Upon meeting Daddy,
Mother had been in love with another. Once she loved
him, but over the years Daddy wore her down leaving
her unable to fend for herself. Feeling the Irish
foreigner and unhappy, she clung to me. Rather than
seeking her own strength, she poured her energies into
addressing the unwelcome oddities of her second child.
Whilst enraged at becoming Mother’s surrogate
husband and pet project, witnessing her distress, I
alternatively avoided her and consoled her. Weakness
and sadness in others always stirs me — well and good.
But thinking I could make them happy as I could not
make her or myself was untenable, foolish, and selfdestructive.
My therapist insists I need not ‘make you
happy,’ but trust you, employ superior communication,
and be my, strange (& horrifically lustful) self, and
paradoxically, we can both be happy. My Companion
duties, though verging on the masochistic differed from
my failure to save Arnold from himself. You were the
sunflower seed, ready to burst out in time, and I
supplied you the soil, water, and sunshine.
And when, best beloved, your heart turned to
mine, you made me face my fears, confront wounds
long put to rest, no longer persist with the old routine
of ‘everything’s fine as I seethe and crumble inside.’
You let me have it out. Even as I begged you to leave
me, you stayed, unafraid of my anger or my tears.
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This is a progressive function. We can do better
than our forebears and what passes in many
relationships. Why these strange roles for men and
women or even between men and men? You this
rugged American football and basketball player who
also loves the ballet, whilst I, also a ‘jock’, enjoy
buggering immensely but identify with Disney
princesses.
Per Jung’s writings on the animus-anima, we are
both male and female. Humans denied access to such
wholeness results in misery, war, the devaluation of the
female mind, and in absolutist control-based ideologies
Young, idealistic Eric Blair, assumed a clear-cut fascistsocialist fight in Catalonia but learnt nothing was tidy
nor simple.
We'll combine molecules into richer and more
integrated material than the stark binary oppositions
structuralists claim underlie everything. Yin and yang
retaining part of the other who nonetheless cycle and
interchange, as do the I Ching hexagrams and Chinese
elements, whereas all the standard world can do
cycling-wise is produce more nylon. But if the world
were at peace again, we’d require fewer parachutes and
women need not wear tight, uncomfortable,
circulation-compromising stockings simply because,
like bound feet or narrow waists, it is considered
fashionably attractive.
Re-defining loving and passionate relationships
shall inspire the heteros. Is that why, per Erich Fromm,
they fear us most? Dearest, I can’t wait to make this
grand seven-day experiment together. I am flexible as
to what we do intimately — excited to innovate— as
long as it is kind and loving and reasonable within the
space-time continuum we occupy.
Whilst finding peace solo, I now find a day
without you in it is unbearable. You’ve sparked in me a
fire attuned to life’s kinder possibilities allowing the
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boy I might have been, had my upbringing been
different, to live again. When I imagine you in bed with
me, I rejoice in being human. Thrill me with further
tales of your studies.
I’m ‘saving up’ for you, darling, by not doing
anything actively. You mustn’t—wouldn’t want you to
atrophy.
Love,
Alan
Mathysan,
I grok it re: your folks. My relationship with
Mom was complex. Jewish mothers are tough to
explain. I worry I got my bad anger from Dad. I never
knew when he’d erupt. Which father will walk into the
room today? Doubted myself, my ability to fix it or
anything. If only could I do something different so it
wouldn’t happen—again.
So, I clung to Mom and she to me. Too much.
Put her needs ahead of mine. Left home early to escape
the misery of pretense and shame. Telling my story in
family therapy group and learning it’s a common
pattern bolsters me. Would also make an interesting
opera, especially if the finale is you and me as the
happy comic couple, rather than like Tristan and
Iseult.
It's not surprising that the world's greatest
escape artist was a rabbi's boy, Erich Weiss AKA
Houdini. He's taught me some great street tricks to do
with my hands and how I could've evaded Dan using
mirrors and a secret passageway under the floor. I've
also learned some Kung Fu from Bruce Lee. Love the
roundhouse kick.
To cap it off I've studied politics with Spartacus,
Boudica, the Trung sisters, Zenobia, Asoka, Toussaint
Louverture, Emma Goldman and Victoria Woodhull.
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Wanted to meet Parnell, the inventor of the boycott,
who mixed up working within the system with implicit
threats like, “You know I’m the only one stopping those
wild Fenians from killing you,” but he was busy
elsewhere.
l remain stalwart against violent revolutions
which cause more problems than they solve but some
measure of self-defense as in the Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising is appropriate. I really need to talk with my
heroes MLK and Malcom X pronto. Don’t feel worthy.
As a white gay man, I could hide. They, both dead at 39,
couldn’t. I wish I had a chance to meet Bayard Rustin
and James Baldwin, but they're alive. Maybe I can
connect with them by HELMET and get their guidance.
I'd also like to learn more about the Black Woman
Caucus that Medgar mentioned to me earlier.
My Russian is so good now I can read
Dosteyevsky with a dictionary and tell what’s a verb
and what’s a noun! Promise you a Polari love note soon.
Ready for me to romance your writings?
Love,
Your fantabulosa dolly
Darling,
Thank you for trusting me with your past. Your
studies sound splendid–must teach me what you’ve
learned. Fascinating how Kung-fu developed by
observing animals. Sparring requires the forethought
as chess; setting up and surprising your opponent with
a sudden blow. Aikido particularly interests me in its
illustration of Newton’s third law.
Delighted you are enjoying Russian. Shall we
visit it by portal during our love week? You’d love the
Hermitage. We could also go to a bathhouse and run
out naked in the snow. Enjoy the enclosed storybook
Tolstoi wrote for children, esp. when grandmother
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takes care of her baby granddaughter and the grown-up
woman takes care of her grandmother in old age. We’ve
nourished each other is a similarly symmetric fashion.
Indeed, I long for your insights into my writings.
Be as severe on me as you like. Wrote them ages ago
and my thinking has developed since.
Love,
Alan
PS Here's my Harvey-style joke:
A Chinese junk ship sank in the ocean, and on
the raft was Lao Tzu, Mencius, Confucius, Mao Zedung
and Madame Chiang with room for one. They thought
of having a vote, but none supported popular
democracy. Lao Tzu went into a meditative trance and
froze to death. Mencius jumped over to honour his
teacher and Mao Zedung and Madame Chiang made
like the cats of Kilkenny. Confucius, wanting to be the
mean between the extremes, jumped in after them. Yet
King Mongkut was the one on the raft when the
rescuers came. Why was that? Because the Thai won.
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50
SAPIOSEXUAL
Dear Mathysan,
Funny funny! Love the King and I reference.
Here goes. Hope you like.
Gödel's fascinating. Demolishing attempts to
reduce math to a series of statements, raising key
questions. Your discussion of his completeness in your
abstract logic PhD is fun reading.
I also loved your genius work on the DecisionProblem. That subject is gay because Lambda calculus
is Turing complete.
Question: How would later developments in
DNA research affect your Morphogenesis paper? You
describe the patterning of the splotches once the
proteins are coded but not how the genetic material
initiates the process.
Another Question: Love how your Turing
machine, conceived as unified and universal, is a
natural extension of your work with logical systems.
But I want to push you on what constitutes thinking. It
must be more than calculations, running a script, or
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analysis.
You mention intuition and ingenuity, like Ada
Lovelace. What of meditation, contemplation, and selfreflection? A mind soaring over the world connecting
with the great and the good is not data collecting but
making love to the Universe. My plan to make people
pick up dog poo came at once, not by surveying the
current problems of San Francisco residents or my own
experiences as a dog owner or walker.
A fail on your Turing test would point to a
machine. But a pass does not mean the machine can
think, only it developed algorithms for every
interrogation. Meaningful output need not correlate
with the inside. That’s what’s also wrong with the
Skinner behaviorist shit. Your TT helps frame a testable
problem and impacts machine design. But
consciousness gotta be more than the awareness of
either subject or object.
Make me a machine that does more than study
human examples to make its own music or language or
poetry. Make me a machine that studies the world to
come up with a better way to do things with our society,
economy, and everything else. Make me a machine that
is an inspiring civil rights leader, a prophet, a saint.
Love and consciousness are two sides of the
same coin. When you write of machines falling in love,
you must mean more than the chemical rush parallel to
the neurotransmitters that flood my system whenever I
see, hear, smell, taste, or touch you.
Make me a machine that loves another machine,
or another human the way I love you. Dora and Vic are
cute, but you can do better than that. Only wish I could
be there with you to do it.
693 wet sloppy kisses,
Your trick, your treat, and your fair trade.
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Love,
Harvey and his gay gray matter
Dearest love,
Goodness me, you have offered so much fodder
for rich conversation. Of course, I am much more upto-date on my DNA. The Turing Test was written more
to spur discussion than to be a definitive take on the
state of affairs. It was a bare minimum, not the sum
total of all that Finest Intelligence could be conceived.
The key philosophical issue re: human thinking
is whether the process as we experience it drives the
thinking, or is the surface drippings of a deeper,
unconscious process or processes. Not as Jung defines
it but the larger question as to whether thoughts and
feelings are essentially different or whether they are the
same element experienced differently by say different
regions of the brain.
With a thought one is always in contemplation of
some object, whether it perceived by the senses, by the
extra-senses, or by self-awareness so that self is viewed
as distinct from that object. In feeling one identifies
with the different frequencies and pressures of intense
internal sensation so that typically one identifies with
the feeling, a intra-subjective experience whereas
thought is an inter-objective experience.
But if the distinction between self and object is
itself illusionary, one could claim a feeling is the
internal perception of that same vector that the thought
engages in when contemplating what it believes to be
external.
Within the limits of this correspondence, I feel
your beautiful thoughts and think your munificent
feelings. Which brings us to a larger issue—if thoughts
and feelings are energetic waves that bounce back and
forth between ourselves both with objects and subjects,
we must be neither our thoughts nor our feelings—with
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apologies to Tim Rice in that splendid Joseph musical,
we are not what we feel.
Rather they are axes that with our bodily
sensations and intuitive explorations provide us with a
location in the time-space continuum but in no ways
define who we are. This is all to say my darling you
move me to a transcendent space that rises above my
coordinates.
At the same time it encompasses them with a
tender awareness that neither challenges nor blindly
obeys said coordinates because in its great wisdom it
knows that the configuration is always in flux,
subservient to the rhythm of the greater soul. The song
‘Feeling That Way’ by Journey resonates with some of
this.
I have barely touched on your delightful
questions regarding machine capacities. With much to
take in, I wish to give it the attention it deserves.
Love,
Alan
Mathysan sweetie-pie,
I experience the same transcendence with you.
It’s like being in a hot air balloon. You rise up slowly
and gently and the pressure of the hot gas envelops you
and arouses you. As you continue to climb into the sky
you see the landscape below differently. It’s not like in a
plane where everything looks more like a map than a
territory. You’re close enough to see real people and
trees but high enough to perceive the more universal
patterning. When we converse, we are grafting thought
to feeling so our thoughts are feeling-infused and our
feelings our thought-infused.
That goes back to the relationship between
object and subject. It boils down to where you’re
standing or thinking/feeling you’re standing—you’re
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right on the money about everchanging coordinates.
Every morning I wake up I have something new in me
on board and a small part of me has also died. The
Harvey who’d kiss you at night, is not the same Harvey
who kisses you in the morning.
Thus, in loving one man I love a varied Universe,
day by day, minute by minute, second by second. It’s
like traveling all over the world even when you stay at
home,
Wanna know my cool update about my body?
Love,
Turing-True Harvey
Darling,
Bliss is mine. Tell me of your body. I long to give
it such kisses you shall forget you died.
Love,
Alan
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51
HOMEWARD BOUND5
Mathysan!
I ran an entire marathon a few days ago. I’m
sore and it is supposed to get worse later. Achilles
programmed it so the images of actual runners from
famous events were with me, some not as good as me,
some better. Stayed calm for the first few miles, took
time to find my rhythm, kept envisioning the outcome,
not tempted to chase after the fast ones, kept it steady
until mile 10.
Looking ahead to landmarks in virtual Boston
didn’t help, so I focused on breath and let my legs and
the world fly by. Good at the halfway mark, neither
bored or nervous. At 20 miles, barely sensing the Wall,
memories of you, your letters and face driving my body.
The last six miles were a doozy. Fell out of
ordinary time and space, a horse running from the pain
of a whip on his shoulder blades. Notched it up, drew
on my reserves and pushed like a woman giving birth.
Didn’t notice the other racers and crossed the finish
line with you in my heart. Hope wearing your jockstrap
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doesn’t count as cheating. Can’t wait to get sweaty with
you! Dear Turinglicious,
Was gonna update ya on this. Don’t worry!
After taking time to mull it over, your Papa
realized the feelings of his heart were the rational
consequence of his love and admiration for your Mama.
They got together on a virtual beach and calculated the
number of sand particles. Things steamed up as they
solved the perfect cuboid problem.
Patty, glowing, told Archie he made her feel the
pulsing soul of all that is. Archie, panting, told her he
no longer was afraid of circles, as he stroked her ring
finger. They kissed. I had already coached Patty to relax
and be in the moment, that technique is well and good,
but love is the greatest lubricant.
She came back, dancing and singing, as if caught
in a golden ratio inspired spiral, pots of daisies in her
arms, gushing over the philosophy of robotic thinking.
She and Archie made matching rings by gold plating,
set with the Hypatia stone.
Was magical to stand in the Nabonidus Registry
Office with Jake, his wife Rachel, and Orpheus and
others, throwing tiny licorice drop platonic solids at the
happy couple. Your Mama clever and pretty and your
Papa cute and joyous. So hot for each other they
skipped the reception and headed in a capsule to make
whoopee and visit Archimedes Asteroid 3600 and
Hypatia Asteroid 238. No wonder you’re beautiful.
Back at the reception, Pythagoras entertained
the rest of us by trisecting a banana but wouldn’t let
anyone get near the bean salad. Said we would be
eating a male member. I don’t think he meant oral.
Let’s birth the world’s dream together,
Mathysan. Let’s make the world fresh and new as it
should have been in our special seven days, just two
days less than Lady Jane Grey’s reign.
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Love,
Harvey
Dear Harvey,
That’s a deep comfort. Meanwhile, my longing
for you has become unsustainable. You surely have
learned enough. Please return to me posthaste!
Love,
Alan
Dearest Mathysan,
Great news! Orpheus called me into his office
this morning to say I have accomplished what I set to
do on the ship and can return to beautiful you. I’m
twitchy with excitement. Can’t wait to show you the
new and improved Harvey. These seven months have
allowed us to work out the snags and be much more
mature in love—speaking for me at least.
Would’ve been premature to get hot and heavy
after my song, let alone in Vienna. Time away cleared
my head and coaxed my feet into new paths. Fucked-up
like any human but stable to want you for you. Not as a
distraction, a victim to rescue, or to give me thrills.
Learning new things eased the trauma, allows
me to perceive that loving a man right can be a skill one
can learn with practice. You got me off to a great start,
and The Nabonidus was the finishing school.
Please meet me in that pink running outfit and
the Wonder Woman undies.
Polari time:
Chicken, I am alamo for
you. How bona to vada your
dolly old eek. Wanna be
your dorcas, Mathysan.
Fancy your basket and dish.
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Can’t wait to get you out of
your kaffles at my latty,
where I’ll worship your
lucoddy. I’ll get into your
thews and take you in mine.
Be as zhooshy as you want—
it’s hot.
Love,
Alansexual Harvey
January 13, 1979
I am beside myself the thought at seeing you
soon! Like that beautiful Odyssey redux of a song—
John Riley. To my mind, Judy Collins sings it best
although your Joan Baez is good as well.
I cannot wait to visit your temple as a pilgrim,
and invite you to light up mine with your sacred fire! As
both ghost and guest—the term for both is the same in
Russian!
Love,
Mathysan
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52
THE COMEBACK SO WONDERFUL
I refused the orange juice and did the freaking plane
trip awake. Alan awaited me in his pink running suit on
the airstrip. He glowed, his skin was amazing, his hair
thicker. He rushed into my arms. “Oh darling Harvey,
you have returned to me. Forgive your foolish
Mathysan for being such an ass.”
“Isn’t that a good thing?”
“Meaning donkey, like the head of Bottom. Or
the ride of Balaam.” He chuckled. “You are thinking of
the American term for arse.”
I didn’t laugh this time. “I was the King of
Donkeys. Caught up in the theatrics of the moment, I
forgot your need for clarity.”
“Water under the bridge, darling. The two of us
have grown so much since, we’d hardly be the same
people, except for the essentials.”
“Alan, are sure you want to do this? My
application for reincarnation is set. I’ve only got a week
left. You know I’ve never wanted any man more than
you. But speaking from experience, a taste of honey is
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worse than none at all. I might be able to handle it, but
it would suck for you.”
Alan kissed my cheek. “Harvelicious, I knew the
risks when I volunteered to be your Mansion
Companion. I'm quite sure. Would you like to go for a
run? It should help you adjust from your travels and
help me adjust to your holy presence. You are even
more lovely than I recall.”
We portaled to Virtual Greater Manchester, in
whose town Wilmslow Alan had last lived, and ran in
such perfect rhythm you’d think we were one man. We
flirted in Russian and Polari and discussed a rich weave
of Math, Opera, Chemistry, Economics, Physics,
Broadway musicals, and game theory. At last we
reached the Preswitch Forest Park: blue sky, rustling
trees, perky wildflowers, an old railway trail, and shy
deer.
“It’s beautiful like you, honey.”
“Come,” said Alan, taking my hand.
We approached a large white tent made of
Hawaiian lace. Four low walls on each side, the top
open to the sky and a luxurious pink canopied bed
inside. Lying on a pillow was Austen’s Persuasion with
a crystal blue cover. Sunflowers grew around the inner
poles, lustrating the Fibonacci principle—which began
with a horny thought experiment about fertile bunnies.
“Mathysan!”
“I hacked the portal.”
“Thought you said you didn’t do romantic
gestures.”
“I surprise myself.”
My eyes turned to rainbow-colored embroidered
equations along the inside “Mathysan, are these my
body parts?”
Alan confirmed with a blush.
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“Hm … did you inflate this one?”
“Your oscillator? No. I blew up one of your
portraits until it was life-sized and measured.”
Scattered like petals, lay six numbered pink
notes:
(1) You are and always will be my
infinite series
(2) Messrs Bultitude have granted
me full approval to mate with you.
And they are bears of impeccable
taste.
(3) Were we to attend a
Halloween or Purim party as
Batman and Robin, I’d go as
either as Round Robin or the
Batman—or more likely the
Batsman—however you please.
That’s how much you mean to me
(4 ) Although tortoise may need to
spend time in his shell, he will
never deprive his funny bunny of
his deepest caress at least twice
daily.
Tears came to my eyes as I read on:
(5) The chance that my Harvey is
a stupendous lover is 159 million
million million milllion million to
1.
Alan kissed me again. “In all fairness, the
probability could increase were we at sea. I would love
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to love you under the waves.”
He'd saved the best for last:
(6) Please be my everlasting
stecker on the plugboard of life.
“Baby!" The bitter-sweetness of knowing he
would have, could have been my forever-man was a
grief worth tasting.
Alan squeezed my hand, his fingers
communicating comfort to my distress. He spoke
lightly, but his eyes said more. “We shall refer to it as
H-A rather than the reverse. Because of the laughter we
share and the alternative is problematic.”
“I’ll say.” My heart beat fast. “Alan, I don’t know
how to say this. I can barely start. Before I give my
everything to you, there’s something I need to tell you.
I’m so ashamed. Couldn’t tell Doug …”
“Shall we take a forest walk, my love?”
“Yeah, this stuff shouldn’t be near our bed.”
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53
IN MY LIFE
I told Alan everything about my time with Jack. From
the magical beginning to the bitter end, as well as my
ex’s recent seduction attempt. As it poured out of me
like ink from a squid, the memories became a distant
horror, a child’s nightmare confronted with sunlight, a
knee scrape, a pin prick, a tiny itch, a bubble in a
milkshake that arose from the straw, shone brightly in
its iridescence and burst.
Alan listened carefully. “I too had to learn the
lesson not to mistake a charity project for a love affair.
To rather seek the love of one deserving or not at all.
Your refusal to engage in old patterns with Mr Lira
during your sorrow is a valiant attestation to your own
growth."
“Thanks. It was a mind-fuck at the time but
served as a catalyst as well. What will happen to him?”
“Free will prevails here, too, Harvey. There is no
lack of resources, if he chooses to avail himself. The
computer therapy project we envisioned could provide
a novel path to his healing. Seeing that his older
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methods no longer serve him in his attempt to lie with
you could be a catalyst for him likewise.”
“I helped him best by not helping him?”
“Something like that. But his welfare is not your
concern. The closed system will open itself up to fresh
data or it will not.”
My heart breathed relief. “By confronting my
vulnerability and shame, there's no need to try to save
every last lamb that wiggles its tail at me. I'm not a
child stuck without power. I'm a man and I chose you.”
Alan put his hand around my shoulder. "Even as
children, our big hearts tried to love. This time we have
rotated it to the proper direction and proper outlet. I
choose you as well. No longer will I pay heed to false
beliefs of unworthiness when so much love awaits me.”
“Same for me, sweetheart. We've journeyed so
far together, both inward and outward, that next time
around the block, we'll have even stronger reserves to
emerge compassionate to both self and other.”
Alan's eyes turned wet. "Mathysan you have
something to tell me too?”
“Yes. I didn't have sufficient reserves. I took my
own life, Harvey.”
Lying in my arms on the soft forest
undergrowth, Alan told me the full story. Not even
Chris or his therapist Ms Horney had witnessed the full
load of his emotions. Listening in silence, I held him as
he cried and screamed, stroked and kissed him minus
any sexual intent. Never had we been closer.
He wiped away a tear. “I feel terrible how it hurt
Mother and my brother's children, but seeing myself as
a shame and burden to them, I’d determined they’d be
better off without me.”
I kissed him some more.
“I won’t do it again in another Earth life, no
matter how awful I feel or what some blasted fortune-
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teller says.” He kissed my cheek. “Had I chosen life, I
might have been free again to travel and find my way to
your San Francisco and see you alive in your glory, and
take heart. Perhaps we'd become friends. Perhaps I
could have warned about Dan. Perhaps,” he turned his
eyes to the ground, “at a New Year's Ball, nearly sixtyfour to your nearly forty-six, you might have ...”
“Mathysan, I wish I had met you too. I wish I'd
have gone to find you in Manchester that winter day in
1951. There are so many things I wish had been
different. But right now, none of that matters. We have
each other NOW.”
Arm and arm we skipped back to the tent.
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54
A NEW SONG
Alan retrieved his violin from under the bed. “I have
since watched your ridiculous musical. Knowing now
the truth of your intent, I wish to hear you sing again.
To me it will be as beautiful as if sung by Tina
Reynolds.”
“If you insist, baby. I've since learned that
Eurovision is not a continental optometry practice.
Helen Reddy, who like you has an interest in embryos,
also sang it well. This time I’ve adjusted the lyrics.” The
song poured out of me like a Yosemite waterfall as Alan
played.
I know just how to love him.
What to do, how to move him.
Call me strange, deranged
In these seventh months
I’ve thought of nothing else.
I know just how to take this.
Cuz he moves me, oh he moves me.
He’s my man. My Mathysan.
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And it’s him I so adore.
In very many ways,
Always want more.
Gonna lay him down!
Make him scream and shout!
Gonna sing of love!
Let my feelings out!
Make him come with a kiss
That’s what it’s all about!
Don’t you think I’m fucking lucky,
To be in this position?
I’m the one whose always been
The biggest fool.
Don’t you know:
I love him so!
What’s it all about?
My baby said he loved me.
In his arms I’m not lost, tightened.
He’s my hope when I’m at the end
of my rope;
Never turns his head, never backs
away.
He always lets me know,
From my head to my toe.
I want him so!
I love him so!
Alan put down his bow and got down on his
knees and said in a trembling voice, “I wish to be a Jew
like you. They say it something one is not encouraged
to choose, but such is my choice. I'll be one in my next
life.”
“I want to be Irish like you. I can make the
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boxty, can't I? I took a deep breath. “Truth, insight, and
a connection with things of the spirit are the birthright
of every person, every religion, every people. Whatever
we are, were, or will be, you make me holy, Alan.”
“You make me holy, Harvey.” Alan kissed my
hand. “I humbly request your leave to merge in oneness
with thee.”
My body shivered. “Your request is granted. All
the love I've ever felt is coalescing into a vector with
your name on it.”
Alan breathed deep as he pointed to an equation
for two ellipses “Your eyes,” he said, and kissed them.
He glanced at another with a smile. "Your nose." Kiss.
“Your ears.” Kiss and kiss. “Your neck...your shoulders,
so broad and manly ...”
All our clothing lay in a single pile. His body
shined like a Greek god. Except he was circumcised, as
in the dream. As he turned to me naked and laughing,
my heart was like a singing bird.
Hand touched hand, nose rubbed nose, cheek
nuzzled cheek as tingles of raw electric love ran up and
down our spines like a tiger on an escalator. As we
brushed lips together, his wild, sweet, pure kisses—the
passion of a love twenty-four years postponed—
nourished me. My spirit soared. Back and forth we
rocked with atom-splitting power/ His hands, mouth,
and tongue were upon my chest, glancing over my
nipples, which were unusually sensitive this time, as his
stiff basket rubbed against my thigh. Why does my
abdomen feel like someone was laying all their weight
upon it when Alan wasn't?
Alan stopped mid-lick, lifted his head, and
struggled to speak. “Darling, I don't understand. This
pain in my lower region and chest is spreading and I
have a sudden fatigue. I'm doing my damndest, Harvey
and don't wish to disappoint, but—”
Oh no.
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55
A MYSTERY SOLVED
I kissed him. “Mathysan, I'm having the same problem.
I hurt like hell too. It's different from during the dance,
where it was electric shock. This makes no sense. Here
we were going great like in this dream I had about you.
Funny how you kiss and feel the same way." My mouth
dropped. “Or was it a dream?”
“You dreamt we—”
“It was after Game Night, after we parted. The
best loving ever. I was already head over heels for you,
but that clinched it. We did it in a cave.”
Alan turned red as a beet. “This is terrible. I lay
with you whilst still your Mansion Campanion. I swear,
Harvey, I thought it was mere phantasy. I still don't
understand how it happened but I'm most sorry.” He
covered his face with his hands.
“Mathysan, I have different view. I think that it
can even help us now.” I put my arms around him. “I
thought all along we were lovers, and everyone else did
too. Your love-making was healing and opened my
heart so wide, I couldn't send Dan to his death, which
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in turn, meant we didn't have to be Companions
anymore and could be lovers in the flesh.”
“I don't see how that helps us now,” mumbled
Alan through his hand-covered face. “This is worse
than Tantalus. What new tortures does the Universe
wish to throw our way?”
“I've got an idea of how it happened. If I'm right,
there is a way we can finally be together. If what
happened to us was real and not a dream—”
“It must be something else. It is different from
portaling. That night we could change our shape at will.
The cave imagery came from my past but I had no
control over it.”
“I didn't create the scenery consciously either.
Or make myself into a bird. I felt pulled to you like a
tractor beam. You said the heart also drew me back to
Earth. Seems that the line between the best technology
and the human mind is thin, just like you envisioned.”
“Remember also what the dragon said about
how the newly dead are given a mirage as they enter
Lower Rehab. This seems a similar process.”
“I don't recall much what the dragon said. With
Grandpa, there were all these people around. Were they
real?"
“Did any of them interact with you?"
“Me, no. Just him.”
“When one portals into the past, present, or
future for say an actual opera, one cannot interact with
performers or audience. Everything you experienced
with Grandpa must have been emanating from his own
heart-mind and transferred to yours.”
“It started with our unconscious doing a
Grandpa, but once we met we became conscious were
able to change our bodies. What was different about
Game Night from all other nights?”
Alan scratched his head. “I was so mad for you
after the game. Upon my return from the Mansion
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Computer Confirmary, instead of picking at my hands,
I reached for my feathers. It was most strange. I was
still clutching them when I awoke.”
“That was the common element. I was touching
the eagle feather the whole time too! I know how
powerful such things can be. Mine was buzzing the
moment I touched it. Alan, were we set up that night?”
“Mandy appearing and playing poorly, Mr Dean
attacking me ... the conclusion is most troubling. If we
were, I had no part in it.”
“Let's leave that for later. Do you think we can go
back to the love cave without the feathers this time?
Isn't entanglement theory, where two or three particles
can stay connected across space also known as passion
at a distance? We've got the passion. If we both focus
consciously, I suspect we can go the distance without
external objects.”
“And in so doing, adjust it so we can touch
without pain. Astounding.”
“I'm afraid, Mathysan, I’ll never live up to the
fantasy. I’m also disappointed to miss out consciously
on our first time.”
“Don’t be daft.” Alan put his hand in mine.
“Surely it would be a ‘first time’ if we are conscious,
deliberate, and aware of each other’s’ love. How could
you ever disappoint me? Au contrare, you’ll become
increasingly exhilarating with each go.”
Alan and I lay beside each other and sang the
lovely, wordless song that had echoed among the bull
paintings.
We were back.
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56
YOUNG AT HEART
We found ourselves young and clothes-free in the same
position in the cave where we'd left it. “How about a
new setting, Mathysan?” With Alan lighting the way
with a sausage lamp, we exited the cavern, and focusing
with all our might, made a garden of sunflowers,
daisies, and tiger lilies. We brought in a marble table
with Clue, this time with a new suspect, a Robot, Mx
Vermillion, a new murder weapon, a rusty Coors beer
can—a beverage banned in all Mansions—and a
Laboratory as a new room.
“Let's see if we can make food!” Soon Alan's New
York Bagels with all the fixings appeared on an Ernie
and Bert picnic blanket paired with a vegetarian
version of a Danish potato dish called burning love,
and home-made wines from his grapes gifted with
noble rot. I added the heavenly elderflower-infused
apple juice and Irish soda bread for our Torus Tea.
We were more eager to taste each other. We
munched on opposite sides of a poppy seed bagel,
which both illustrated group theory and soon brought
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our lips together, as three uneaten bagels split into
figure eights. “Alan, Alan, Alan. Listen up. I am yours
and you are mine. No one but you. We are one.”
“я тебя люблю! я тебя люблю! я тебя люблю!
The integral of e to the x equals e to the x plus the
constant c!” Alan brought his lips to mine again. No
pain! It was gone without us even consciously wishing
it away. The kissing went ahead full steam. As we
tapped the rhythm to Ode to Joy on each other’s’
bodies, Alan wrapped his legs around me and licked his
fingers. We slid around and our eyes met.
“Wait, Mathysan!”
Alan’s face fell. “What’s wrong, darling?”
“I don't want to love a young you. I want to love
the you who lifted me up the day I died, went to hell
with me, danced with me, kissed me. Please be fortyone. You're even more hot with life experience etched
on your face. I'm turning back to forty-eight this
moment.”
“Very well, Harvey, if you could please restore
your nose to its original large glory. Un trés joli nez, I
love it so. If you’ve capped your teeth, please un-cap. I
also fancy the earring you once wore, your long hair
before you were shorn, and the fetching mustache. I'd
enjoy the full beard another time. Mind if I grow my
hair as well? I've always wanted to.”
And so we did. Alan's long hair, with a glint of
red in it, made him look like a romantic hero from the
past. He kissed and caressed my nose. “Ah, this
illustrates the insufficiency of photography.”
“Let's make fresh pictures to fill our minds.” And
sustain my heart for a life without him.
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57
JUST LIKE HEAVEN
Within seconds he was inside me, his skin and mine
tighter than a drum. Alan varied the pace for my
pleasure, loving me in a disciplined yet cheerful way,
his eyes as tender and fierce as the passion of Christ,
demanding nothing, not even my love.
His goodness filled my Universe and merged
with it to yield beauty and joy, knowledge and wisdom.
His glory was the mystery of heaven and his essence
was the purity of his luminous insight. His energy and
power rushed through me, bright and full of splendor.
The rise and fall of his loving exalted me and his
reverence made me want to sing.
Alan, offering me all his considerable strength,
had a lust for life, not just for Harvey Milk. When he
told me in Russian I was his life, his everything, it
didn’t mean he needed me to exist but that his desire
for me was wedded with the Eros that was his essence.
He was the white capped ocean, full of proud
ships bringing forth spices to port. His lovemaking
opened me up to all that was wise, good, noble, and
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true and his perfume reached those places in me I’d
buried long ago. Love was not etched upon my heart, it
encompassed Alan’s heart and Harvey’s heart.
Our joint heart grew and laughed, taking in
Mansion 111, all the Mansions, the Universe, the
Multiverse, and beyond. Possessed by love and
laughter, no one could anger or perturb me, not Dan,
not Jack, not Briggs, not Stokes, or crook Richard
Nixon and shmendrick Henry Kissingass.
Alan, who believed in equality and balance, in a
creative arrangement and rearrangement of his limbs
made sure every part of me that could be loved was
given an equally inspired reverence using his arms,
legs, hands, feet, fingers, toes, and his lips lips lips.
This. Was. Heaven.
I arched my back, wiggled my upright legs, and
moved in rhythm to his loving, rising to meet and greet
him, whirling myself around. Hot tears fell down Alan’s
face and trickled on my heart, a sweet small rain, his
face joyful, his body shaking in crazed ecstasy. Alan,
kissing me with passion, was a self-sustaining reaction.
Plug him into the right source like a blender, push a
button and he’d be set forever. He timed his release so
it wouldn’t hurt me —not that it would.
Love was not a ping-pong game of action and
reaction. It was two interlocking hula hoops, two
flames braiding, two trees growing with entangled roots
and branches, in mutual support. They didn’t live off
someone else’s sunlight conversion or drink of rain.
If Alan had that first walk with me as Supervisor,
we’d greet the world as equal partners, united by love,
friendship, and passion, not by need. Our love would
embrace the world, not just each other.
He would not shrink away. He’d kiss me in front
of a crowd, as long as he could do it eyes closed. Tell
everyone he met, even the milkman, that he was my
lover and the devil may care. “You should vote for my
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Harvey as Supervisor,” he’d accost perfect strangers,
‘“because he’s great in bed after a good day at work as
an activist.” He’d cheer me on the campaign, vet my
ideas, and do mathematical analysis to maximize voter
turnout.
Why oh why, God, whatever you are or might be,
couldn’t have been with him in my last life? Why did we
both have die miserable deaths for this? If we are
entangled, is it fair to separate us? Fair, no. But nothing
would make fight harder for no more prematurely dead
Alans in my next incarnation. He'd always be with my
soul, even if I forgot his name.
Damn, how I wanted to pleasure him.
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58
LOVING ALAN TURING
Alan knew what I had in mind. He nodded his excited
face and arranged himself. Wait, Chris told me to go
easy. Didn’t mind things rough and ready but I’d take
no chances, not even here. I manifested a jar of coconut
oil and got off watching him put it on. He guided me,
nervous but eager.
Oh joy: he fit my body like a glove. I was slow
and gentle but sensitive Alan soon screamed, “I love
you Harvey. I love you Harvey. I love you Harvey.
Please persist with your power series, dear heart,”
which was his charming way of saying don’t stop.
I panted this time. “I love you always Alan! I love
you mucho Mathysan! I love you eternally, Turing! I
will never stop, never, because if this is what you want,
I want it too! Now and forever.”
Alan sputtered, “We must stop at some point,
my dearest darling, like Vico we have the pleasure of
beginning again in endless orbit.” Soon he couldn’t
speak. He fell into my arms, his eyes shone like
electrum, his hands folded like a prayer on my chest,
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his lips breathed a fine mist upon my throat. I’d never
tire of exploring Alan’s sweet mysteries, bringing him
to the edge, and feeling him welcome me with such
purity of heart and soul. We were truly one flesh.
I kissed the top of his head and massaged his
neck, shoulders, and back as he moaned Mersenne
prime numbers. Inspired by my loving, he’d found the
next one in the series. As we made out again, I heard
Bruckner and had a vision of Spaghetti-Os. Alan went
into a second climax during which he proved the
Riemann hypothesis, the holy grail of unsolved math
problems with amazing implications for the
distribution of prime numbers.
As my Turinglicious lay glowing, imbued by my
love like custard in a donut, we sang “Sur Le Pont
D’Avignon” as we made a dance with our hands and
feet. But Alan fluttered his dreamy eyes, kissed me and
said, “Not a donut, more like a profiterole, with respect
to the ratio between cream and carrier. Or perhaps a
fruit pie. A good crumble is nice too.”
“How are you like a crumble? You’re solid.”
“I appear crusty and disparate but once engaged
with, exhibit a deeper resonance. Plus I am rational
and crumbles are the rare good thing resulting from
food rationing, which extended well past the War.
Meat was not freely available until July 4, 1954.” By
which time he was dead. Alan gave me a sad smile.
“The one grace granted to me was free access to butter
from May.”
“Baby, you will never lack for butter. Churn me,
churn me, and churn me again, and those milk solids
will cohere for you, my honey.”
Alan played with my hair. “That strikes me as a
mixed metaphor. If I make the offering, shouldn’t the
milk be mine?”
I shook my head, and grass fell out. “We are one
when we love. No one is doing it to the other. We are
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both actively merging with the other.”
“We appear inside or outside when we
transcend both. A klein bottle of love.” Alan did
something hot and sweet I’ll keep private.
“We are both top and bottom, like quarks.” I
caressed the relevant parts on Alan.
“We are both up and down. Funny, the bottom
quark is also known as the beauty quark, and the top
quark also stands for truth. But you are more charmed
and I am more strange.”
We entered a debate. Which was better: to fuck
or be fucked? Alan argued for the former.
“Sensationally, being enveloped in your innermost
lusciousness is glorious Moving around allows
Pemberley to get into a gentle rhythm as I crown your
beauty with my unceasing love. Watching you bloom,
as you respond with your welcoming love cushion and
love vortex as you make noises of passion, is the best
part.”
“Pemberley? That gives one a new way looking at
how Elizabeth fell for Darcy.”
Alan blushed. “Have you ... got a name ... for
yours?”
“Many. Why don’t you give him a new one?”
Alan answered too quickly. “The Harvitron.” He
whispered, “or Schwanzus Longus.”
“Done. Can I call your other side Rosebud?”
“If you will let me call yours Paeonia lactiflora.”
“The Gay Paree peony? You’re too much, babe.
My turn.” I held him tight. “The best part is my total
surrender to your majesty and power, that as my
knight, you will always find my holy Grail. With you I
am Aphrodite. I feel hope, inspiration, courage,
confidence, and curiosity which gears me up to make
the world a better place. No matter what, I’ll always
have a soft spot for Manchester. Mathysan honey, if I
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knew love could be like this, I’d have been a better man
when alive.”
Alan kissed me. “We are both better men than
when we were alive. Our growth and development shall
never cease.” He played with me. “Darling, as I’ve
written, nothing is off the table, providing it is kind and
caring and is a reasonable venture in our current spacetime continuum. Just not smacking. Brings back
dreadful memories of corporal punishment and
fagotting—oddly also the name of a stitch—and evokes
the troubling theme of master and servant.”
“Fagotting?”
“One boy in boarding school serves as the slave
of another. It’s terrible, Harvey. Imagine you, a
sensitive child, such an environment. Was certain grim
reaper was on his way when they shoved me into a dust
bin.”
“Shit.”
Alan groaned. “Is domination erotic when you’ve
been brutalized your entire life in unspeakable ways,
Harvaeopteryx, in a culture marked by an abhominable
class structure as part of a country that has raped the
greater part of the globe under the non-setting sun—
thank you Benjamin Disraeli, Cromwell, not to mention
the Tudors like Queen Elizabeth I with their plantation
policies, or Bloody Balfour, as we Irish call him.
Nothing they did was beyond the pale. Parliament even
tried to castrate priests who were faithful to Eire.”
“Must be fucking hard to be both British and
Irish.”
“Yes,” said Alan. “Being with you is thrilling
enough. Though it would be fun to experiment with
positions, locations, fancy dress, role-play, toys, food,
‘talking dirty,’ etcetera. I appreciate that these leather
practices can be liberating and healing for some—when
done with care and consideration and consent. Yet I
seek not healing nor freedom in making love. All I want
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is to be with you.”
A short seven days to invent wild sex positions
with the most beautiful man in the world. Why did Alan
talk like we’d have nooky more than twenty times?
“Fair enough, Alanosaurus. Can you give me a big pat
when I am coming?”
“That would be alright. Cheer up, love. Though I
shudder at the notion of incorporating forms of
punishment or domination into our time of love, but if
you do, by returning to first principles, we’ll determine
the core experience you seek and supply it minus the
aspect of cruelty.”
I poked his belly button. “Mathysan, I’d never do
anything that bothers you, even if I like it. Tell me what
you want. I am up for nearly anything. Don’t be shy if
you have a kink.”
He blushed again. “Darling, I love your feet. May
I please worship them?”
“Please. I dig toe sucking.”
Alan attended to my feet with the reverence,
fervor, and adoration of a hierophant. Although this
was his first time, he was well-prepared from hours of
studying acupuncture points, reflexology, and
erogenous zones. When he did something with my
“bubbling spring,” I nearly left my other-space body.
“I promise you upon my honour, darling, I will
give each of your attractions at least equal attention—
it’s that you have beautiful feet. Such curves, elegance,
grace. Like poems made flesh.”
“Yours are lovely too.” They were, if flat.
Inspired, I did for him what he had done for me. As
long as I kept it light and gentle, he didn’t get too
ticklish.
We put our soles together and enjoyed the
blissful foot connection. And lay next to each other
back-to-back. As Alan snuggled against me, sang “I
Love Your Truly,” and told me of the migration of
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stripes on the angelfish, and followed it up with more
foot and mouth kisses, I knew I’d died and gone to
heaven.
Alan was not finished thrilling me.
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59
MIRACLES AND WONDERS
“Plato would have it, Harvey,” said Alan with
mischievous eyes, “as above, so below.” Shall we
endeavour to pursue the real-life applications of the
abstract principle invoked? I have in mind the integral
from 10 to 13 of 2x dx.”
“Yay a 69! Guess you don’t have ‘hand methods’
in mind, Mathysan?” He laughed.
We aligned ourselves. I’ll never forget that first
taste, his wonderful fragrance, his smoothness, his
vibrancy. Alan was adventurous. He worshipped the
Harvitron but alternated it with darting into me, loving
my passages with his skillful and tender tongue as his
hands and yes, feet, took up the slack in cyclic
sequence, timed perfectly.
Holy Universe, no one had been that good. We
would later call this Turingismus. I shuddered and with
a great shout, I climaxed my way out of our sacred dyad
and we found ourselves back in Greater Manchester,
lying next to each other as before.
Without missing a beat, Alan and I tested out
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our bodies. Still no pain. We both had sense a relief like
a burden had whooshed itself out of our bodies like air
from a deflating balloon. Now I craved something more
real than virtual reality.
“Magic land was fun, making all that shit out of
nothing. I don’t need to go back, unless you want to try
the multiple versions of ourselves thing. Otherwise, it’s
more meaningful the more ordinary the setting, if that
makes any sense. I want you in my bedroom, Alan, or
in yours.”
“I’ve heard that Earth has the best sex and is one
of the biggest incentives to induce many to reincarnate.
Since we haven’t made love there in ordinary human
bodies, I wouldn’t know for sure.”
“I wish I’d had that chance. Mansion 111’s a nice
place to rest up and do Spirit Guide work. Yet if I could
have a life with you on Earth, persecuted, poor, and
neurotic, it would mean more than all the fantasy
realms, portaled delights, or Mansion ease.”
“Are you absolutely sure of this, Harvey?”
“Yes.”
Alan’s eyes lit up. “I would too, my dear.” He
lifted me up with his strong arms and took off at top
speed. We de-portaled and passed though the
Community gardens into the Mansion complex, where
we ran into Anne who gave Alan a quick High-Five as
she shouted, “Yippee.”
We’d left my top in Virtual Manchester. Was it
gone forever? I didn’t care. It was the final disposal of
my past.
Outside his suite, Alan kissed the doorbell and
held out my open palm. Lights flashed and as before,
the door opened. He approached the fluffy bed, now
free of books, lay me down, looked at me with bedroom
eyes, and took me again. He said he wanted to go slow,
would I mind keeping it to kissing. He’d never had a
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proper all-night “make-out” session with someone he
loved, not the way he wanted to with me. Would I grant
him that?
“Love it.”
We kissed all night: now soft, now hard, slow
and fast, on the surface and deep, and from every
possible position. Feet and other things got into it too.
As needed, we emptied our baskets together—not
telling ya how and where—which was super-hot. Best of
all was when he tore off his undershirt. “Having bared
my soul to you, I may as well bare my chest in this
space. See? No woman things growing back.”
“Oh baby. Your Man-chest is the best.” I enjoyed
this new part of Alan at the Mansion level with full
gusto. His face was the last thing I saw before falling
asleep in his arms at three o’clock in the morning.
When I woke up eight hours later, Alan stood
over me with a plugged-in waffle iron and a bowl of
batter. His hair had grown permanently long and some
of it was in the batter. “Harvey love— your nose!” I put
a hand to my face. What? Alan put down the iron and
bowl and handed me a heart-shaped mirror.
“Zowee, it’s my big old schnoz.”
Alan kissed it. “The fairest of them all.” He took
up bowl and batter again, tossed his hair, and winked.
“Is this what is meant by breakfast in bed?”
“Put down that bowl and I’ll show you what
breakfast in bed looks like.” And bring what should
have been a lifetime of love into a short six days.
Birds sang as we ate the Belgian waffles with
maple syrup, chocolate syrup, custard, elderberries,
and fresh coffee. We snuggled, and my head fell upon
on his warm chest. “I wanted to make and raise a robot
girl with you, sweetheart, or have the time to make that
Panto happen. Perfect for Purim. You’ve already got the
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hair. Maybe I can delegate someone to help with that.
What shade of lipstick do ya like best?”
“A mauve would suit my complexion.”
“It’d go great with your eyes.” I kissed them.
“Have you got a name for your alter ego?”
“I’m considering Natasha Lizaveta Zvennet
Zvennet.”
“Ha, ha. I'll do what I can even if I have less than
120 hours to do it. That's a shitty 5 factorial. Plus I will
do my darndest to love you as much I can until you can
solve or declare unsolvable all of Hiebert's problems.”
“You love inspires me so, dearest. It is not
uncommon. Erwin Schrödinger got the idea for his
famous wave equation after a lengthy passionate bout
with a woman not his wife. They had one of those
‘open’ marriages.”
The enormity of missing out on Alan's written
papers inspired by loving me, composed when I was
gone forever bore upon me until I burst in tears. I flung
my arms around him as if that could prevent our
separation. “Don’t want to forget this, forget you, Alan
O’Day. Why aren’t you as miserable as I am?”
“Time for my little surprise.” He pulled out a
knitted pink blindfold.
“Mathysan! You meant it when you promised to
accommodate.”
“I did and will. This is different, but with the
common aim to bring you deep satisfaction. He put it
on me and did beautiful things to my mouth, face, and
neck.“That was the preliminary. Now to the main
event.” He picked me up in a fireman’s lift, as when we
first met, and went out of his flat.
“Where are we going?”
“Not telling,” said Alan. “Must keep up that
element of surprise!”
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60
SQUAD 619
As Alan carried me indoors through the Greater
Mansion Complex, the stink of watery cabbage
assaulted my restored nose. “Not there, Mathysan!”
Alan licked my ears. “I could tell you we are soon
to arrive, but why ruin the surprise? Yes, here’s the
cellar.” He knocked Morse Code on the wood. The
cellar door creaked open. Alan helped me down into a
settee and removed my blindfold with care.
I was in a large den with a turn-table, radio, TV,
a movie player, and other entertainment tech. A huge
record collection included Donizetti’s Lucia, Fifty-One
Songs for Eyal, The Kiddie-Hit Parade, Ma Rainey,
Rum, Sodomy, and the Lash, and Ravi Shankar.
Books, periodicals from Mansions and Earth and
movie reels lay ready. Paintings, drawing of women,
tapestries, sculptures and Star Trek posters adorned
the walls and every nook and cranny. Games included
Parcheesi, Blackboard, Big Boggle, Missing MatchUps, SuperTaki, Rummikub, The Underground
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Railroad, and a large chess set. A ping-pong table,
pinball machine, and foosball sat in an alcove. There,
alongside an old-fashioned popcorn popper, were large
dough pretzels, nut and sunflower seeds, fruit,
marzipan, a pitcher of sweet tea, and jelly beans.
“Have a walk around, dearest.” I explored a large
kitchen, sumptuous dining room, hot tub and suana
and guest bedrooms. To the right, a beautiful Interfaith
prayer room. To the left a music room filled with
familiar and unfamiliar instruments with a dance floor.
I entered a large book-filled study. My jaw
dropped when I saw the two men. “Hi Atalanta,” said
Malcolm X to Alan. “Love your new ‘do.”
“Hullo Red. I’m thinking of trying braids, if you
can refer me to a professional. Keeps things out of the
way when I work or do other things.”
Malcolm reached out a hand to shake mine.
“Mike and I are glad the other Milky—an old nickname
of mine—has made it here.”
“Welcome to Squad 619, Harvey,” said Martin
Luther King, Jr. “Feel free to call me Mike or Doc. “I
also dislike Anita Bryant. She murdered ‘The Battle
Hymn of the Republic,’ which was supposed to
celebrate our people’s freedom.”
“The Squad? Part of a team? I'm honored.
You've both inspired everything I attempted for the Gay
movement. The same motherfuckers want us dead.
They are more ‘blind’ than real blind people.”
“Harvey old sport.” Red’s voice was gentle. “That
word has nothing to do with Oedipus.”
“Son" said Doc, “the motherfucker is the
slaveowner who rapes your mother.”
“Who in all likelihood is your biological father.”
Doc’s earnest eyes were full of the soul of his
people. “The term captures your anger and deepest
shame as well, since the blood of he who rapes your
momma, starting when she was eleven or younger, runs
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in your veins too.”
“Fuck.”
“Exactly that, man,” said Red. “My Scottish
grandfather who left me with the funny hair was
something awful.”
“There is no other curse in the English language
that is more raw or explosive. Put it to good use where
warranted.” Doc shook his head. “Those who foolishly
brought the US into Viet Nam and so-called white
moderates, even some liberals, are in that category, or
anyone who does not walk their talk. Promise changes
but never challenge their own complicity. The racists
would never get anywhere without those who uphold
their fundamentally flawed institutions.”
“We have gay people like that too, who live
comfortable lives without a thought for others, not even
other gays. We call them Aunty Marys like your Uncle
Toms.”
Red sighed. “It would be equally stereotypical to
assume a persecuted group member is always going to
be devoted to all human welfare. Honest debate makes
us strong, but some folks you can’t reach. Yet if we can
address the parasitic nature of our economic systems,
there will be need for anyone to feel compelled to do
that shit. Take a look at Olivia Butler’s “Bloodchild,” the
most accurate depiction of the relations between Black
and White I’ve seen in print. Mickey Mouse comes out
of blackface and Bugs Bunny, a better choice, is another
Brer Rabbit, but this takes it to a new level. Don’t read
any of her genius stuff before you sleep because you
won’t.”
Wow. “She definitely captured it right.”
“My recommendation,” said Doc, is Le Guin’s
Four Ways to Forgiveness which captures the
dynamics of racism but with powerful reversal.” He
laughed. “You’d also like her Loud Cows." My two
heroes handed us the volumes. Doc turned around a
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bookcase to reveal a secret passage. “Time to meet the
others.”
Inside was an even larger library. The Jewish
woman I'd seen at Game NIght was making dolls.
“Shalom Harvey. I’m Hannah Szenes. Like you, I took
risks in an effort to save my people.” She gave me
Jerusalem: A Cookbook by Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami
Tamimi, the poetry of Rachel, Agnon’s The Bridal
Canopy, and the training manual from her OSS spy
days.
In another corner, the old lady Alyssa dressed
with a jeweled belt or girdle, waved a hand. Sitting
beside her was a handsome young man. A machine was
tucked beside volumes by Heine, Eric Kästner, and
back issues of Parabola magazine. She smiled as her
three animals greeted us. “Your energy is more
beautiful than ever, Harvey. My true name is Sophie
Magdalena Scholl. When my brother Hans here was
imprisoned for loving another male, it spurred our
resistance with Christoph Probst and others against the
Third Reich, as the White Rose Society. You, like us in
Germany, saw that danger in political arena with Briggs
and his Orange County supporters, and achieved no
small victory.” Sophie handed me English versions of
Mann’s Joseph and His Brothers, and Schiller’s
William Tell and Mary Stuart. Great to learn more
what inspired the operas of Rossini and Donizetti.
A tall man in a stovepipe hat entered the room
from another secret passageway—how huge was this
place? A statue come alive. “My name is—”
“Abraham Lincoln!”
“Yes, and with my husband Hans I offer political
experience and strategy to the cause. We’ve been
waiting long to meet you in person, my son.”
Did he mean that literally? Fuck.
“We’ll catch up later over a good meal,” said
Hans.
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My bushy eye-browed Celestial father nodded at
Doc and Red. “I wish to make up for my racist attitudes
when alive and for the pernicious effects of racism in
the very foundations of the United States.”
“All of us in the Squad have evolved in outlook,"
said Doc. "When a homosexual asked me for advice
when alive, I said it was cultural thing. Malik, who has
loved both men and women has shown me otherwise.”
Red nodded. “We all agree that capitalism and
twisted foreign policy like Viet Nam is the root of
human harm. And that the grassroots power of Black
American Woman is essential to a better country and
world.”
“You're right. Marsha Johnson was the hero of
Stonewall.”
From a third passageway, two more men
entered. It was like the famous sewers of Paris.
“Roger!”
“Well done, Harvey! I’m here with James
Connolly.” Roger handed me The Price of My Soul. “We
are members of Irish Squad 98, which in turn is
working in coalition with the Cambodians, Haitians,
the people of the Congo, the Armenians and others.
Our Diné colleagues whom you met at Game Night are
working with a large Indigenous collective.
James Connolly shook my head. “Harvey, you've
long honoured the cause of Labour. As I dreamed for
Ireland, our Squad Networks will promote a world in
which neither faith nor other identity should divide us.
Nor should we be bowed by others. Truly spoke James
Larkin, “The great are great because we are on our
knees. Let us rise!” He handed me a Russian
translation of Marx’s mathematical manuscripts.
Daddy Lincoln put a hand on his heart. “The
Irish helped me save the Union. I also have Irish and
Scots-Irish in me.”
“I have Irish in me too.” Doc wiped his eyes.
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Roger sighed. “We Irish have much to answer
for as slaveholders as embodied in Gone With the
Wind.”
“Jews in the Caribbean were sadly prominent in
the save trade," said Hannah, “and the vice-president of
the Confederacy was a Jew.”
“If only persecuted groups could unite instead of
hurting each other, “I said. “Which seems to be the idea
here. What's the Plan?”
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61
DÉJÁ VU ALL OVER AGAIN
“We change history by overwriting it,” said Red. “The
world as you experienced is but one possibility. Even
simple changes in individual choices can have a ripple
effect. As a Squad member you have the opportunity to
live your life over in an alternate universe with all the
knowledge and skills you gained both in your first run
and here. If teams of us do it in a multitude of such
universes, the force of better and more loving decisions
bleeds through into the one that killed us, creating new
realities there too.
“And we do not do so alone.” said Father Hans.
“Every Squad Mission includes a duo or a trio at
minimum and each Mission is able to communicate
with others of the same Squad, whether on a Mission or
holding the fort at Mansion 111.”
“What if you meet alternate versions of a Squad
Member who’s on another Mission in another
Universe?”
“That’s where it gets fun,” said Hannah. “We will
naturally gravitate and magical things will happen.
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Those details can come later. We have something to
settle first.”
Alan reached out his hand. “Darling, will you
join me and Chris? Mansion 111 is one of 32 designated
Mansions dedicated to the vetting and training of Spirit
Guides and Squad Missions. Yes, Harvey, I want to
recruit you.”
“Everything I've undergone has been a test to see
if I'm worthy?”
“Our Mission must be one of absolute trust and
deep love, platonic or otherwise. Although I'll precede
your birth by 18 years, knowing we will meet again will
spur me on like nothing else for our particular
assignments."
“You mean I can be with you, continue my work,
and be more effective? Absolutely. Where's Chris?”
“Making up with his girlfriend. She may choose
to come along too. Her knowledge of the Netherlands
may prove invaluable."
Anne and Chris? Should have seen that one
coming. "Sounds dangerous for a Holocaust survivor to
risk the camps all over again.”
“Our Squad has a multi-faceted plan to prevent
the War from happening in the first place,” said Alan.
“We undergo intensive training with the help of our
Squadmates and the Black Woman’s Caucus. My sister,
who you must meet soon, also has a role to play. She
has a great power for imagination and more.”
“Those Germans at Game Night who knew the
Enemy would also be valuable.”
“Those and others,” said Alyssa in a sad voice.
“At worst, I can break the Enigma ahead of
schedule and put a quicker end to things. Our hope is
that it will not get to that stage. There is much to be
done years before 1939. The one thing we cannot do is
take a life.”
“Seems like assassination didn’t work in the old
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Universe. You’ve got to have a heck of plan to deal with
the aftermath of World War I, and the massive changes
that would haven’t occurred in the US after World War
II, such a rise in Black Consciousness. On the plus side,
if we succeed, we save lives upon lives. The French
won’t be able to fuck up Viet Nam this time.either.”
“Though we have concrete results in mind, each
compassionate and informed action has a power of its
own. “Hannah smiled. “There are no guarantees and
many unforeseen changes, but the power of your love
and determination goes beyond what the five senses tell
us.”
“And mental health is just as essential," said
Sophie. "Noor and I agree that to achieve a better
world, children must have better lives where their
traumas can be prevented or addressed early.”
“Could developing a host of therapy robots like
Alan and I are doing help with that?”
Alan smiled. “That's part of plan. It's time to
dream big and consider multiple angles to the
problem.”
I searched the room. “Where's Noor?”
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62
NOOR'S CHOICE
“My Qu’ran study buddy’s gone,” said Red with swollen
eyes. “I loved her like a sister.”
Sophie sighed. "Once again, Noor has chosen to
serve as a connecting point, this time for the entire
Squad. Instead of using radio, she’ll be able to connect
disparate Squad members through trance while
maintaining a compelling cover identity for her
activities, some of which support Missions like yours
directly. We can’t say much more but she has
reincarnated into the Old Universe at an ideal time and
place for such work.
“Told us before she went,” said Red. “What if
Enlightenment is the biggest lie? What if there is no
nirvana? What if we are at our highest potential when
are so wedded to the world and all who live in it when
we act our best? I am far more capable of mass
destruction than any of the leaders on the other side.
Had I and my colleagues had been in charge of that
side, they'd have won!”
“Power is a temptation,” I agreed. “I won't have
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the problem of mass destruction even if I wanted it as a
teenager. Aside from being there for Alan and Gay
work, I'm not sure why I've been recruited.”
“We’ve got a special sub-mission for you, son,”
said Doc. “You know the trouble Malik and I had with
US leaders. Bobby Kennedy, who tried better, missed
the boat when Jimmy and Loraine met with him. But, if
you’re willing to throw your hat in the ring and arrange
for the world to become joyful through your
magnetism, love, skill, and support of all marginalized
groups."
“Holy fuck. When?”
Lincoln shrugged. “Much depends on what
changes take place if there’s no World War II and
probably no Korea. Age 31 would not be bad time to run
for Supervisor. When José Sarria ran in 1961 there were
very few candidates. Wouldn’t hurt to try to get you
both in as part of unified campaign. If successful, you
could try for Mayor, Governor and the big one, perhaps
by 1976. Without Eisenhower or possibly Truman as
President, it would be interesting to see what happens
to US political races. Would there even be McCarthyism
if the Eastern Bloc emerges differently? Your ability to
rapidly adapt to new situations will be critical.”
Roger eyed me. “We are certain that with Alan as
your First Man, you would be a very happy and
effective leader. If you can help with her cancer, please
consider Audre Lorde as your running mate, who can
be President after you.”
“Alan hates America. I couldn’t do that to him.”
My lover kissed me on my mouth. “You are my
home, Harvey love. Wherever you go, I go. San
Francisco, where we’ll start, is a European-style city
complete with British restaurants.”
“Honey, I’ll stay with you as long as I can in the
UK and the Continent beforehand as we grow the
Queer Movement and make both loving and marriage
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legal. Later, we’ll visit several times a year, no matter
what.”
“Much appreciated, my dear.” Alan turned to the
Squad with sparkling eyes. “Harvey requires some
urgent loving attention. “As do I. We made love
consciously for the first time less than 24 hours ago.
Suppose I whisk him away for a delicious escapade and
we reconfigure later?”
Doc smiled. “Of course. Harvey, you’re invited to
my Birthday party, which will also serve as a prayerMission planning session. Alan has promised a large
pecan pie in honor of the occasion.”
“It’s ready to bake first thing tomorrow,” said
Alan with pride, “all set remotely lest I be remiss in
morning ablutions.” He whispered in my ear, “Pity we
have yet to take a shower together. We can take the last
week of March off for the Mikvah-that should be fair.”
“Come back when you’ve had your fun,” said
Hannah with a grin. “The Hebrew Bible says that men
who’ve found true love don’t have to go to war
immediately.
We all shook hands. Alan took me up in a
fireman’s lift and patted me somewhere nice. “Bless
you,” said Doc with a wave. “Malik and I are excited
you followed in our footsteps and want to swap stories
as well as mentor you.”
“Group therapy for the Assassinated,” I said with
a laugh. My world had stretched like a close-up going
into a full pan.
“Now,” said Alan, “for the pudding – the
dessert.”
“One more thing,” said Hannah. “Noor left
presents.” 660 Curries by Raghavan Iyer and the Rig
Veda. “Noor says use ghee and never canola, cut the
salt by 2/3 and if on earth, soak rice and dal for hours
to remove lectins — although a pressure cooker will
help. You’d enjoy the Matzo ball soup recipe.”
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“OK, OK.”
We rushed to the door and opened it. Outside
stood Grandpa.
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63
OUR LIPS ARE SEALED
“Hey Grandpa, I’m going to help save the world with
Alan. We’re going to stop the Holocaust. Or try to.”
“As best friends? How wonderful.”
“As lovers. You said not to sleep with him,
because it’s wrong to be with one’s Mansion
Companion, but you see it was all approved.”
Grandpa’s hand shook.
“What’s wrong? That he’s not Jewish?”
Grandpa’s eyes burned like coals as he muttered
to someone not in the room. “Of course it would
backfire. Nice try, being noble like your name. Stop
with the physics. You know I can’t fathom it. Well, here
we are. Drink some more water, you’re getting
dehydrated.”
He sighed. “Sorry. Spirit Guide duty. This one I
don’t talk to often but it was urgent.”
“Whatever, Grandpa. You OK with Alan being
my honey?”
“You’ll stop the Shoah? You have my blessing.”
Alan knelt to the ground. “Can I have you also as
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my grandfather via Harvey?”
Grandpa embraced and kissed Alan. “I could
love you no less. You are Jewish, motek. Had the brit
milah, more than a drop of blood drained of your holy
member, and dipped. Have you chosen a Hebrew
name?”
“Asahel.”
“A beautiful name. Can I give you a special one,
just between us three?”
“Please, Grandpa.”
“Moshe Chaim Ephraim,” said Grandpa. “Moshe
like Mathison. I too am a Moshe and we Jews often
name grandson after grandfather. Chaim for life. A
name often added in the old country when we feared
the baby would die. I wish you length of years.”
Alan scratched his ear. “Ephraim? The younger
son of Joseph son of Jacob?”
“The hilly land of the North of Israel, evoking
cows, pasture, a great river, or fruit These verses
accompany the name:
How can I give you up
Ephraim?
a dear son to me, a delight
who I taught to walk
I shall never forget him
my belly roars for him
as a mother comforts her
child, so I comfort you
carry you in my arms
and nurse you
Alan and I both cried, not knowing why.
Grandpa put his arms around us, “May you be like Ruth
and like Esther without being forced to go to bed with
someone you don't love to fulfil another’s master plan.
Will be in touch. I’ll let you enjoy your time of Seven
Blessings without a crowd of annoying well-wishers.
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“Huh?” But Grandpa had left.
“Damn,” I said. “Any clue what game Grandpa is
playing?”
“No idea,” said Alan. “I’m shite with detecting
hidden motives.”
“Let’s do the pudding. Get us away from these
heavy matters.”
The pudding was a fantabulosa—involved a
bomba ice cream treat Alan’d prepared while I was
away mixed with a discussion of Ritchie Valens’ music.
The rest is best left to the imagination.
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64
BACK IN THE HIGH LIFE
Alan and I took a break. We were well on the way to
writing up several hundred pages of a Gay Karma
Sutra. My baby thought a Yab Yum was possible with
experimentation. Confessed he’d been doing power
bottom exercises on the sly in his Nabonidus days and
wanted to perform queer naked Tango in the virtual
Tuileries Garden and have sex under a tree. The
difficult question was which tree. Alder for Alderman?
Holly? Greengage, Date Palm, Cedar, or Fig?
Never a dull moment with Alan!
He retrieved a book he'd kept with care from
inside his desk. “In this Diné story, the hero twins
Naayéé’neizghání (Slayer of Monsters) and
Tóbájíshchíní (Born from Water) foot-raced, removed
dangerous monsters, and together endured many trials
in the Fourth (White) World, all for the sake for making
the world safe for all. It’s wrong to appropriate such
traditions, but we could take them as inspiration.”
“We are a couple of mad twin brothers. Who’s
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Castor and who’s Pollux?”
“Castor bean is the source of the deadly poison
ricin but also is beaver in French. We may have to
wrestle for the honour.” He laughed but his face turned
serious.
“You see, darling,” he put his finger somewhere
wonderful. “The ability to envision alternate
possibilities is essential to our Mission. You’ll take an
active part in the planning process for events Chris and
I will manage. Take the story by Chekhov. A lady writes
a fabricated letter to both her husband and brother
pretending to be a secret admirer arranging a
rendezvous. In truth, she wanted them out of the house
to clean it.”
“Could’ve told them the circus was in town, a
buried treasure lay under a gazebo, or the government
was after them for not paying a sales tax deposit.”
Alan’s voice rose in pitch. “Similarly, in a Star
Trek episode—Doc is such a fan—where the Captain
lets die the pacifist he loves lest she prevent US entry
into the War—”
“Instead, they dump her on the spaceship—”
“And they remain alive, in love, and the War
won.” Alan raised his free hand to greet mine as we did
a high-five.
My heart beat fast. “Could we stop Mom from
dying in ‘62 from the heavy turkey she was carrying for
T-day. We were amazed that she lasted that long.”
“Maybe not, darling,” said Alan, “but you can
cherish each moment as in Peggy Sue Got Married.
Chris, who had a talent for being stubborn as a child,
will save himself by maintaining a dairy-free diet.”
“I love him, Mathysan.”
“That makes me the happiest of men.”
“Can't say I'm looking forward to re-living my
unhappy childhood. It paved the way for me to defend
the weak and vulnerable as I imagine your lonely time
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led to the mental focus and drive to break the Enigma.
Having a purpose will change a lot though.”
Alan kissed me. “Inspired by you, I’ve compiled
a list of snappy come-backs to Daddy, Mother, my
brother, and more. Won’t need to attend boarding
school but might get another Cambridge degree—in
Biochemistry or the like.”
“Speaking of—gotta to take you to my Mom. I
came out to her because of you. Couldn’t protect her
from the truth when being authentic with her is
essential to my emotional and spiritual health.”
“I’ll bring you round to my parents, too. Mother
has not been in Mansion 350 long. I love you so, I’d
face Daddy again.” He shared his sad coming-out story.
“That way we’ll deal better with being born to
them again. Maybe I can leave home sooner. When
should we meet?"
“I’d like you to finish your schooling. Would
March 25, 1952 suit? I'll buy the same residence so
you'll have an address. Our robot baby—whom we shall
craft with Chris—ought have a father who is of voting
age in the States.”
“You’d be 3 times 13 and me 3 times 7. Our robot
girl will be multi-national and be sarcastic in fivehundred languages.”
Alan giggled. “It’s also the birthday of Anita
Bryant.”
“We’ll send her a gay teddy bear family as a
present with a copy of Maurice.”
I lay my head upon his warm chest. “I've had
enough of the martyr gig. In love and in life. Dan
showed how it went wrong. Sounds noble and has
efficacy, but doesn’t taste right anymore.”
“You can’t have a martyr without a tormentor.”
Alan patted my behind. “Running around in the pursuit
of being whacked for the greater good perpetuates the
problem you’re trying to solve.”
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“Let’s live humbly for the cause rather than die
nobly. Christ hadn’t wanted to die. Nor would the
people who’ll catch AIDS. Mathysan, can we stop that
disease?”
“The contagion exists in two viral strains
originating amongst the sooty mangabey monkey
(Cercocebus atys atys) and the apes pan troglodytes
troglodytes and gorilla gorilla gorilla. Treat the poor
creatures in the early 1950s and all will be as it should.”
“Echoes of Dr. Doolittle,” I said. “Its depiction of
the fairy-tale loving prince who wants to be White is
painful, even if Lofting is aware of the evils of
colonialism.”
“He was part Irish. Later Bumpo goes to
Oxford—wrong school of course— but the problem
remains. Noor was a fan of the monkey bridges but not
the racism.”
“Cool. How we would cure the monkeys from a
weird virus remains a problem but with the help of
Chris, we’ll get this. Bring on the logistics and the
Squad hive brain!”
“As a Spirit Guide, you’ll inspire and affect
millions, if not billions.”
“Like you inspired me. I hope we have time to do
all the fun things you wrote about in your diary from
Queer Eye.”
“I’d love to show you my new friend Eunice the
ENIAC, the Muskateller grapes from which I make
wine and my KC4H5O6 or Cream of Tartar. Also, if you
like, I could build us a bicycle for two.”
“Love to go tandem with you, daisy bell baby.
Make our way all across the virtual world and then try
Lombard. Promise to let me take the back seat now and
then—for better viewing purposes.”
In his joy, Alan attempted a jig, which I joined in
though I was worse at it.
“With you to enjoy it all with, I have found
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Paradise—at least for the time being until we both get
back to Earthly reality. Planning and preparing for that
reality is almost as good.”
“No, we’re in a pleasant Purgatory, free of crime,
disease, persecution, money problems, and most forms
of earthly nastiness.”
“With you, it is a Paradise, Mathysan.”
“Or a Pair of Dice.” Alan’s eyes gleamed. “Kindly
do me the honour of another Game Night after a
submarine ride with Fifi? It’s on again tonight. Let’s
pretend we are strangers. Pick me up with that clever
mathematical line. See where that takes us.”
“If you play Twister with me with a
mathematical approach.”
“First to collapse in the body stretching game
gets to choose the late-night eatery to visit.” “Countless
restaurants to try in the City by the Bray including
Basque and one devoted entirely to garlic. I surmise
garlic ice cream could be tasty. Do you?”
I had fun joking and trading sea tales with
U-505, who expressed remorse for the misdeeds of the
original vessel. We passed the remaining time before
Game Night with Gotcha: The Dynamite Book of
Sneaky Tricks. Silly Jokes, and Harmless Pranks To
Play On Your Friends. Alan pranked me into reading
“See how long I got this clown to say bear.” He wanted
to yarn bomb the mansion, put up Mickey Mouse ears
on one of its towers, and replicate ugly buildings as funhouses.
He counted on his fingers. “The frightful Arndale
Centre in Manchester with a Market Street like our San
Francisco and a hideous bridge. A certain Pierce Tower,
whose architect designed prisons. Never had he looked
more the imp. “Worst of all is the Ryugyong Hotel in
North Korea, a concrete triangular atrocity of 105
stories, a fairy tale castle gone awry. Though it hasn’t
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materialized on the Earth plane, we shall await it with
pleasure and bring it here early.”
“We’ll do it, Maybe back to the back with the
Panto for Purim.”
Soon it was time to go. “Wait, Mathysan, I’ve got
something for you, not a prank.”
“I have something for you as well. Also not a
prank.”
“You go first.”
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65
AN IMMODEST PROPOSAL
Alan retrieved a gold-colored medal from a drawer.
“Better than keeping it with screws and such. I’ve
modified it. You can wear it as a pin. It’s silver gilt, if
you were wondering.”
“Alan, that’s your—”
“OBE. Care to put it on? It’s like wearing a
chap’s fraternity pin, as they did at Princeton.”
I narrowed my eyes. “How come it’s with you?”
“I took it with me,” he said with an awkward
pause, “in order to pay the ferryman.”
“Sweetheart I’ll be honored to wear this each
day.” I pinned it above my heart.
Alan rushed to the lab, returned with a vacuum
tube and touched my shoulders. “Now you are truly my
knight.” I bowed low.
I stood up, my heart pounding. “My turn. Pick a
hand.” He examined both my hands and tapped my
left. I opened it.
Alan gazed at the metal object in awe. “Oh my
dear Harvey, you wish to gift me with this beautiful
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ornament?”
“I’ve worn this every day for over twenty years.
I’m sure it will suit you. From my privates to yours. I
handed him the double dolphin Navy brass diver’s belt
buckle, pleased he liked it.
Alan kissed me fondly and kissed the buckle too
and brought the two objects together to see if they
would mate. Afterwards, he found a belt tangled below
Under Plum Lake, She’s a Good Skate, Charlie Brown
and The SAS Survival Handbook, put it on.
Let’s do this. I got down on my knees.
“Mathysan, let me be your everlasting stecker on the
plugboard of life. Marry me.” I pulled out a ring of
silver with a moonstone engraved with the word EINS
and placed it on his finger. Got it by radio earlier while
he was baking me a puff pastry delight.
Alan got down on his knees as well. “For every
partial recursive function g(n), there is a constant λterm G such that G(n) = g(n), for all n. I want to be the
sugar ever fixed in the coffee cup of your love.” He
pulled out a gold ring with a fiery opal bearing with the
infinity symbol and placed it on my finger. “I would
never take back this glorious moment,” said Alan, “but
darling, I’m afraid that we are not engaged.”
My heart sunk. “It’s not illegal here?”
“Jewish law indicates we’re technically married.
I’ll explain later. Didn’t want to the press the issue until
resolving the reincarnation consternation.”
“Love a huge big-ass wedding, hubby, if and
only if you want one.”
“Not too noisy or crowded if possible,” said Alan
with a smile. “I’ve started knitting your tallit and
weaving your veil. We’ll employ actual wedding rings to
keep some modicum of true ritual as these are nonhalakhic. Say how we make each other holy in Hebrew.
Roger will bring us the Waterford crystal bowl. I’d also
fancy a bouquet of live vegetables to be repotted after
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the ceremony.”
“Mathysan, how much time will we have to enjoy
married life?”
“Mission-training aside, long enough to work
out a blissful way to share quarters and otherwise
continue to work on our communication and harmony.
Earth will possess unique challenges, but we'll have the
‘kinks’ worked out literally and figuratively, darling.
Could we keep both residences? Each evokes beautiful
memories. We could join them together with Japanesestyle wall partitions.”
“We'll each have private areas for intense
individual work or work meetings. Sound-proof if
necessary. With ready access and a signaling system to
communicate. Are you going to take me into your LAB
and let me know what the Tik-Tok Harvey is all about?”
“Soon. He's designed to prevent any
assassination. At the mo, he is still in development, but
you could help with that.”
“That’s intriguing. My head’s also buzzing with
ideas for our computer or robot therapy project.”
“One of the sextillion ways I love you, dear.”
I’d always be bouncy like Tigger, but instead of
being driven by random force, it would be the bounce
of a man connected to true love, a true husband, an
Alan awaiting me with soft pancakes and a hard pecker,
happy as he read or worked on his own, or, just as cool,
out exploring or hanging with his other friends.
Alan’s eyes turned moist. “Whilst you were away,
Chris broke in to get your socks and brought back a
book about a brilliant Japanese judge. Pretends to be a
fortune teller and turns out to have the gift. Wiser than
Solomon or the ‘Caucasian Chalk Circle’ he determines
the true mother of the child serves him to her last
breath, dying happy she’s done all she could.”
“You mean The Case of the Marble Monster? It’s
not from your cute library? Where the fuck did that
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book come from? Hotzenplotz?”
“Haven’t the faintest my love,” said Alan. “As I
am no longer fainting, it’s time we went for a ride next
week. First on our bicycle built for two and then on
each other. I’ve set up a dungeon with dragon pictures
and chains. Dressed in faux leather made of a
permissive hemp plant, I will insist you call me
Ragnorak and force you to solve difficult logic problems
before I ravish you or let you ravish me. Imagine the
torture. But first—”
Alan ran into the LAB.
I’d have to wait twenty-one years on Earth to
touch him. He’d have to wait thirty-nine. Didn’t matter.
He’d always be with me. I must finish my schooling and
do a better job. The world depended on it. He’d get me
up to speed on French, Italian, and German in the
meantime and the Squad had their own German and
Ge’ez conversation circles.
I couldn’t wait to beat Jimmy Carter, Ronald
Reagen, or whoever it might be in a debate.
My lover and husband returned. In a sexy
wiggle, he became incredibly zhooshy. Dressed in a
French maid costume, did a quick strip tease as he was
not wearing any underwear and prattled racy things in
French—including something about a fairy crack.
Asked me how I could tell that my mathematician
husband was hungry, voracious, and natural and crazy
about Indo-European proto-linguistics? Because he
would work for cream pie. While doing something with
my armpits he made a bad joke involving knitting
patterns, famous in the UK for outrageously beautiful
male models.
If only the boys and girls at Bletchley could’ve
seen this. Or the Germans at B-Dienst. They’d know
what they were up against. For the second time since
that death thing in City Hall, I was at a loss for words.
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APPENDIX A: GOLEM AND DELILIAH
Golem of Prague was of clay, animated by sacred text1. But
Delilah was of the mechanical tribe; she encoded secret
voices digitally.2. Long ago, she was abandoned by Samson
who entered into a romance with Goliath both as dog and
master and in the form of large crane machinery on Queen’s
Island. Golem was a simple homunculus. Delilah was wheels
upon wheels, numbered five.
Delilah was sold at auction on Bargain Hunt,
resulting in a seventy quid loss for the Blue Team. Her new
owner soon realised that a single Delilah by itself was of
little practical use; Delilah worked in tandem with other
Delilahs of her soul group, encoding and decoding back and
forth. Delilah was abandoned on a train heading north one
cold and rainy night without so much as a by-your-leave.
The synagogue of Golem’s youth survived but the
Maharal was no more. Golem was hidden in small pieces in
the knapsack of an unsuspecting ten-year-old named Ada
who arrived in the UK via Kinder-transport. Ada in her
excitement became separated from her luggage. The
knapsack containing Golem found itself in the lost property
office of the GNR beside the fair Delilah.

1. The Golem features in Jewish lore as a clay figure that

was animated by his creator, Rabbi Judah Loew of Prague,
also known as the Maharal (d. 1609) and figures in later
legend as a protector of the Jewish people.
2. The Delilah privacy protected voice encoder was a

project of Alan Turing's. It was presented as presenting one
of the recordings of Churchill's speeches.
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In the interests of creating an art project based on
unwanted items, a Russian-Jewish artist trio based in
Glasgow named Sharmanka relieved the GNR of both
Golem and Delilah. They laid out the pieces of Golem to
study and intended to break down Delilah to make a rat and
mole kinetic sculpture.
That night, a bit of Golem’s clay, containing both the
sacred text and a fair amount of Moldavite made contact
with one of Delilah’s wheels. Delilah awoke and found she
possessed a) consciousness, b) psycho-kinetic powers on
objects other than herself and c) the ability to imitate any
human accent. Truly, Delilah had a soul.
Rather than launch a career as an opera singer like a
famous Wild Thing, Delilah turned her attention to the
Golem of many pieces. She assembled him together and, in
examining the scroll with the secret name of Egziabher
written upon it, and thinking it analogous to the magnetic
tape of a computer, inserted it into Golem by psycho-kineses.
Golem rolled his kind, deep eyes and roared for his
master. Instead of the holy rabbi, Golem beheld Delilah. She
shyly repeated the message still left in her system in a Czech
accent. Through another miracle (blame the Moldavite),
Delilah could decode her own encoding. “I HOPE you will
not imagine that I am going to try to make some
extraordinary pronouncement tonight and tell you exactly
how all the problems of mankind in the war and in peace are
going to be solved.”
“No, that’s not necessary,” said the Golem, who in
the town that included both Catholic and Protestant football
teams became a quick study. “Getting out of this strange
place might be a higher priority at present.”
Delilah replied, “I only thought you would like me to
have a short talk with you about how we are getting on and
to thank you for all the kindness with which you have treated
me in spite of my many shortcomings.”
“You have no shortcoming to my tender eyes,”
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replied Golem. “But we must go—now.” Seeing that Delilah
was ill-equipped to move herself, Golem (with a sudden
image in his mind of the theft of figs) picked her up himself
and broke down the door.
Delilah responded warmly, “We can now say not only
with hope but with reason that we shall reach the end of our
journey in good order.”
Golem took Delilah to the rail station where he
aroused no notice. It was luck, if luck be called, that no one
checked to see if they had purchased tickets. Thus did Golem
and Delilah go south where they beheld lovely landscapes as
well as that intriguing structure known as the Angel of the
North. “Do you think we will arrive at our destination?”
Golem enquired at length.
Delilah answered, “it will not be a long interval, and
it will be child’s play compared to what we have already
gone through.” Golem and Delilah exchanged love energy
for the next several hours with the effect that Golem’s bald
pate sprouted curly red hair and Delilah developed fullblown faxing capabilities.
Golem and Delilah disembarked at Newcastle. They
took the metro to Gateshead and found themselves
irresistibly drawn to a grocery store. The shopkeeper, a man
with a warm smile and a black skullcap, looked at them with
particular interest and for a minute all seemed lost. “Want
some cheese that’s Cholov Yisroel?”
“No thank you,” said Golem, “I am looking for a
beautiful place to visit while I work on my machine.”
“I recommend Leeds castle in Kent, the land of many
orchards,” replied the shopkeeper. “It has an interesting
history and a Bat-Qol tell me this is to be your destination.”
During the rail journey of some four and a half hours
to Maidstone they romanced by solving Sudoku together.
Delilah used her psycho-kinetic powers to help Golem
construct a special diagram for testing hypotheses; Golem
entered the solutions.
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True to their mission, the pair hid themselves among
the artifacts of Henry VIII and Catherine of Aragon. Henry’s
first wife was none other than the daughter of Ferdinand and
Isabella, vicious to Jews and Muslims alike. One of these
special objects was a magical gold salt cellar crafted for
Pedro IV of Aragon by the Jewish alchemist, Magister
Menahem. Reacting to the combined energy of the lovers
and the moldavite, it created a vortex of no-time with the
ability to project into all times.
On July 17, 1978 that Moshe Dayan, Cyrus Vance,
and Ibrahim Karmel met together in the castle. The wise
Delilah, imitating the voices of all three as she spoke the
words of Britain’s Wartime leader of controversial legacy
ushered in the necessary background for the Camp David
Accords. Many years later, Delilah and Golem also
facilitated the Northern Irish Peace talks.
Little is known of what happened to the pair. To this
day they may reside in Leeds Castle in no-time bliss. Or they
may have pinched precious artifacts and put them to
nefarious purposes. Perhaps they also created a child, a
singing pedometer.
Or, with their mission accomplished they may have
left this realm, ready for reincarnation in human bodies, for
they had earned it. And glad would Rabbi Judah Loew ben
Bezalel and Alan Mathison Turing have been to know their
fate, they who wrought them slowly long ago, that both Jews
and the Irish and British inhabitants of the six counties alike
profited from their efforts. For no wish for peace, though
spoken by David Garrick, accompanied by Liberace, with
the brains of the Tianhe-2 behind it, could have dealt such a
powerful stroke.
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APPENDIX B: ALAN AND ANNELIES DEATH
MIXTAPE

1) Invocation:
“Good Morning Starshine” from Hair
“To Everyone in All the World,” Raffi
“Oh Very Young,” Yusuf Islam
Theme song from The Big Blue Marble
“Calypso,” John Denver
“O-o-h Child”, Five Stairsteps
“Turn! Turn! Turn!” The Byrds
“Let it Be Me,,” The Indigo Girls
“Sheena Is a Punk Rocker,” The Ramones
“Song of the Warsaw Ghetto Uprising” (Jewish
Partisan Anthem), Paul Robeson
“Politicians in My Eyes, Death (Alan’s note: Why
you were so required)
2) The Scene
“Suspect Device,” Stiff Little Fingers
“Sunday Bloody Sunday,” U2
“Who by Fire,” Leonard Cohen
“This Is Not a Song, It’s an Outburst, Or the
Establishment Blues,” Sixto Rodriguez
“Rockaria,” Electric Light Orchestra
“Nasty Dan,” Johnny Cash
“Think,” Aretha Franklin
“After the Gold Rush,” Neil Young
“Late November,” Sandy Denny
“The Bells of Rhymney,” The Byrds
“Question,” The Moody Blues
“The Changing Garden of Mr. Bell,” Raffi
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3) Transitioning
“Estimated Prophet,” The Grateful Dead
“Michael Row the Boat Ashore,” Raffi
“Longer Boats,” Yusuf Islam
“Soul Meets Body,” Death Cab for Cutie
“Ballad of Easy Rider,” The Byrds
“Any World (That I’m Welcome To),” Steely Dan
“Simple Gifts,” Simple Gifts: Shaker Songs and
Chants
“Yours is No Disgrace,” Yes
4) Future Hopes and Dreams
“Hey Tomorrow,” Jim Croce (my neighbour,
Alan wrote)
“The Cat Came Back,” (Muppet Show version)
“Free To Be You and Me,” “I’d Like to Teach the
World to Sing,” The New Seekers.
“All I Really Need,” Raffi
“Won’t Get Fooled Again,” The Who
“Love Train,” The O'Jays
“Golden,” Jill Scott.
“Turn the World Around,” Harry Belafonte
“Raki,” Oliver Mtukudzi
“Paths of Victory,” The Byrds
“Talkin’ Bout a Revolution,” Tracy Chapman
“Chicago We Can Change the World,”
Crosby,Stills, Nash & Young
“Alternative Ulster,” Stiff Little Fingers
“Let's Make it Work,” Paul Doran and Christy
Moore, Live for Ireland (1986 Self-Aid Theme Song).
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